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ABSTRACT

Many habitaLs are non-uniform, or "patchy". One way of

studying cor,rnunities in such habitats is to examine events within

individual patches, and then to combine results from a number of patches.

A common approach to the study of patch dynamics is the equilibrium model

developed by MacArËhur and l,trilson. This model is widely regarded as

having been Lested adequately, and consequently is used to solve applied

problems.

There are a number of problems with this approach. Many

s¡udies regarcled as tests are in fact flawed, and are notcritical tests

of the model.' There are a number of more general problems: The concept

of equilibrium is poorly defined,'with fitife regard for chance events

or differences in the life-histories of individual species.

The concept of equilibrium is here re-defined. FlucËuations

in species number (S) are assumed to occur, and the concept of narl:o\'ü

boundedness is introduced. Fluctuations in S are narrowly boundecl if

(1) S has no tendency to increase indefinitely or to decline to zero with

time, and (2) Fluctuations in S fall with 957" probability within a band

S t S w, with rlr = 0.20.

This clef inirion allows Ëhe equilibr:ium model to be tested, in

this case for the sessile invertebrates associated with shells of the

f anshell , pinna bicoTor, a sedentary bivalve widely distributed in shallol'r

seas of the Indo Pacific region. The fluctuations in S were not

narrowly bounded on most Pinna shells, änd in order to accor¡rnodate the

fluctuations on 95"/" of shells, ê w > 0.5 r¿ou1d be required. Fluctuations

of this magnitude are unacceptably large.

Recruitment onto ideltical patches varies considerably,

indicating a large stochastic component. There is also beÈween-seasons,

between-years, and between-localities variation. Individual species



vary greatly in their patterns of recruitment, sufficient to account for

most of the fluctuations in S.

There are considerable differences in the competitive abílities

of different.species. Some, mainly didemnid ascidians and to a lesser

extent, sponges, influence dramalically the composition of any patch in

which they occur. Their influence in the overall community is

restricted by predatory fish, mainly the monacanthids EubaTichthgs

mosaicus and Brachal-uteres jacksonianus, which prey upon newly metamorphosed

post-larvae. No tunicaËe recruits onto uncaged Pinna shells were

observed in Èwo years, despite the settlement of'larvae.

On Pinna shellsr percent cover is 1ow, and bryozoans and

serpulids are the mosË widespread taxa. Sponges and tunicaÈes occur

infrequently, but when they occur have high percenL covers. The

discrete nature of the patches in this case means that invasion of

patches must be by dispersive larvae, rather Ëhan the vegetative growth

of existing colonies (cf. pier pilings). This accounts for the rarity

of sponges, which invade patches almost exclusively by the latter method.

T\¡nicates are similar although dispersive larvae play a greater role than

for sponges. Tunicates are restricted by a combination of this and the

action of fish.

Species composition is extremely variable. Aside from the

aforementioned facËors, the outcomes of competitive interactions between

given pairs of species \,.¡ere frequently variable, and often neither species

r¿as able consístently to win. Thus, even when the species composition

of a patch was known, subsequent events usually were not predictable.

The reasons for the lack of usefulness of the equilibrium model

in this instance are likely to be featurés contrnon to other communities,

but obscured by a lack of data. It appears that equilibrium models are

not of general use j-n the study of patcl'ry habitats. Disturbance is

unimportant in the conrnunity studied, thus "non-equilibriúm" models are



ínapplicable. Although these models apply to other communiti-es, Lhey do

not have grear generalitY.

An alternative model is developed, using life-history

characEeristics of species (modes of dispersion, competitive ability)

to make qualitative, probabilistic predictions about the composition

of patches of a given size. Species composit.ion ís assumed to be

variabl-e, due to chance factors. The model is tested using the sessile

assemblage on Edithburgh pier, and its predictions supported. Examples

from other habitats gíve hope. of some_ general applicability, and the

model is expanded to take account of variations in recruitment råtes,

predaLion and physical disturbance. The expanded version has not

yet. been testeä. Stochastic, rather than deterministic, models are

likely to prove most useful in understanding patchy habitats.
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1 . I}JTRODUCTION

1.1 Paüchy habitats

Natural habitats have long been recognised as-being distributed

in a non-homogeneous, or "patchy" manner. It has sirnilarly been

aclcnowledged that this partly explains the non-uniform distribulion of

most animal species (e.g. see Andrewartha and Birch 1954). Patchiness

occurs in almost all habitats, and on a wide range of spatial scales.

Whittaker and Levin (lgll) give a comprehensive review of the phenomenon,

and obvious examples abound, such as host plants for insects (Andrewartha

and Birch Q954) give numerous examples), patch reefs for coral reef

fish (Sale Ig77), and lakes and streams for freshwater invertebrates (".g.

Cairns et aL. L969; Keddy L976).

lnlhittaker and Levin (tgll ) suggested thar it is appropriate to

view natural communilies as mosaics of sma11, interconnected patches

against a relatively homogeneous reference background. This background

may be either biotic, such as a bed of mussels within which patches are

cleared, or abiotic, such as the land between lakes. In such a case,

it seems intuitively reasonable to study the events within individual

patches and to make formulations about the abundance of species on wider

scales by eombining the results for a number of patches.

The most extreme form of habitat paËchiness is of course oceanic

islands. They have stimulated the interest of naturalists as far back

as the early and mid-nineteenth century (de candolle 1855, cited. by

Connor and Simberloff (1978)), and the influence of the Galapagos Islands

on the thinking of Ðarwin (1859) is probably the besr example of this.

Interest in island biotas \¡¡as mainrained, but the approach to the corn-

position of island biotas remained largely descriptive and anecdotal,

until the publication of "The Theory of Island Biogeography" by Robert

MacArthur and Edward i,Jilson ín L967, although it was preceded by three
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ear1ie1^ \,üorks (IlacArthur and Wilson f 963; Preston 1960, Lg62).

MacArthur and Inlilson proposed that the biota of an island can

be viewed as an equilibrium between the arrival of new species and the

extinction of already present ones. The i-nrmigration rate (f ) is

postulated to be higher for islands closer to the "or.rr.. of colonists.

It is implicitly assumed that there is a point source for colonists.

Irn"nigration rate falls with time, since fewer species are left to colonise,

and MacArthur and hlilson proposed that ttre curve of Immigration rate against

number of species present (S) should be concave (Figure 1.1), since the

betl-er colonisers will establish first, and slower colonisers should be

increasingly less likely to colonise an island.

Simi-Iarly, extinction rate (E) rises with the number of species,

since the probability of deleterious interactions with other species is

increased. In addition, with a larger number of species and assuming

a constant probability of extinction per unit time for each species, the

expected number of extinctions should increase with S in a curvilinear

manner. Extinction rate.should then be higher on Larger islands than

smal1. MacArthur and Wilson arbitrarily assigned exponential shapes to

their curves of I and E against S (Figure 1.1), but stressed that it was

only necessary for the curves to be monotonic

The point of inËersection of the tr^/o curves for a given island

determines the equilibrium number of species, ô. This value should be

approached asymptotically with t.ime, and the effect of island size on

extinction rate should produce a monoLonically increasing curve of species

number versus area. This has become known as a species-area curve, and

log S = log

the area of

is usually

the number

The increase

expressed as

of species, A

in species number with

c +:zLog A,, or S = c Az,

the island, artd z and c

area had been recognised

v¡here S is

are constants.

for many

this semi-years, but the MacArthur and l{ilson rrrodel surrounded if with

rigorous framework
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After S is reached, extinctions continue, with replacement of

species by new immigrants. Thus, it is only the number of species which

reaches an equilibrium; tire actual species composition is continually

changing. This became known as species turnover. There are thus two

cLear predicLions from the eguilibrium model.

(1) The number of species on an island should increase with the area

of the island, and

Q) The number of species should,remain constant or nearly consËant,

but there should be coi'rtinuous turnover of species.

It is of course not sufficienl for a model to appty only to the

extremes of a class of situations; if a model is to be of general use,

it should be applicable to the whole class of situations with as little

modification as possible. MacArthur and hlilson v/ere certainly a\^¡are of

this, and clearly viewed their equilibrium model as being applicable to

a variety of other patchy habitats. This is stated explicitly in the

introductory chapter (l"facArthur and Inlilson Ig67 , pp3-5), and further

evidence comes from their.use of data from so-called "habitaL islands",

such as diatoms on glass slides in strearns (Patrick 1975).

These predictions have been treated extensively in the

literature, and Simberloff {.ilg74) gives a comprehensive review of much

of this work. Recently, many of these sÈudies have been criticised

heavily, and in many cases it appears that researchers ignored the caveats

of MacArthur and Wilson. Many sections of their book clearly imply that

the work is intended to be a stimulus for further and rigorous investiga-

lions, rather than a definitive treatment of the biotas of islands.

In the following sections, I shall first try to give a workable

definition of "equilibrium", and then to review briefly thetttests" and

expansions of the llacArthur-I{ilson model. Then I sl-ral1 give an account

of various criticisms of these tests.

Fina11y, I shall describe briefly alternative approaches to the
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study of Patchy habitats

of this tYPe, since all

and describe r¿hat is known of marine habitats

of the experimental data to be presented in this

such habitaL.thesis will be drawn from one

1.2 An operaËional definitiôn of equilibrium

The use of the term "equilibrium" implies some kind of "steady-

state". In practice, of course, species number will never be constanE.

Trivially, species will never be gained and lost simultaneously, and

sometimes successive irnmigrati.ons will occur by chance before correspond-

ing extinctions occur, and vice versa.

For this and other reasons which will become apparent in the

following sectibns, we should expecl S to fluctuate about ô ritf, time.

Correspondingly, for a given set of islands surveyed simultaneotrsly, we

would expect to find a range of S values, since there is no reason Ëo

expect that the fluctuations in S for individual islands will be

synchronised.

MacArthur and Wilson recognised this, and developed a simple

model to predict the variance of S for a set of identical islands.

Subsequent workers have largely ignored this, and it has been assumed

that equilibriurn means a constant value for S

l^lhen it is acknowledged that S varies, it is clear that

"equilibrium" must mean that the variance of S is relatively sma1l. The

alternative view is that a situation may be "non-equilibrium" (..g.

Connell I978, L979), i.e. few patches have attained this steady-state,

and most have been clisturbed so that they are not near equilibrium.

This statement means simply that the variance of S is relatively large.

The terms "large" and "sma11" are arbitrarily defined, but the decision

about the variance of S is important. If the variarrce of S is large,

then it may not be useful to talk about an equilibrium, since at a given

time most patches will not t".ru ô species.
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It follows that the existence of an equilibrium is not

disprovable unless we define a priori the level of variation in S below

which it is considered useful to ernploy the concept of equilibrium.

In practice, Lhis is rarely, if ever, done and the decision about

whether an equilibrium exists appears to have been made by subjective,

visual inspection.

InIe can approach the question of equilibrium in a slightly less

arbitrary manner. If we acknowledge that S will fluctuate in some way,

r¡e can specify the limits to the fluctuations, without assuming anything

about the distribution of S. The same approach has been aclopted by

Chesson (1978) for the case of a stochastic population model which can

not usefully be thought of as "stable", but where the populations have

a limiting average density as time increases and rvhere v/e can consider

the populations unlikely to decline to zero or increase in an unbounded

r,,7ay. This likelihood can be expressed as I'stochastic boundedness".

To paraphrase the definition given by Chesson (1978, p 344),

let S(t) Ue the value of S at time t. S will be stochastically

boun<led in the loca1 sense, if for every positive probability 6 there is

a nuinber U- ( - such that for any t, S (t) is less than U- withE ---J ------ -g

probabiliËy at least 1-{, and a number tE t O such that for some E. i,

S(t) is greater t,han L- with probability at leasE l-E.
È

Now, the MacArthur-l{ilson theory predicts that S will be

stochastically bounded in just this sense. However \¡¡e are concerned

not only with whether or not S remains within some bounds, but also with

r¿hether the boundaries are so far apart that the fluctuations become of

more interest than the central location of the data.

hle can then define narrovr boundedness by the following:

S(t) is narrowly bouncled- if

(1) S(t) is stochastically bouncle<l (as defined above) for | = 0.025

(i.e. there exists an envelope such that the probability of s being
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ourside its boundaries at any t is 0'05)'

(Z) ftre width of that envelope is sufficiently small relative to

the mean, S'

It is necessary to define "sufficiently sma11" arbitrarily,

and we can gain some idea of useful magnitudes as follows.

MacArthur and i^tilson used immigration and extinction

probabili-ties to generate an expected distribution of S around S fô1.

This distribution \,ras approximately normal (see their Figure 19).

For a normal distribution, 95% of. S values fa1l within the region

uS I 1.96 or.

Now, if the concept of equilibrium is to be useful, this region

must be small. Define a coefficient w, where 0:< w -< l with vr cirosen,

so that E t r S d"fitr"u the region of "sufficiently narror^/" variation.

Then, the observed fluctuations will be sufficiently narrow if

r.96 "s
F <\¡/ /L.96

The selection of w is then the arbitrary stage, but once a

value for w has been chosen, there is an objective test for the existence

of irarrow bounds for the observed fluctuations of S. If we accept that

the normal distribution is a simplified approximation for the distribution

of S, the test is simply to obtain the observed coefficient of variation

in S (c.v.) from a series of ce.rsu"es on one patch and test the null

hypotlresis H- : c.v. = w/\.96 agaínst. H, : c.v. > w/L96.
o

In order Ëo try and represent the criteria graphically, I

selected S values randornly witl-r the constraint that the probability of

a value falling outside the boundsis 0.05. S values were plotted against

time, in the order that they occurred. The result hTas a randorn sequence

of S values which nevertheless fitted the test criteria in question, i.".

would be classified as equilibrial. I performed this simulation for

three values of w; 0.1, 0.2, and 0.5. The results are shown on Figure 1.2

<wS, of

"s /
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The graph for r,¿ = 0. 1 shor*'s the kind of f luctuations which

would be likely to be called "equilibrium" in the literature. For w =

0.2 the f luctuations are modera.te, and lo allorv S to fluctu ate 20iZ either

síde of the mean seems a generous criterion for a steady state. For w

= 0.5 Ëhe fluctuations appear wide and the terms "equilibrium" or'rsteacly

state" apPears inaPProPriate.

If we accept \,/ = 0.2 as defining sufficiently narrow bounds,

Ëhe critical, coefficient of variation is IA.2%. Clearly, if we are to

test for an equilibrium, a relatively-large number of censuses is

necessary to minimise the likelihood of Type II

The literature shows very few examples

population fluctuations make it unlikely that

obtained within the lifetime of a researcher,

which are too short to be of any value. Of

errols

of

Indeed, Lhe life spans of many vertebrates, and the

such s tuciies .

consequent scale of

censuses could besuch

without

the oLher

s amp l ing

s tudies,

at intervals

mos t

stopped after S reached an as)¡mptote. It is clear, however, that

since the species pool is finite, the curve of S vs time must at least

reach an as)rmptote. It is the behaviour of the curve after the

initial point of inflexion is reached that is of interest. It is

thus unlikely that the existence of an "equilibrium" can be tested

using the published literature.

For the remainder of this chapter, I shall continue to use

the term equilibrium in the context of the MacArthur-\^iilson mode1,

but it will mean that species number is bounded as specified on

page 5 Elsewhere, the term "narrowly bounded" will be used.
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1.3 Tests of the equilibrium model

The t.wo niain predictions of the equilibrium model have

gener:a1ly been investigated independently, and studies examining both

are relatively rare (Simberlo ff ß7Ð. Connor and Siinberloff (1978)

found it convenient to divide ttte published investigations ínto two

categories of approach, which they termed "regression" and "experimental".

Connell G975) gives a good review of the advantages and disadvantages

of each. The regression approach involves the use of naturally occurr-.

ing islands, on which measurements are made of area, elevation, distance

to source andfor nearest neighbour, habitat diversity, etc. Species

number is also measured, generally for a single taxon, such as birds,

lizards, or insects. Regression equations are then calculated using

species number as the dependent variable and either area (a simple

linear regression), or all of the measured variables as independent

variables (multiple linear regression). The latter allows a relative

importance to be assigned to each of the independent variables.

Similarly, turnover and species equilibrium is assessed simply by

revisiting islands and comparing species counts. This approach has

obvious defects; a regression equat.ion cannot show causality, and the in-

dependent variables used may only be significantly related to the

dependent variable because they are themselves correlated with more

subtle, but more imporËanL variables. The use of naturally occurring

islands frequently places restrictions on the number of replicates

available, and also the total sample size. True replicates are often

unavailable, since there will be at least subtle differences betrveen

any pair of similar islands. Nevertheless, such experiments are

sometimes labe1led "natural experiments" (Diamorrd 1973).
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The experimental approach j-nvolves manipularion of species

composi.rion (CrowelL L9'73; Paine 1966) or modifications of the islands

rhemse lves ( Simberlof f and I^Jilson 1969 ) . This approach has been

employed mostly for invertebrate taxa, and its use for studies on

vertebrates has been restricted for mainly ethical reasons, although

logistic reasons may also be important. Abbotr. (L97 9), however, has

recently puL forrvard a strong case for experimental removal or ad<lition

of bird species, claiming that this is the only \.vay to test critically

hypotheses about the role of competition in producing morphological

changes in bird species on islands. Controlled experiments have the

advantage of being able to assign causes to effects with minimal

equivocation, but the main disadvantage is the possibility that the

experimental procedure itself rnay have an effect. These effects may

scrnetimes be difficult to control for. chapter 4 provides examples

of this problem.

Most workers have been able to show significant regression of

log s on 1og A. connor and Mccoy (L979, see Èheir appendix) give a

comprehensive account of such investigations. The number of such

studies since then is very small, and they do not affect the essential

conclusion that species number generally increases with area, and

frequently in such a \¡,ay as to be fitted by a 1og s/log A curve. This

has been shown for a wide range of taxa from nematodes on plant roots

(Bowen and Rovira L976) to protozoa ín the guts of primates, regarding

social troups as islands (Freeland lg:.g), through various marine and

freshwater habitats to the vast number of sËudies on birds (see Abbott

1979), and mannnals (Brorvn I97I; Crowell 1973).

Although most regression sludies have used Area as an

indepenclent variab le, there is no agreement as lo what this acLually

itself may be important, firstly by irsAre ar epresent s

effect on

eco1ogical1y.

extinction rates Thi.s was the view of MacArthur and ldilson
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(Lg67). Secondly, a 1.arge island "samples" more of the medi.um rn

which t¡e colonists disperse, and so on probabilistic grolrnds, rue would

expect more species to be "collectedtr by the larger island. Thirdly,

Larger islands tend to irave a greater diversity of habitats, allowing

greater niche specialisation and hence nìore species to coexist.

There is some evidence for each of these possibilities.

Simberloff Og76) showed, for invertebrates on mangrove islands, that

area alone was sufficient to account for changes in species number by

changing population size and thus alte-ring probabilities of extinction.

Abele and Patton (1976) and Austin et aL. (1980) both found lhat the

síze of coral heads per se influenced the number of species of decapods,

al.though they did not determine r¿hether or not this occurred by

rnodification of extinction rates.

The sampling effect accounted for a large amounË of varial-ion

in species number in the marine epifaunal conrnunit-y studied by Osman

(r977, l97B).

Harger and ltarper (L976) found that the number of soil types

influenced strongly the number of plant species, and Abele G976)

demonstrated a similar result for crustaceans in coral heads.

Many other examples may be found in the literature, and it

seems likely that all three must apply in some, and probably many, cases

of patchy habitats. It may often be almost impossible to disentangle

their effects, due to lack of true replicates, smal1 sample sizes, etc.

1.3.1 Turnover rates and equilibrium

These are clearly more difficult to measure than species-area

relationships, since repeated censuses are required, rather than a

single, often brief visit to each island. Such studies are correspond-

ingly fewer. Diamon<l (fgZf) examined historical records and conducted

his or,vn surveys of birds in the Channel Islands in Southern California,
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and concluded that species numbers had changed very little, but that

species compositions differed markedly. It should be noted thaË

Johnson Qg72) has crilicised Diamondrs study on the grounds of

deficient censuses

Simberlof f and irlilson Qgøg) defaunated mangrove islets and

observed an approach to the species number for unmanipulated control

islets. Further, rapid turnover of insect species was observed (0.5-

-1.I .0 species. day - ) .

Abbott (1978; Abbott and Grant 1976) examined bird species

censuses for offshore islands of southern Australia, and reported some

turnover of species. The number of non-passerine bird species was

generally very similar between surveys separated by intervals of 59-184

years. For passerine birds, however, species number was generally

higher at the lasE published survey than at the firsË. Abbott and

GranÈ Q976) postulated that the passerine fauna is not in equilibrium.

Vaisanen and Jarvinen (1977) surveyed four islands and compared

bird species number with earlier censuses. They found Ëhat turnover r,/as

occurring, but did not shor¿ constancy of species number. The number of

species had increased with time, and this was interpreted as the result

of the islands' being protected. Terns and Gulls had increased greatly,

excluding other species, and tending to lower diversity. This effect

I'ilas s\^Tamped by the general increase in population sizes of most species

(i.e. lower extinction rates), and successful colonisation by other

species .

Hunt and Hunt (1974), Diamond (L969), Diamond and Marshall

Qg77), and Jones and Diamond (1976) have all demonstrated turnover of

avifaunas in various areas, mainly California, New Guinea, and the New

Hebrides. In all cases the comparisons were between early surveys and

recent investigations.
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Lynch and Johnson (1974) have criticised much of the literature

on turriover iates. They suggest that many censuses involve rlnequal

sampling effort; early censuses are frequently not sufficiently

comprehensive to serve as baselines. Further, the criteria by which

species are included in the countr' *ty vary between surveys, ranging

frorn single sightings, migrants or vagrants, to breeding pairs. Lynch

and Johnson sho\^red that at least for the Farallon Islands in California,

a number of landbird species would visit the island at värious times of

lhe year. Spot censuses would include these species as part of the

fauna of a given island, and since more birds visited during summer

months, species number rvould be differentially biased, depending on the

time of year at which the census I¡/as made.

Their final criticism was that many of the extinctions

recorded in the study of the Channel Islands avifauna by Diamond (1969)

could be ascribed to the effects of man. Thus, noE all extinctions

originated from processes within the natural community, and the avifaunas

must be regarded as being disturbed by an external agent, and equilibrium

cannot be assumed. Abbott (l_979 ) also stresses the potential

importance of mants effects, both directly, by agriculture and

industrial development, and indirectly, mainly by the introduction of

domestic animals which become feral.

The MacArthur-l,lilson model leads to the prediction that turnover

rate (number of species. tirne-l) should be higher on smal1 islands than

large, since extinctions are more frequent on sma1l islands. SimilarJ.y,

remote islands should have a lower turnover rate than near, since on

near islancls inunigration is higher, so that at ô, o,n near islands both

I and E will be higher. This question has not been addressed 1n any

great detail, with the exception of the work of Diamond (i969, LglL),

who was not able to detecE any difference in turnover rate between

islands of different sizes. He attributed this to the small disËances
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between the islands and the mainland (-. 61 rniles), so that all islands

are effectively very near so that any effect due to island size is

swarnped. Diamond also suggested tliat differences in habitat type could

be more important for turnover than either distance or ârea. It should

be enrphasised that these are a posteriori rationalisations for

conËradictorY data

Diamond and May lJ977 ) investigated Ëhe relation between turnover

rate and time beLr,¡een censuses, and showed a negative correlation between

the two. This is presumably because some species go extinct and

recolonise, or colonise and go extinct, between censuses. Abbott {llg1g)

has criticised this idea, on the grounds that it is tautological.

Diamond and May used turnover rate, as follows; consider two time

periods, t, and tr. The island in question is censused at these Ëimes,

and has S, and S, species resPectively. Between the two time periods,

E species arrive, and I species becoure extinct. Turnover rate is then

calculated as (r + r)/(t(s, + sr)), where t = tl - tZ. Abbott (1979)

claims that this is a function of the form A/¡t, where ArB are constants.

He suggested that because of this, turnover rate must be negatively

correlated with time between censuses, t. This is not true, however,

because the quantities E and I are not inunigration and extinction rates,

but numbers of species. If we consider the probabilities of inrnigration

and extinction as fixed, then the expected number of species either

arriving or leaving will increase with time betweeri surveys. The values

A and B are thus not constant-s; rather, A is a function of the form A

= ct. The t's cancel in the equation for turnover rate, so that it is

no longer a function r¿hich must be negatively correlated with t.

Aside from the bir:d studies, there are few which have

demonstrated stable or steady species number or turnover. This was

demonstrated for rodents (Crowell I973), arthropods (Simberloff and

tr^lilson 1969); r:eptiles (lleatwole and Levins 1973), and sessile marine
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invertebrates (Osman 1978)

Diamond (1972) provided an alternative method to the estimat-ion

of turnover rates. He used the deviatior-r of an individual island from

a species-area curve togettrer rvith the age of the island, to calculate

a "relaxation time". This is the time for the species number to reach

9O'/, oit the saturation number, i.". ô. The method assumes that points

which lie on the species-area curve are at equilibrium, while those not

on the line are not at equilibrium. Used this way, the method appears

circular, since the.same data are used to fit a species-area curve as to

calculate time Ëo reach the curve for single data points which deviate

from it. Abbott (1979) also suggests that the method may not be useful

because of past differences in mainland species pools, post-g1acial

changes in island areas, eËc. The assumption that the empirical curve

rePresents equilibrium values r¿ould seem to be doubÈfu1 at best. The

assumption would only be reasonable if area were the sole deterrninant

of species number for a group of approximately similar, equi-distant

islands. In vie¡n¡ of the doubt about the mechanisms underlying species-

area curves, it seems clear that various factors may be involved, and

each island may be at equilibrium, but have r., ô,,rul,-,e different from

the fitted curve simply because of differences in habitat type, food

availability, etc.. rn other words, the fitted curve may be viewed as

an 'laverage" species-area relationship for a set of islands each of which

is at equilibrium. It may be useful for some purposes, but the deviation

of a single island from it does not imply that that island is not in

equi libr iurn .

Terborgh Q974), however, used this method for the avifauna of

Barro colorado rsland, and obtained good fit between observed and

predicted numbers of extinctions. Abbott Q979) interpreted Ehis as

evidence that the relaxation methocl is robust. rt may be that the

species-area curve in this case has only one underlying mechanism, and a
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najor objecfion is removed. However, if a model can be shown to have

assumptions violated, but still gives a good fit to observed data, a

credible other explanation is lhat this is an example of making the right

prediction for the wrong reason (Dayton 1973).

Heatwole and Levins (7972, 1973) have suggested that lizard

communities on some Puerto Rican islands showed constant trophic structure.

The islands were defaunated, and measurements \^7ere made of trophic

structure before and after the islands were defaunated. This finding

v¡as greeted initially with enthusiasm _(SimberLof.f. L974), but Simberlof f

(Lg76) subsequently cast doubt on this conclusion.

I.3.2 Uses of ,Ehe equilibrium model

On the basis of these studies, many have regarded the

equilibrium model aq having been tesEed adequately, and as having some

predictive value. An example of this comes from the concludíng remarks

of Ëhe much-cited review by Simberloff Q974):

"tr'le can therefore use island biogeography to further our
understanding of a variety of evolutionary and ecological
phenomena and even to aid in the preservation of the
earth's biotic diversity in the face of man's ecological
despoliation. " (: )

Ïhe latLer phrasing was taken from a manuscript by Terborgh (t913,

cited by Simberloff 1 g74) . Testing of the model has almost ceased,

and those examples which provide what appears to be contradictory

evidence are either ignored, or explained away with a postetiori

hypotheses.

As mentioned above, the acceptance of the model can be gauged

by the ranþe of patchy habitats to which it has been applied.

The second indication of wide acceptance is the use of the

model to solve applied problems. The major use is in the design of

conservation parks

There is little point in detailing the papers which have used
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or cited the MacArthur-hlilson mode1. Most have eitl-rer plotted species-

area curves, or noted that the habitat in question was patchy, and so

the equilibrium model should be applicable. Simberloff. (I974), Abbott

Q979), and Osman (1978), and Connor and McCoy (1979) together provide

conprehensive accounts of these studies.

Conservation planners are usually interested in preserving as

large a number of species as possible. This has led to the use of the

species-area curve as a justification for making reserves as large as

possible, since more species will be contained in the larger reserve

than in a series of sma1l reserves of equivalent area (Diamond 1975

May 1975; Miller and Harris 1977; Pickett and Thompson 1978; Soule

et aL. Lglg; Sullivan and Schaff.er L975; Terborgh Lg74, Lgl5,1976;

lrTilson and l,Iillis 197 5 ) . Diamond (197 5 ) went further and suggested

the use of "corridors" between smal1 habitat islands, to facilitate

migration between paÈches, thereby increasing effective population síze.

The probability of extinction is regarded as being inversely proportional

to population size, and so expected time until extinction is increased.

The idea has been investigateå'by Mclaren (1979) for birds in scrub

patches on Eyre Peninsula, South Australia. She found some evidence to

suggest that these corridors were effective aids to the migration, for

birds, at least.

These ideas have been criticised by Simberloff and Abele (1976),

and Abele and Connor (1978; cited in Connor and McCoy Ig7Ð, for the

following reasons. The cornparison between a large patch and small

patches of equivalent size is made by noting that the Ëheory predicts

that if the large patch has S, species, then each small patch will have

S, species, SL t SS. It seems to be assumed that even if a large number

of small patches is used, Ëhey will jointly house about S, species, i.e.

less t.han Sr. This impl-icitly assumes that each smal1 patch has the

same species 1i.st. The composition of individual small patches will
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varlr however, since the iclentities of immigrating species will be at

leas¡ parË1y influenced by chance in any given patch. Similarly, the

extinctions will noË be identical for all patches. The MacArthur-

I¡tiLson model predicts, in short, that Ehe actual species identities ¡^¡i11

vary widely between a series of identical patches. Simberloff and

Abele i:glO) suggest that, under these conditions, it is quite likely

that lhe toÈa1 number of species in afl small patches may be greater

than Sr. A series of small patches may also offer a better buffer

against exËinction,-since if a species- becomes extinct in a small patch,

it may recolonise from another patch, but if exËinction occurs in the

large patch, further immigration may be less likely

The MacArlhur-tr{ilson model is dynamic, and assumes that

extinctions occur frequently, but conservation planners are frequently

interested in the preservation of species per se, and so park design may

need to consider the probability of loca1 extinction and consider ways

of compensating for t.his

There are furÈher reasons for doubting the applicability of

this model to the planning of reserves, but these will be developed

more fully in ChapËers 4 and 5.

The preservation of large areas of relatively undisturbed land

can be justified on oËher grounds, such as the need to maintain genetic

diversity, but the MacArthur-Wilson model should not be invoked to

justify this procedure.

1.4 validity of t'testsrr

1.4;1 Regression Studies

Despite the general acceptance of the'mode1, a number of

criticisms ean be made. These relate to the reliability and uncritical

nature of some "tests" of the model, and some more general points about
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the model itself

Connor and Sirnberloff (1978) r'roted that the conclusions of two

multiple regression studies on lhe avifauna of the Galapagos Islands

dif fered (Johnson and Raven L973; Hamil.ton et af . L963) . Llarnilton

et af. clairned that the number of plant species was best predicted by

untransformed values for area and elevation, while Johnson and Raven

(tgll) concluded that the log of area \,Ias the best predictor. In

order to resolve this, Connor and Simberloff (1978) reanalysed these

data, including a recalculatiOn of islend areas and elevaLions and the

use of nore comprehensive present-day species numbers. They found that

for a given island, the two studies differed by as much as 39% Ln rLLe

calculated areas, and 427" f.or elevations. The floral lists from

individual islands also differed between the two studies. Further,

Simpson Q974) claimed that species numbers for Galapagos flora are a

reflection more of areas of islands during the Pleistocene than present

day areas, which implies that they are not at equilibrium in present day

conditions. Connor and Simberloff (1978) reanalysed her dala as v¡el1'

They found flaws in the regression analysis; further, her conclusions

could be altered by Lhe type of regression. hlhen forward-stepwise

regression \^ras used, present-day conditions (area, elevation, isolation

etc.) were the best predictors of species number, while if all variables

were included regardless of whether they explained significant amounts

of the residual variance in species number, glacial configurations were

superior. The above conclusions r{ere altered if the same analyseis were

repeated using 1og-transformed variables, or if the independent variables

only were 1og-transformed.

A stepwise regression seems preferable in this case, since the

aim is t.o generate an equation which predicts species number as accurately

as possible, ie which maximis", ,2, the coefficient of determination.

¡-_
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Connor and Simberloff (1978) also criticised the criteria by

which species were included by Simpson, and calculated a further

regression using more accurat.e species 1ists. They found that present-

day island conditions were l¡etter predictors of plant species number

than glacial conditions. This \,,ras true for both log-transformed and

untransforr¡ed variab les .

Hor^/ever, it is notable that, when such regressions are

per,formed, the .independent variables are usually either all unt.ransformed
(

or all log-transformed. No combination of the two is done, and it is

possible that the value of t2 may be altere<l by this procedure. In the

multiple regressions of Connor and Simberlof f Gg7B, Tables 4,5), for

example, the independent variables do not enter the regression equation

in the same order when untransforme-d as when log-transformed. This

suggests strongly that some variables are

1og scale, others on a "naturaltt scale.

of species abundances is assumed (Preston

1967), then there are a priori grounds for

Hor^¡ever, for variables such as isolation,

archipelago, and possibly elevation, there

the log-transformation; if the desire is

,2, then transformation other than a

better predictors when on a

If a log-normal distribution

1962; MacArthur and I^Jilson

transforming area to logtO

distance to centre of

are no a Priori grounds for

simply to increase the overall

transformation might also be1oB1 
o

attempted.

The essential point to be derived from the analyses of Connor

and Simberloff is that for a group of islands as well-known as the

Galapagos, serious errors in measuring areas, elevations etc. have been

made, and species numbers have been calculated erroneously. These

mistakes have been sufficient to completely alEer the conclusions of

various studies. It seems likely that if such errors have been made

for the Galapagos, then less well-known island groups may also have

errors associated with them.
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In this case, ir is nol only the dependent variable which must

be regarded as having been estimated rvith error, but the independent

variables as well. All rnultiple regressions in the literature have

been Model I type regressions, but Model II is appropriate when

independent variables may have measurement error. The use of lfodel I

regressions on data for which Model II is appropriate r,¡ill r-end to

overestimate regression coefficients (Sokal and Rohlf 1969).

Collecting bias v¡as also shown to be important by Connor and

Simberloff (1978). 
trn", 

included the-variable "number of collecting

visirs" in the list of independent variables, and found that it entered

the regression first. It was possible that this may have been the result

of a strong correlation between area and coll.ecting visits, i.". large

islands are visited more often. This l^/as tested by using forced

multiple regression, with area entering the equation first. When

variables were untransfonned, the number of collecting trips also enÈered

the equation, indicating that it explained a significant amount of

residual variance indepenclently of its correlation with area. This was

not true for the log-transformed data. Connor and Sirnberloff also

showed that more collecting visits are made to islands \,üith high

elevation. This may be especially important when comparisons are made

between early ancl recent surveys, since very early investigators on ships

would be expected to miss small islands, but to notice larger islands

with high elevations. The high elevation may be indicative of a higher

probability of obtaining fresh water, so that longer and more frequent

visits could have occurred.

!.4.2 Species-Area Curves

It has been implicitly assurned by many authors that the

presence of a species-area (s-A) curve is indicative of equilibrium, and

that islands which deviate from this curve are disturbed. These curves

have been assumed also to be evidence in favour of the MacArthur-l'lilson
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there are a number of other ways

2I.

S imber loff

in which

rnodel, and even as a test of

(tgl+) }¡as pointed out that

a species-area curve could be obtained. I,rlhile the llacArthur-Inlilson

model irnplies a species-area curve, the converse is certainly not true.

Simberloff has frequently been ignored, however.

Connor and McCoy QgTg) reviewed the published species-area

curves with a number of questions in mind.

I. Is there a best form of the S-A curve?

2. Do the parameters c and z of tne po\.{er function have

any biological meaning?

1. Tirere are a number of possible forms of the equation;

(a) S=J+zA -linear(S/A)

(b) 1og S = c+ z A - log species/area (logs/a)

(c) S = c Az or rather

1og S= 1og c* z logA -po\,/er function (logs/logA)

(d) S= 1og c*z logA -exponential function (S/loeA)

It is the power function which has been predomiirantly used in

the literature and, in most cases, the alternative models were not even

examined. Connor and McCoy reexamined 100 data sets and fitted the

above four curves to each of them. The best fitting curve was selected

by eye, and if the r values for the regressions differed by less than

0.05 for tv/o curves, they were deemed to fit the data equally well.

There is a problem if the value of Pearsonts r is used to

compare the fit of Èwo curves. The amount of variation explained by

the regression í, t2, and if we consider t\^/o regressions whose correlation

coefficients differ by 0.05, i.e. ,2= tL + 0.05, then the coefficients

of delermination (r2) for the two curves will be rr2 
^nd 

rr'= rr.'*

0.1 r, + 0.0025.

If we consider the coefficient of determination as a measure of

goodness-of-fit, then Connor and McCoy's measure is not independent of



the value of r, since the difference betrveen the fits of our two

t\^¡o curves would be regarded as

dif ferecl by only 0.0035, while

r2s could reach 0.0925 rvithout

other.

hypothetical curves

rl = 0.90 and r, =

nz-3

)t

even though the r values

90, the difference between

being distinguished from each

is 0.1 r" + 0.0025. Consider two extreme cases,
I

0.05, then for tl = 0.01 the

2

0.01 . If r2 i" tl *

different

forr, =QI

the curves

.The r values \¡7ere never compared

Rohlf (1969) give the comparis.on between r

t2

+
t

-3
1

critical value. Of the 100

only three had sample sizes

lake 50 as the sample size

can calculate the minimally

statistically. Sokal and

1
and r, as

and the value of t = 1 .96 is used as the
0 .05;æ

data sets examined by Connor and McCoy,

of greater than 50. If we conservatively

from which r, and 12 were calculated, then we

significant value for 11 - ,2, as

t
1t

S

n

'zl > r.96.

> 0.404

That is, for the sample sizes available from the literature,

the tr^7o correlation coefficients need to differ by at least 0.404 to be

regarded as significantly different. This suggests thaË it is almost

impossible to distinguish statistically between curves, especially since

in many cases the power curve will approximate the linear curve.

It is still possible to make a decision about which curve fits

the data best, even though there may be not statístical significance,

and given this, 12 
"""r" a more appropriate measure than r. I

reexamined regression equations for the four curves for the 100 data

sets (Connor and McCoy , 1979; Appendix 2). If the .2" for t\^ro regrîessions

differed by less than 0.05, they were designaled equal. Tl-re resultant

tl ,hr"
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conclusions (table 1.1), did not differ qualitatively from those of

Connor and McCoy QgTg)rviz. that all models fit at leasË some data sets

we11.

It is notable, however, th¿rt the two criteria give rather

different results for a given data set. There \^ras agreement for only

46 out of 100 data sets listed by Connor and McCoy. More models gave

equally good fits when r valu.es were low, and for high r, there were

more cases of single models fitting best.

For 44 out of 100 cases, more than one model fitted the data

well, and five were fitted by all four models. A particularly good

example of the,fit of various curves can be seen by examination'of species

numbers on patches of hard substratum in the marine epifaunal communities

at Edithburgh. Two types of jarral-r (Eucal-aptus marginata) patch were

used: cleared patches on pier pilings, i... patches surrounded by sessile

organisms, and jarrah panels attached so as to be isolated. The other

three examples are of animals epizootic on the bivalve mollusc Pinna

bicoLor. One data set is from a random sample of. Pinna shells 5 metres

south of Edithburgh pier. Two were from a random sample of Pinna shells

beneath Edithburgh pier. The two valves of each shell were scored

separately. The jarrah panels were censused visual1y, the Pjnna she1ls

beneath the pier were collected and surveyed visually in the laboratory,

while those south of the pier were surveyed photographically. Further

details appear in Chapter 2.

I plotted S/A curves using all four equations, and selected

the best fit by (a) Connor and McCoyrs (1979) criterion, i.e. the value

of r for t\^ro equations,

(b) uy criterion - Coefficients of deLermination for

two equations,

(c) testing of homogeneity amongst the significant

coefficients, followed by pairwise tests to deterrnine which pairs did
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not differ significantlY.

The results are shown on Table 1.2. The nost conspicuous

difference is betrveen the Lef t and Right valves of Pinna beneatl-r the

pier. The S-A curve which besÈ explains the Rigirt valve sample is Ehe

exponential regar<lless of the criterion used. The Left valve is best

descri.bed by a linear, povler or log s/A by criterion (a), the po\,Ier or

1og S/A curves are best by criterion (b), and all four fit the data

equally well by criterion (c).

The three Pinna data sets also are not consistent in the

equation which best describes them (table 1.2). Similar inconsistency

is shown by the jarrah patches. This lack of agreement occurs regardless

of the criteridn used.

There is thus no empirical justification for the use of the

pov/er curve, aside from its ability to lineari'ze a great number of

relationships. Its theoretical justification was derived from the 1og-

normal disEribution of species abundances by Preston (1962), but Prest.on

stated that this distribution would be expected only if the islands are

true isolates and if the number of species was high. These assumptions

are never tested, and indeed the first is rather vague. The

distribution of species abundances is never compared with a log-normal

disÈribution, and so Ëhe theoretical basis for using this po\^Ier curve

is at best unsubstantiated.

2. The meanings of z and c.

Preston (tg0Z), again assuming a log-normal distribution,

predicted a value for z of 0.262. Arrhenius (1921), on the other hand,

had suggested that both z and c are merely fitted constanLs. The slope

(z) tras been suggested to have some biological meaning and often to

ref lect dif fererrces in island type or isolation. MacArthur and l'lilson

Q967) noted that'rmost (values) cluster in the range 0.20 - 0.35", but

suggested that for non-isolated sample areas, z values \^/ere usually'
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between 0.12 and 0.17. They further suggested lhat z values should

rise with the degree of isolation of an arcliipelago,

MacArthur and l^/ilson ( L967) also suggested that the value of

c should vary among taxa, and depend upon species diversities,

population densities, and isolation. Connor and McCoy QgTg) found a

mean slope of 0.310 for their 100 dal-a sets detailed in the previous

section. Standard deviation however h/as 0.277, and range -0.276 to

L.L32. There is clearly no general value for z. Schoener (1976) and

May Q975 ) suggested that frequently observed z values r¡/ere merely

coinci.dence, but Connor and McCoy v¡ere even stronger in their conments.
S

They suggested 
,that 

since z = r{rX) torru 1og-1og regression, and since

r values are usually 0.5 to 1.0, while ,I was 0.20 to 0.60 for their
x

100 data sets; random multiplication of these values gives most z values

in the range 0.20 to 0.40, without any need to invoke biological

meanings for z. As Connor and McCoy Q979) emphasise, values of z in

this range should be treated as a nu11 hypothesis, and only significant

deviations from this range should be considered. Schoener (I976)

proposed even more conservative criteria; he suggested that values in

the range 0 - 0.50 should be a null hypothesis.

There is no general agreement on the nu11 hypothesis values

f.or z, and hence no testing is possible to determine whether it is

necessary to invoke biological interpretations for "deviant" values.

There are fewer attempts to interpret the intercept, c.

Johnson and Raven (1970) hypothesized that the intercept varies with

Haas (1975) viewed it as little more than a fitted constantlatitude.

of litt1e

way the average size of abundant species

Preston (1960) regarded c as a measure of

individuals per unit area respectively.

f,amilies of S-A curves which had constant

impor tance . Ki lburn Q966 ) sugges ted that c

hli 1s oir

measures ln some

Gould (1979)

(rgor ) and

specles and ot

co1 lected

slopes, and cornpared intercepts.

(:) and

the number of
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He inÈerpreted the differences in intercepts in terms of differing species

richnesses and dtffering degrees of isolation and the presence of

stepping-stone islands

To ascribe a meaning to the value of c requires extrapolation

back to A = 1, when the observed A-values are frequently well outside

this range. Such extrapolation is dubious at best, since il assumes

the shape of the curve to be constant outside the observed range of

values. SimilarLy, the lumping together by Gould of S-A curves wi¡h

Ëhe same or similar. slopes presupposes- some significance to the value of

z. In view of the previous section, the searching for biological

meaning for a series of c values from a series of curves which may have

been collected together because of coincidence alone' seems pointless.

IË seems best to treat the c value as a fitted constant., with no

biological meaning for the present

1.5 More General Criticisms

Beyond a consideration of

is a number of less specific doubts

the validity of the "tests", there

about the applicability of the

MacArËhur-l.Iilson model. They concern the use of species number, the

importance of stochastic processes, disturbance, and unequal

colonization rates.

1 .5.1 Species Number

An implicit assumption is that specíes number reflects in some

way the nature of the species assemblage in a given patch. It is

similar to all other diversity measures in this respect, and various

authorå (..g. Hurlbert L97L; May 1976) have suggested that such

measures provide an inadequate description of con¡rnunity structure.

The use of nothing but species number to describe a community
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irnplies that all species ar:e regarded as equal , although many authors

have made it clear that they regard this as a gross.oversimplification.

There are many examples in the literature of s:i-ngle species exerting an

influence on other species which is disproportionate to their abundance.

Such species ar:e frequently predators, and examples may be found in many

lrabitats (..S. Paine 1966; Ad<licot t 1g76; Harper Ig77). Menge and

Sutherland (I976) proposed a qualitative model which predicted when such

species might be expected to occur. Their model used trophic complexity

and trophic level to predict whether predation or competition would be

more important in organising a conununity (i.e. controlling species

number). Such a predictive model is potentially important, since the

MacArthur-Wilson rnodel assumes that extinctions are brought about by

competitive interactions and chance flucLuations in population síze.

No mention v/as macle of the impact of predation. The model of Menge and

Sutherland (L976) has been criticised by Keough and Butler (J979), who

reported examples of communities where predation would have been expected

to be important, but lvas not. They further noted that when predators

had been shown to be important, the mechanism:was the suppression of a

potentially dominant cornpetitor at a lower trophic leve1. The classic

work of Paine (1966) is the best-known example. He showed that the

seastar Pisaster preyed preferentially on the musseL, I'Igtifus

caJ-ifornianus , preventing it from occupying all space on a rocky shore.

The bare space created by the feeding of the seastars could then be

occupied by species which would have been outcompeted by l.IgtiTus in the

absence of Pjsaster. A nurnber of marine epifaunal communities have been

reported not to have potentially dominant competitors amongst the sessil.e

organisms adhering to hard substrata (Keough arrd ButLer I979; Kay and

Keough l9B1; Sutherland and Karlson L977; Osman I977; Kay 1980;

Jaclcson 1977; Buss and Jackson L979; Sutherland 1gl4). Kay and Keough

(fgSf) have suggested that cornpetitive interactions in such communities
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do not resul¡ in consisËent superiority of one species over another, but

that many interspecific competitive encounters are intrinsically

variable. In this case, the question of cornpetitive dominants becomes

unimportanË. Kay and Keough (1981) suggested also that the analysis of

competiËive relationships in the literature \,/as often marred by poor

replication; thus such variable situations may be more widespread in

ecological conrnunities than has been realized. I(eough and BuLler ogTg)

claimed that since a potential competitive dominant appears Lo be a

prerequisire for predation to effect an increase in species number, the

question of which kinds of community have competitive dominants is

fundamental. As a consequence of this, models such as that of Menge

and Sutherland (I976) have little value

Accordingly, when r.î/e are completely unable to predict when and

if predators or dominant competitors will be important, the assumption

that all species are equally important is unjustified. It is thus of

interest to knor^l whether the equilibrium model is robust to violations

of this assumption.

L.5,2 Colonisation Rates

Colonisation rates have also been assumed to be invariant in

time, and alÈhough it has been acknowledged that probabilities of

colonisation dif fer bet\^reen species (".g. MacArthur and I'Iilson 1967),

there has been little consideration of the consequences of these

differences. MacArËhur and l{ilson considered that differing

colonising abilities betT^reen species would produce a concave irnmigration

curve. They stressed that the shape of the curve was immaterial, as

long as it was monotonic, thus implying that their general theory \^¡as to

s<rrne degree robust to the effects of varying probabilities of

colonisat ion.
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MacArthur and l^lilson (1967) also introduced the concept of

ttr-tt and "K-" selected species. These terns have become somewhat

confused, and are a gross oversimplification (e.g. Grime 1979; Srearns

1977), but nevertheless poor competiËors frequently have high colonisation

rates, and good competitors are often less prolific colonisers (Grime

L97 9 ; I(ay and Keough 19Bl ) . In ad<lition, preclators t-end to be less

abundant than their prey. It is thus possible that species whích might

be expected to play an important role in influencing species number or

some other aspect of community structure, mây have 1ow probabililie-s of

colonisation. Therefore colonisation curves may nc¡t increase steadily

with time, but,*"t shorv points of inflexion which can be related to the

arrival of biologically "important" species. To my knowle<lge, this

question has noË been investigated

Many species show temporal variation in dispersive ability.

There are frequently more dispersing individuais during r,iarmer months.

This has been noted by Osman (fgZg) for sessile marine invertebrates,

Molles (1978)for coral reef fish, and Hunt and Hunt Q974) for birds'

Many other examples exist. Osman (1978) suggested that seasonality in

inrnigration rates should affect the shape of colonisation curves for

bare patches, but that regardless of when colonisation comtnences, all

curves should converge to an S value which cycles'seasonally. He was

able to observe only tl-re first part of this convergence, and could not

document fu1ly any subsequent cycling in S. lle was also not able to

demonstrate any change in extinction rate, so that it is likely that the

fluctuations in S represent changing irnmigration rates, and a steady

number of chance extinctions. Osman suggested that the main value

of his study was the demonstration of an effect of varying immigration

rates, and that these fluctuations should be regarded as a base-line,

against which fluctuations in S could be tested before invoking

hypotheses such as competition to explai.n the changes.
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1.5.3 Disturbances

Two types of disturbance are generally considered; biological

and physical. The chief "biological disturbance" is predation, which

has already been discussed. Physical disturbances have been demonstraled

to be important in some conrnuniËies by removing potentially dominant

species and freeing a resource (..g. sPace) for use by other species

(".g. Dayton 1971). Cor¡¡mon disturbances may be elements such as \r/ave-

borne logs (Dayton I97L), hTave action itself (osman L917), cyclones

(connell 1978), fire (Whittat<ex I975), and volcanic eruptions

(Dammerman 1948).

Distqrbance has been used to account for observations where

avifaunas contain fewer species than predicted by the S-A curve f.ot a

series of islands (Diamond L974). Disturbance has thus been viewed as

displacing island bj-otas from their equilibria with the implicit

assumption tht the biota will return to the equilibrium number of species.

If the frequency of disturbance is sufficiently high, relative to the

time required for re-equilibration, then the biota in question will

never reach equilibrium. Clearly then the concept of equilibrium will

be of little use. Such systems have been demonslrated (Sousa 1979;

Sale 1977, Richerscirr et aL. LgTO) or suggested (Connell 1978). Sousa

(L979) suggests that such systems may be widespread, and that the small

number of examples is due to laclc of searching.

There is a priori no ü7ay to predict when disturbances will be

important, and the only alternative is detailed investigation of

individual patchy habitats to assess disturbance. Unless this is done

the presence of disturbance and the application of an equilibrium model

could produce misleading results. An example of this is the

(erroneous) use of S-A curves to make inferences about turnover rates.

If an S-A curve was plotted from a series of disturbed patche-s, the

resulting inferences would be inaccurate, since the supposed
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'equilibrium' S--A curve would have been plotted using non-equilibrium

values of S. Therefore, islands r¿hich deviated from the curve could

be those at equilibrium.

]-5.4 Chance

l^ihen islancls are well:-isolated from the source of their

colonists, it is reasonable to expect tl'rat the probability of immigration

per unit time is low for many species, i.e. there are many rare events.

Indeed, Abbott (1979 ) suggests that this is the case for most birds on

islands off the Australian coast. The probability of a given sequence

of rare events is much lower than that of a single such event. hle

would thus expect two equidistant patches of equal size to differ greatly

in the individual events which occur on them. This r¿ill be termed

between tch variation for the remainder of this thesis. Chance events

are thus likely to be important, especially if there are important

predators which colonise with 1ow probability, or rare but important

physical disturbances. Stochastic models are to be preferred in this

s ltuatron.

MacArthur and tr^lilson

size and isolation, S would be a random variable, approximately normally

distributed; the value displayed, for example, on Fig. 7 in MacArtlìur

and Wilson (tg6Z) would be the mean or expected value for this variate.

They showed that for a series of identical islands with the same I and

E curves, the turnover of species would produce changes in S, which

would in turn alter the values of E and I, since they are functions of

S. These changes would not be synchronous on all islancls, and so at

some time t, the set of islands would have a range of S values. From

this, a mearl and variance of S could be calculated- Although not

distribution of Sstated, Ëhis presumably could also be applied to the

with time

(1967) envisaged that for a given island
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They suggested that it \^¡as possible to examine the distribution

of'species number on a series of sirnilar islands and deduce immigration

and extinction rates. In doing so, however, they assumed that all

islands \,/ere at equilibrium. Again, if disturbances were frequent,

some islands would not be equilibrium. Their cleduction of immigration

and extinction curves is based on the exact shape of the frequency

distribution of ôlrnlrr"", so that the estimation of E and I would be

erroneous. Disturbances are themselves recognised as being patchy

(..g. Connell 1978; Dayton f971), an<1 the failure Lo consider these

kinds of events must reflect on the usefulness of the above analysis.

Chance fluctuations in population sizes are responsible for

an unstated proportion of the total extinctiorls on a given island.

Chance is agai.n assumed to play an inportant ro1e, but it is strange

that the equilibrium model talces little account of this. In other

sections of their book, MacArthur and i^lilson use Lotka-Volterra models

of population growth, and so the emphasis is on deEerministic processes.

Nevertheless, parts of the book represent a real attempt to model a

stochastic process.

Much of their section (Chapter 3) on variation in S values has

become ignored in what appears an eagerness to use a model which seems

to make sirnple unambiguous predictions. The value of ô i" generally

regarded as a deterministic value, with no variance. If the crude

estimates by MacArthur and i^lilson are adopted as a guide to the variance

of S for an island of a given size, there would at least be a sirnple

null hypothesis. A S-A curve would then have an associated variance,

or 951l "Confidence band" and points which lay outside the "confidenee

band" could be regarded as "non-equilibrium" or "disturbed" rather than

simply any poinls r,¿hich do not lie on the curve (cf Diamond 1974).

In most studies, the variance of ô iu difficult to calculate,

since there are few islands of similar size. Abbot t (Ig7g) has

i
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as to interspecific comPetition
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the birds,

different,

estrmatangthe islands in question cannot

that part of the variance of S wl-rich is due

S is of course only one aspect of the equilibrium mode1. The

imrnigration and extinction curves are subject to chance variation, and

this is likely to affecr the equilibrium, in view of Osman's (fgZg) result

that cyclic, seasonal changes in immigration rate affect ô. Random

changes in I or E are thus likely to produce unpredictable,short-term

changes in S. The magnitude of these is difficult to estimate.

1.5.5 Chance and ComPetition

cornpetition has frequently been postulated as an important

determinant of connnunit-y structure of island biotas (u.g. Diamond L975;

Lack 1969, and see especially the revie\^l by Abbott 1979). Many sÈudies

have used patterns of presence and absence of species across a series of

islands to infer the exisEence of competirion. Connor and Simberloff

(1978) have criticised this view, because when the species pool is

even moderately large and the number of islands smal1 (¡ottr conditions

are nearly always met), the number of possible combinations of species

is so large that the majority of species combinations will necessarily

be absent. Connor and Sirnberloff (1978) used the frequency of

occurrence for each bird species to calculate a probability of its being

on a given island. They then drew species randomly for a given island

until the number of species was equal to the observed number for the

islald in question. They repeated this for all the Galapagos Islands,

and repeatecl the procedure until there were 200 random species

compositions for each island.. They concluded that many of the
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observed distributions could be expl-ained by cl-¡ance. Connor and

Simberlof f (f 978) also cri.Lícízed Abbotc et aJ,. (l977) for what they

claimed was a determirristic view ot- the processes of cornmunity composition;

they claimed that Abbott et aJ-. (1977) ignored chance, and concluded that

floristic cliversity and interspecific comuetition !r'ere the main determinants

of community structure. Grant and Abbott (1980) disputed this criLicism,

but part of their: reply is illustraiive of a coTrìnon attitude to chance :

"The logical primacy of randornness is debatable. Where
different causal factors are impiicated in the determination
of compl-ex phenomena 1ik-e comnuniry structure, it is jus t
as valid to test contrasling deterministic explanations
against each other as it is to test each one against a

random hypothesis. "

It is unciear horv other causal factors can be "implicated"

without firsu generating a null hypothesis v¡hich is random and comparing

the observations to this. A non-i.nteractive hypothesis is more

parsimonious, and should be the first to be tested on these grounds

alone. This point is of course not specific to island theory;

interactive models pr-edorninate in ecology, and v¡hile it is clear that

biological interactions will frequently be important, it is nevertheless

important ihat "neutral" nodels be usecl, even if only to provide

"baseline" predictions for assessing the importance t-¡f such inEeractions,

1.6 Stochastic Model

It is likely that the persistence of deterministic approaches

has occurred for t!üo reasons. Firstly, the implicit aim of ecologists

and scientists in general is to produce generalised explanations or

models for natural phenomena. Simple models have obvious appeal,

since they are unambiguous and can be used to generate clear predictions.

They thus appear "tidier" and indeed, if their predictions are

sufficiently accurate, this is a proper consideration. There is then

a cerlain reluctance to ir-rvoke stochastic processes, since iÈ

constitutes an adrnission that there exists variation in the data whích
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carl not be "explained", and hence the model cannot be used to make

unequivocal predictions .

Secondly, it has been assumed that the mean outcome of a

stochastic model is ttre same as the output from the equivalent

determin j.st-ic model . Thus , it is suf f icient to use a (usually) simpler

deËerministic model and regard the outpuL as a normal variate, for

example. This view has been challenged recently, for example by

Chesson (1978). He showed that for a series of predator-prey model-s,

the outcome of a properly constructed stochastic model. may be

qualitatively different from that of the equival.ent deterministic one. In

a subsequent paper (Chesson and Warner ms) he examined the coexistence

of competing species. Sale Qgll ) proposed that coral reef fish

communities \^/ere maintained by clearing of habitat and randorn colonisation

by fish larvae. The species rvhich first arrive are then able to persist,

excluding all others. This is known as a lottery comPetitive system.

May (1913, I974) suggest-ed that environmenlal variability, such as

random clearing of space, tended to destabiLize the interaction between

competing species, nalting coexistence impossible. His moclels were

derived from the Lotka-Volterra equations, i.e. v/ere basically

deterministic. Chesson and l,Jarner produced a stochastic model which

arrived at the opposite conclusion, i.e. that coexistence can be

enhanced by environmental fluctuations.

These findings are not widespread, but stochastic models have

received relatively 1itt1e attention in ecology, although they have been

in conrnon usage in population genelics since the 1930's (".g. Sewal1

Wright 1932). I^le may expect that further work rvill produce more results

of this kind; clearly for the present \{e can no longer assuine that a

deterministic analogue is an adequate substitute for a stochastic model.

The resemblance between the experimental findings of Sale (1977 ) and

Talbot et al-. (1979), and the stochastic mode I óf Chesson and Inlarner (ms )

suggests that the stocl'rastic model may be more reasonable biologically
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than the deterministic model used by May. There must thus be serious

doubt.s about any model, wl-rich does not have chance incorporated into it.

To sum up, the equilibrium model is basically stochastic, but

it was assumed that the variances are not too large, and that other

rather predictable interactions will occur, so that average rates (I- and

E) and "average" values of S provide an adequate description of events.

The stochastic element has been ignored by workers rvho have been trying

to maxjmize the amount of variation in species number which can be

explained by factors such as area, isolation etc.

Again, it must be stressed that the use of "average" conditions

depends on the magnitude of variances; it is not necessarily true that

a stochastic process can be usefully described in this way. It is

therefore crucial to decide on a useful leve1 of fluctuation, and to

measure ancl test observed fluctuations against this standard.

I.7 Alternative Approaches

There is a number of alternative models for patchy environments.

None, however, have the simplicity of the I'lacArthur-tr^lilson model, nor do

they make such apparently clear predictions. The approaches are

generally more recent, and consequently less well-developed. I propose

to outline these approaches, with emphasis on those features which are

different from the MacArthur-l^/i1son model. It would be preferable if

neat tests could be performed to distinguish between the variety of

approaches, but this may not be possible.

The MacArthur-Wilson model is simple and uses a crude output

variable, species number. The species-area curve and t.he uncertain

nature of the equilibrium mean that the model perhaps presents a

problem analagous Eo that wirh the 1og S/1og A equation for the species-

area cur:ves discussed above. The 1og-1og curve fits many data sets,
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partly because it malces almost any curvilinear relationship linear.

Other regression equations may also fit the observed data, and the problem

was to distinguish between a number of plausible curves. The

regression models often could not be distinguished. A similar

problem may arise with the various approaches to patchy systems. They

may all approximate the data moderately well and, rather than being able

to reject one model , lüe may need to decide which approaci'r gives the

closest fit. As was also seen from the earlier secti-on, selection of

the criteria for goodness-of-fit can itself alter the decision.

Paine and Levin (J.974) proposed that the events within an

individual patch are highly variable, and that interest should be

focussed on the assemblage of patches as a populatiorl. The

individual patches then form the basic unit for study of such a system,

and Ëhe community is regarded as a mosaic. This is obviously not

suited to all habirat patches, since on large islands evolutionary

changes in populations may occur, and to look across a series of such

patches would be to ignore what could itself reasonably be termed a

community.

Paineand Levin defined two important aspects of such systems;

Ëhe "population dynamics" of the patches themselves, and the dynamics

of the species living within a patch as a function of the age, size and

"growth raterr of the patch. Their model specifically related to

distu.rbance in space-limited communities, and only explored the first of

Ëhe two above aspects. The paper exploring the second aspect has not

yet appeared. TTre main advantage of their model was its recognition of

stochastic factors as potentially irnportant.

Sousa Q979) sholved that the biota under boulclers are frequently

disrurbed by wave action, so lhat few patches are at an equilibr:ium or

climax. It is more appropriate to view the community as being composed

of a series of patches at different successional stages, and to
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investigate the factors which detennine the frequency of disturbances.

He also showed Lhat for three species of red algae, very few populations

remained constant, and frequent extinctions.an<l colonisations were more

typical. Osman (Lg77) proposed a similar explanation for the epifauna

below boulders.

A similar model has been proposed by Connell (tgZS) to

account for lhe diversity of reef-building corals and rain forest trees.

The connnonly proposed view is that niches are trcoadjusted" so that Lhe

species are closely knit and resist invasions. The communil-y is thus

an equilibrium one. Connell proposed that if the time scale of these

communities is taken into account, disËurbances are not infrequent

relative to this timescale, and so equilibrium is never reached.

Patches of different sizes are cleared by disturbances of varying

severities, and at any one time there will be a range of patches of

dífferent sizes and ages. Ideas like those of Connell and Sousa,

although not a quantitative model, nevertheless represent a clear

alternative to equilibrium ideas.

Hubbell GgTg) also assumed occasional disturbances to be

important, and proposed a sirnple stochastic model incorporating random

extinction and imrnigration, together with localised, small scale

disturbance. His model is essentially neutral, in that it uses Markov

processes ("rarldom wallcs"), which can generate the kinds of patterns of

species abundances which could be construed as implying competitive

dominance, without assuming competitive interactions. A sPecies- area

curve is also preclicEed by Hubbell, as is a lognormal distribution of

species abundances. This model thus has several features in contrnon

with the MacArthur-l^iilson model.

These approaches are all non-equilibrial, and rely on some

form of disturbance. IË remains to be seen how widespread moderate

1eve1s of disturbance are in natural communities. Certainly, their
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proponents have not made s\,\Ieeping claims of generality (e.g. Connell

1978)

1.8 Studies on Marine Hard Substrata

There have been few experimental studies of the equilibrium

model for communities on marine hard substrata. This is perhaps

surprising in view of the advantages of such communities.

The animals are frequently sessile, and thus provide

unambiguous residency criteria, and may be surveyed readily. Such a

system is essentially a guild of one trophic level, sessile filter

feeders, and so provicles a simplified experimental system.

The animals involved are small and invertebrate, and there are

certainly no legal or ethical barriers to the introducÈion or removal of

a species of, say, bryozoan, in a habitat island or patch.

Manipulations are thus simple to perform, and the sma1l scales rnean that

many replicates are possible. Similarly, life spans of many species

are relatively short, and.a síngle experimenter can observe a series of

patches through a number of generations.

The question of whether area per ,se or habitat diversity is the

cause of the observed species-area relationships becomes redundant a1so,

since for many substrata there is very little habitat diversity. They

are simply fairly uniform two-dimensional surfaces, to which the

organisms attach. Exceptions to this occur, of course, notably the

coral heads studied by Austin et aL. (1980), Abele Q974, L976),Abele

and Patton (t926), and laminarian fronds (Boaden et aL. L976) wl-rere

different species occur on different parts of the blade.

A final advantage is found when hypotheses about conpetition

are to be tested. Sessile organisms on hard substrata compete for

space (Jackson I977; Connell I975), and in such a simple cornrnunity,

I
j
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there is generally only one resource axis (two-dimensional space) wliich

is important. Il should be noted however, that one study has suggesled

that the organisms may also compleEe for food, or: lhat the competitiorr

for space may be modified by competition for food (Buss T979a). It j-s

poslr.rloled

thus easy to measure the rvay in v¡hich thenimportant resource is being

used.

Some aspects of the equilibrium rnodel cannot be investigated

in these systems. The epifaunal organisms are attached permanently to

the substratum, buË- they produce dispersive larvae. It is highly

unlikely that any of these larvae settle onto the same patcl-r(es) as

their parents, and so there is little or no chance of any genetic

changes occurring within a given patch or habitat island. The many

hypotheses about, for example, morphological changes in island

populations (for a review see Abbott LgTg) cannot be testecl here.

The fact that dispersal is almosÈ exclusively by reproductive

propagules and almost never by adult organisms is a difference between

marine systems and, say, birds on oceanic islands, where dispersal is

almost exclusively by adults, or "post-larvaet'.

Similarly the existence of planktonic larvae which are readily

dispersed means that there is no point source of colonists. Rather,

Ëhe colonists must be regarded as having come from a source rvhich

completely surrounds the area in question, and hence all patches are

equidistant from the source. Hypotheses about changes in biotas with

degree of isolation are thus difficult to test.

Osman (fgZg) regarded the criticism that rvater can not be

thought of as a physiological barrier to the dispersal of planktonic

larvae as it can for birds on oceanic islands, as potentially serious.

The analogy is not valid, however, since birds travel through air, not

\,{ater, and the air is not a physiological barrier. IË is the dis tance

wtrich must be travelled with little food which imposes tl-re limits, and
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this is Ërue for both cases, since many planlctonic larvae die if they

are unable to find a suitable substratulÌ

lufore importantly, however, both cases are truly patchy

habitats, and any model purporting to explain one should be applicable

to other cases. It is the patchiness of the habitat which is

important, rather than the nature of background to the patches.

Perhaps the best designed marine study is that by Osman (1978),

who investigated the epifauna of subtidal rocks.

His work on seasonal changes-in immigration and extinction

rates has been discussed previously. Sirnilarly, the work of Abele

L976), Abele and Patton (t970), and Ausrin et aL. (1980) has been(ts74,

mentioned already.

l'1o11es (1978) examined the colonisation by fish of artificial

reefs, and concluded that equilibría were reached, and that turnover was

high. He also showed a strong effect on S due to beËween-year

variation in inmigration and extinction raËes. His experiments could

only be continued for 415 days, however.

Schoener (Igl4a,b) reviewed the published studies on fouling

panels and conducted her own experiments on the colonisation of

artificial substraËa. She concluded that most studies show little

e¡¡ídence of any equilibrium. This r¿as interpreted as being due to very

large species pools so that inrnigration rates did not fall off, and to

seasonality, so that colonisation curves showed seasonal fluctuations.

Sutherland and Karlson (1977 ), however, suggested that the short

duration of many studies was the main reason. At Beaufort, North

Carolina, species number for artificial substrata reached an equilibrium

after 1 to 1\ years. Sutherland and Karlson (1977) based their

conclusions on regressions of species number against time, and testing

of the slope of regression for equality to zero. This is a rather

crude tesL, since a graph where S fluctuated widely would still give a
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zero slope. In this case, to speak of an equilibrium would seem not to

be very useful, since the flucÈuations would not be narrowly bounded.

Examination of their analysi-s shows that ttle standard errors of the

regression coefficients varied from forl-y to over four hundred percent

of the regression slopes. It thus seems more likely that tl'reit zeto

slopes are due to highly variable species numbers, rather than

fluctuations rvith a small amplitude. Moreover, six out of 21 panels

for which they performed ttre calculations showed significant positive

regression coef ficients

There is clearly no concensus about the existence of equilibria

for marine conmunities in patchy habitats.

1.9 Equilibrium Theory The Current State

The model of MacArthur and Wilson (1967 ) has been adopted and

is widely used in both pure and applied ecological research. A large

number of field studies has accumulated which have been rega::ded as

support for the equilibrium model. Two major predictions have been

generated by this model:

(a) Species number should increase with area of patch

(b) Species number should increase, then remain (relatively )

constant with time, while species composition changes constantly.

The majoriry of field studies have produced evidence to supPort

the firsE of these predictions. This has been regarded as a "test" of

the mode1, but in fact a variety of other phenomena can produce

identical curves of species against area, so that the observation of a

monotonically increasing relation between species and area provides no

evidence for or against the equilibrium model

The second prediction has been tested less frequently but it is

the prediction by which the equilibrium model can be rejected, providing
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that "equilibriurn" is defined a priori. 0f the sma11 number of studies

which have been done, very few have survived critical scrutiny.

It Lherefore follows that the equilibrium model is far from

fully tested. Despite this, it has been elevated far beyond the leve1

of hypothesis. Indeed, Abbott Q979) considers it to have reached

paracligmatic status (se_nsu Kuhn 1962). On the basis of the evjdence

presented this far, this elevation is certainly unrvarranted. IlacArthur

and l,trilson Ogøl) ¿i¿ not view the book as an end to speculation about

communities, but rather as a beginning.- The faulty ele-vation of the

model is due to subsequent followers, rather than the original proponents.

There is thus adequate scope for good, replicated tests of the

equilibrium mode1. In adciition to this there are some serious general

criticisms relating to aspects which are not included in the equilibrium

model, or have not been incorporated into subsequent investigations

despite being proposed in the original model. The importance of these

is also amenable to Èesting. These criticisms include doubts about the

usefulness of species number, the lack of definition of equilibrium, the

failure to take account of disturbance and the assumption that chance

fluctuations do not alter Ëhe predictions of the mode1.

A number of hypotheses were available to be tested, given a

definition of equilibrium, for example that derived on pp. 5-6 This

study aimed to test some of these hypotheses.

1.10 Some Hypotheses to Test Equilibrium Theory

I

area

of

The existence of any "equilibrium"

of investigation. MacArthur and l^lilson

, but if the concept of equilibrium is to

condition is the first

(tg0l) postulated a variance

be of any use, most Patches

have S as thei.r species

S

need to be at equilibrium,

number. Hence :

and preferably to
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Hvpothesis 1. Most patches have fluctuations in S which are

narrowly bounded, i.e, 957. of S values fall within the region S + wS,

where \,r = 0.20.

Allernative: S fluctuates too widely on mosË patches (i.e. the

bounds are too large) for the concept of an equilibrium to be useful.

Patches are either frequently disturbed, or chance fluctuations are so

great that the fluctuations never become damped.

If Hypothesis I r¡rere accepted, there would be litrle more to

say. If however, the hypothesis were,rejected, a number of alternative

areas would ¡e avail"ble for investigation. I had only three years to

conduct this project, and the tesLing of Hypothesis I could take most of
)

thaË time. I therefore vras forced to assume that it would be rejected,

and design other experiments under this assumption.

HypoËhesis 2. The recruitment rates of individual species

differ, but considering all species together smooths out this variation

in recruitment, and colonisation events (i.e. numbers and abundances of

species arriving per unit time) do not differ greatly beÈween similar

patches.

Alternatíve: Chance events are important and, t.ogether with the

temporal variation, mean that colonisat.ion rates for individual patches

are highly dissimilar.

Hypothesis 3. This rnras to be tested assuming that hypothesis 2

would be rejected. Chance fluctuations in recruitment are 1arge, but the

S values are influenced more strongly by interactions between adult

organisms, so that the variation in recruitment becomes unimportant.

AL ternat ive : Subsequent pat.terns of abundance are determined

primarily by the patterns of recruitment

Two further hypotheses concern the implicit assumption that

although individual species differ in their importance, regarding them

as equivalent by simply counting species does noE seriously affect the
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model. Similarly, mobile species which visit for short periods are

assumed not to have important effects on S. These require testing

regardless of the results of hypotheses 2 and 3

Hyp<;thesis 4. The action of predators modifies the variation l-n

S, and also the exisËenee 'of a species equilibrium. Thus, events

r^rithin patches change depending on whether particular predaËors visit a

patch or not

Alternative: Predators have 1ittle effect.

Species.have differing competitive abilities, and

patches is modified by the presence or absence of

Hypothesis 5

the variation between

particular species.

Alternative:

the effect is not

Competitive

confined to a

interacÈions produce extinctions, but

few species.

1.10.1 This Study

The above

marine animals which

These

which

substraËa are

lives enbedded

hypoËheses will be tested using â "community" of

live attached to naturally occurring hard substrata.

;he she1ls of the bivalve Pi;lna bicoLor Gmelin,

in soft serliments r¿ith the posterior part of the

shell protruding verticalLy above the sand. The sessile epifauna are

unable to cross or to live on the stretches of sand between the Pinna

shel1s. The habitat for: these epifaunal species in tireir adult stages

is Ëhus truly "patchy", and the individual Pinna shells are the patches

or 'lhabitat is1ands".

The following chapters are not in the order of the above

hypotheses, but rather are cast, for more logical development, in the

form of an investigauion into the organisation of the epifaunal

assemblages on Pinna, i.e. recruitrûent processes, subsequent dynamics,

including the importance of predators and competition, followed by an

invescigation of the epifaunal assemblages on hard substrata of sizes
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different to that of. Pinna.

Chapter 2 contains an introduction Lo Pinna and its epifauna,

as well as the important characteristics of my trvo study sites.

Chapter 3 is an investigation of the degree of variability in

recruitment events on similar patches. Altempts are macle lo determine

the amount of variation in recruitment that can be explained. I then

attempt to ascertain the causes of this variation. This chapter is

thus a test of hypothesis 2 and provides part of the basic data for

testing hypothesis 3

Chapter 4 examines the dynamics of estal-¡lished

test

epifaunal

the roles ofassemblages. It contains experiments designed to

predators and individual sessile species. Thus, hypothedes 1, 4 and

5 are tested, and the combination of Chapter 3 and this chapter allov¡s

testing of hypothesis 3

The results in Chapters 2-4 Lead to rejection of hypotheses

1, 2,3, 4 and 5. Therefore in Chapter 5 I attempt to develop and test

an alrernative model to the equilibrium model. The model is stochastic,

and makes only qualitative predictions about the abundances of certain

"types of species".

The final chapter examines in detail the results of testing

the five hypotheses postulated on page 44 and draws conclusions about

the usefulness of the equilibrium model generally. It also contains an

attempt to expand the model developed in Chapter 5.

1.11 Terminology

The MacArthur and l^iilson model uses immigraËion rate as one

paraÍreter. The definition of what constitutes an immigrant varies in

the literature, from temporary resiclency to the existence of breeding

populations (Connor and Simberloff 1978). For sessile marine animals,

:

I
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the decision is simpler. Inlhen a planktonic larva has settled,

metamorphosed, survived and grorvn until it is detectable at the next

census, il has immigrated. Immigration has various meanings, but the

above process is describecl in marine environments by one specific term:

recruitme¡tt. This lvill be used throughout.

Secondly, although the MacArthur-I^tri1son model is f or "is1ands"

it must nevertheless be applicable to patchy environments in general.

Accordingl.y, rather than using island or the slightly vague "habitat

island", I shall use patch to denote a.section of favourable habitat

surrounded by an area of more or less unfavourable habitat. When

tallcing of recruitment studies, I use the term paneJ frequently. This

refers simply to an artificial flat, trvo-dimensional patch of hard

substratum to which the sessile organisms attach.

In many cases, the experimental patches are a series of

identical replicates which are of a particula:: size, at a particular

site and time of year. Panels may thus be classified accordi-ng to a

number of variables - time, space, síze, etc. Frequently, the variation

between panels of a particular category will be discussed. For

clearness of expression, I use the term between- ....variation,

omitting the state of the other variables. These are by iinplication

held conslant for the comparison to be described. For example,

between-paneL varíation refers to variation between replicate panels of

Ëhe same size, at the same site and at the same time. Similarly,

between-time varíation is the variation beËween tvio or more panels of the

same size, at the sane site but at different times. Final1y, I shall

use the name Pinna throughout. This refers to Pinna bicoLor Gmelin,

L79I (see Rosewater f961) unless stated otherwise



TABLE 1.1 Comparisons between criteria for deciding goodness-of-fit

among four species-area curves. Further details of the

criteria appear in the text on pages 2L*3. Entries on the

table are the number of data sets in Connor and McCoy Q979)

for which the model in question fits the data best.

Best-fit criterion

Connor&McCoy - Mine

2
Regression model r r

Linear

Power curve

Exponential

Log species/area

50 48

49

42

20

53

52

24

Contingency 2
x

3
=O.44,p>0.9



TABLE 1.2 Comparison of four regression rnodels using five data sets

frorn Edithburgh pier. For explanation of best-fit. criteria,

see pages 2L-3. Entries in the table show coefficients of

determination (r2) for the given model and data set. All r

values differed significantly from 0 at o = 0.05 (t-test).

Regression model Data sets

Jarrah

isol ates

Jarrah Pinna under pier
L.valve R.valve

Pínna

S of piernon-

is olates

Linear

Power

Exponential

Log S/Area

0. 17

0.36

0.13

0.43

0..52

0.43

0.17

0.25

0. 55

0. 5B

0. 50

0. 63

0.50 0. 90

0. B7

0. 84

0.90

0. 50

0.71

0.32

Bes t-fit

(a) Connor & McCoy Log S/A Linear linear

pohTer

Log S/A

POvter

Log S/A

exP. all

(b) Mine Log s/A Linear exP. linear

pO\¡/er

Log S/A

all(c) statistically Power

Log S/A

Linear all exp

power



I'igure J..l- Variatíon in Immigration (f). and. Extínction (E) rates
as a firnction of number of speoies present. ô d"enotes the equi3.ibrium
number of species" (After }lacArthur and. tfilson t96l)
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2. STUDY SITES AND GENERAL BIOLOGY OF PT,¡VNÁ AND ITS EPIFAUNA

Tv¡o main study sites were chosen. Edithburgl-i pier was used

because of its proxirnity to Coobowie Marine Research Station as a base,

and because the fatrna and the dynamics of the piling community were

relatively well known (Butler L979; Kay 1980; l(ay and Keough l9B1;

Keough 198la,b). A1l experiments concei:ning events af ter rect'uitment

were conducted at this site. The second site, West Lakes, was used

because of its accessibility and hydrodynamic pr:operties. trnlater florv is

unidirectional in large parts of the lake, so that recruitment experiments

could be done easily

A number of other sites were visited to examine variation in

epifaunal assemblages, and the results of these comparisons will be

detailed in this Chapter.

2.L PrNNA

pinna bicoLor C,rnelin is a large bivalve of the family Pinnidae

which reaches a length of approximately 45-50 cm (Butler and Brewster

1979; Burler and Keough 1981, see Appendix 4; Figure 2.I). The family

was first recorded in the Paleozoic, and the genus.Pinna dates from the

Jurassic , Lg5-232 million years ago (Rose\^7ater 1961). They live embedded

in sand or mud, and adult molluscs have about 200 "*2 of she11 per valve

exposed above the substratum. The genus is cosmopolitan, but it is

regardecl as tropical to \^¡arm-temperaËe (Rosewater 1961) .

P. bjcolor itself occurs from "East Africa to Melanesia,

including southern Japan, the Philippines and Australia" (Rosewater 196f).

I^lithin South Australia, it is found west of Ceduna, but apPears restricted

in the east of the State. I have not seen specimens east of Fishery

Beach, near Cape Jervis. although Cotton (1961) records the distribution

as extending to ileachport, which is much further east. Shephercl and
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Sprigg Q976) record that Pinna is a conspicuous part of the benthic

fauna of most of Gulf St Vincent. Butler and Brer¿ster (I979) suggested

Ëhat longevities oÍ 12 or 13 years are'noË unreasonable.

Large aggregations of Pinna occur from the intertidal dorvn to

30 rnetres depth (Shepherd and Sprig g 1976), and densities may be as high

as 40 ^-2 
(Butler and Keough 1981). Densities of 2 ol2 are not- uncomrnon.

Predators on large individuals appear few (nutler and Brews ter 1979) ,

and seem limited to rajid and heterodontid fish and the large asteroid

Coscinasterias caLamaria (Cray). The- heaviest predation is probably on

the juveniles up to 20 cm in length (Figure 2.1). Other asteroids sucll

as ttniophora granifera (Lamarck) and Luidia austraLjae Doderlein, and

gastropods such as PoJ-inices conicum may be important.

Deposit feeders such as the holothurians Stichopus moLl-is,

S. Judv,rigi, and llolotlturia hartntegeri are common on mos t Pinna beds.

They may interfere with very sma1l individuals.

Further details of the ecology of Pinna will be given in

following sections of this Chapter

2.2 SAMPLING METI.IODS

Simberloff (1978)

which the

intens ity

be the best

regressron.

Connor and

c onc lu s ions of a study \4/ere

and others

influenced

exfra

They found the number of collecting visits to an island to

predictor of species number wiren used in a steprvise multiple

They were able to show that thj-s was not because the number

have reported cases in

by differential sampling

for example, butof visits was highly correlated with area,

variable "number of visits" accounted for

resource for which rnarine

intensity for

space is frequently postulated as the liniting

hard-substratum organisms compete. If this is

because the

itself. Itvar 1a Lr-on

sampl ing

1n

l-s of obvious importance to try and standardize

censussing all habitat patches

Two-dimens ional
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accepted, lhen the appropriate ileasure of resource use is the per:centage

of ti^¡o-dímensional space which is occupied. In these communities, most

species are col.onial, sheet-like forms, and so the percent cover is

appropriate, in estimating both relative "population size" and the amount

of the resource utilised. The most accurate and efficient method of

measuring percent covers in the field is to photograph an area. The

resultant colour s1icle can then be projected, and Lhe two-dimensional

projection of each occupant of the photographed area measured.

I thus designed a standard photographic frame (quadrupod) for

sampling all epif auna (Figure 2.2). A Nikonos underwater camera I^Ias

attached to a rectangular mount. Four 6.3mm steel arms protruded from

the cameru *o,r.ta, and a rectangular quadrat 25 cm by 18 cm \^/as screwed

onto the four arms. The quadrat was placed parallel to the plane of the

fi1m, and quadrat to lens distance was 53 cm. An electronic flash was

mounted approximately 20 cm from the camera, displaced to the side to

reduce backscattering of 1ight.(An Aqua-Sea flash housing v¡as used with

a National PE-200 flash unit, GN = 14 (metric) for ASA 64 film). The

standard 35 mm Nilckor lens was supplemented by an'rAqua-Sea 12 inch"micro

lens, which allowed focussing on objects from 37 cm Eo 70 cm distance.

A diver sr¡¡am up to a Pinna shell, placed the quadrat against the she1l

and released the shutter. All shells were thuS photographed at the same

rnagnification and hence resolution.

Photographs were talcen on 64 ASA Ektachrome or 200 ASA Ektachrome

professional slide film.
, ": ., -1..,^. :--'.-r. L,. ,,,-.,'; 

t,i 't ] "

,,."'" ,.' Most eBLf aunal organisms could be identif ied from these slides,
\-è__

with the reservatioris necessary due to the taxonomic state of many groups

in southern Australia.

onto a mirror which was inclined at

45o to the

directed at

The slides

ver tical ,

were projectecl

and positioned so that the

the centre of the mirror. A sheet

lens of the projector r,/as

of white paper was placed
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beneath the mirror and

were then ndasured bY

the relevant portion of the slide traced. Àreas

polar compensating planimeter.

2 2.1 TaxonomY and Identification of Animals

Many animal groups are poorly lcnown in southern Australian

waters. This is due to a restricted amount of collecting and also to

the relative scarcity of specialists. l'{any species could not be identified

further than generic level, and a fer¡ not further than family leve1.. I

will indicate the principal taxonomic sources and the means of

identifications separately for each gio.rp.

Sponges proved the greatest problem. The keys of Bergquist

and Skinner (t9BO) were used; these allowed identification to family

1evel in most cases. Some were identified to generic level by Professor

P.R. Bergquist.

Bryozoans were identified by reference to Ëhe collections at

the NaËional Museum of Victoria and the Geology Dept., University of

Sydney. Further details are given by Kay (1980). A note is necessary

about the systematics of the three species of CeTTeporaria. Inle have

been given the names C. valligera, C. fusc.? and C. pigimentaria by Dr. R.

trrlass. The species "c. fusca" is orange and foliose, and it has been

drawn to our attention that a form exists in North Queensland which is

labelled C. fusca. This bryozoan is b1ack, and its zooids differ

considerably from the orange form. The same three species occur at both

Edithburgh and Portsea, Victoría, but workers there have been given two

specific names for their species by Dr. P.L. Cook. The third is

CeJleporaria sp. Only the name C. fusca is in common, and this does nor

refer to the same bryozoan at bott-r sitesl Specimens of "c. vaLligeratl

from Edithburgh have been exarnined by Scanning Electron Microscope, and

this form bears a close resemblance to the published description of

C. fusca (R Grove-Jones, pers. comm.). The dark grey species at Portsea

pier appears identical to that at Edithburgh, and the form at Portsea has
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been ídentified as C. fusca. It seems very likely that an error has been

made with the specimens from Edithburgh, and so I propose to use the

following names. The names in parentheses are those used by Kay (1980),

Kay and Keough (1981), and Keough and Butler (1979). CeTTeporaria fusca

@. valligera) - clark Brey, foliose ; C. pigmentaria (C. pigntentatia) -

dark brorvn, never foliose; CelJeporaria sp. (c. fusca) - orange, foliose.

Cnidaria v/ere not con¡non, but were identified using Squirec (1966)

and Veron (1981). Taxonomy follorvs Veron. The most conmon Crustacea

r^iere barnacles, ancl the keys of Underwood (1977) and the synopsis of

Newman and Ross (1976) were used. I followed the revisions of the

lat t er

The polychaetes of interest \^/ere all ser:pulids. They were

identifíed by microdissection, using the accounts of Knight-Jones e¿ a-2.

(l_97 4) and Dew (1959).

Gas tropods

reference to various

were identified usíng tr'/ilson and

issues of Indo-Pacific Mollusca.

Gi1ler (197r), with

Chitons \^rere not

identified, and Dr. A.J. Butler identified the bivalves.

Echinoderms are sununarized by Keough (1981b and see Appendix 1).

They rvere always identified to generic and almost always to species level.

Tunicates were identified to generic level using the keys of

Monniot and Monniot (Lgl4) and to species using KoËt (7972a,b; LglÐ.

Fish were identified using Scott et al-. (1974) wittr modification

due to Ëhe revisions of Hutchings Q976: Monacanthidae) and Al1en and

Heemstra (ti-g76: Cheilo<lactylidae) and Scott iti_g76: odacidae).

, I,ih"." po""ibl", specimens of each species were collected and

in sjtu photographs of the living animal taken. The species was assigned

a code number, and the specimens and photographs are held in the ZooLogy

Department, University of Adelaide.
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2.3 EDTTHBURCTI PIER AND GRID

Edithburgh is on the south-eastern section of Yorke Peninsula

(Figure 2.3). It is about five lcilometres from the Coobowie Marine

Research Station of the University of Adelaide. The pier lies in 4.5 to

7.5 meÈres of water (depth below mean lower 1ow water), and the seafloor

is sandy, with abundant seagrasse s Posid.onia austraLjs Hook and HahophiTa

ovafis Hook.

The area has land Èo the west and southwest, and Troubridge

shoals to the south and southeast (Fig,ure 2.3) and so it is sheltered

frorn all but north-easterly winds, which are relatively rare. Prevailing

winds are \n/est to south-r,Jest.. hlave amplitudes rarely exceed 2 metres,

and visibility is usually good for diving. On most occasions it v¡as at

least five metres, with ã maximum of 13-15 metres and minimum of 0.3 metres.

-1Tidal currents are generally slight (less than 0.5 m s'), and flow north-

south but. further south,. between Troubridge Shoal and Sultana Point,

currents reach 1.5-2 ms-l (Butler and Brewster 1979). Sediments through*

out the area are moderately coarse (particle size about 0.25 mm diameter

(Shepherd and Sprigg, I976)).

!üater temperature varies from a minimum of 11'l2oC in late

August to 2O-22oC in January-late February and is usually homogeneous

with depth except on calm, hot summer days.

The pier is approxirnately B0 years o1d, and the pilings bear a

diverse assemblage of sessile animals. The pilings have been adequaËely

described by Butler (ogTg), Kay (1930) and Kay and Keough (1931 - see

Appendix 2), and will- not be discussed in greater detail here. Some

experiments \¡/ere conducted on the pilings of the pier (Chapter 5 ).

The main working area \^ras centred forty five metres beyond the

end of the pier, which itself extends for 173 metres from the shore in an

easterly direction. A study grid 50 m by 50 m v/as constructed in May

1977 by myself and Dr. A.J. Butler. A central stalce was driven
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approximately 45 m east of the enci of the pier. Twenty 1.8 m 3-rayed

iron stakes ("star-droppersrt) i.¡ere placed to form grid axes runni-ng

North-South and East*West, v/i{:h the original stake at the centre. Stakes

vJere 5 metres apart, except for those at each end, which rvere 7.5 rnetres

from their nearest neighbour. The star-droppers were then labe1led with

5 cm x 5 cm engraved perspex tags. Those forming the East-inlest axis

were designated El to E10, 810 being the most easterly. The others were

correspondingly labelled 51 to S10. I used the 1250 m2 northern haLf of

the area, although some densiÈy measutîements are from a wider area.

Depth is about 7-8 metres below lulean Lorver Low \nlater.

The area has scattered limestone outcrops, but the bottom is

mainly coarse sand. The hammering in of the star-droppers showed that

the sand is often 30 cm thick over a limestone base. The two seagrasses

menËioned previously and the brown alga Scaberia argardhii are the most

common large plants. The scallop Chlamgs bifrons is the other conspicuous

large bivalve, occurring at a density of about 0.50,n-2, and the scallops

C. asperrjmus and NotovoTa aTba are found. The three holothurians

Stichopus moLLis, S. Tudwigi and Llol-othuria hartmegerj are very common,

and Ttochodota shepherd.i Rowe is common seasonally. The asteroid rJniophora

granifera is abundant, although several other species are occasionally

seen (Appendix 1). The ophiuroids ophiongxa austral-is, ophiopeza sp1.

Ophiocentrus piTosus and ophionereis schagerj are common.

Tlre most abundant gastropods are the abalone HaLiotis cgcTobates

and Ãsteracmaea crebristriata, both of which are usually seen attached to

Pinna shel1s. Predatory gastropods are no! uncomrnon. PoLinices conicum

is often seen at night, as is Lgria mitraeformis. The muricíd Ptergnotis

triformis also occurs. Cephalopods are also very conrnon. A number of

species occur, many of which use dead Pinna shells for shelter.

Octupus austraf is , Ilapalochl-aena macuLosa, SepioToicles l-ineaLata, Sepia

apama and Sepioteuthis austrafis are all found.
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The onLy abundant predatory crab is Nectocarcjnus jntegrifrons,

which is most abundanL in spring-summer. Others such as lVaxja sPP.,

Ctgptodromia octod.entata and Pagut-istes spp. are also common.

Tr¿o solitary tunicates are found atlached to rocks and pieces

of debris ; Polgcarpa peduncul-ata arrð, PhaLlusia depressiuscu-Za.

Many fish species have been recorded from the study grid. A

fulL list appears in Appendix 1. The most important in this'study were

the leatherjackets (Monacanthidae ) eubalichthgs mosaicus (Ramsay and

Ogilby) and Brachaluteres jacksonianus_ (quoy and Gaimard), an unidentified

odacid, and the silverbelly or low fin, ParequuTa mel-bouLrnensis

(Castelnau).

2.3.L Pinna

Pinna densiËy \^/as measured by swinuning over the seafloor with
,

a 0.25 m' quadrat, which r^ras turned end over end to give a line transect

and the number within each quadrat recorded on a slate. The procedure

ú¡as repeated at haphazardly chosen starting points until approximately

100 such quadraLs had been sampled. This was done in a number of places;

south of the pier, east of the pier, and in the study grid. Densities

ranged from 2 ,52 m-2 to B.68 m-2 at the end of Èhe pier and 6 .2 ^-2
south of the pier.

A furËher survey on 18.ii.78 involved three line transecEs ouË

from the end of Lhe pier. 100 end to end quadrats r^rere used in each of.

3 directions; east, south-easË and south . Pinna \^/ere most dense

adjacent to Ëhe pier and generally decreased in density aI^ray from Ëhe

pier (Figure 2.5) to densities of 1.6 Lo 4.8 *-2.

Recruitment on the study grid apPears 1ov¡ (4.J. Butler,

personal conununication), so the population of Pinna used inmy experiments

was predominantly 3+ years old (see Butler and Brewster 1979). The mean

area of shel-l" which was exposed above the sand was 180 "*2 p", valve.
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year.

2.62 m

56;

settled juveniles reach a valve area of about 25 .2 in their first

In the grid itself, a survey on lB.viii.78 gave a mean density of

-2 for an area of lB5 m
2

The epifauna of Pinna in the study grid consists mainly of a

few bryozoan species, all of which are common) and serpulids, rnostly

Spirorbis spp, The latter r^rere not <listinguishable from photographs,

but the most abundant species was S. (Janua) pagenstecheri Quatrefages,

follorved by s. (EuaTospira) convexis I,'lisely, and two unidentified species,

both of whicli were relatively. rare. ,Tunicates and sponges r/rere relatíve1y

uncomnon. Table 2 . I lists the commoner species . Other attacl-red species

were rarely seen. The least rare of these \,üere the stalked barnacle

,gcalpeJJum peronii, the sessile barnacle EpopeJJa simpTex, and an

unidentified vermetid gastropod. The corals Culicia sp. and ScoJgmia

(* HomophglJia) austral-is frequently live attachecl to the she1ls.

The epifauna is browsed upon or crawled over by a number of

motile anirnals. The most conspicious of these are TJniopitora granifera,

Hal-iotis cgclobates and Asteracmaea crebtistriata.

2.4 I^IEST LAIGS STUDY SITE

I,Jest Lakes is an artificial marine lake which was built as the

central point in a land development scheme in the \,lestern suburbs of

Adelaide. The lake is approximately 3 km long and 175 m wide for much

of its length (figure 2.6). It is deepest in the centre, reaching a

depth of about 4.9 m. Tidal amplitude is damped to about 0.6 m at most

tides. üIater enters through a 3.5 m diameter pi.pe which opens

approximately 400 metres offshore from Grange beach. On a rising tide,

flow gates are opened until the water level inside the lake has risen by

0.6 m, when the gates are closed. Similarly, when the tide ebbs, the

outflow gates at the northern end of the lake are opened and water flows

out into the Port River until the water leve1 has dropped by 0.6 m.
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tr^Iater f low j.s thus unidirectional rvithirr the lake, f lowing

south-north. i,Jater turnover is about L6% per day. Temperature ranges

from 10-11oc in August to 20-23oC in January-February.

The benthic fauna is totally different from that of Edithburgh.

In most of the lake, current flow is negligible. The síze of the lake

prevents \daves of amplitude greater than 0.6 m f::om builcling up, so that

fine particles setLle out and most of the lake floor is fine mud.

0ccasional Pinna are seen, but the rnost abundant bivalve is the oyster

Ostrea angasi Sowerby. PolychaeËe tubes, solitary ascidians and

Congollis, Pseudaphritis bursinus (Cuv. and Va1.) are the nost conspicuous

large benthic organisms. Predatory and scavenging gastropods are the

most common, notably Polinices eonicumt Nassarius pgrrhus Lamarck and

Bedeva hanlegi Angas. The sides of rhe lake are lined with rocks and

concrete surfaces whj ch are covered by mussels, serpulid and spionid

polychaetes, tunicates and barnacles. The inËroduced European shore

crab, Carcinus maenas Linnaeus is also coûrmon. A detailed list of the

fauna of the lake is given in Appendix 1.

Because the lake bottom is vastly different from the benthic

fauna and substratum at Edithburgh, I decided to use only the lake to

test hypotheses about the recruitment of hard substratum organisms. My

subjective impression was that the development of epifaunal communities

in turbid 1ow water movement areas such as wharf pilings in harbours is

fundamentally different from that in cleaner more open water. I did

not have time to investigate this proposition, and so simply decided not

to investigate evenls subsequent to recruitment at this site.

2 ,5 PTNNA ELSEWITERE

The main thrust of this work is to investigate the generality

of models of communities in patchy environments. Some of the data will

probably be used for sLudies which are possibly more biogeographic or
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parochial. It is useful theref ore to indicate ho¡,¡ the epif auna of

pinna at Edithburgh is related to epifauna in other parts of the range

of pinna bicofor. This section describes qualitatively the epifauna

oÍ Pinna over a wide geographic range

2.5.1 Methods

The research project on Pinna by Dr. A.J. Butler involves

periodic sampling at a number of sites in Gulf St Vincent (Figure 2.4).

I have participated in some of these samplings and recorded the epifauna

both photographically and by visual inêpection from the deck of Ëhe boat.

From March L977 to July 1980 I have visited a number of other sites to

make the same observations.

The major survey, however, hras done in January 1980. I

conducted a survey of. Pinna assemblages and Pinna epifau4a from Port

Broughton in upper Spencer Gulf, down the east coast of Eyre Peninsula

to Port Lincoln, and up the west coast to Davenport Creek, \dest of Ceduna

Approxirnately fifty dives were done in a three rreek period. These

consist.ed of a number of.separate sites, and at some sites, a number of

short dives separated by disËances of 100 to 1000 metres.

Further sites were visted in December L979 and February 1980.

The purpose of the surveys throughout this suntrner was to enable some

broad comparisons to be made between a number of localities. Many of

these surveys Ì^rere single point-in-time censuses and so bias could be

introduced because of non-s¡mchronisation of reproductive periods of

different epifaunal species. The comparisons to be made here will be

qualit.at.ive, and t.he short interval beLween most surveys should minimize

this bias. The sites are shown on Figure 2.4.

At each site, one of a number óf types of survey was done.
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Type 1. . Underwater survey only. The diver (usually myself) swam

over the bottom and used a one-tnetre rod divided into 10 cm sections

to esEimate Pinna density. The abundance of several .pinna-

associated species, such as various seagrasses, scallops, poten.tial

predators, etc., v/as estimated subjectively. Casual notes \,ùere

made of the epifauna.

Type 2. The diver sv¡am over the bottom and collected aLL Pinna shells

visible in a one metre wide strip until 100 to 150 animals had been

collected. These !üere measured -either in the boat or on shore.

Length and height were measured. Notes were made on the epifauna,

which v¡as scored into one of a number of qualitative categories -
,

see results be1ow.

fypg 3. The same as type 2, except. that each shell v/as opened up and

the gonads examined and adductor muscle scars counted. Scars left

by the posterior adductor muscle in the nacreous layer of the she1l

have been suggested to be an index of the age of Lhe mollusc (ntSa

L976). Butler and Brewster Q979) gave qualified support for this

idea within a single locality. They reported that the variance of

muscle scar counts within a síze class was quite high, however.

Further, although Ëhe scars obviously represent growth checks, they

may occur as a result of various influences other than the low

temperatures during wint,er. The frequency distribution of muscle

scar counts nevertheless may allow some qualitative statements

about the age structure of a particular population.

Frequencies and types of survey done at each site are shown on

Table 2.2. The data on PÍnna themselves will be presented elsewhere

(Butler and Keough 1981; Appendix 4).
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2.5.2 Results

I had originally intended to calculate the distriburion and

abundances of bryozoans, serpulids, tunicates etc. at each site and

compare these between siEes. Horvever, when I began sampling turbid,

fine-sediment localities, it was found that the occupancy of Pinna she11s

differed greatly from Edithburgh. In many areas) each she1l bore a

canopy of red algae and beneath the canopy r,{ere bryozoans, barnacles,

serpulids, spionids, sabellids, terebellids, etc. The presence of this

algal canopy means that it is not suff,icient to measure the occupation of

two-dimensional space, since there is a three-dimensional asPect to the

epifauna. tn: fauna was more similar to that of wharf pilings, in that

many solitary animals exist, and there are fev/ species in conrnon with

areas such as Edithburgh.

I therefore made subjective assessments of the epifauna. A

number of types were distinguished; with/without alga1 canopy, dominated

by tunicatesfbxyozoans/solitary forms, etc. The categories are

deÈailed below. They are obviously arbitrary, and intermediate types

exist. Most sites could nevertheless be allocated into one of these

categories. I will discuss some of the characteristics of sites

falling into each category

Colonial forms no cano

This type is best illustrated by Edithburgh itself. Percent

cover is low, often 507" or 1ess, and most Pinna bear mainly bryozoans.

Occasional sl-rel1s bear sponges or tunicates. Spirorbid polychaetes are

the only common solitary form, but their occupation of space is low.

Only four sites of this type are known; Edithburgh, Stansbury, and the

pinna beds between Sultana Point and Troubridge Island. These are areas

of relatively clear water and coarse sediment (see Shepherd and Sprigg

Lg76). Queen scallops,ChTamgs bifrons are frequently common in these

localities.
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Als al canopy, solitary forms

This was the most common type of epibiota. The subtidal sites

in this category were those in upper Spencer Gulf, Ardrossan, and turbid,

fine-sediment aïeas elsewhere (Port Lincoln, Streaky Bay, Ceduna,

Semaphore). All were dominated by this assemblage.

Massive colonial forms ! can variable

The St Kilda-Port Gawler area has many Pinna shel1s which are

covered by massive sponges of a number of species. Some sponges htere

as much as 30 cm in diameterr.so that -the Pjnna shel1 was almost totally

obscured. Some Pi.nna at Sultana Point llere covered similarly, but they

I¡Iefe fAfe.

A number of a posteriori

differences in these epifaunas, but

is little point in discussing them.

Intertidal Pinna

hypotheses can be

since I have no

erected to explain

tests of these, there

AË many localities there are dense beds of Pinna in the inter-

tidal zorLe. At'streaky Bay, for example, densities may be as. high as

30-40 
"*-2. 

All of these Pinna have depauperat.e epíbiotas, composed

mainl-y of lirnpeËs, GaTealaria caespitosa, the oyster Ostrea angasi, and

the anomiíd nonia jone and a number of chitons and spirorbids. Small

sponges are found in some localities. Solitary animals predominate,

however, and percent cover is usually no more than 102. Algae are rare.

The epifauna of intertidait Pinna is clearly very different from

the situation at Edithburgh, and no generalisatíon to cover other events

on intertidaL Pinna is possible. Similarly, subtidaL Pinna in other

areas bear epifaunas r¿hich are not even amenable to the same methods of

estimating abundance. Comparisons between such assemblages and Edithburgh

would cl"early be of litcle va1ue. The staËements that will be made

about the epifauna of Pinna at EdiËhburgh must be regarded as applying

only to a restricted area, from Stansbury to Sultana Point.



TABLE 2.1 Main epifaunal organisms on Pinna aË Edithburgh study site

A = abundant.; C = common; R = rare

Specres Abundance

Cnidaria
ScoJgmÍa austraTís
CuTicia sp.

RC

R

Annelida
Spirotbi-s pagenstecheri
Spirorbis. convexis
Spírorbis sp C -

Spiror.bis sp D

Galeofaria hgstrix

A
A

R

R
C

Porifera
sP 35
sP 36
Ap7gsiL7a suTphurea

RC

RC

RC

EcËoproct

SchÍzopore 17a schi zostoma
Membr ani po ra per f r agi I i s
Parasmittina raigii
CeTTeporaria sp.
C. fusca
B7

A
A
A
c
A
C

Crus tacea

EpopeTTa simplex
ScalpeLJum peronii

C

R

Tunicata

Didemnum patulum
Didemnum sp. A
Podoc L ave 7 Ja cA 7 indr i c a
BotrgTToides leachii
PoLgcarpa pendunculata

RC

R
R'

R

C



TABLE 2.2 Details of geographic areas surveyed. A dash in the number

of dives column indicates an intertidal sample; a "p" in the

photos column indicates that a set of random photos were

taken as described in the methods section.

Locality Date No. of
Dives

Survey
TyPe

Photos

Troubridge Island
Ed ithburgh
Sultana Point
Ardros s an
Fishery Beach
Franklin Harbour
Franklin Harbour
Tumby Bay
Turnby Bay
Port Lincoln
Coffin Bay
Coffin Bay
Streaky Bay
Streaky Bay
Ceduna
Venus Bay
E I 1is ton
Playfor'd Power SËation
Redc liff
Rapid Bay
St. Kilda-Port Gawler
hla1laroo
Semaphore
Stansbury

L2/tg
121 tg
12/ tg
t2/79
L2/79
1/80
1/ao
1/ao
1 /80
1/ Bo
L /BO
1/ B0
1 /so
1/ so
1 /80
1/ B0
1 /ao
1/ B0
I /80
2 /80
2/Bo
3 /80
4/ B0

12/79

;
2
3
1

4
I
4

4

9

1

2
1

0
1

2

5
I
2
1

I

2
3
3

3
1

3
3

3

3
3
1

I
3
3
3

I
I
3
3
1

3
1

1

3

1r1

P

P

I

p

I

T

l

,3xl

3xl

3xl
I

1

I

1

4x 1

1

Other

Outer Harbour
Semaphore
Stansbury

'Port Gawler
St Kilda
Stenhouse Bay

r977
t977 /B
5/80

L977 / B
r97 7 /B

5 /80

4
3
1

6
2

1

I
I
I
1

1

1

p

P

:
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Figure 2.L Ðiagram of pÍnna bícolor (feft vaLve).
L-lengthrH-height.
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Figure 2.zf sites at which p.i+qg were surveyed. during i.9?9-g0,
Cod.e for sitesl 1. Ceduna 2. Streal<y Bay 3. Venus Bay 4. ELListon
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FÍgure 2.5 SensÍty of Pinnj¡, near the end of the pier. lhe fígures
are the numben of sheLLs.m-2 for five-metre intervals along three

line transects from tbe end. of the píe:r.
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Fígure 2.6 PLavl of I'lest Lakes. Asterisks denote Locations of
recruitment pa.nels i
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3. RNCRUITMENT

In Chapter I I dj.scussecl the problem for equilibriun theory in

describing a stochastic process lvith an essentially deterministic moclel-.

This is particularly true for colonisatí,on events, which for many patchy

environments have a lorv probability of occurrence in an inctividual patch.

Many patchy environments have patches rvhich are difficult to replicate

for various reasons (see Connor and Simberloff 1978). Differences in

the nature of patches in such systems have all-owed an essentially

deterministic view of colonisation events (see Abbo tt |glg). Variation

between patches has commonly been attributed to subtle physical differences,

and token *ention has been made of "noise". Diamond and Gilpin (1980)

provicle an exarnple of this, coining a neü¡ term, "turnover noisett,. io

describe stochastic variation in species turnover rates.

It is only relatively recently that island biogeographers have

focussed on the importance of chance (Connor and Simberloff 1978;

Connor and McCoy 1979). Simberloff (fqZS) has stressed the need to

produce testable nu11 hypotheses about colonisation events. He

suggested that the appropriate nul1 hypotheses r^rere those in which

colonisation was assumed to be randonr, and explanations involving

interactions betrveen species invoked only when the nu11 hypothesis could

be confidently rejected. Workers in rnarine environments have long been

av¡are of the variability of colonisation events for indívidual patches.

Coe and A1len (1935) state, for example, for panels immersed in 1929-30,

"The blocks for this year show many inconsistencies". Despite this,

ferv studies up until the late 1960's \.vere well replicated. A number of

factors were varied in some stuclj.es. Coe and Allen,.for example, used

three different types of substrata, of varying s ízes, and placed them

at di-fferent positions on the Scripps Institution of Oceanograpl-ry pier

in clif ferent years. Tliey nevertheless prececlecl to make between-year
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comparisons. Similar examples may be found in the literature.

The mid-1960's sal^/ an increased empllasis on replicated

experimental methods in marine environments. Nevertheless, examples of

unreplicated studies have appeared in the literature as recently as 1980

(Marshall et a7. 1980). The seriousness of this fault is evident when

work such as that by Jackson (1977b) is considered. He reported

coefficien,ts of dispersion for recruilment. of individual species greater

than 100%. This is larger than the magnitude of differences reported

by MarshalL et a7. (1980) between caged and uncaged panels and ascribed

to predation. Schoener et aL. (1978) were similarly unable to comment

on bet\^reen-panel variation because they were only able to census a single

panel at each óf a number of widely separated sites. They were able to

give some estimates of between-panel variation for one site, and gaùe

standard deviations for species number as being low, usually two or three

(species). IË must be noted, however, that means \¡Iere often only seven

to eight species, in which case the variance becomes relatively large

(C.¡. = 0.50-1.00). They in fact give details of 35 sets of repl-icate

panels spread over three sites in Hawaii and three depths, 9, 15 and 30

metres. The panels varied in tirne of inrnersion, but I simply calculated

a coefficient of dispersion for each data set. The mean C.D. for these

35 data seËs is 0.656 (s.¡. = 0.651), and the range is 0 to 2.88. There

is clearly a greaË amount of between-panel variation, despite the crude

nature of this analysis.

Many other studies are replicated and conLrolled, and they

show that recruitment processes vary on a number of scales. Bov¡rnan and

Lewis (1977) report a large amourit of between-year and between-site

variation in the recruitment of PateJ-La vulgaris. A large volume of

literature exists for bivalves of the family OsLreidae, and variations

in recruitment are known on almost all scales. The literature on this

subject has been comprehensively revier¿ed by Andrews (1979). Pinna
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itself shows large between-locality variation in recruitment (Butler and

Keough 1981; APPendix 4).

Loosanoff Q964, L966) demonstrated considerable.variation in

the recruitment of .asËerjas forbesi L. and Crassostnea vi,rginica Gmelin

over a period or. 25 years. Again, there was little investigation of

variation within sites within time periods. He noted that for the two

years that replicate collectors ürere used, counts between pairs of

collectors showed correlations of 0.65 to 0.98. This was presumably a

Pearson producË-momenE correlation coefficient, although Loosanoff gave

no details. The two years, \g44 and 1955, for which this was done were

years of high settlement for both species; when years \dere ranked

according to the level of recruitment, these Ëvüo years were ranked 5 and

6 respecLively. The number of larvae recruiting onto 100 oyster shells

htas as high as 24,700 in some stations. Under these circumstances, ï¡¡e

might expect that this correlation might be higher than when fewer

recruits are available, when chance variaËion may become more important.

one of the few studies to have produced reliable data on

betrveen-patch variation is that by Denley and underwood (1979). They

investigated the settlement of two barnacle species, ?essero pera rosea

and ?etra cLitel-J-a purpurascens , on a rocky shore in New South trnlales.

coefficients of dispersion ranged nrom 57.9 to 655.57! for series of

replicated patches cleared on rock surfaces.

Day (1977) has suggested that changes in physical condiËions

occur on such small scales as to make identical panels separated by

small distances not true replicates. This would seem to be a rather

exËreme view, but does emphasize Ëhe great variability in settlemenr or

recruitment between similar patches. rn pracËice, it means that

recruitment must be modelled as a random process rvith high variance

I'tIe have no \¡/ay of measuring such sma11 changes in physical conditions.



A number of other reasons may be postulated for this variation.

Many planktonic larvae settle gregariously. The behaviour of these

larvae has been well revielecl by Meadows and Campbell ( Ig72) and Scheltema

(1974). The ranges of behaviour include gregariousness for species

such as BaLanus baLanoides (Xnight-Jones 1953), while some spirorbid

polychaetes are known to settle very evenly (wisely 1960; crisp 1961).

nay ( Ig77) also reported many bryozoans at Heron Island to be gregarious.

Alternatively, patchiness may exist in the plankton, and the distribution

of planktonic patch sizes will influence the between-patch variation on

recruitment panels. l,ittle is known of small scale patchiness in the

plankton. Steele (t916), for example, reports on planktonic patchiness

on scales of Lilometres, but there are fer¿ data for scales smaller than

this. A variety of types of patchiness can be envisaged, and these will

produce different patterns of similarity between panels. (Similarity

will for the moment be used in its intuitive sense, and during analysis

a precise measure of sirnilarity will be used; this will be clefined in

scction 3.2.3) .

Firstly, consider a variety of types of patchiness in the

distribution of planktonic larvae, and examí-ne their consequences.

1. No patchiness at all. A cornpletely mixed larval soup is

t,ransported along by currents and encounters panels at random. I^le

expect no relation between similarity of panels and distance between

them.

2, smal1 patches on scales of centimetres. These may possibly

be represented as "larval swarms". rf they hit a panel which is far

from any others, the s\4rarm is unlikely to hit any other pairel in the

series. rf the swarm hits one panel of a cluster, there is a good

chance that all panels of that cluster will be colonized. \,ùe expect

in this case a negative correlation between the similarity between two

panels and lheir distance apart.
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3. Larger scale patcires. Metres to tens of metres. If a

clustered panel is encountered, then it is like1y that all panels in

the cluster will be, since the patch is large relative to tte size of

the cluster. Reasoning is as follows..

Assume that the patches are circular in cross-section, and of

diameter D. Let the cluster of panels be in a circle of radius af2, so.

that the diameter of the cluster is a. Assume that the northern panel

is encountered by the patch (pl on Figure 3.ft). Assume also that the

patch is travelling East-West. Panel -P1 will tl-rus intersect the patch

aË some point o along its diameter. The rest of the cluster of panels

will also be encountered by the plankton patch if ß > a. The position

of the patch will be random with respect to the cluster of panels, and

soP(ß>a)=ïe = 1-fi.

This clearly increases as D increases, since $fi = r+ao-2 which

is greater than 0 for all D,a. Thus, the larger the patch, the more

likely that recrçitment on the clustere-d pairels will be very similar.

Distant panels will remain dissimilar, since the patch size necessary

so that all panels will be encountered by most patches is very large.

Again, a negative correlation between similarity and distance is expected

4. There is also one model which produces a positive correlation

beLween similarity and distance witl-rout the existence of patchiness in

Ëhe plankton. Consider larvae which settle near previously settled

conspecifics, and assume that the density of larvae in the \^/ater column

is low. For distant panels, the larvae which encounter the panels

settle, and subsequent larvae are attracted to the established postlarvae

or adults. All distant panêls would receive a number of recruits, and

the between-panel variation would simply reflect chance variation in the.

events on individual panels. Consider now panels clustered within a

distance over which larvae can cletect conspecifics. One panel will
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receive a larva, and subsequent larvae are attracted to this juvenile

and settle near iL. The nearby panels receive few recruits, since most

settle on the panel which was first colonized. In contras.t, the distant

panels all receive moderate numbers, since they are sufficiently far

apart so as not to interf ere witl-r each otherst recruitment.

As a consequence, clustered panels are very dissimilar and

distant panels similar. I,¡ith higher recruitment rates, all clustered

panels would be expected to receive moderate recruiËment, and no

correlation should occur. This will depend, inter aJia, on the

distances over which larvae respond to conspecifics.

Next 
,the 

behavi

pat terns o f s irni 1ar ity .

may produce patchy distri

show great simil-arity.

individual species would

be assessed.

our of individual species could affect the

Species which settle near adult conspecifics

butions whereby panels which are close together

An examination of recruitment patLerns for

allow this possibility and the previous one to

The main hypotheses to be tested \^7ere thus:

1. DístribuEion of larvae in the water is randóm, and the between-

patch variation is simply due to chance. The occasions when panels

become more similar as they are closer together can be explained as

consequences of the gregarious behaviour of indívidual species at

settlement.

2, No specíes recruits preferentially onËo substrata of a

particular síze,

3. Recruitment patEerns of individual species do not differ.

This coulcl be tested by examini-ng the freguency distribution of recruirs

of a particular species for all panels and r-esting it against a Poisson

distribution. I^lithin-?anel distributions of recruits and inspection of

size distributions between panels should provide the supplementary

evidence- to classify species as recruiting near adult conspecifics,
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occurring as larva1 s\^tarms, recru.iLing randomly, or recruiting in an

overdisPersed manner'

4. Are the main sources of bet's/een-pane1 variation spatial or

temporal, and on what scales do they operate?

1. Temporal. Betweun """"orrs, 
between years '

2. Spatial. Betv¡een localities, i.e. tens of kilonetres,

on smaller scales of metres.

As a part of the investigation of these questions, a

description of the variation in recruitment rates r¿ould be produced

which is replicated, and seasonal trends could thus be viewed against

Èhe background of between-patch variations.

or

A note on TerminologY

Some confusion or imprecision exists in the literature

concerning the terms settlement, colonization and recruitment.

Setllernenq is the attachment and subsequent metamorphosis of a planktonic

larva. Recruitment refers to the settlement and survival of a

planktonic larva so that it is counted at some later stage. The two

terms are frequently gsed interchangeably, or more often settlement is

used in reference to the juvenile marine forms which are counted often

on a piece of substratum after some period of time. This should be

termed recruitment, since mortality may, and frequently does, operate

before the census of the substraLum. There is an implicit assumption

that mortality processes for newly settled larvae of a given species do

not vary between patches. In all probability mortality will have a

large stochastic component, since for example patches will not all be

visited by predators, nor receive identical food-bearing currents.

The relation between settlement and recruitment has noË, to my knowledge,

been investigated thoroughly. It is extremely difficult, since Lhe

time scale of mortality processes is generally unknown. The laboratory
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facilities necessary to do this certainly did not exist in Adelaide.

In all cases, I wí11- be speaking of recruitment, but many arguments

must assume that it is related to settlement' Specifically, I must

often assume thaÈ the density of recruitment is proportional to that of

settlement; this assumption must be borne in mind at all times.

The use of the term colonization varies. In terms of the

MacArthur-inlilson model, it is the net gain of species, while in other

ecological work the term means the acquisition of new species, regardless

of the simultaneous rate of loss of species. It is thus equal to

Immigration in the MacArthur-I,lilson mode1. I^Ihere this Èerm is used,

its meaning will be made clear at the Lime of usage.

3,2 METITODS

3.2 .I Inlest Lakes

Uni-directional rnrater flow through the single inlet pipe results

in a decreasi.ng rate of curïent flow with increasing distance NorËh from

the inlet. Increased current flow means that more larvae should

encounter a particular piece of substratum. I thus used t\,üo staËions

approximately 100 metres apart at the Southern end of tl,e lake (figure

2.6) .

Station A was 15 metres North of the central concrete vane

which directs hTater out from the pipe. This station had very sluggish

current flov¡ (< 0.05 * "-1). Station B was 100 metres further North,

and there r^ias never any detectable current. My activities r¿hile

working always reduced visibility at this station to 0.3 m or less, and

the clouds of sediment had not dispersed 30 minutes later. The two

stations thus should have provided two sites of differing total

colonization rate. I assumed the species pool of colonists Lo be the

same for each site. Station B was marked by a line of 2 cm x 2 cm

jarrah stalces, which were hanrnered into the bottom at 0.6 to 1 m intervals

from the \destern shore of the lake. Station A could be reli.ably
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relocated despite poor visibility. Two other stations (C and D) were

established 1000 and 2000 metres further down the lake. After an

initial series of panels was set up, I was never able to relocate

these stations.

Settlement panels \^/ere constructed of asbestos cement

("Hardieflex") which v¡as cut into rectangular panels. Three sizes

were used; 15 x 12 cm (180 cm2), 10.5 x 8.5 cm (t90 cm2) and 7.5 cm x

,
6 cm (45 cm'). These sizes were chosen to correspond to the mean

n
above-sand area of a Pinna valve (lB0 cm'), and 0.5 and 0.25 times t,hat

area. Shape of each panel was the same. A small hole was drilled at

Ëhe Ëop of each panel. One panel of each size was attached to a single

jarrah sËake (nigure 3.1) which was hammered into the bottom so that

the panels \^rere almost touching the mud surface.

The panels \^rere arranged in concentric circles so that each

panel at a given radius was equidistant from its nearest neighbour on

each side. Circles of four arbitrarily chosen radii were used; 0.1 m,

0.3 m, 1 m and 5 m. Six replicates of each panel size at each radius
I

were used, so that the design r^ras a 4 x 3 array with 6 replicates,

arranged as shown on Figure 3.2.

The panels ríere ir¡nnersed for two monthq removed and brought

back to the laboratory. They hTere examined under a dissecting

microscope at 10x magnification and all recruits counted. If the number

of recruits of a particular species \,./as greater than 100 on a panel,

220 I cm' quadrats were randomly counted to give a mean number per cm ,

and this number multiplied by the panel area. Panels were then scraped

clean, scrubbed, washed in fresh \^rater and finally air dried before

being re-immersed at. a later date. The interval of tr^ro months hTas

chosen because work by Kay (1980) had shown that in this time the

recruits were unable to occupy sufficient space to restrict greatly
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subsequenË recruitment. Similarly,. the::e were ferv overgrowth

interactions so that no recruits \,r'ere eliminated in this way. This

time period was adequate with the exception of the period from October

1977 to December 1977 when Bal-anus amphitrite seLtled at very high

densities, and occupied greater than 957" of. space on most panels. Such

high levels of settlement were not repeated.

The bimonthly program h/as comnenced at both stations in May

L977, and continued untiL 1g/3/7g. At this time, all but Ëhree panel

trios aE Station A were destroyed during the ülest Lakes annual físhing

contest. This starion was discontinued at this stage. Station B was

continued until March, 1980.

3.2 .2 Edithburgh

An identical experimental design was used at Edithburgh in

the study grid (see Figure 4.1). Sampling was again bimonthly, and

sample dates corresponded as closely as possible to those at l^lest Lakes.

Two subsequent experimenLs were conducted at Ëhis site. It

was noticed that when panels were separated by 0.1 m, recruitment rates

appeared lower than for panels at lower densities. It is possible that

one panel may "shade" another when spacings between panels are small.

To test Ëhis, I ran a concurrent series of panels which were suspended

in trios, but r,\7ere arranged linearly rather than in a circle. Between-

panel distance was 0.1 m. Thirty replicates of each panel size were

used.

The second experiment qras designed to test the effect of

bror^¡sing by fish on recruitment, and will be detailed in Chapter 4.

3.2.3 Anal sts

A general measure of between-palch variation was needed. The

alternatives available v¡ere limited by the fact that some colonists

could only be counted as : 0, some, many, very many (i.e. qualitative
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multistate characÈers, in the sense of SneaËh and Sokal I973). OËher

species were counted (i.e. quantative characters). This rest.riction

prevented the use of standard measures of variance. I therefore

reversed Ëhe concept to one of between-patch similarity, and the

hypotheses to be tested could be viewed in terms of increased

similarity. (Equivalent to decreased variance, where this is

appropriate). A r¿ide range of similarity measures are given by Sneath

and Sokal (i973). of these, only one rlses c\aractersl (= counts of

recruits) which may-be quantitative, qualitative multistate, or presencef

absence. This is Gower's similarity index, defined by

s s(
I

!In
)

kj I ijk ijk

n
L

1=l
I,Ji j k

which defines the similarity between two panels, j and k, colonised

from a pool of n species.

The weigha, 
"ijt 

is set to 1 when the comparison is valid,

in this case if species i did actually settle on at least one panel

during the time period in question. The expression t"tjn then is the

number of species which settled during that time period.

s. .- is the difference between the scores for recruitment ofrJk
species i on panels j and k.

For presence/absence characters, it is I for (+r+); 0

otherwise.

For qualitative multistate characters, the interval 0rl was

divided into a number of intervals corresponding to the number of states,

1 In the terminology of Sneath and Sokal (L973) panels are oTU's and

counts of recruits are the characters.
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state character above, a difference of 1 in

s. .. = 0,67, a dif ference of 2 s..,- = 0.33,-ijk 1JK

For quantitative characters, "ijt

the states was

and 3, s
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For the four-

given

0.
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t l"ij - *ikl/n. ),

where x.. is the number of recruits of species i on panel j
r-J

R. is the range of recruitment scores for species i over
1

all panels for a Ëime períod

s. .-'1-lk then has a range (0,1)

The situation v¡Ilere t\n/o pane16 both lacked a particular species

caused some problems. Numerical taxonomists by convention exclude any

character from the calculation of S if 0's are recorded for both organisms

(gTU's : Sneath and Sokal Ig7Ð, i.". ser I^t..U = 0 if l"ij - *jOl = 0 and

x.. = 0. This is because the absence of characters is not evidence of
1J

sirnilarity. An overstated example is that of wings. Neither annelids

nor primates possess them, but this is noË evidence of similarity bètween

the two groups. In this case the character: number of wings would be

excluded from the calculation of Srrrrulid_primate

The situation for recruitment is rather dif ferent. I¡Ie are

interested in questions about how the subsequent events in a patch are

influenced by recruitment, and if two panels both fail to receive a

species which is recruiting at the time, then they musÈ be regarded as

being more similar than two panels, one of v¡hich received the species

in question, and the other did not. I thus calculated the R.'s for

each time period, and set lü- r,- = 1 for all i for which R. > 0. Other-' lJk I'

wise I^I ..,- = 0. Thus, zeta-zero matches were only considered if the
lJ t(

species in question \^ras settling at the time. The term t
i=1

I4I . ., r^/a SlJK

then reduced to the number of species recruiting for the time period (s)

under consideration.

There \^/as a methodological reason for this decision. The

quantity S., is Ëhe mean of m = XI^l ... numbers. all of which are in the- JK rJK
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interval (0,1). Then, by the Central Limit Theorem, as m becomes

rnoclerately large, the Srn's should become normally disfributed, and

hence amenable to parametric analysis. IÍ. zero-zero matches had been

excluded,mwould have varied between pairs of panels, and the deductions

about the distribution of the tj*'" would be suspect.

A variety of similarities were calculated. For each time

period, at least 25, ancl usualLy 45 pairs of panels of a given size

were selected. The similarity was calculated for each pair o! panels.

The procedure was repeated for each panel size. At the same time, the

disËance between each pair of panels v¡as calculated. These similarity

the distance

c orre laLed

values will be debigna ted betr^¡een-pane1 similarities, and

beLween -panel distances. These two measures were then

using Pearson's r (Sokal and Rohlf. L969), which was then tested for

significance using a t-test.

Small panels would be expected to have lower similarities than

large since with fewer recruit.s, chance variation should be more import"nt

Accordingly, one-way analysis of variance was performed to test for

differences in between-panel similarity between panels of different sizes.

There were thus three treatments: Large, medium and'sinall panels, and

equal replication, since the replicates r^/ere sets of. 45 random pairs,

Homogeneity of variances v/as tested using the F-max test (Sokal and

Rohlf L969), and when the F-statisËic from the ANOVA proved to be

significant, the Student Newman-Keuls procedure (Snf) was used to identify

homogeneous subsets of means.

. Throughout this chapter Asterisks are used to denote

significance: I p.0.05, '.k:'r p<0.01 , :k:'r:k p<0.001 . If no asterisk

appears, the statistic in question did not warrant rejection of the

null hypothesis in question. The SNK test is displayed by listing the

treatment means in decreasing order, and underlining all homogeneous

subsets. For this procedure, a significance level of 0.05 was used at
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all trmes '

3.2 4 Choice of substratum

The initial series of panels (until January 197S) used only

one panel síze, 180 crn2, and the panels .h/ere made from large Pinna

shells. These \^tere scraped c1ean, and then ground and sanded down

unEil they were a standard size and shape. This procedure became too

time-consuming, and a number of alternative substrata were investigated.

In December, L977, a series of different substrata, each replicated five

times, was immersed. Five types of suÛstrafum \,{ere used: Pinna shells,

asbestos cement, smooth perspex, sand-blasted perspex, and wood. After

t.wo months, they were removed and recruitment compared

The coefficient of similarity was calculated between panels

of. Pinna shells and between Pinna shells and panels of other types.

Analysis of variance r^¡as then used to test whether some panels were

more similar to Pinna shells than others in their recruitment (Table

3.1). There were significant dif ferences bet!,/een treatments, and I was

interested in the substratum which most resembled Pinna shells in

recruitment events. This was the asbestos cement, which subjectively

colour which resembled Pinna shel1s rnostappeared to have a texture and

closely. A t-test r¡as then used to compare Pinna-pinna and Pinna-

asbestos cement similarities. Mean similarities did not differ

significantly (92"Á and.90% respectively, t = 0.93, df = 33, p = 0.2-0.4).

The experiment was only done for one time period, when the

number of larvae r^/as very high, especially for BaLanus amphitrite. IL

is thus possible that the levels of similarity were somewhat higher than

unusual. The important point is that Ëhe dif ferences r^/ere not great,

and the asbestos cement is a reasonable substitut.e for Pinna shells

I will not be extrapolating from asbestos cement panels to Pinna directly,

but I believe that patterns of recruitment on the two types of substrata

are similar.
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3.3 Individual s ec].es

This tested for clumped patterns of recruitment. The

recruitment pattern of individual species was examined by calculating

the mean and variance of the number of recruits per panel, and testing

this ratio for equivalence to unity. This was done for each species

for each panel size and time period, and corollary evidence r^/as gained

by the examination of within-panel patterns of recruitment.

There \Àrere many sucl'r tests to be done, and so a quick method

rrras used to investigate within-panel patterns. For a given number of

quadrats, the maximum non-significant value of the coefficient of

dispersion could be calculated as follows:

C.D. = t ^_ 
,/u*l +1

.05 ,u

For various quadrat numbers, the value is shown on Table 3.2. Each

panel was divide<l into 1 cm by 1 cm squares, and the number of recruits

of the species in question \ras recorded for each square. Groups of

four adjacent quadrats \n¡ere then pooled, and the number of recruits for
.24 cm- squares recorded. .The coefficient of dispersion v/as calculated

and compared with the least significant value from Table 3.2.

3.4 RESULTS

Recruitment Datterns individual species

All species showed considerable between-year and between-

season variation in recruitment patterns (Figures 3.I2-3.17). Some had

only one substantial recruitment during Ëhe entire study, such as

ScrupoceTLaria or Electtoma in l{est Lakes, while others, such as some

serpulids, showed peaks in recruitment at approximately the same time

each year, although the sizes of the peaks varied between years.

The recruitment patterns of individual species wiIl be

considered in detail in the following section.
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Efminius modestus

Only settled in large numbers once during the study (Figure

3.15) . The coefficient of dispersion (C.D. ) was 33.95 for large panels,

which rvere the only ones in use at the time. This gave t = 90.2384,

p << 0.001, for a comparison of the C.D. with unity, i.u. the distribution

over patches showed sErong clurnping. Some information on the causes of

Ëhis was gained by examining within-panel patterns. Four large panels

were <1 ivided into I "*2 "q,rut.", and the barnacles counted. A fer¿ of
.,

the 90 cm' panels at a later time also ,received recruiËs, and the same

procedure was adopted for these panels., In all cases, the C.D. was

much greater than unity (rable 3.3). Irrhen the 1"*2 squares \¡Iere

pooled, the p"itutr, \,ras even more strongly contagious, with probability

levels of less than 10-9, as calculated by an HP-67 program. A

"typical" within-panel pattern can be seen on Figure 3.18. The

aggregated barnacles varied greatly in size, suggesting that recruitmenË

is sÈimulated by adults. Gregarious behaviour is well known for larvae

of this species (fnigfrt-.lones 1953; Knight-Jones and Stephenson 1950) .

Spìrorbis (EuaTospira) convexis

For each panel size at l,lesË Lakes Station B, the coefficient of

dispersion differed from unity at the 0.01 probability 1evel for all

time periods.

The same .l{as true for recruitment 'of ttris species at

Edithburgh. Unfortunately, only one analysis of within-patch variation

could be conducted, for logistic reasons. This was for Station A for

August-October Lg7B. Results are shown on Table 3.4. The C.D. did

not. differ significantly from unity in any of the eleven cases.

Detailed resting of the observed distribution for goodness-of-fit to a

Poisson distribuËion was not possible, since in many cases the expected

number of quadrats with more than one serpulid was much less than one,
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1969) would

deviationhave no degrees of freedom remaining. In most casest

from Poisson expectations 'htas very sma11. It appears

panel distributions are close to random.

the

rhat within-

Monia ione

Again, this species only settled in large numbers once during

the study period (January-March 1979). Coefficients of dispersion were

high for all panel sizes, for.example at hlest Lakes SEation B, they were

all over 40, indicating very strong between-panel clumping. Smaller

numbers settled during the previous t\47o monËhs. Coefficients o-f

dispersion ranged from 2.45 G5 c*2 parr"l") to 36 .4 for 180 cm2 panels.

All differed significantly from 1 at q = 0.007

At Edithburgh, recruitment was more regular, and a small number

of recruits \{as recorded for a number of time periods. The total

number of recruits was never more than ten individuals, and coefficíents

of dispersion did not differ significantly from one, except for one

oòcasion when the ratio was less than one for the 90 c*2 panels.

hlithin-pane1 patterns \¡/ere assessed for West Lakes on the

January-March panels. Three 180 cm2 panels r^/ere scored as described

earlier. Coefficients of dispersion are shown on Table 3.5. The

species shows moderate to strong clumping (l'igure 3.18). Again, the

size of the bivalves varied widely within panels, suggesting that the

aggregations occur because larvae recognize adults of their own species.

No information exists for Lftonia ione, but larvae of ostrea edulis are

known to be induced to settle by extracts from adult tissue (gayne 1969).

This is also known for Crassostrea virginica (Crisp L967). Both of the

latter species belong to the Ostreidea, but l.fonja belongs to the

Anomiacea
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Hgdtoides norvegica

Did not settle at Edithburgh, but showed strong surnmer peaks

in recruitment in West Lakes (Figures 3.ï2-3.I7). The coef,ficient of

dispersion \4ras significantly greater than one at the 0.01 leve1 on all

occasions for all panels sizes except on one occasion when it was only

signif icant at the 0.05 level. I^iithin-panel analysis showed strong

clumping on the L 
"*2 

scale (tab1e 3. 5 and Figure 3.18). The clumps

in this species appeared to be cornposed of animals of more uniform síze.

trrtisely (1958) also reported that H. noivegica larvae apPear to settle

at random, and do not search over the substratum after encountering it.

When combined, these observations suggest that the between- and wirhin-

panel patchiness may be

plankton, or patches of

encounter a pane1. If

cm in diameter.

due to gregarious behaviour of larvae ln the

larvae in the planltton, so Lhat s\¡/arms of larvae

so, the swarms are small, in Èhe order of a few

Spirorbis (Janua) pagenstecheri

This cosmopoliran species was the third most abundant recruiter

of all serpulids at Edithburgh (Figures 3.I2-3.14). It settled through-

out the year, but reached peaks in spring-early surffrer. The between-

panel distribution was variable (table 3.6). Numbers settling were

generally too low to analyse v¡ithin-patch variation, but Knight-Jones

(1951, 1953) reported that the species settles preferentially near adults

of its own species.

The inconsistency in recruitment patterns may be a result of

variations in recruitment density. For example, if the overall density

is low, then the probability of a larva encountering a conspecific adult

is low, and many larvae become less selective with increasing time spent'

in the plankton (u.g. Knight-Jones 1953; Sastry Ig7Ð. The larvae may

then settle at. random. Conversely, when the chance of a larva
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encountering a conspecific adult is higher, aggregated distributions

may result.

I definecl the densiEy of recruitment in Table 3.6. as the mean

number of recruits per pane1, scaled by 180/pane1 size, to bring all

densities to a standard of the number pcr 180 cm2. I used the

coefficient of dispersion as an index of the degree of "clumpedness"

of the between-panel distribution, ancl calculated Kendall's rank

correlation coefficient (Siegel 1956) between the two. There was no

signíficant correlation betr¿een density and clumpedness of distribution

(Tau = 0.27, N = 12, p > 0.05).

The recruitment pattern for this species must remain

confusing'.

Gafeofaria hgstrix

Recruited consistently aË Edittrburgh, but only sporadically at

I{est Lakes. Data were analysed for Edithburgh on1y. Between-panel

patterns rvere variable (Table 3.7), and so the Kendallrs correlation

coefficient \^ras calculated between densiËy of recruitment and the

coefficient of dispersion. There \47as a significant positive correlaËion

(Tau = 0.35, N = 30, p < O.0f). There is thus some tendency for

recruitment, and, by implication, settlement, to be gregarious. Little

appears to be known of the behaviour of larvae of GaLeoJ-aria hgstrix,

and there \^7ere generally too few recruits to analyse within-pane1

Patterns. Casual inspection showed a variable size distribution for

tubes within individual panels, and so the tenLative suggesËion is one

of recruitment near adult conspecifics

CeTleporaria fusca

Only one major recruitment was observed for this species,

during March-May 1980. Coefficients of dispersion were 3.00 for 180

2ocm panels and 4.01 for 90 cm' panels. Both of these represent
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significant deviations from unity at a = 0.001. No recruitment !úas

observed on the 45 c2 panels. All colonies r¿ere of similar size,

suggesting that the clumped distribution resulted from patchy

distribution of larvae in the plankton.

Didemnum sP.A (f9)

tr{as observed to recruit during September-November of each year

at Edithburgh, although mor:e recruits r^¡ere observed in 1978 than in

L979. Coefficients of dispersion are shown on Table 3.9. They are

generally variable, but increase generally with density of recruitment.

I wí11 be presenting evidence elsewhere that the newly metamorphosed

l-arvae of this,species are heavily preyed upon by fish, and so the

recruitment pattern r^¡i11 not be analysed in detail.

Observations over shorter time periods on the pilings suggest

that recruitment is spatially patchV (Kay and Keough 19Bl), and with

shorter time periods, Ëhe impact of predators is likely to be less.

Clusters of newly settled colonies (<3 mm in diameter) are often seen

on piling surfaces, and so I tentatively suggest that clumps of larvae

occur in the plankton and settle together. Further, long term experiments

are in progress to examine the recruiËment patterns and their causes in

four species of colonial tunicates at Edithburgh and Stenhouse Bay

(Keough and Butler, unpubl. obs. ) .

Ba-l.anus anphitrite

There t'/ere tr,/o major peaks of recruitment in Inlest Lakes, both

during spring-sunnner of 1977, At the second peak, the panels were all

at least 757 covered with B. anphitrite. Coefficients of dispersion

tuere 27.1 for August-October and 0.6 for December-Febnuary. The latter

occurred because Èhe mean number of recruits per panel \^ras over 2000,

and it became physically difficult for more barnacles to settle.
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For August-October, within-panel patterns showed strong

clumping (c.o. = 3.50 for I cm2 quadrats, c.D. = 25.17 for 4 
"n2

quadrats, both different from unitY at o = 0.001). Moreover, there

Ìfas a wide range of sizes, lvith diameters of 2 mm to l0 mm. Gregarious

settlement has been reported previously for this species (oaniel 1955),

and other species of the genus are known to settle on detection of

chemicals in the shell of adult conspecifics (Meadows and Campbell 1 97Ð.

Schi zo?ore l-l-a shi zo stoma

Settled for much of the year, with few definite peaks. Only

one coefficient of dispersion differed significantly from unity, but

since over 20 tests were done, about one would have been expected by

chance. It appears that there is no between-panel patchiness, and'that

colonies are distributed approximately at random. The number of recruits

rdas generally too small to test the within-pane1 patterns.

Parasmittina raigii

Consistent recruitmenE \4ras observed for this species at

EdiËhburgh. Coefficients of dispersion varied from 0.64 to 4.0 (lable

3.9), but there v/as no correlation between the degree of clumpedness and

the density of recruitment (Kendall¡s Tau = 0.14, N = 10, p = 0.3).

NoËhing is known of the larval behaviour of this species.

CrgptosuJa paTTasiana

Settled consistently throughout the study in l^lest Lakes. The

number of recruits per panel had a coefficient of dispersion which only

differed significantly from one in one case (table 3.10). The number

of recruits per panel was usually too low Ëo tesl within-panel patterns.
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Btgozoan BXI

Again, settled fairly consistently throughout the study.

Coefficients of dispersion sometimes differed from unity (table 3.10),

and the degree of aggregation was positively correlated with the density

of recruitment(I(endall's Tau = 0.76, N = 7, P < 0.05). The col.onies

v/ere not sufficiently abundant to invesËigate r¿irhin-panel patt-erns.

Ciona intestinaLis

Recruitment varied greatly between and within years (Figures

3.15-3.17). There \./as no recruitmenL at all in 1978, and I observed

thaË the large population of. Ciona inside the water intake tunnel at

Inlest Lakes had, died off , and for much of. l97B and early 1979, f.ew Ciona

Ì^¡ere seen in the lake. In 1977 and June 1980, many concrete faces at

the southern end o! the lake had densities of the order of 50-100 m-2.

Such fluctuationsin the density of Ciona have been recorded anecdotally

for some time, but are little documented.

Coefficienrs of dispersion varíed widely (table 3.11 ), but

differed from unity in rnOst cases. I do not propose to analyse the

recruitment patterns for these panels any further, since there are

reasons to believe that juvenile tunicates may be eaten by a variety of

fish (Russ 1980; Kay 1980; Chapter 4 of this thesis). Since rhis

involves foraging by fish, it is likely that not all patches will be

visited by fish, and this will produce between-pane1 heterogeneity,

which is independent of any behaviour of the tunicate. The assumption

that recruitment is representative of settlement is thus liltely to be

violaËed.

from an examination ofSome support for

recruitment to both sides

(tr'igure 3.1), and produces

gaLn access readily. For

this decision comes

of panels. One side is closer to the sEake

be able tonotan area to which predators maY

the time period January-March 1980, when
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recruitment \^ras greatest, I cornpared the recruitment of Ciona to the

two sides of the panels. IE was higher on the "reverse" side of the

panels (I^lilcoxon matched-pairs signed-ranks test, T * L2.5, N = L2,

p . 0.05). There is still the problem of distinguishing between

differential settlement and differential survival. The area which

offers shelter is also shaded by the stake, and Ciona intestinalis

Larvae have been reported to be photonegative (¡'ti11ar 1953).

Accordingly, a second experiment was done in l,lest Lakes from

March to May of 1980. Twenty panels were hung in a cage made from

l cm galvanised mesh ("I,r7aratah Welded Fabric") at the same time as the

regular recruiLment panels. The panels were hung so that pairs of

panels shaded each other, giving one shady side and one well-lit side'

Unfortunately the experiment was a cooperal-ive venture, and my

collaborator allowed some of the tunicates to die before the panels had

been scored. My subjective impression lüas that recruitment ¡¡as (a)

nruch higher on caged than uncaged panels, and (b) higher on shady than

bright sides.

I suggest that predation on these tunicates is sufficient to

make inferences about the causes of recruitmenL patterns unreliable.

Ascidia aspersa

SeEtled at the same time as Ciona intestína7is, and patËerns

of recruitment were variable (table 3.If). No inferences can be made

about the causes of this, for the same reasons as for Ciona.

OÈher species - Edithburgh

Many species only settled once during the study, and will not

be considered in any detail, since they are rare on Pinna They include

a number of bryozoans, ScïupocelJaria sp., two Bugula species, the wing-

shell ELecttoma georgiana, and the scallop ChJamgs asperrjmus. The

latter th¡o \^/ere easily dislodged from panels, and so data on their
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recruilmerit are unreliable.

Sponges recruited very rarely (Figures 3.12-3.14). The

graphs on figures 3.12-3.14 show the total number of sponge recruits

rather than data for individual species.

Table 3.12 gives a sunmary of the inferred recruitment

patterns of all of the common species.

3.4.2 Shadow Ef fecË

Recruitment \{as compared between all linearly arranged panels

and those of Ëhe concentrically arranged series which were 0.1 m apart.

This was only done at Edithburgh. Panels \^lere treated as replicates,

and within the,tv/o arrangements, replicate numbers \,¡ere kept constant

for all panel sizes of a given arrangement by randomly removing replicates

to compensate for the accidental loss of panels. Two-way ANOVA with

unequal but proportional subclass sizes was performed after an F-max

tesË for homogeneity of variances.

I only analysed the total

shadowing is postulated to be a phy

number of recruiËs, since the

ical constraint, and thus likely to

affecË all species equally

Each time period was analysed rately. This was done

because panels were los¡ at various times, and to have produced a

balanced design would have necessitated the removal of too many panels.

Further, with unequal sample sizes, the design ceases to be orthogonal,

so comparison of treatment means and partiLioning o.f sums of squares in

a 3-way analysis becomes tedious and difficult (Sokal and Rohlf 1969).

Indeed, the only reason for the Èwo-way analysis was to minimize the

number of individual analyses, and decrease the likelillood of Type I

errors. The important part of each ANOVA is Ëhe F-statistic for the

effect of the arrangemenL of the panels.

Result.s of the analysis are shown on Tables 3.13 to 3.18. of
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Ëhe six time periods, three show significant variation due to the

arrangement of panels. Inspection of treatment means (tables 3.13,

3.L7,3.18) shows that on one occasion the clustered panels received

more recrui.ts, on another the linearly arranged panels received more,

and on the third occasion, there \das a significant interaction betwee.n

panel size and panel arrangement, so that neíther panel arrangement

recei'¡ed consistently more recruits for all panel sizes,

Clearly, there is no strong or consisËent shadow effect due

to patches or substrata being. clustered together.

3.4.3 Between-site comparisons

3.4.3.I Total,recruits

Panels immersed in trtlest Lakes received considerably more -

recruits than those at Eclithburgh (Figures 3.3-3.8). It should be

noted that data from !üest Lakes are ploEted on a scale one tenth that

for Edithburgh. The t\,üo years of recruitment at Edithburgh produced

summer peaks of approximately the same magnitude. In contrast, the

size of the summer peaks in I,Iest Lakes varied considerably between

years (Figures 3.6-3.8). Although the same seasonal trends are present

aË both sites, the relative sizes of maxima and minima differed between

sites. Inlinter of I97B was notable for the low levels of recruitment

aË Edithburgh, v¡hile in l^lest Lakes the lowest year was 1979, and winter

recruitment rates were highest in 1978. Similarly, the sunrner of 1978=9

had higher recruitment rates at Edithburgh, while thaË year showed the

smallest sumrner peak of the three ir-r l.lest Lakes.

The duration of the summer peaks varied between years and

between sites as well.

There is clearly no synchrony of events between the two sites..

There is thus no support for the idea of "good" or "bad" years for the

Gulf St Vincent as a who1e. This picture is similar to Ëhat for Pinna
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varied

where recruitment rates in

87.

L97B-9 and gonad states in 1979-80

(Butler and Keough 1981; Appendix 4).greatly beÈween localities

3.4.3.2 Number of colonising species

In hlest Lakes, species number rose steadily to summer peaks and

fell to minj,ma in May (figure 3.9). At Edithburgh, summer peaks were

identified only with some imagination (Figure 3.10). This is probably

a reflection of the differing recruitment rates at the two sites. I^lith

Iarge numbers of recruits, more species are 1ikely to colonise reliably.

Correspondingly, with recruitment rates generally less than 10 recruits

(a.11,. species pooled) per 180 c*2 per 60 days, fewer species are likely

to occur on eaóh pane1, and species number is more likely to vary by

chânce alone.

3.4,4 Density of recruitment and habitat selection

It is possible that some species may not settle equally

frequently on substrata of different sizes (Jackson lg77b), and so

recruitment density was compared between the three panel sizes.

Counts of recruits for a given panel were multiplied by 180/panel size

to give a number of recruits per 180 crn2. One-way ANOVA was performed

for each species which recruited sufficiently abundantly, for each tíme

period, This was also done for total recruits, total serpulids,

bryozoans, tunicates and molluscs, Bryozoans and molluscs could not

be analysed for Edithburgh, since they did not recruit sufficiently

frequently. Tunicates were only analysed for one time period,

September-November lg7 B.

A large number of analyses of variance were performed, and a

moderate number had F-max values which were significant at G = 0.01.

Snedecor and Cochr an (L967 ) state that heterogeneity of variances

biases the ANOVA torvards significance. Very few of the ANOVA's \,rere

significant, and those had variances rvhich vrere not heterogeneous, and
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so the analyses of variance \.{ere not recalculated with transforrned data.

3 4.4.I Edithburgh

A Ëotal of 45 one-\^/ay ANOVAIs v/ere done. Of these, eight were

significant (Table 3.19, 3.22). The significant values were for

Spirorbis convexis, Galeolaria hgstrìx, and total serpulids, all for

the period January to March 1980. The values for total serpulids was

almost certainly a consequence of heterogeneous recruitment for

Spirorbis and GaleoLaria, which \{ere summed to give serpulid recruitment.

I^tith a signif icance level of 0.05, eight significant results

is more than v¡ould have been expected by chance alone (Binomial test

for large samples (Siegel 1956), z = 3.97, p < 0.001). The significant

F-values for total recruits and total serpulids at both.times \,,/ere-almost

certainly due to the heterogeneous recruitment. for Spirorbìs convexis '

S. pagenstecheri, and GafeoLaria hgstrix (table 3.19), and so a more

sensitive test for Ëhe presence of Type I errors is to corrsider only

those F-values for individual species. Of the 25 such values, four

were significant (Tables 3.19, 3.22). The probability of obtaining

four or more significant resulÈs by chance alone, is 0.034, calculated

by expansion of a binomial, with p = 0.05, n = 25.

There r^7ere thus more significant values than could be ascribed

to chance, but the probability of three or more significant results is

0.12, and so we could only claim confidently that one of the

significant results is not a Type I error. There is, of course, no

way of selecting which of these four values is the I'true" significant

result.

' Therefore, I concluded that there ís no strong evidence to

reject the nul1 hypothesis of no differential recruitment between sma11

Panels of different sizes
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J 4.4.2 hlest Lakes

Forty-six one-way ANOVA' s \^/ere performed using individual

species, total serpulids, and total recruits of all species as the

dependent variable, and only tldo significant results were obtained

(Tables 3.2L,3.22). If we again assume that there is no difference

between treatments, with a significance 1evel of 0.05, and 46 tests,

the probability of obtaining at least two significanL results by chance

alone, is 0 .677, as calculaËed by an expansion of a binomial with p =

0.05 and n = 46.

Again, there is no reason to reject the null hypothesis that

no species or higher taxonomic grouping recruits

small substrata of a particular síze.

preferentially to

3.5 RESULTS SIMILARITY ANALYSES

5.1 Distance similaritv relatrons

5.1.1 Edithburgh

Four time periods produced correlat.ions which were significanLly

less than 0 for large panels, while for medium-sized panels, none of the

correlations differed from 0 at the 0.05 level. There were four

significant correlations between sinilarity of recruitment and distance

between panels for the 45 "2 panels. Two of these were posilive

correlations and Ëwo negative (table 3.23). The large number of

correlations makes significanL correlations likely by chance, but the

observed number of significant results (8) is more than would be

expected by chance alone (Binomial test for large samples (Siegel 1956),

z = 5.445, p < 0.001).

There are Ë\.^/o causes for the observed relation, planktoníc

Patchiness and gregarious settlement. If the recruitment data are

examined, it can be seen that the only two species which r^/ere recruiting

heavily onto large panels at the time of .the negative correlation \.^/ere

3

3
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Spirorbis convexis and Ga-ZeoJ-aria (nigure 3.12). Neither of these two

appears to settle near adult conspecifics, although there \,üas a hinr of

such behaviour with G. |-tgstrix. S. convexjs never showed strongly

þeterogeneous recruitment patterns, and so for large panels, the

observed correlations can not be explained by the settlement behaviour

of individual species.

ùle might expect that if paËchiness in the pl.ankt.on were present,

it would be manifest to varying degrees, depending, for example, on the

density of recruitment. tr'le might hypothesize that at lour recruitment

densities, chance is more important, and trends become obscured by

random variation. However, there vras no relation betrveen the level of

similarity or the distance-similaríty correlation, and the total density

of recruiÈs (lables 3.23-3.26).

In order to infer causes for the correlations between

distance and similarity for small panels) r,re must again examine the

recruitment of individual species. Firstly, examine the negative

correlations. During September-November I978, four species were

recruiting (Figure 3.14), and none of tl'rese showed strong clumping

between panels (Tables 3.7, 3.8,3.5). The other negative correlation

occurred for the time period January.-March 1979, and three species were

recruiting. Of these, only GaLeolaria hgstrix (table 3.7) shows any

hint of aggregaLive settlement. It appears that both negative

correlations may be explained best by patchiness in the plankton.

Now consider the positive correlations. The earlier

hypothesis to explain such correlations requires a gregarious species

at 
.reasonably low densities. This is the case for March*May 1979 ,

where GaLeoJaria \.{as recruiting at low densities, and showed a clumped

between-pane1 distribution. The other occasion involved species which

showed no clumping. In thirty tests, the expected number of positive

correlations is 0.75 ít all correlations arise by chance. There is no
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reason to selecË either of these positive correlations as being a Type

I error, however. There is no simple model of larval distributions

which gives a positive correlation between similarity and distance,

but which does not assume gregariousness by one or more species, and so

the positive correlation of November-January 1.97 9 cannot be explained

read i lY .

J 5.L .2 l,rlest Lakes

Again, there were nine significant correlations out of thirty

tr^ro comparisons (fable 3.27). These cannot be explained by chance alone

(Binomial test for large samples (siegel 1956), z = 6.00, p < 0.001).

Four were for large panels (table 3.28), and the species involved,

Hgdroides and Spirorbís convexÍs, showed no between-panel clumping,- and

nothing could be said of the recruitment of Ciona and Ascidia aspetsa.

Only BuguJa sp.A showed a clumped distribution during November 1978-

January L979. The negative correlations cannot be explained by the

behaviour of individual species.

On the 90 cm2 panels, the first negative correlation (August-

October 1978) (table 3.2Ð was for a time period when llgdroides, Balanus,

and Spirorbis convexjs were settling. BaLanus larvae are known to

settle near conspecifics, and this may be sufficient to produce the

observed result. The other time period, July-September 1979, had only

Hgdroídes, GaleoTarja, and S. convexis recruiting, none of which show

strong between-pane1 clumping.

The negative correlation for small panels (table 3.30) r¡as

during August-October 1978, r¿hen Balanus larvae \¡¡ere settling, and this

is 'sufficient to explain the correlation. Again, two positive

correlations \^rere observed. Ironia was settling for one of these times,

and this may produce a positive correlation, since Nonia settles near

previously settled conspecifics. The other positive correlation
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occ-i.n'red when Cjona and Ascidia aspersa htere setlling, and nothing can

be said of the reason tor tire correlation.

In most c,rses, the coef ficient of determination (t2) t., low,

even when Ëhe correlation vüas significant. Of the 62 correlations,.
t

only tlrree produced a value of r- which exce-eded 2Ð7",

The evidence from the similarity analyses can thus be

summarisecl as sufficient to reject a nul1 hypothesis of no small-scale

parchiness in the distribution of larvae in the plankton. This is true

for some time periods only. Therefore, there is good evidence for the

existence of sma1l patches of larvae in the plankton. The degree of

patchiness is not constant throughout the year, and its effect is more

pronounced on patches of larger sizes

The presence of a negative correlation betr,¡een similarity and

distance requires the cluster of panels to be struck by at least one

plankton patch. If the toÉal density of larvae is low then this becomes

less likely, and we would expect at least some periods not to reflect

any patchiness, as h/as observed.

3,5.2 ' Comparison of similarities for panels of different sizes

The random sets of similarities v/ere compared for each time

period by one-way ANOVA. The results of these comparisons are

summarized on Tables 3.31,3.2. Complete ANOVA tables may be found in

Appendix 3. Results of the SNK procedure for those occasions when

similarities differed significantly between panel sizes appear on

Table 3.31,.3.2. S¡na11 panels almost always had lor¿er similarity than

larger panels, although Ëhe two larger sizes frequently did not differ

from each other. Standard deviations of similarity coefficients for

each panel size \,úere generally larger for small panels than for large

(Appendix 3) , again reflecting great.er between-panel variation.

These differences are as predicted, since small panels
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sample a smaller amount of plankton and sarnpling varialion should be

corresPondinglY larger.

3 .5.3 Between-time withi -site similarities

The graphs of recruitmenL (figures 3.I2-3.L7) show that most

species only recruited for short periods each year. Comparisons between

time periods would then involve many species which h/ere present at time

period a, but not at b and vice versa. The similarity values would

thus be low for these types of comparisons. There would seem to be

little point in calculating similarities when there are so few species

ln common.

3.5.4 -site within-time sim

Similar arguments apply in this

species which are common at one site, but

case,

absent

since there are *arìy

at the other, and

comparisons madeagain, similarities would be much lower than for

within-times within-siEes .

3.6 DISCUSSION

Figures 3.L2-3.17 and 3.4-3.10 show that the mean number of

recruits per panel for individual species and for all recruits summed,

all have large standard deviations. The recruitment behaviour of

individual species varies from gregariousness to randomness and for

some species, planktonic patchiness is superimposed on this variation.

The combination of these factors means that Ehe actual nature of the

recruitment events on individual patches varies highly between patches

Incleed, for most species, the number of recruits on individual patches

had a minimum of. zero, with a standard deviation frequently equal to

the meani the range was frequent.ly over 50 for common species, and as

high as 2900 in some case s (BaLanus, Hgdroides).
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If we consider predictability as the accuracy with which we

can predict the events which will occur on an individual patch, I¡/e see

that this is therefore 1ow, despite the often high value for Ëhe

similarity coefficients. These were inflated, as follows. Rare species

Were only present on one or a few panels, and so most pairs of panels

lacked such species. Such pairs \,Jere obviously more similar in the

composilion of their recruits than a pair in which one panel received a

rare species, but Ëhe other did not, and so zero-zero matches v¡ere

considered valid (see Methods), and the "ijn "tO 
Wi3t ei.t.n a value of

1. Thus, a pair of panels had their similarity increased by l/LWrr,-
t.l t(

for each species both panels lacked. For this reason, similarity

between panels is not a direct measure of predictability. A more 
-

realistic measure would be the similarity between panels where zero-

zero matches were assigned a I¡l .., of zero, even if species i occurred" rJk

elsewhere in the set of panels. The comparison would then be for

the numbers of recruits for species which were present on both panels.

This would result in lower values of similarity. For example, the

lrlest Lakes between-panel similarities for January-March 1980 were

recalculated settirg Wijt to zel;o for zero-aero matches. The resulting

sirnilarities are shown on Table 3.33. Similarities were reduced by

29, 36 and 3g7. for the three panel sizes respectively. These

similarities relate specifically to the numbers of recruits, while

those in the rest of the text compared both numbers and composition of

recruits.

The former is conceptually more similar to predictability,

and serves to demonstrate the low predictability of recruitment between-

Panels within sites and times

Superimposed on this variation is that between-times and

between-sites. Both sites showed considerable variation between years

and between seasons, although there v¡ere consistent differences between
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sites in the density of recruitment. Edithburgh showed consistently

lower recruitment rates than InlesE Lakes. This is in agreement with

data Íor Pinna (Butler and Keough 1981; Appendix 4) which suggested

that some sites had consistently good recruitment while others had

highly variable recruitment.

Both sites showed strong seasonal fluctuations, but the peaks

frequently failed to coincide, and their relative sizes also differed'

There is thus little supPort for the concept of "good" or "bad" years

for recruit.ment of sessile. organisms.

The settlement of most species occurs at a predictable time of

year, but the level of recruitment fluctuates so widely between years

thaÈ the chronological sequence of recruitment cannot be predicted even

qualitatively. Between-patch variation is enhanced by planktonic

patchiness and the larval behaviour of individual species. These make

accurate quantitative predict.ions about recruitment onto individual

patches almost impossible. Predictability increases with patch size,

but even for larger sizes of panel, between-panel variation is high.

l{ost of the factors which explain part of the between-panel

variation operate on very small spatial scales and are themselves

influenced by chance. For those species which settle near adult

conspecifics, the position of the first few adults is likely to be

random, and subsequent settlement becomes predictable when this is

known. SimilarLyr r^7e can assume that the position of plankton patches

is effectively random with respect to the position of individual

panels. In addition, the lack of correlation between similarity and

between-pane1 distance for many time periods indicates that plankton

patches occur unpredicËabIy in space and time

l{e thus have no a priori way of predicting the exact way in

which either of these factors affect a given seÈ of panels. Events on

panels must be regarded as processes with means, but high variances,
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and can only be understood by stochastic approaches, since the number

of patches in rvhich "mean" events occur v¡ill be very small, and the

majority of patches will follow trajectories which deviate markedly

from this 'lmean"

Aside from all else, this emphasizes the deficiencies in

previous studies, many of which used too few replicates to estimate

accurately the means, let. alone the variances of the processes

involved in recruitment.



TABLE 3.1 Analysis of variance of similarities between Pinna shells

and a varieLY of other substrata'

ANOVA TABLE

Source SS df MS F

Between substratum

types

I^lithin

Total

203 4 50.75 6.6f 'k>k:k

806.2 105 7 .68

1009.2 109

F 5'31' F.oor,(+,105) 4.95
.001(l+,60)

Fmax=3.40, P>0.05



TLBLE 3.2 Maximum non-significant value (for retention of nu11

hypothesis of C.D. = l) for coefficient of dispersion when sampling

within panels. P values are for the next lowest number of degrees

of freedom.

No. quadraÈs (n) P

.05 .01

T,28

1 .40

1.58

1.BB

. 001

180 r.2I 1.36

90 1 .30 L.52

45 1.43 t.76

22 1.6¿+ 2.19

I2 I .95 2.35 2.96



TABLE 3.3 Analysis of within-panel settlement patterns for ELminius

modestus. Data are the number of barnacles per quadrat for 1 "t2 ".d
,)

4 cmt quadrats. P is the probability Ëhat the C.D. does not differ

from unitY.

2 -2
1cm 4cm

c.DPanel size ; c.D P P

-3 -3
iB0

180

180

180

180

180

180

180

90

90

90

90

90

0 333 2.98

2.29

4.05

3.09

4.94

1.83

7 .08

r.675

5.13

2.33

3. 83

6.230

r.623

<10 5.86

3 .65

6.16

8.00

7 .95

2.37"5

2L.t2

3.19

12.55

3.73

7 .38

8.00

2.8L

<< l0

<I0 -3
.05

.061 1
il

.283

.089

.039

.239

.061

.6125

.225

.t22

.089

.I22

¡t

il -3<10

il

il il

It

il

il il

il



IabLe 3.4 lalithin-pane1 patterns of

convexis in inlest Lakes 8/78-10/78.
,> ,)

per I cm' and per 4 cm- quadrat. P

does noË differ from unity.

recruitment for Spirorbis

Data are the number of recruits

as the probability that the C.D

I 2
cm 4

c

2
cm

Panel size C.D P D P

180

180

180

180

180

90

90

90

90

90

45

.4722 1.1654

0. 9832

L.T52

1 . 0053

.9464

.977 5

.97 6

.797 5

.9101

.8764

1.1907

>0.05 1.36

.9318

I .409

I.209

1.11

3. B0

1.2105

.7 7708

.62

.8254

I.42

>0 05

.0222

.0555

.1055

.1389

.037 5

.2125

.2L25

.10

.1333

.238

il

It

il

il

il

lt il

ll

il

il

l.
i

l

't

ll
I

¡l

I

I



TABLE 3.5 Analysis of within-panel recruiËment for l\onia ione ar.d

Hgdtoides norvegica at l{est Lakes. Data are the number of recruits
tt

per 1 cm'and per 4 cm'quadrat. P is tl-re probability that the C.D

does not cliffer from unirY.

(a) Ìbnia ione
2 ll cm

C.D .

2
1cm

Panel size x c.D P P

2 0.9i1

0.656

' 0.533

_J
2L.722

4.6L2

3 .486

<10 5
180 cm 3.063 <10

3.2r0 <10 -3 <10 -3
180

2.564 <10-3 <10 -3
180

(b) Hgdroides norvegica

2 0. 33 L.94 <10 -3
2 33 <10 -3lB0 cn

2.6L <10 -3 4 .43 <10 -3
180 0. 66



TAtsLE 3.6 Between-panel variation in recruitment of Spirorbis pagenstecheri

Data are the number of recruits per panel, and density is the mean

number of recruits per panel rnultiplied by 180/pane1 size

(i.e. recruits per 180 "*2).

Time Panel size ; C.D P

2
<10'

>0 .05

>0 .05

<0 .05

-,)<10 '

>0 .05
_a

<10'
_2

<10 -

>0 .05

>0 .05

>0 .05

>0.05

Dens i ty

9 /7 B-rr/7 B 180 cm
2 L.6 3.31

1.07

r.20

L.62

5.r2

1.28.

B.B

r.96

0 .600

r.6

0.60

1 .01

1.6

ï.2

r.2

0.5

1.0

0.5

0.6

2.0

0.3

0.1

0.3

0.2

90

45

180

90

45

180

90

45

180

90

45

0.6

0.3

L/7e-3/7e 0.5

0.5

0.1

3/7e-s/7e 0.6

1.0

0

0

0

I

IL /79_T/BO 1

1

0.05



TABLE 3.7 Between-panel patterns of recruítment for Gal-eoJ-aria hgstrix.

Data are the number of recruits per panel. P is the probability that

the C.D. does not differ from unity. Density is the number of recruits
t

per lB0 cm-.

Time period Panel size x c.D. P Dens ity

7*e/78 180

90

45

180

90

45

180

90

45

180

90

45

180

90

45

180

90

45

180

90

45

180

90

45

180

90

45

180

90

45

0.1

0.17

0.08

0.8

0.5

0.15

0.9

0.2

0.L25

1.5

0.4

0.115

1.0

1.05

0.42

0.3

0.4

0.20

0.4

0.5

0.2

1.8

3.1

0.5

4.5

3.0

I .15

r.7
r.75
0 .48

0.9

I .06

1.BB

2.LL

1 .13

I.23
B .71

1.1

0.98

3.23

3.91

3.29

2.89

2.r4
2. BB

L .24

1 .41

1 .35

r.23
1 .81

1.15

3.2

3.3

r.62
3.7 4

2 .00

2.66

3.68

1.96

r.27

>0.05

>0.05

<0 .05

<10'
>0.05

>0.05
_1

<10 -

>0.05

>0. 05
_a

<10 '
_1

<10 '
<10'

_a
<10 '

_2
<10 '
<10 -

>0.05

>0.05

>0.05

>0.05

<0 .05

>0.05

.1 o-3
_,ì

<10 '
>0.05

_1
<10 '

_2
<10 '

_'t
<10 '

_a<10'
<0.05

>0.05

0.1

0.34

0.3

0.8

1.0

0.6

0.9

0.8

0.5

1.5

0.8

0 .46

1.0

2.r
r.7
0.3

0.8

0.4

0.4
1.0

0.8

1.8

6.2

2.0

4.5

6.0

4.6
r.7
3.5
1.9

g-rt/78

LI/78-L/79

L-3/ 7e

3-5/79

5-7 /7e

7-e179

g-LL /7 9

LL/79_I/BO

1-:/eo



TABLE 3.8 Didemnum sp. T9. Between-panel recruitment patterns.

Data are the number of recruits per panel. P is the probability

that Ëhe C.D. does not differ from unity.

Time Pane1 size x c.D P

9_TI/78 180 1.0 3.61 <10 '
_1

<10 '

>0 .05

90 1.3 3.08

45 0.33 0.85

9-rL / 79 180 0.4 L.23 >0 .05

90 6.25 L.4t+ >0 .05

a



TABLE 3.9 Parasmittina raigii. Analysis of between-panel recruitmenr

patterns. Data are the number of recruits per panel. P is the

probability that the C.D. does not differ from unity. Derisity is the

number of recruits per lB0 cm2

Time Panel size C.D P Dens ity

2.45 <10 -3
e/78 180 0.2

0.1

0

0.1

0

0

0 .05

0.16

0

0

0.05

0

0.1

0.05

0.24

0. 14

0.2

90 1.6 >0.05 0.2

LI/78

45

180

90

45

180

90

45

180

90

45

90

45

180

90

2.5 <10 -3 0.1

L/7e 0.8 >0.05

_e
<10 '

0.05

4.0 0.32

9 /7e

0.8 >0.05 0.1

7l7B 1.3 >0. 05 0.2

0.2

0.24

0 .28

0.64 >0.05

3/Bo 1.19 >0.05

0.90 >0. 05



TABLE 3.10 Between-panel recruitment patterns for CrgptosuJ-a paTTasiana

and Bryozoan BXl at hlest Lakes. Data are the numbers of recruits per

panel. P is the probability that the C.D. does not differ from unity.

Density is the number of recruits per tBO cm2.

(a) Bryozoan BXl

Time

Lo/tt

6/ 78

Panel size x

r.2

0 .05

0.05

0.05

0.2

0 .05

0 .05

0.1

0.1

0

0. 05

0

c. D.

1.BB

0.8

0.8

1.5

0.8

0.8

0.96

0.9

0 .45

P

_2
<10 '

>0.05

>0.05

>0 .05

>0 .05

>0.05

>0.05

>0.05

>0.05

Dens ity

I.2

0.05

0.1

0.2

0.2

0.1

0.2

0.1

0.2

0

0 .05

0

1Bo cm2

lB0

90

,"45
Bl7 B 180

90

45

LL/78 180

90

45

rl7 e 180 0.8 >0.05

90

(b) crgptosula paTTasiana

Time

Lo/77

Bl7 B

Panel size ; c.D P DensÍty

0.3

2.3

r.8

2.0

0.3

0.5

0.3

0.2

180

180

90

45

180

90

45

45

0

2

0

0

0

0

3 r.2 >0 05

-33 2.3 <10

9 2.6 -a<10 '

>0.05

>0. 05

>0.05

>0.05

>0.05

5 t.62

r/7 e 3 L.2

2/4 I .01

0.07 0. 83

TT/ 7B 0.05 1.01



TABLE 3.11 Between-panel recruitment patterns for Ciona iniestinaTís

and .Ascjdia aspersa. Data are the numbers of recruits per panel.

CTONA ASCTDÏA

Time Panel srze x C.D x

2.62

3.28

2.21

0.1

0. 14

0.5

0 .53

I .03

0.7

0.04

0.04

0.05

c rD'

2.97

L.7L

4.66

1.6

1.58

3.38

5 .65

3.5

2.BO

1

I

I

i /80 180

90

45

180

45

90,

180

90

45

180

90

45

180

180

I 180

90

180

90

3.69 2.25

2.83 1 . B0

1.86 1. B0

fi /tg 0.5 3.54

0.27 2.20

0.9 3.84

e /79 0.09 I

0.1 5.33

3/80 0.19 1.68

0.04 I

B/ 77

r 179

7 /79

L.2 4 .4L

0

0

0

0

5 L.2B

0.05 1 45 r.4

1 0. 89

LI/78 06 2.01

0.05 1.01



Table 3.12 Sunnnary of recruitrnent patterns of common species

SPECIES INFERRED PATTERNS OF RECRUITMENT

Spitotbis convexis ConsistenË belween years; random within-
panel recruiËrnent, between-panel clumpíng.

S. pagenstecheri Consistent between years. No

small-scale patËern.
consr-s tent

Hgdroid.es norvegica Consistent surruner peaks
within-pane1 c lumping.
sü7arms.

Between- and
Probably 1arval

GaleoLaria ltqstrix Consistent at Edithburgh, sporadic at trrlest
Lakes. Settlement probably near adult
conspecifics.

EJ-minius modestus Between-'year variat ion .

adult conspecifics.
Settlement near

Balanus amphitrite Between-year variation.
adult conspecifics.

Settlement near

Monia ione Between-year variation. Possibly seÈtles
near adult conspecifics.

CeTTeporatia fusca Between-year variation .

sv¡ar:¡ns.
Possibly larva1

S chi zo po r e f f a s clti zo s toma Consis Èent recruit.ment .

random settlement.
Approximate ly

Parasmittina raÍgii

CrgptosuJa palLasiana

Consis tent bet\,'/een years .

Consistent between years.
random settlement.

Appr ox imately

BXl Consistent between years.
near adult conspecifics.

Between-year variation.

Between-year variation.

Consistent between years.
S\4rAfmS

Possibly settles

Ciona intestinaJ-is

Ascidia aspetsa

Didemnum sp. A Tentatively larva1



TABLE 3.13 Analysis of recruitment (al1 species pooled) for high density

panels vrith differenl arrange¡nenÈs. Data were number of recruits
)per 180 cm' per 60 days. Time period L/79'3/79

ANOVA

Sourc e df SS MS F

Subgroups

Panel size

Arrangement

Interaction

Error

Total

5

2

1

2

1004. 6

448.17

672.8

183. 63

1 1521 . 15

13830. 35

200.92 2.4]l'

2.6Bns

B .02*'*

0 .98ns

224.08

672.8

81. 82

138 83.49

r43

F 4.I2 ns
max

TreaËment means

Panel síze

Arrangement L M S

Linear 9 .18 L4 .45 t2.90

4.50Clu stered 7 .63 7 .00

Linear > clustered



TABLE 3.14 Analysis of recruitment (a11 species pooled) for high

density panels with different arrangements. Data were number of

recruits per 180.*2 p"t 60 days. Many small panels v/ere lost so

analysis is a one-I^Iay ANOVA using 180 cm2 panels only. Time period

3/7e-s/7e

ANOVA

Source df SS MS F

Arrangement

I{ithin

I r24.9

1820,16

r24.9 3 .43 ns

50 36.40

51 L945.06

F 3 .82 ns
max



TABLE 3.15 Analysis of recruitmenr (atl species pooled) for high

density panels with different arrangements. Data were number of

recruits per 180 "*2 p.. 60 days. Tirne period 5/7g - 7 /7g.

ANOVA

Source df SS MS F

Subgroups

Panel size

Panel arrangement

InËeraction

Errory

5

2

1

2

28.65

11.37

0.07

L7 .2L

52.8

5.73

5 .69

0.07

B.6r

L.26

4 .56;dr

4 .52l,

0.06 ns

$. $lç:';*

42

Total 47 8L.45

F 13.56 ns
max

Treatment Means

Panel Size

L M S

Linear 2 .00 0.9 0.20

Clustered 0. 33 2 .33 0.66



TABLE 3.16 Analysis of recruitment (all species pooled) for high

densiÈy panels with different arrangements. Data were number of

recruits per 180 "*2 pur 60 days. Tirne period 7/7g - g/7g.

ANOVA

Source df SS l"f S F

Subgroups

Panel size

Panel arrangement

Interaction

Error

5

2

I

2

18.42

B.BB

5 .03

4 .5L

L35.82

3.68

4.44

5.03

2.26

r.74

2.12 ns

2.55 ns

2.89 ns

1.30 ns

7B

Total B3 r54.24

F
max

9.34 ns



TABLE 3.17 Analysis of recruitment (all species pooled) for high

density panels with different arrangements. Data were number of

recruiËs per 180 
"rn2 

put 60 days. Time period g/7g - LL/lg.

ANOVA

Source df SS l'{S F

Subgroups

Panel size

Panel arrangement

Interaction

5

2

I

2

204r .7I

1039.39

377 .12

625.28

4907 .33

408. 36

5L9 .7

377.I2

3L2.63

8L.79

(. !Ç:k:k'*

[ . ]J:k:k:k

d. Sl:t:k

l. $/:k'*

Error 60

Total 65 6949.L2

Treatment means

Panel size

Large Medium Sma 11

Linear arrangement 6.17 10. BB

26.5

4. 88

1 .00Clustered arrange-
ment.

13.00



TABLE 3.18 Analysis of recruitment (al1 species pooled) for high

density panels with different arrangements. Data were number of

recruits per 180 cm2 per 60 days. Time perioð' IL/79 - 1/80.

ANOVA

Source df SS MS F

Subgroups

Panel size

Panel arrangement

Interaction

5

2

1

2

tr25.26

r30.77

7 59 .28

235.2I

5490.84

225.05

65.39

7 59 .28

TI7.6T

65 .37

J .|aL,r<*<

1 .00 ns

| | . [/:'<:t*

1. B0 ns

Error 84

Total B9 66L6.r

TreatmenE means

Panel size

LM

6 .55 6.09

13. 85 12.63

s

Linear

Clu stered

5.41

7.BB



TABLE 3.19 Results of one-way ANOVAS to test for differences in

density of recruiLment beEr¿een three panel sizes at Edithburgh. Data

were numbers of recruits p". tgO "*2 p"t 60 days. The table entries

show the significance of the F-statistic for MS (between panel sízes) /

MS error. Full ANOVA Lables appear in Appendix 3.

(a) total number of recruits (a11 species pooled)
(b) nurnber of serpulids
(c) nurnbet of GaLeolaria recruits
(d) number of spirorbís convexis recruits
(e) number of s. pagenstecheri recruits

Time (a)

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

(b)

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

(c) (d) (e)

e/7ï-rL/78

LT/78-L/79

L/79-3/79

3/79-s/7e

s/7e-7 /79

7 /79*e/79

9/7e-Lr/7e

tr/7e-L lBo

1/80-3/80

3/80-s/80

ns ns ns

ns ns ns

ns NS

ns ns

ns

NS

NS ns

ns

NS ns ns ns NS

A negative sign denotes an occasion when there were too few

recruits for analysis.



TABLE 3.20. Results of SNK procedure on these time periods in Table

3.19 which showed significant heterogeneity between treatments.

Panel sizes are shown in order of rhe mean number of recruits per 180 cm2

per 60 days for the independent variable in question, and homogeneous

subsets of means are underlined..

Time Independent variable SNK

9/7e-LL/7e

9/7e-tr/79

el7 g-Lr/7e

e/7g-Lr/7e

e/7e-rr/79

total recruits

serpulids

Spirorbis convexis

S. pagenstecheri

Gal-eoJ-aria

toËal recruits

serpulid s

Spitorbis convexis

180 90 45

45 180 90

90 45 180

45 90 180

I /80 -3 /80

L / Bo-3 lïo

1/80-3/80

90 180 45

90 45 180

90 45 180



TABLE 3.21 Results of one-r¿ay ANOVATs to test for differences in

density of recruitment between three panel sizes at tr^trest Lakes. Data

rn¡ere number of recruits per 180 "*2 p"r 60 days. Table entries show

the significance of the F-statistic for MS (between panels)/uS error.

Full ANOVA tables appear in Appendix 3. r'-r denotes too few recruits

for analysis.

(a) total number of recruits (al1 species pooled)
(b) number of serpulids
(c) ugaroides norveEica recruits
(d) ,Spirorbis convexis recruits

Time (a) (b)

ns

NS

NS

ns

ns

ns

(c) (d)

ns

ns

NS

ns

6/78-Bl7B

B/78-L0/78

rr/78-L179

L /79-3 /7e

3/79-s/79

s/7e-7 /7e

7 /7e-e /7e

9/79-Lr/79

rL/7e-t /80

I /80-3/80

3/80-5/Bo

,NS ns

ns ns

ns

ns

ns

NS

ns

ns

+

NS

ns

ns

too few recruits

na

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

NS

+
ns

+ Only two significant Frs r4¡ere obtained. These could be Type I

errors, since they form less than five percenL of the ANOVAs.

No SNK results r¡il1 be presented.



TABLE 3.22 Results of one-I^tay ANOVAs to test for differences in

density of recruitment of individual species between three panel sizes

at trtest Lakes and Edithburgh. The data are for species which

recruited too rarely for ínclusion in Tables 3.19 and 3.21. The

entries in the table show the significance of the F-statistic comparing

MS beËrveen panel sizes/MS error. Complete ANOVA tables are in

Appendix 3.

Species Time F

I,ùBST LAKES

Cíona 1 /80-3/80

1/80-3 /80

rL/78-r/79

TTI79_T/BO

3/80-5/80

6/78-B/78

LI 17 B_T / 79

rt/78-L/7e

Bl7ï_LO/78

B/78-L0/78

ns

Ascidia aspersa

Bugula sp. A

ns

ns

ns

ns

GaTeoJ-aria

Electtoma

SctupoceTTaria

ELmínius modestus

Brgozoan BXI

ns

NS

ns

NS

ns

EDITHBURGH

Ðìdemnum sp. A 9/79-rt/78

9/79-rL/7e

3 / B0-5/ B0

ns

ns

Total bryozoans ns



TABLE 3.23 Edithburgh. Results of correlation (Pearson r)

between'-panel similarity with distance between panels. 0 :

did not differ from 0i + significant positive correlation,

significant negative correlation'k

of

corre lat ion

180 cm

sig.r

0

0

2 90 cm
2 45 cm

2

Time period

9/7g-LT/78

LL/78_T/79

tl79-3/7e

3/7e-5/79

5/79-7 /79

7 /7e-e /7e

9/79-rLl79

tr/7 9-L /80

1/80 -3 /80

3lBa-5180

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

+

+

0

0

0

0

0

0

* correlation coef ficients \,üere tested by two-tailed t-test, c 0 .05



TABLE 3.24 Relation between total recruitment rate, between-panel

sirnilarity and the similarity-disËance correlation. Edithburgh
t

180 cm- panels.

Time period Mean total colonists Mean similarity r

9/7g-rll7S

TL/78_L/79

r/7e-3 /79

3/79-5/79

5/79-7/7e

7 / 79-9 /7e

9/7g-LL/19

tr/79-1/80

1/80-3 /80

3/ Bo-5 /80

L2.73

L5.25

9,s

2.29

2.53

2. BB

11.61

12.95

3. 6B

6. 33

0.7510.15

0. 80t0. 13

0. 6910.21

0.66!0.25

0.73!0.24

0.7610.20

o.74!0.L6

0.8110.13

0.475!A.23

0.66r0. 12

.173

+.048

-. SÇ!;k:k*

.085

-.354**

.L92

-0.153

-. 399'k*

-.264,\

-.029



TABLE 3.25 ToËal colonists, between panel similarities and correlation

between similarity and distance for Edithburgh 90 c*2 panels at

different time periods.

Tirne period I'fean total colonists I'fean similarity r

9/79-Ltl7B

LI/78_T/79

r/7e-3 /79

3l7e-s/79

5/7e-7 /7e

7 /79-e /79

9/7e-rL/7e

Lt/ 79-r / Bo

I /80-3 / B0

3 /80-5/80

r0 .5

10 .0

5.0

1.95

1 .95

2.6r

14. 15

8.45

3 .65

3 .50

0.75t0.13

0.8210.11

0.5410. 13

0.73!0.22

0 . 7510. 20

0.7710.13

0.73r0.15

0. 7710. 11

0.75r0.13

0. 6810.24

-.161

.075

.130

.087

.033

.054

.046

-.049

. 189

-.073



TABLE 3.26 Total colonists, between panel similarities and correlation

coefficients between similarity ancl distance for Edithburgh 45 c^2

paneLs at different time periods.

Time period Mean total colonists Mean similarity r

9/79-Lrl7B

TI/78_T179

r/79-3/79

3 /7e-5 / 79

s/7e-7 /79

7 /79-9/79

9/le-rr/79

rL/ 7e-r / Bo

Ll B0-3 / B0

3/BO-5/80

4.77

3. 50

r .57

0 .69

0. 69

0. 63

3. 15

3.45

1 .05

L.25

0. B0r0 . 12

0.7810.16

o.44ú.39

0.86r0.21

0.79!0.30

0 . 55r0. 3B

0.064!0.29

0.77t0.25

0. 7210. 1B

0.49!0.17

-0.27x

Q. J$Ç:t:'r

-0 .394*

0.286't

-.009

-.205

0. 194

-.015

-.208

. 150



TABLE 3.27 ResulLs of correlations of between-pane1 similarity and

distance for panels in I'Jest Lakes at different times'

0: no sign. correlation,- r < 0 at p = 0.05, + r > 0 at p = 0'05

Coefficients are Pearsonts r and were tested by t-test'

PANBL SIZE

Time period 180 cnr
2 90 cm

2 45 cm
2

sl77-Lo/77

t0/77-r2/77

r/78-3/78

6/78-B/78

B/78-to/78

tr/78-r/79

rl 7e-3 / 7e

3/7e-s/7e

7 /7e-9/7e

s/7's-rr/7s

LL/79_T/BO

1 /80-3/80

3 /80-s /s0

0

0

/

/

I

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

/

/

/

0

0

+

0

0

0

+

0

0

Balanus

0

0

0

0

0

0



TABLE 3.28 Relations between total ::ecruitment rate, between panel

similarity and the correlation coefficient r for between-'pane1

similarities and distance. Lrlest Lakes 180 cm2 panels.

Tine period Mean total recruits Mean similarity r

B/77-L0177

ro/77-L2/77

L/78-3/78

6/78-8/78

817B-tj/78

LLITB_L/79

L l7e-3 / 79

3179-sl7e

5/7e-7 /79

7 /7e-9 /79

I /7e-rL/79

rtl 7e-L / B0

1/S0-3/ B0

3/80-5 /80

>200CI"0 0.7710.13 .225

2675.9 0.59!0.11 -.119

Balanus amphitrite at I 987" eover on all panels

29 .67 0. 7610. 13 .062

19.11 0.7310.16 .033

23.6 0.79!0.L2 -.($P:k:k'k

222.9 0. 7610. 16 -.414'k*

LL.25 0.7510.21 .zLO

too fer¿ recruits for analYsis

L4';07 o '7 6!0 .22 ' 095

26r .71 0 . B0t0 . 11 -049

97 .58 0. 6910. 12 ' 018

1"0.00 0.7610 .14 - ' 395'''

327 .57 0.72t0.11 -.202*



TABLE 3.29 Relations between total recruitment rate, betrveen-panel

similarity and the correlation coefficient r for beLween-panel

simil-arities and distance. hlest Lakes 90 cm2 panels'

Tirne period Mean total recruit,s Mean similarity R

6l7B-B/78

s/7 B-ra/7 B

LL/78-L/79

Ll79-3/79

3/ 7e-5 I 79

5179-7 /79

7 /7e-e/79

9l7e-rr/7e

LL/79-L /BO

1/80-3/80

3/80-s/80

15 . B0

14.23

20.3

106.6

7 .34

0. 85t0. 13

0 . 82t0. 15

' 0.8310. 14

0. 77r0. 16

0.8010.27

few recruits

0.67!0.27

0 .7 4LO .L7

0. 7410. 15

0.63r0 . 13

0.77!A.L2

0 .062

-. SQI*:kt'<J<

- .058

-.005

.L79

Too

12.58

L4L.47

42.5

L2.45

35.92

-.443x'k

.224

.072

.126

-.067ns



TABLE 3.30 Relations between total recruitment rate, between-pane1

similarity and the correlation coefficient r for between-panel

sirnilarities and disËance. West Lakes 45 c 2 panels.

Time period Total recruits S imi larity r

6/78-B/78

B/78-r0/75

LL /7 B.-L 179

r/7e-3 /79

3/79-s/79

s/7e-7 /79

7 /7e-9 /79

elTe-rr/79

rr/7e-L/80

1/80-3/S0

3 / B0-s /80

6.L6

6.06

7.r

27.8r

3. 13

0.76!0.24

0. 81t0.25

0.77!0.L4

0. 77r0.18

0. 68!0 .26

fev¡ recruits

0.6710.30

0. 6510 . 16

-.0r2

-. /ÇÇ:t***

-. 168

.282*

.108

Too

7 .33

62.46

25.22

3.22

89.31

-.087

126

0.68t0.18

0.62!0.2L

0.7110. 16

.325*

-.165

-.002



TABLB 3.31 Results of ANOVAs on between-panel simil.arities at Edithburgh

The dependent variable was the similarity beËween pairs of panels of a

given síze, and there were three panel sizes (treatments). One-way

ANOVA's \¡/ere performed, and the significance of the F-statistic is shown.

Where this was significant, the result of the SNK procedure is shor¿n.

Treatments are displaced in decreasing order of means. Homogeneous

subsets of means are underlined. Complete ANOVA tables appear in

Appendix 3.

Time F SNK

9/78-rr/78

LL/78-r/79

r/79-3/7e

3/79-5/79

slTe-7 /79

7 /79-e /79

9/79-rL/7e

rL/7e-L/80

1/Bo-3/Bo

3/80-s/80

ns

ns

180 90 45

180 90 45

ns

180 90 45

180 90 45

ns

ns

180 90 45



TABLE 3.32 Results of ANOVA's on between-panel similarities at lnlest

Lakes. The dependent variable was the similarity between two panels of

a given size, All analyses were one \^/ay ANOVA's with three panel sizes

(Lreatments). Complete ANOVA tables may be found in Appendix 3' (fne

F-value is for MS between panel sizes/Ms error. ns; not significant;

-.k p < 0.05; ** 0.01 > p > 0.001 ; :k'j<"k p < 0'001'

I^lhere the F-value lfas significant, the results of the SNK procedure

are also shown. panel sizes are arranged in decreasing order of mean

between-.panel similarity. Homogeneous subseLs of means are underli'ned

\l

Time F SNK

617B-B/78

s/7 B-t}17 B

Tï/78-T/79

rl79-3/7e

3/7e-s/7e

5 /7 9-7 /7e

7 l7e-9 /79

9 /7e-rt / 79

ttl79-L/80

1/80-3/80

3/ 80-5 /80

45 180 90

ns

90 180 45

ns

90 180 45

insufficient recruiËs

ns

180 90 45

NS

180 90 45

NS
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Figure 3.3 Varia*Íon in
panels at Ed.íthburgh. llumbers

per 60 d.ays. I{eans and S.D.

totaL necrruíts rqith time on 180 cm
2

are number of recnrits per paneL

bars are shov¡n.
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Figure J.{ Varíatíon in totaL reornrits tritb tÍme on !0 crn

panels at Ed.ithburgh. Numbers are number of reo¡uits per panel

per 60 d.ays. lileans and. S.D. bars are sho¡m.
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Figure J.) Variation in total recnrits with tínre on 45 cn2

panels at Ed.i'f;hburgh. l{umbers are numbers of rec:nrits per panel

per 60 days. Trleans and. S.!. bars are Ëhown.
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Figrrre 3.6 Variation in totaL reoruits with tj'me on L80 crn

panels at West takes. Numbers are number of reonríts per panel

per 60 d.ays. trleans and S.D' bars are shown'
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Figure 3.8 Variation ín totaL recruÍts r,rith tíme on 45 cm

paneJ-s at Uest Lakes u lüumbers are number of recruitg per panel

per 60 d.ays' I'teans and. $.D. bars are shown.
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Figure 3.9 Variatíon in number of species colonizing per panêl per

60 da,ys w1th tíne for three parrel sízes at lfest Lakes. Meatrts and- S'D'

bars are shown.
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Figure 3.Lo variation in number of species coLoniaing per

pgnel per 60 ðays with tlme for three pa^nel sizes at Sd'ithburgh.

Means and. S.D. bars are showr.
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Fígure 3.LI &rcounter between planktonic patch of Diameter D,
and' cluster sf pamels of d.iameter ar so that parrel pL in-tersects the
pa'Lch at some point n - þ from the edge of the patch.
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Figme 3.12 'ifariation in rec::uÍtment with time for ind"íviðual
specÍes on L80om2 panels at Lìdithburgh. fhe mean nu¡ber of recruÍts
per païlel per 60 d.ays per i.B0cr2 i" plotted against the mid"point of
the time period. for_ rvhich the recrr:itnrerrt r^ra,s nl€Ð,sï-rêclr The res¡-L-i;ing

curve is refLected. in the Ittimetr a:cis to produce the kites sholm.

She 'ioLJ.ovring species codes apply to Figures 3.12 to 3.1?.

lllh

A
Aa
Ar
As
3
3a
3al
Bb
3x
c
ci
Cp
D
E
D1
Ern

Es
G

H
l{
Pa
PoL
Por
s
Sc
sd.
Sp

A*apazoa fantasÍana
Ascidia aspersa
/tpJ.ysilLa rosea
.û.pl,ysi11a sulphurea
3otry1"loid.es Leachiír Botryllus schlosserÍ
Bugul"a sp. A
3ala¡rus amphitrite
Bugula sp. 3
Sryozoan 3x 1
CeLLeporaria firsca
Ciona intestinalis
CrXrptosuL a paL1 asi ana
d.id.emnid. ascidians
Spirorbis (Ðualospira) convexis
Electroma georgiana
Elminius mod.estus
Epopella simp'ex
Galeolaria spp.
Ilydroi d.es nornregi oa
üonia ione
Pa,ra,smittina raig'i i
Polycarpa papiLLata
misceLl-aneous sponges
Schi zoporella schizostoma
SpÍrorbis sp.C
$pirorbis sp.I
Splrorbis (Janua) pagenstecheri

N.3. S.D. bars are shoi'rn iohere they exceed.ed. fiê&rlso
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Figure 3,L3 VarÍatíon in recnritment wíth time for individual
o

specíes on tOcm' pa"nel-s at Ed.i-thburgh. For explanation of figuret
see oaption for Figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.L4 Varíation in recruitment with time for ind.ividuaL

species on 45cm2 panels at Ed.ithburgh. For expLanation of figUrel

see oaption to Figure 3.L2.
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Fígr¡re 3.15 Väriation in recruitment with time for ind.ivid-uaL

species on l-B0cmz panels at ï,iêst takes, For explanation to figure,
see caption to !,igure 3.!2., I'igure 3.15 is continued onr the

follolving page.
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Fígure 3.16 Varíation ùn recnrÍtment with time for ind.ividual
species on )Qcm2 paners at west Lakesn For e4planation of figure,
see caption to Fígure 3,L2.
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4. POST-COLONIZATION EVENTS

Most of Ëhe Pinna shells in the study grid were at least 10 cm in

height at the commencement of the experiment. They were therefore

probably at least three years old (h¡tler and Brewster 1979). Inle ryould

therefore expect that the initial burst of coloni'zation would be over,

and that the important int.eractions should involve adult organisms.

Further, if an equilibrium exists, the fluctuations in S for individual

patches should show low amplitude by this stage.

This chapter conrains the tests for :

' Hypothesis 1. Most patches show fluctuaÈions in S which are

narrowly bounded

Hypothesis 3. Interactions between adult organisms influence

the fluctuations in S more strongly than do colonizatíon events.

Hypolhesis 4 and 5 concerning the effect of predators and species

which are good comperitors.

The chapter is therefore a combination of experiments and

observations. The dynamics of established Pinna epifaunalassemblages

will also be described.

4.I Fluctuations in S.

4.1.1 Methods

Fifty uncaged Pinna ü/ere tagged in the study grid (Figure 4.1),

and photographed at bimonthly intervals for 24 months. During the

course of the study,6 she11s rdere lost; a further 7 died and the shells

degenerated, and 5 died towards the end of the study, but monitoring

cont inued .

i
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Tes Lin for ttnarrow boundstt

For each uncaged Pinna, r then had records of s at t\.{o*monthly

inËervals for 22 months. Some shells could not be analysed at all

sample periods, but I excluded from the.analysis alL PÍnna shells that

vrere not sampled at least five Èimes. Thirty seven tagged pinna

remained. From these data, I could calculate a coefficient of variation

(CV) for S. The definition of "narrow bounds" (Chapter 1, p 5 )

requires that the CV be less than 10.27.. The CV has a known standard

error, and so \4/e can then use.a t-test, to test whether the observed

fluctuations in S are acceptably smal1.

The t-test is given by

r = (cv - 10.2)/ s.".cv,
L ,>L

where ".".cv = (cv/(2n) 2) (t + 1çy7100)')-'

This is then compared with a t-disÈribution with n-l degrees of

freedom, n being the sample size for S. The test is one-tailed, since

the null hypothesis is Èhat C.V. < L0.27..

In pract.ice, critical values of CV could be obtained by

rearranging the above equation as

(cv - I0;2)/s...cv = t0.1,n_1, and hence

Jlr 04r, cv4 + (t2 lzn -r) cv2 + 2o.4cv - 104.04 = 0 (4.1)

This polynomial could then be solved to obtain a value for the cv, and

this value used to compare quickly the observed S distribution for each

Pinna

The above method is applicable to individual patches, but it is

necessary to have another criterion to determine whether a whole group

of patches is generally narrorvly bounded. This can be done as follows.

It is possible Ëo vary w, and use equation 4.1 to calculate a set

of critical values of C.V. for each value of w. The observed CVts can

then be tested against these values, to find the smallest value of w

which gives an envelope containing the observed fluctuations. As an

i¡'
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example, consider Èagged Pinna no.02l, There were 11 censuses, and E

= 2.73, 
"S = 0.79, thus CV = 28.87., This is significantly greater than

I0.2% at p = 0.05 (i.e. w = 0.20), but does not differ significanrly

from 17.85% (i.e. w = 0.35). Thus a band of F t 0.35F is necessary to

contain the observed fluctuaEions in S for shell 021. This she1l thus

has 'criËical w' of 0.35. This procedure is repeated for each patch,

and a cumulative frequency distribution drawn up. The abscissa is w,

and the ordinate the total number of patches whose crítical w is less

than or equal to this abscissa: This curve must increase monotonically,

and r^rill probably be approximately sigmoid, since there will be few

extreme values of fluctuations in S.

The curve can Ëhen be made linear, and the value of w

determined which would resulË ín 95'A of. Pinna shells being bounded.

Logit analysis was used, since it only assumes a logistic curve, rather

than an underlying normal distrihrtion, as is the case for probit analysis

(Hewlett and Plackett I g7g) . As for indivídual patches, if the value of

w is too high, lhen ¡¿e conclude thaÈ the concept of "equilibrium" is not

useful for the group of patches. I shall again use the criterion that

if the 952 value, *95, is greater than 0.2, then the patches are not

narrowly bounded. Hewlett and Plackett Q979) do not give a method for

calculating a standard error of a wnr, but as long as tr^ro sets of data

give the sarne slope of logit vs 1og w, then the wn, values of caged and

uncaged Pinna should differ by the same amount as the hr5'ts, which have

å "a".rd"td error which can be calculated readily (formulae in l{ewlett and

Plackett Qglg ), p 25 ). Two groups of paÈches could then be compared

by using a t-Èest on the r50'" (naitey 1959).

4 ,ï .2 Resu lt s

Thirty seven Pinna shells were analysed. On only eight of t.hese

was S "narrowly bounded". A sample of the observed fluctuations is

¡r
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shown on Figure 4.16, FluctuaÈions are shown which had w values

ranging from 0.15 to 0.55.

Very few of the S curves. could be classed as increasing; S had

undergone its initial increase, and was fluctuating with no general

trends apparent. The failure of S to be "narrowly bounded" was therefore

noÈ a consequence of the patches being relaËively recently created.

I,rlhen a curve of the number of shells bounded by a given walue of

$r hras plotted, Lhe !r95 htas 0.5315. An indication of lhe precision of

Lhe wr, can be gained by examining the wr'. This was 0.275, with a

standard error of 0.0001.

4.2 Good Competitors

In order to assess the effecL of good competitors, iL is first

necessary to classify species according to their competitive ability.

This has been done in the past in a number of ways. In the intertidal

zor¡e, manipulations of the relative abundance of gastropod species have

been used to demonstrate Ëhe existence of compet.ition and its effects

(u.g. Underwood 1976,1978). On subtidal marine hard substrata,

competition amongst sessile organisms is assumed to be for space, and to

occur generally by one colony overgrowing another. The results of these

interactions are frequently assessed by observing the spatial positions

of colonies in the field, and recording which colony is lying above the

other. From this, it is possible to consLruct an n by n-l matrix (or

n by n if intra-specific encounters are included) showing the results of

pairwise interacËions between n species. This is known as a contact

rnatåiJ<.

The patterns of interspecific competition have been postulated

either to be hierarchical (".g. Osman Ig77) or Eo form a network (Buss

and Jackson 1979). Kay and Keough (1981) have criticised the

interpretation and cons.truction of contact matrices on a number of

¡r
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grounds. Firstly, many of Lhe studies have used data from point

censuses; yet, there are records from Edithburgh of one species initially

overgrowing another, but the final outcome being the opposiEe (Kay and

Keough 1981). This result may also be produced if one species secretes

allelopathic chemicals. Point. cen"rrseé would therefore misclassify some

of such interactions.

Secondly, many studies record that the ouLcome of competitive

inËeractions betr,.Teen a given pair of species is not constant; rather,

each species wins some encount,ers. Jackson (1979a) suggested that the

outcome may be influenced by the angle at which two colonies meet, and

Russ (pers. coûm.) has found that differences in the relative sizes of

the two colonies may influence the outcome - large colonies telrd to oveï-

grow small colonies regardless of species. rt is possible that

differences in food supply, such as one colony being up-current of the

other, mây modify Ëhe interaction between species

Despite the variability of competitive interactions, contact

matrices have been interpreËed in an essentially deterministic manner.

The spatial arrangement of colonies is likely to be difficult to predict,

and differences in food supply will depend on .rury "*"11 scale planktonic

patchiness and micro-current patterns. Both of these are likely to be

difficult to measure, let alone predict accurately, and should therefore

be Lreated as random variables. It therefore seems more appropriate

when interPreting conrnunity-wide patterns of species abundance, to vier¿

competitive interactions in a stochastic manner. There is a need to

regard interactions as having more than two ouËcomes (A wins, or B wins),

and to acknowledge that the most appropriat,e view is that for each

pairwise combination, species A has a probability p of winning an encounter

with species B, i.e. A is expected to win mp of m encounËers between the'

two. If a series of species pairs is considered, then we expect p to

vary from 0 to 1.0. In discussing conrnunity structure, it is of course

I
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convenient Eo summarize this continuum by recognízing discrete categories,

but Ëhere must be more than two of them. Kay and Keough (198i)

tecognízed three " average" outcomes to a given interspecific interaction;

A wins most of the encounters, B wins most, or neither species wins

consistently more encounters than another. These three outcomes \"/ere

designated A dominant, B dominant, A and

respecËive ly.

An interaction can be categorised by using the binomial test

(Siegel 1956). Let p be the. proportion of wins to the species which

wins the greater number of encounters. Then we make a one-tailed test

of the null hypothesis Ho: p = 0.5 against the alternative

aáa nr: p > 0.5.

Russ (pers. comm.) and Harris (1978) reporL that for some

competitive encouïìters, there are three outcomes; A wins, B wins, or

neither win, with a staËic inËerface being formed between lhe two

coLonies. These are known as "ties". This necessitaLes some

modification to the above procedure. Let r be the proportion of wins

to species A, s the proportion of encounters which result in ties, and

t Ëhe proporLion of encounters which resulË in wins to species B.

Then p=max(rrt)

and q=s+min(rrt)

ThenrHo,p=0.5

vs H1, p f 0.5

This is Ëested using a two-tailed Binomial test, since there are

more possible outcomes; if p > 0.5, one species is dominant; if p = 0.5

neither species wins the majority of encounters. Ties make up a

variable proportion of the encounLers. If p < 0.5, then ties are

imporLant, since p is the larger of r and t. In most cases, this will'

mean that ties are the most common outcome. A further category is

therefore needed to al1ow for the situation when ties are common; Kay

i

I

competitively e val
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and Keough (1981) laUelled this compelltively equal.

A consequence of using the above tests is that a reasonâble number

of repLicates is necessary to categorise a given interspecific

interacËion; for a one-tailed binomial test, at least six observations

are necessary. Kay and Keough (1981) suggested that most published

studies in fact had too few replicates to distinguish between a network

and a hierarchy. In view of the above arguments, discussion about

ich of networks or hierarchies are prevalent seems of little value.

Indeed, Kay and Keough found that, on the pilings at Edithburgh, many

sponges and tunicates are competitively equivalent., while sponges and

tunicates almost always overgrov/ bryozoans, and sponges, tunicates and

bryozoans all overgro\¡¡ serpulids.

The patterns of overgroî,/th shown in their conÈact matrix could

noË be caËegorised as either a network or a hierarchy. Some groups of

species could be found in which the patterns of overgro$rth were not

Línear, but contained links of "competitive equivalence". The two

examples of Kay and Keough (1981) are shown on Figure 4.I5. The

consequences of the patterns of overgrowEh are important. Networks

have been postulated to allow higher diversity to persist for longer than

a hierarchical arrangement (Buss and Jackson 1979). vùith a hierarchy,

the final composition of a patch is predictable when the initial

composition is known. I^Ihen the arrangement is a network, the final

composition of a patch is not fixed when the initial composiËion is

known, but is dependent on growth rates and spatial arrangement of

colonies. Changes in either of these factors will change the outcomes,

but once the spatial arrangemenË of the colonies and their growth raËes

are known, then the final patch composition is predictable. In any

case, the rate of resource monopolisation is likely to be lower for a

network than a hierarchy. Kay and Keough (1981) suggest that a large

number of competitive equivalences may allow higher diversity than either

rt

s
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of these, regardless of spatial arrangement and growth rates of colonies

The final composicion of a patch will not be predictable even when

spatial arrangement etc. are known

My method of assessing competitive interactions \^ras as fo1lows.

Colonies r^rere traced from bimonlhly photographs of tagged Pinna. The

positions of the colonies, especially the interface between them, were

recorded at subsequent. intervals. A colony \,Ias record.ed as having been

overgrown when approximately 25"A of its area, or 2.5 
"*2, 

was covered.

This disÈinction was arbiLrary but; in practice, most colonies \¡/ere more

rhan 757" overgro\^tn.

4 .2.L Resu 1ts ,

The conËact matrix for Pinna epifauna is shown on Figure 4.7.

No daÈa could be collected on the interacËions between sponges and

Èunicates, as they rarely occurred together on a shel1. On pier pilings,

tunicaËes frequently overgro\4t sponges (Figure 4.8; Kay and Keough 19Bl)

and so it seems likely that this is Lrue on Pinna shells. There is

circumstantial evidence to support this; Ëunicates frequently covered

Pinna shells when they v/ere present, but sponges did so much less

frequenËly (Kay and Keough 1981). This suggests a much lower grol^¡th

rate, and on the pilings the better competitors have higher growth rates

than poor competitors (Kay 1980).

Bryozoans were almost always overgro\^rn by sponges and tunicates,

and serpulids were overgroq/n by all other species. The vermetid M4B

frequently had other species growing over its she11, but onLy Didemnum

patulum was observed Eo overgror¡I it completely. SimilarIy, PoTgcatpa

peduncuTata was never overgroî¡/n. When confronted with D. patuLum,

P. pedunculata became detached from the Pinna shellr. and was thus not

OVe rg rOl^tn .

The same is mosË likely true of the coral Scolgmia austtalis

{
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{

I was

during

which

unable to observe interactions between

because it was rare.

this species and others

the experiments, I never observed a polyp

had been overgro\^/n, however.

INTRA-SPEC IFIC ENCOUNTERS

Brytzoans never overgreh¡ conspecific colonies (see diagonal of

contact matrix, Figure 4.7). The reaction to conspecific colonies

could be divided into two categories; fusion and inËerface. An

interface occurs when two colonies abutr_ and cease þrowing along the

zone of contact. Growth frequently begins at other edges of the

colonies. The presence of an interface is shown by " clear zone of

contact, betweeri colonies.

Fusion occurs when the two colonies merge along the growing

edge, forming one large colony. This is particularly r¿ell known for

the tunicates BotrgTToides spp. and eotr:g7Jus schJ-osser-i (Mukai and

l{atanabe Lg75). These are more difficult Ëo observe in the field,

since there is little evidence remaining after the fusion has occurred.

For many bryozoans, it can be detected because the colonies are

synmetrical when smal1, and after fusing, irregularry shaped colonies

are formed where previously a series of sma1l colonies were present.

The f requency of these Ër^to outcomes varied between species (tab1e

4.34). SchizoporeTTa colonies usually fused, while those of. celTeporaria

fusca generally formed interfaces.

Si¡nilar data could not be obtained for sponges or tunicates, as

they were too rare. On the pilings, interfaces form tn BotrgJfoictes

and probably in Didemnum sp. A. Further data are beíng collected on

this (Butler and Keough, unpubl. obs.). Sponges recruited too rarely

for these data to be collected.

The species which could Ëherefore be classed as good competitors

are the sponge SP35 and the diciemnid ascidians Didemnunt patuJum and

i
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Didemnum sp. A.(T9)It is the impact of Lhese that will be considered

DIDEMNTD ASCIDIANS

These were generally capable of monopolizing Pinna shells. Of

the shells which had D- patuJum present, the mean cover of the Ëunicate

was 78Z (Kay and Keough 1981). 627. of these patches hrere more t]nat: 907"

covered by Ëhe tunicate. Indeed, three of the caged Pinna had a constant

S of 1 for the duration of the experiment. These had D. patuJum

covering the shell for mosË of the exþeriment.. The colonies are thus

relatively long-1ived. The time taken for monopolization of a Pinna

shell could not be estimated accurately. Only a few caged Pinna

acquired D. patulum recruits, and on these the times taken for

monopolizaEion were from tr^ro to six months. The curves of S vs time

for these shells are shown on Figure 4.9. On some shells, Èhe didemnids

did not arrive until December 1979 or even February 1980. There r¿as

frequently too lirtle time for S to be affected, since one valve of the

she1l reached high cover, but the second valve was free of tunicates.

The S value was buffered by the two valves.

Only one example ¡¿as found where Ëhe tunicate died, so that there

h/as an opportunity to observe events after the tunicate died (figure 4.9>.

No great change was observed initially, since again only one valve was

affected initially. There $/as an initial rise in S, a subsequent fa1l

as the tunicate colony recoveredr'and then a further rise after the

colony had died completely.

SPONGE SP35

' SP35 generally grew less quickly than Didemnum patulum. On the

Pinna shells which bore SP35, mean cover of the sponge was 44"/" (Kay and

Keough 1981). None of these shel1s were completely monopolized, and

the effect of this species on S were correspondingly less dramatic
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(Figure 4.10). Only five shells acquired sponges from all caged and

uncaged Pinna. Of these, only two produced marked decreases in S

(figure 4.10). In both cases,. Èhe effect took more than twelve months.

BeËter evidence concerning SP35 can be seen from those shells which bore

high covers of Ëhe sponge initially, but where the sponge died. In

each of these cases, S rose steadily (l'igure 4.10).

4.3 Experiments to Assess Predation A review and some observations

The importance of predation is frequently assessed by

manipulating the numbers of predators in a community and following the

subsequent dynamics of the conrnunity. Exclusions may be of tr^¡o kinds;

manual removal of predators, or the construction of cages or barriers

r¿hich restricË the access of predators to the organisms under study.

The barriers may themselves affect the dynamics of the cormnunit.y, and

so manual removal of predators appears preferable. This requires a

considerable amount of time and either a large research budget, or a

number of exploited friendships. More importantly, mobile predators

such as fish can not be removed in this manner, and only asteroids (".g

Paine 1966,197f), echinoids (".g. Kain and Jones 1967; Paine and

Vadas L969), and molluscs (".g. Southward 1964) have been treaËed

successfully in this way

Fences have been used to exclude successfully echinoids (Ebert

1977; Karlson 1978) and asteroids (J. ttarris, pers. comm.), but most

studies have used cages, either to exclude predators (Day L977; Kay

1980; Pererson L979a; Russ 1980; Sutherland 1974) or to include

predators and artificially increase their density (".g. Keough and

Butler 1979; Underwood 1978). Sirnilarly, workers in soft-sediment

environments have used caging studies extensively (Arntz 1977; Hulberg

and Oliver 1980, Navqui 1968; Peterson and Andre 1980; Reise 1977;
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Virnstein 1977, L978; I^loodin L974; Young and Young 19761, Young et aL.

I976; and see Peterson I979a for a comprehensive review).

Some doubts have arisen recently abouË the usefulness of such

experiments in soft sediments (ttulberg and Oliver 1980; Peterson 1979b;

Virnstein 1978). It has been suggesËed that caging modifies the

sediments and changes the wateù flow within. the cages. Light is

similarly affected. Peterson (1979b) suggested lhat many studies in

such habitats had not controlled adequately for such effects, while

Hulberg and oliver (tggO) suggest the possibility that sedimentary

modification, rather than the absence of predators, causes changes in

cages has rarely been addressed, let alone controlled for. The studies

of Virnstein (t972, L?TB) and Ãrntz Q977) are exceptions to this.

Hulberg and Oliver (tgg0) concluded that the differences they observed

between caged and uncaged areas were explicable simply in Èerms of

sedimentary changes, although their "intuitive" feeling was that

predators were important,, despite the lack of evidence. Arntz Og77)

labelled his results a "fai1ed" experimental study, and Virnstein (1977)

regarded his experiments as equivocal.

On subtidal hard substrata, caging has not been used quite as

extensively, and critical accounts of the methods are less common.

Caging experiments have generally used more controls in an aËËemPt to

assess caging effects. These controls have taken the form of roofs, or

side-less cages, and topless cages. Underwood (1980) suggests that in

the rocky intertidal zone of New South l{ales, the roofs actually attract

g:-azers because they shade the rock, reducing desiccation stress. Thus,

roofs designed to measure the effect of caging actually manipulate the

density of grazers, and must be regarded as an additional treatment

rather Ëhan as a control. Russ (1980) used half-open cages to allor¿

fish access while shading part of the settlement panels. He reported

that fish move freely in and out of these enclosures, and in this case
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the half-open cages provide some measure of the effect of caging.

Ayling (1981) used a variety of cages to exclude different

types of predator; side-less cages excluded vertically feeding fish;

.Latge 
mesh walls excluded urchins and allowed access by the limpet Cef l-ana

stèl-Tifera and rhe monacanthid parÍka scaber. Manuar removal of

ceJ-fana steJ-iifeta allowed access by Evechinus and parika. Although he

did not address the question of caging effects specifically, the

combination of eaging t.reatments with esËimates of the intensity of
grazíng by fish and urchins allowed the results to be interpreted as

effects of predation, rather than artifacts.

sa¡nnarco (i980) also used partly open cages, and reported no

apparenË changi: in predator behaviour in them. He did not measure

lighr or r^rater movement in cages.

Day (1977) used open-ended cages to conErol for caging effecËs,

and also measured light intensity and water movement. cages with

algae growing on the meshes reduced significantly !üater movements, as

measured by the percent weight loss of calcium sulphate blocks. He

also found differences berween sites in the degree of obstruction of
v¡ater flow. Cages also reduced illumination significantly, although

again the effect varied between sites within a single cave.

Marshall et aL. (1980) used no caging controls and failed to

consider the possibility of caging effects, despite their use of cages

(screens) wittr a mesh size of only I mm.

osman (Lg77) did only a pilot study, from which he concluded

that predators were unimportant, although no caging controls were used.

Sutherland (1974) used fishing net to exclude fish, Uut did not assess

the effect of the net, although he concluded that predation by fish was

important. Similarly, peterson (tglga) did not include cage controls

nor measurements of physical variables within cages.

Kay (1980) used open-ended cages to control for caging effects.
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Her cages were longitudinally bisected cylinders with the long axes

parallel to the pier pilings t.o r,¡hich they \^rere attached. The cage

controLs had.no ends. She mea.sured waÈer movement inside. clean and

fouled cages, and cage controls and uncaged areas. She concluded that

r¡tater movement did not differ between clean cages, cage controls and

uncaged areas, but was reduced for fouled cages. Light intensiËy was

also claimed not to be greatly reduced. However, I believe that her

measurement techniques makes these conclusions suspect, for the

following reasons

trlater movement was measured with plaster blocks, and analysed

by two separate analyses. Fouled cages and cage controls were compared

with unfouled åages by two-way ANOVA, and then t-tests were used to

compare clean cages with uncaged areas. Means of percent weight loss

vrere respectively: Fouled cages 24.08 I 3.59 (S.1.), fouled cage

control 25.52 I 5.93, unfouled cage 32.57 ! 7.4g, unfouled cage control

33.53 ! 6.97, uncaged areas 35.49 ! 6.37. Lleight loss is direcrly

proportional to v¡ater movement (noty 1967; Muus 1971). Replicate

numbers were four for Ëhe caging treaÈments and eight for the uncaged

controls. There qtas no difference beÈween cages and caged controls,

but a significant decrease between fouled and unfouled cages. Most.

coefficients of dispersion are higtr (0.53, I.37, I.72, I.45, and 1.14,

respectively). Thus, there is a high probability of a Type II error

with such smal1 replicate numbers. It is likely that there is a

difference in rvater movement between caged and uncaged areas, since Day

Q977) found a difference using I cm mesh cages, while Kay used 5 nrn

mesh plastic netting.

The change in light is potentially more important. Kay used a

photographic light meEer to measure light inside and outside cages

She reported differences of one or t\^/o f-stops, but did not note that

such meters use a logarithmic scale. It is rrnclear whether marine
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animals are.more sensitive Ëo changes in light than this, i.e. r¡hether

their responses to light are on a linear sca.le or not. The fabric

of her cages occupied approximateLy 54% of the total surface area, ancl

substantial reductions in light intensity seem likely.

I attempted to get an impressioir of the degree of reduction in

t-ighË intensity by measurements in rny o!'¡n cages . These wil l be

described in detail in a.subsequent section, buË the essential dimensions

h¡ere: 50 cm x 50 cm cages, 30 cm high, with plastic meshing, mesh size

12.5 rnm and fabric diameter 2-3 mm. Measurements v/ere made on a day of

moderaÈe sunshine, slight to choppy seas, and 7 metres visibility, orr

9.viii'80. Light intensity \4/as measured rvith a Li-Cor Model LI-1854

Quantum/Radiometer/Photometer, and readings vrere in microeinsteins
_n

m's'1. The cages were embedded in the'sand, and I measured the

intensity of horizonËal and vertical light, since some light may be

reflected from the sand into Ëhe cage.

Sand level fluctuates, so that cages may be as much as 7 cm

above the sand surface. r measured the light intensity in cages

installed flush v¡ith the sand surface and in cages the edges of which

were raised 5-7 cm above the sand. Two types of cages were used,

fouled and unfouled; fouled cages had not been cleaned for three months,

v¡híle unfouled cages had been thoroughly scrubbed ten minutes before the

light recordings h¡ere taken. The ten minute period allowed any sedimenË

to clear away after the cleaning

Light leve1s fluctuated over short time intgrvals, and five

replicate readings were taken, at fifteen second intervals. There were

thus two factors, cage fouling, and cage position. Cage fouling had

onLy two levels, fouled, and unfouled; cage posirion had three levels,

flush, raised 5-7 cm, and completely removed, i.e. no cage. The no

cage readings were taken ir¡rnediaEely alongside eacl-r cage, to minimize

any spatial variaËion in light intensity, so that for each cage, there
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were Èhree sets of readings; cage flush, cage raised, and a conLrol.

The dat.a for vertical and horizontal light levels were analysed

separately, since the light readings were so different as to ensure

heterogeneous variances. Each was analysed by a two-way ANOVA vrith

replication (Tables 4.1, 4.2). Treatment means (table 4.3) were
' transformed into the percentage of the no cage control value.

Inspection showed that there were no consistent differences between

raised and flush cages, but that fouling reduced light intensity by 75

to 857". Unfouled cages redu.ced light to a lesser degree, but vertical
light r^¡as reduced by 50 to 60"Á, and horizontal light by about 25:Z.

This appears guite important, as cages used by Kay (1980)

contained over 5OZ more fabric than my o\,¡n at Edithburgh. Examination

of the literature shows many examples of mesh sizes far smaller than

that used by Kay (rable 4.4), and even larger reductions of light are

likely to be widespread in such cases

The two modifying effects of cages have potentially serious

consequences. !üilkinson and Vacelet (1979) and Velmirov (Lg76), for

example, have .shown that differences in growth form in sponges and

octocorals resPectively, are functions of different water movement.

This effect can be measured readily in caging studies, but changes in

light intens.ity may produce effects which are difficult to allo¡¿ for

when interpreËing the results of such experiments.

Kay (1980), for example, ascribed the differences in percent

cover of some species to the effect of caging, but claimed that

exclusion of fish allowed solitary tunicates to increase in abundance.

Many ascidians (including congeners of species found at Edithburgh) are

known to have negatively phototactic larvae (see review by Buss 1 979a) .

, In Chapter 3, I suggested that Ciona intestina-Zis settles more densely

in shaded areas. The possibility of such behaviour by larvae, and the

presence of cages which reduce lighË inLensity by 501l, make it imperative
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üo distinguish between settlement and recruitment. underwood (lg7g)

revie¡ved t,he caging studies on intertidal gastropods, and noted that this

distinction has rarely been made for the rocky intertidal zone. The

same is true for experiments on subtidal hard substrata.

DuraËion of experiments

Table 4.4 shows the duration of various caging studies. Most

were of the order of twelve months or more, but major fluctuations in

many such communities Eake place on an annual time scale, and in view of

the considerable between-year variation in recruitment, experiments of

Longer duration seem desirable (".g. Ayling 1981; Kay 1980). There are

of course logidtic problems with such experiments; cages become fouled

or damaged by storms, boats, etc. Hulberg and oliver (tggo) provide a

good example of such problems.

Caging controls

Many caging conËrols are open-ended or open-sided cages. The

implicit assumption in doing this is that the abundance of potenËial

predators does not differ between cage controls and uncaged control areas.

This has rarely been examined, excepL by Underwoo¿ (t9BO ), who found

that intertidal gastropods aggregated under "roofs". workers in soft

s.ediments have sometimes reported that cages allow settlement and increase

survival of søne predators (Arntz 1977; Virnstein L977), or that large

fish may use cage controls as homes (Hulberg and oliver l9B0). on

subtidal hard substrata, most people have inspected cage conËrols casually

and reported no difference in predator activity. At Rapid Bay, the

asteroid Coscinasterias cal-amaria shows preference for sheltered sites

on the pilings when wave action is moderate (Keough 198lb) and, at both

Rapid Bay and Edithburgh, I have observed small blennies, pempherids and

the chaetodont CheJmonops truncatus in open-ended cages. Cages over
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pínna at Edithburgh similarly have raised densities of holothurians and

some fish, such as Echinophgrgne crassispina'

These observations suggest that controlling for cage effects may

be very difficult, if not impossible. For a number of reasons, it is

]-ikely that caging effecls are present (Hulberg and Oliver 1980; Kay

f9B0), and simple caging experiments may be insufficient to demonstrate

unequivocally thaÈ a change in the comnrr.rnity is due to predaEion and is

not an artifacE of the experimental method'

In some cases, lcnowledge of the behaviour of predators, as well

as many other natural history observations, may allor¿ specific cage

designs to be used t.o exclude specific predators without side-effects

(u.g. Ayling 1980; Choat pers. comm.), but where predators are unknown

or poorly knor^rn, such designs cannot be used, and a different. strategy

is needed. Detailed observations of the natural history of the organisms

under study are needed, especially their abundance in time, feeding'

movements, etc. For all such sËudies, there must be an attemPt to

separate settlement and recruitment, and to show that differences arise

by differential survival, not seÈtlement.

4.4 "Biolosica1 Disturbance" at Edithburgh.

There existed 1iCtle information about potential predators of

Pinna epifauna. Casual surveys showed a few species to be common;

the asteroid Uniophora granifera, the acmaeid limpet Asteracmaea

cre.brjstriata, and Ehe small abalone ÍIaliotis cgcTobates, The latter

two were likely to te a1gal gtazers, but I believed it possible that

they could damage newly-settled larvae by their movements, and chose to

consider them. The sizes of the three varied considerably; the limpets

are generally 10 to 15 mm long, H. cgclobates reaches a length of about

60 mm, while the diameter of Uniophora may reach 150 mm' Other
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potential predators are relatively rare, but are listed in Appendíx I.2.
I knew very little about the abundance of fish or their effects.

Kay (1980) assibed an effect on the piling fauna to cheil-odactglus

nigripes (= Gonniistius vizonarius in Kay (1980) and scorr et aL. (1974)),

with a possible extra effect due to CheTmonops truncatus and a small

number of monacanthids. However, cappo (1980), has shown that c.

nígripes feeds mainly on infaunal organisms such as amphipods, polychaetes,

and ophiuroids, and neither it nor Chelmonops truncatus is contrnon in the

study area. The most likely fish predators were the silverbelly

Parequula melbournensjs (Gerridae), and an unidentified odacid, probably

a Neoodax sp.. Casual observations at Edithburgh and Rapid Bay suggested

Ëhat monacanthids vary in abundance seasonally, and very few could be

found when the study was being commenced. Russ (1980) has reported

strong seasonality for the monacanthid penicipelta vittiger (Castelnau);

large schools of juveniles occur at Portsea pier from December to May.

At Edithburgt-, Eubalichthgs mosaicus anð, Brachal-uteres jacksoniar?us are

the most corrnon monacanthids.

Neoodax and ParequuJa are "ho-rizonËalrt feeders, whereas many

monacanthids may approach substrata from above.

The "predators" of most interest to me were .Asteracmaea and.

HaLiotis, uniophota, and fish. Feeding methods varied, and r decíded

that no cage designs could efficiently exclude desirable combinations of.

these species. r had no data on their relative importances, and so

opted for a multi-faceted experimental design.

1. Caeins

-

' Cages \,¡ere constructed of 6 mm steel rods welded into a box 60

cm by 60 cm by 30 cm high, and plastic mesh (Nylex "Trical,' mesh) used

to cover the frame (rigure 4.11). Each corner of the cage had a 1eg 30

cm long. Meshes \,/ere listed as 12.5 mm, but actual size was 11 by B mm,
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with the fabric betrveen 1.8 and 2.5 mm wide. The cages were forced into

the sand so that the bottom of the mesh was just below the sand level.

T\^renty cages r^¡ere used initially, divided into five treatments,

each with four replicates. TLre treatments qTere:

(1) All predators excluded

(Z) f isn and uniophora excluded, but rlal.iotis and Asteracmaea

included at normal density.

(3) Fish and gastropods excluded , IJniophora included.

(A) f isf, excluded, all others allowed access. ïhese cages T¡/ere

covered by mesh, buË only part of each side (15 cm) was covered.

They were designed to allow access to cra\.üling species.

(5) Caginþ control. Cages macle from 12.5 mm mesh galvanised wire.

The aim vtas t,o compare these with plasËic mesh cages, which

contained, a higher area of fabric

This experimenÈ cormnenced in June 1978, but was destroyed totally

by a storm between the time of comrnencement and 17.vii.78. The two

weeks prior to this date had been notable for persistent north-easterly

winds, which produced large swells of long wave-length. In addition,

large masses of algal stems had been washed against the cages, and this

had offered more resisËance to r^/aves, making cages easier to dislodge.

The cages had been washed to the south-west, and r¿ere subsequently

repaired. Treatment 5 cages v¡ere torn badly, and this trearment \,/as

dis cont inued.

ObservaËions even over this very short time period showed that

the sand level fluctuaEed considerably over very short intervals, so that

even flush-fitted cages frequently allowed access to crawling predators.

Treatment 4 thus seemed redundant. In addition, I observed that small

fish, notably apogonids and pernpherids, v/ere often found in cages of this

type, and so rather than being a roof, these cages modified the density

of fish species about which I had no information. This treatment \^/as
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also dispensed with.

The modified treatments rvere as follows

(1) Uncaged Pinna.

(2) All predaËors excluded or with access restricted.

(3) Startish included, all others excluded.

(4) Gastropods included, all others excluded.

The cages \¡rere positioned by swimming through a band 15 metres

wide and dropping them haphazardly along this band. The bottom topography

was the main determinant of cage position, since I was seeking trios of

Pinna where I couLd install the cages with minimal trouble. Cages were

further anchored by hammering two 1.7 metre stardroppers on two sides of

each cage, and'attaching an elastic ("octopus") strap between them, level

r¿ith the cage top. This was sufficient to prevent the cages being

dislodged for the duration of the experiment. The positions of the
.'1F' r.'

cages are shown on Figure 4.1. Twenty-four cages r¿ere used, eight to

each of Treatments 2, 3, and 4. After Èhe cages had been positioned,

they were assigned randomly to tïeatments. Cages contained between two

and five Pinna (ta¡le 4.5), wirh a mean of 3.13 t 0.95 (S.D. ) per cage.

Uncaged Pinna were five to fifteen metres away from caged Pinna.

I anticipated thaÈ the cages would become fouled and need cleaning. I

planned to do this in sit'u, and the degree of clumsiness of cold divers

was such that I considered Ëhe potential damage to uncaged Pinna along-

side the cages to be too great. I set up a small grid in the North-!{est

quadrant of our study grid (Figure 4.1). It was 12.5 metres square, and

jarrah stakes ûere positioned at 2.5 metre intervals to form a grid.

Fifty uncaged Pinna were selected randomly within this arear and tagged.

All caged Pinna were also tagged. Tagging r¡ra.s done using heavy

duty rubber bands with "Dymo" labels attached. The tags \^rere placed on

the shell jusl above sand level, so that only part of the tag vJas visible.

These tags last for at leasË 2-3 years (¡..1 . Butler pers. coflm. ).
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AlL of the tagged Pjnna were then photographed aË birnonthly

intervals fçr 22 months, finishing in June 1980. At each visit, cage

meshes r{ere scrubbed inside and out using scrapers and scrubbing brushes.

The 1ow recruitment rates at Edithburgh, especially in the grid, made

such a routine viable, but I believe that cage cleaning should be done

more frequently where recruiËment rates are higher.

Photographs were taken as detailed in Chapter 2, and percent

covers calculated for each species.

2. Settlement vs recruiÈment

In studying the effect of predators, it is imperaEive to show

that differenceà in abundance resulË from differential survival, not

seËtlement. I thus ran three series of recruitmenL panels over a six-

month period, from July 1979 to December 1980. Six panels of each size

$rere suspended in randomly chosen cages, and the recruitmenË for those

panels tüas compared with recruitment on the panels analysed in ChapËer

3. This method should underestimate settlement for the uncaged panels,

since some larvae, may have been eaten by the time the panels were

collected. The caged panels should not be affected by predators, and

recruitmen¡ should more nearly reflect settlement in the cages. Thus,

by comparing tl-re recruitments on the two panel types, I hoped to show

that recruitment did not differ markedly between the Ëwo types, and

considering that recruitment onto uncaged panels is being underestimated,

it would then appear likely that there is no preferential settlement into

the relatively sheltered, shaded cages.

3. Predalor abundance

' I wished to estimate the frequency urith which Pinna shel1s are

visited by predators. Fish are rnobile, and feeding observations were

difficult to make without the presence of the diver modifying the

behaviour of the fish, especially when visibility v,las poor and the díver
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needed to approach the fish closely. Accordingly, I recorded the

numb.er of monacanthids , Parequula, and odacids in a 5 metre by 40 metre

band simply by recording the numbers seen while swimming along the strip.

I made all observations myself so as to keep biases constant. Even so,

these observations must be regarded as semi-quantitative only, since the

efficiency of searching vras not known. These data were collected aÈ

approximately monthly intervals through 1979.

The gastropods and uniophora are less mobile, and therefore it

was possible to estimate the .important variable, which is not the density

of such animals, but rather the frequency or probabiliËy of a Pinna shel1

being visited. I marked off another sma1l grid, 7.5 metres by 12.5, in

which I tagged'I25 Pinna (Figure 4.1). The area was then searched at

intervals ranging from a few hours to a few months between 4.íi.79 and

L0.iv.79. Each tagged Pjnna was located, and the numbers of Asteracmaea,

HaLiotis, and 'uníophora recorded for each

or the muricid Ptergnotis triformis were

seen. Details of survey frequencies are

It \^ras impossible to mark limpets

and so an alternative meËhod of estímating

she11. Occasionally, crabs,

f ound. These r^rere noted when

given in TabLe 4.5.

and the abalone individually,

their movements was needed.

with limpets on them at some time,

Poisson fashion. Consider now

I used the following:

Consider a set

t.. The limoets are
J

of. Pinna shells

distribuËed in a

two extreme cases of movement.

1. None or very little between-patch movement. The limpets

v¡ill be distributed as a Poisson at all times, but individual shells

will have consistent numbers of limpets, in fact the same limpets

through a period of time, alËhough random mortality and occasional

movements (immigrations and emigraËions) mean thal numbers of limpets ort

indívidual shells vary slightly, and over a long time, these dífferences

should accumulate by random walks.
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2. Animals move around frequently over short time per:iods, for

example at night. Numbers of limpets on individual shel1s r,¡ould be

expected to fluctuate over relatively strort periods of time, so Ëhat the

number of fimpets on a given she11 would quíckly become different from

the number at time t.. There is a limit to the possible numbers ofJ

J.impets on a shell, and although differences quickly accrue, we would

expect them to random walk around the mean number of limpets over all
she 11s .

Therefore, we would expect the-degree r:f sirnilarity between the

number of limpets on a given shell at time t, and the numbers on the

shel 1 at time t,- to decrease as the time between t. and t. increases.k - '- -j *"* *k ^^'*'
rn case 1, the'rate of decrease should be slow, rvhereas for case 2, \^/e

expect the numbers to quickly become dissimilar, and then to be no more

similar than two different, randomly chosen she1ls are to each other.

The question of how to measure this change in símilarity can be solved

if the variable "number of limpets on a shell" is distributed as a

Poisson.

tr{ith a large sample síze, the Poisson distribution tends towards

a normal distriburion (Sokal and Rohlf 1969), and Bailey (Lgsg) suggesrs

that the approximation to the normal is good when ni is larger e.g. greater

than 30. lJe can thus regard the number of limpets on a shell as a

normal deviate, as long as \,üe have many such shells. rt is then possible

to calculate a parametric correlation coefficient between t¡e tagged

Pinna at time t. and t, , as follows:J I{-

Let y.. be the number of limpets on pinna shell i at time Ë.,-JI- ùr¡srr r éL Lr 
J

"tu tut the number of limpets on the same shell at time tu. The product-

moment correlation coefficient can then be calculated using all tagged

Pinna for which data were collected at times t. and
J

t- r.- is thenk Jt(
the correlation between y. and yU and will be donoted the auto-correlation.



!r/e can similarly generate a baseline

random pairs of shells at a single time, so

T2I.

correlation by selecting

that y.. is the number of'

number of limpets on shell

large number of such pairs,

estimated with the same

limpeËs on shell i at time j, and y

1 at tirne j . I,{e can calculate r. ,
so thaË these "random correlaËionst'

is theJI
using a

will be

precision as the autocorrelations

The Ëwo cases above entail rather different predictions about

the behaviour of tjk "" the time ,jU = ,j - ,U increases.

case I y:- will remain highly correlated with y, . through a-Jl e'-J - "^-.. Jki

l-ong period of time, i.e. for large values of T¡t, since there are few

movements. Random changes will cause the correlation coefficient to

decline r" T.,-'increases, until r,,- finally reaches the value of the¡k -jk --'^*--" vs¡ss v

random correlation.

. Case 2. I^Iith

correl,atíon between y..

random correlations.

increasing time interval Tjk between surveys, the

tnd yti will quickly approach the level of

The correlation coefficient r., should decline at a rate which

reflects the amount of movemenË. ar::.lation coefficients are assumed

to be distributed normally, and since the distribution of limpet numbers

approximates a normal distribution, it is reasonable to analyse the

correlation coefficient itself parametrically. The rate at which the

correlation coefficient declines can be measured by calculating a

regression using the autocorrelation r., as the dependent variable, and
Jk

tj¡ 
"" the independent variable. lJe can then use the sEatistics of t.he

regression equation in a comparative sense to gain an idea of how much

the animals move.

Three measures could be used from this regression equation as

an index of movement: the y- intercept, which is the correlation between

surveys separated by a time interval of 0. This is in some \,rays a

measure of diver error, as well as the movement over very short time



intervals,

slope, b,

with time.

substituted

and so is not satisfactory

which is the raËe at which

the correlationThird 1y ,

for r in the equation

r22

for the purpose. Secondly, the,

the correlation coefficient declines

between random pairs can be

tjr =a+b tjn

to solve for Tr, the time required for the number of limpets on a pinna

shel1 at time tk to be no better correlated with the same shells at time

t! than they are wirh any randomly selected Pinna shells, Either of theJ ' J -------'--r

latter two alternatives should give consistent results.

r thus analysed the limpet data in the folrowing way. Firstly,
from the seventeen surveys (j = t,17, k = l,l7), there "ru èr7) = 136

correlations r.r-; all of these r¿ere calculated, together with theJk
corresponding time intervalt tjU (see Table 4.5), and an equation of the

form r.:,- = â + b T.r- v/as fitted by least squares regression.
JK 3k J --- - - a--- --

secondly, for each survey, r25 pairs of shells were selecËed

randomly, and a correlation coefficient r., calculated. The mean of

the seventeen values for.il r.u calculated: call it r, (for the

correlation beËween randomly chosen shel1s).

Ðata for HaLiotis cgcTobates \Árere treated in the same h¡ay.

4.4.I Results - Caging Experiment

The dat.a were analysed in one of thro r,/ays. For coûtrnon taxa,

two-way ANovA was used. Data from four time periods were analysed;

october Lg7B, February rg7g, December Lg|g, and June 1980. These formed

the four levels of the first factor, time. The second factor was caging,

with four levels; uncaged (ControL), uniophora íncLusion (tJ), naLiotis

and .Asteracmaea inclusion (A) and "compleËe" exclusion (c). The four

time periods were chosen as being likely to be important stages of Lhe

experiment, and so both factors can be regarded as fixed. Replicate

numbers varied as Pinna she11s died, or hrere occasionally missed. The
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deaËh of animals \^rås as high as 7 in some treatments. I considered that

the beÈween-shelL variation in percent cover of most species was so high

that removal of replicaÈes would have reduced replicate numbers by too

much, and so an unbalanced anal-ysis was. done. It ¡¿as possible Èo

regard the Pinna within cages and cages within treatmenËs as nested

factors, but I did not for the following reasons. Firstly, there is

no ready analysis for such an experiment,al design. Secondly, the

clustering of Pinna shells under cages üras a logistic convenience, and

there ís a priorj no reason to expect them to have an effect. The data

from Chapter 3 suggest that recruitment onto clustered Pinna vrill not be

rnarkedly more similar than that on widely separated Pinna, and so it is

probably noE imporËant not to have created the design as nested. The

ANOVAts r^tere performed on untransformed data, since variances hTere not,

significantly heterogenerous, with one exception, and in this case the

arc-sine transformation did not homogenize the variances.

If taxa vrere unconmon, so that 0 percent covers were the mosË

contrrion ttscorett, a different analysis was used, because with many zeroes

and occasional large numbers, variances would be very large, and so with

an ANOVA, Type II errors would be more likely. The data for these

species were analysed as follows.

Two aspects of a given taxon were of interest: (a) the total

abundance, and (b) the proportion of shells which it occupied. For each

shell, Ëhe taxon \^¡as scored as present or absent. These presences and

absences were then compiled into a 4 x 4 x 2 table (ti*e x Caging x

Presence,/Absence), and a G-test for independence performed (Soka1 and

Rohlf 1969).

The abundance of the t,axon r¡ras assessed by calculating the total
t

number of cm' on Pjnna shells in a given treatment, and t.he total number

on v¡hich the taxon in question r¡as present. This again gave a 4 x 4 x

2 table, and a G-analysis r,ras performecl .
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Tr¿o individual species were sufficiently comnon to be analysed

same analysis wasby ANOVA, SchizoporelJa and Parasmittina. The

performed using tot.al bryozoan cover and total

species.

percent cover of all

The G-analysis \^ras used for Celleporaria fusca, sponges and

Ëunicates

SchizoporeTla

The ANOVA table is presented on Table 4,23. There r^ras no

difference between caging treatments, but'a significant effect due to

time. In the three caged treatments rnean percent cover rose until

December Lg7g,,af ter which it fell. In the cont.rol treatment, the

rise cont.inued throughout the experiment.

Parasmittina

The only significant effect was that due to caging (table 4.24),

and the l-ack of an interaction effect shows that there r^¡ere consistent

differences between caging treatments. Therefore, d.ifferences vüere a

result of chance when the Pinna were allocated Ëo treatmenËs or had

become established by October Ig7B. There rrras, however, a marked

decrease in abundance from December L979 to June 1980 in two of the

caged treatments (Gastropods and compleLe exclusion).

CeL7e¡nraria fusca

The G-analysis is shown on Table 4.25. The abundance of

C. fusca showed heterogeneity berween times and treatments. The C x T

term is trivial; it shows simply that when Pinna were not photographed

for scrne reason, they were not always from the same treatment. The P x

T partition shows that the proporÈion covered by C. fusca varied ruith

time. More importantly, it increased in all treatments (table 4.25).

This was mainly due to settlement of C. fusca in late L979, but not
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ín L97 B (Chapter 3; Figure 3.13).

indicates heterogeneity between treatments in the

Again, Lhere were initial differences in

case, the interaction term indicates that the

with time v¡as not uniform across all caging

that the percentage

the absolute increases

of percent' cover shows

during the same Period

ThePxCterm

abundance of C. fusca.

abundance, but in this

increase in abundance

Ëreatments.

increase was

Inspection

least in the uncaged controls, buÈ

sho¡ved no pattern,

The G-analysis of the frequency of occurrence of C. fusca

(tabl-e 4.26) shows that the percentage of shells which bore C. fusca

increased with time in the three caging treatments, buË noË in the

control. The'difference between cages and controls may be investigated

by partitioning the C x P term in Table 4.26. I used two partitions;

the first excluded the control treatment and compared the three caged

treatments. Again, the P x T component was significant (table 4.27),

and the C x P term rn¡as even smal1er, indicating sirnilariËy between

caged treatments. The second partition pooled all caged treatments and

compared this with controls (table 4.27). The C x P term was also

significant indicating that the frequency of occurrence of C. fusca

increased in cages, buL not on control Pinna.

Thus, C. fusca increased in abundance on caged Pinna, and the

mechanism \¡/as an increase in the number of shells on which the species

occurred. Unfortunately, the species did not seËt.le heavily during the

time in which C. fusca recruits t¡ere recorded, and so it is impossible

to state whether this was the result of increased sett.lement in cages,

or increased survival of recruits.

Total Bryozoans

The ANOVA (table ¿+.28) shows that, Ëhe abundance of bryozoans

and there wasshowed heterogeneity between times and caging treatments

an interaction belween time and caging. Examínation of means (table
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caging treatments in the abundance of bryozoans, but

L26

differenðes between

abundance increased

steadily in all treatmenËs until December I919. After this, percent

cover of bryozoans rose in controls, but fell in all three caged

Ëreatments.

Soonges

The G-analysis for abundance of sponges (table 4.29) showed

significant effecËs for all partitíons

Inspection of total percent covers (taUle 4.29) shows consistent

differences between treatments, and fluctuations with time. These

fluctuations a.re not uniform across treatments, as shown by the P x C x

T interaction term, and the data show no clear pattern at all.

Sponges remained at low abundances throughout the 
.experiment, 

and

similarly, examination of the proportion of she1ls bearing sponges

(table 4.30) shows no heterogeneity aË all, so that the frequency of

occurrence of sponges remained approximately constanL across all

treatments.

Tunic ates

All partitions of the G-statistic for tunicate abundance were

significant (table 4.3i), and inspection of total abundance for each

treatment combination (Table 4.31) showed that for caged Pinna, the

cover of tunicates vras approximately steady rp until December L979 ' and

increased in all three treatments between then and June 1980. In the

control treatment, abundance \^ras low initially, but fel1 after February

Ig7g, This was due to a single colony of Didemnum patulum, which

covered shell M009, and then died. No further tunicaËes became

established.
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Analysis of the frequency of occurrence of tunicates r.¿as

difficult, since the G-test uses the quantity fln!, where f is, the

frequency of observations in a given cell. Therefore, both 0 and 1

give the same value, 0. I^lhen a table contains modest numbers of 0's

and lrs, the analysis is flawed, because ror^¡ or column totals for a row

of 1's, compared to a rorÀr of 0's will differ, but the sum of the flnf 's

rrill not. The tunicate presence in a treatment frequently was 0, and

in scrne caged treatments only one tunicate colony \^ras recorded. I

therefore inspected the data visually and the three caged treatments clid

not appear to differ greatly (Table 4.32). I pooled these data, and

compared them wiÈh uncaged controls (table 4.32). This analysis showed

that the two differed.

The increase in tunicate abundance r¡ithin caged Lreatments v/as

thus due to an

tunicaËes, and

were observed

increase in the number

the subsequent growth

on control- Pinna.

of Pinna shells colonized by

of these recruits. No new recruits

Serpu lids

No analysis r¡as done on these species, since it was difficult ro

determine whether they were dead or alive. Tr¿o estimations of the

number of serpulids were made for uncaged Pinna during October 1978 and

February L979, and the percent cover measured (Kay and Keough 19Bl).

This was extremely time-consuming and I did not have much confidence in

the distinction between live and dead individuals. They will not be

discussed furËher.

TOTAL Percent Cover (a11 species pooled)

The ANOVA (table 4.33) showed that there e/as significant

heterogeneity between both caging treatments and time periods.

Inspection of treatment means (taule 4-33) shov¡ed that total cover rose
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steadily in caged treatments, but did not change in the controls. In

caged treatments, the results of the previous analyses suggest that Ëhe

initial rise was the increase in bryozoans, mainly Schizoporel_ia and

Parasmittina. Later , CelTeporaria fusca and colonial tunicates recruited

and grew, the latter often at the expense of bryozoans. On conËrol

Pinna, the initial cover of tunicates decreased, and bryozoans increased,

resulting in no net change. These events were coincident, rather than

linked.

4.4,2 Results Recruitment in cages.

t
Data (number of recruits per 180 cm'per 60 days) were analysed

by two-way fixed-factor ANOVA. In this case, sample sizes were

sufficient to allow random removal of replicates to give unequal but

proportional subclass sízes. For each time period, I analysed total

recruits (a11 species pooled), individual species, and species number.

Results of the ANOVAs are shor^rn on Tables 4.6 to 4.L9, Only two ANOVAs

showed a significant effect due to caging. Calculation of the

probability of Type II errors for 14 tests with - = 0.05 shows that the

probabiliËy of Ëv¡o or more significant F-ratios in this number of tests

is 0.153. Accordingly, there is no reason to reject ttre null hypothesis

that recruitment does not differ significantly between caged and uncaged

panels.

Only four groups recruited at levels sufficient for analysis;

GaLeoTaria, Spirotbis convexis, S. pagenstecheri, and didemnid ascidians,

and the conclusion is thaË recruitment over periods of two months does

not differ between the two panel types. Monacanthids were often

observed browsing over uncaged panels, and since panels were immersed

for two months at a time, it seems likely that some had been removed

from uncaged panels before they were collected and censused. Thus, it

is likely that the settlement of , sây, didemnids, Ì^/as actually higher on
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uncaged panels, h/ith the cages acting as a filter for.larvae. The

essential point is that none of the species settled preferentially in

cages due to photonegaÈive behaviour et,c. The importance. of this will

become apparent with respect to didemnid ascidians when the result of

the caging experiment. âre to be interpreted.

4.4.3 Results Movement of predators.

1. IJniophora

On no occasion were more than two Uniophora found feeding on

Pinna shells, and the mean number of starfish per survey was 0.67 t 0,82

(S.O.). Even when surveys were close together, a Pinna shell which bore

a \Jniopho.ra on one survey never bore one on the following survey.

Uniophora are moderately common in the grid study area, but visits to

Pinna she1ls are clearly rare.

2. Asteracmaea - densitv

The mean number of limpets per shell varied between 1.4 and 2.0,

but was generally about 1.6 (Figure 4.2). My irnpression was that the

limpets r¡rere more abundant aÊ nighL, when some which had been attached

to shells below sand 1evel moved up to feed. It was difficult to test

this, since night surveys were confounded by decreased efficiency of

divers (nigure 4.3). Generally, over ninety percent of tagged Pinna

were found. The few days after the experimenL began show 1ow efficiencies,

of the order of.807.. This is probably an arLifact of the method, in fact

an example of learning by an assistant. The same assistant helped

survey the tagged animals on surveys 2, 31 41 5, 6, and 10, and I

suggest Ehat the curve shows increased efficiency in performing the

task.

A frequency distribution of limpets per she11 was compiled for

each survey, and compared to a Poisson distribution by calculating

expected numbers of Pinna shells wich x limpets for a Poisson with the
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observed mean, and testing the fit of the observed distribution to this

by X2. Results are shown in Table 4.20. only two significant results

were obrained, and calculation of the expected number of significan¡

results assuming that the data do not deviate flom a poisson

distribution gives a probability of 0.21 of obtaining two or more

significant results in seventeen tests. It is clear that the lirnpets

are distributed randomly over pjnna shells.

3. Abalone - densi ty

This fluctuated between 0.1 and 0.3 per pinna shell (Figure 4.4),
and alÈhough few Pinna shells had more than one HaLiotis, comparison with

a Poisson was possible for most surveys. Again, onry tr^ro significant
deviations from a poisson distribution were obtained (table 4.2r), and

r¡ith a significance level of 0.05, the probability of at least two

significant results is 0.21. HaLiotis c:gcTobates also appear to be

distributed randomly with respect to Pjnna shells. This species appears

to be nocturnal, and individuals are often seen moving about at night.

Relative movements of ¡,steracmaea and lfa-Ziotis

Figure 4.5 shows the regressions or r.r- against T,''. for bothJK-3K
species. The mean correlation between random pairs of shellsr rrr irrâs

0.0200 t 0.0205 (s.n. ) for Asteracmaea and 0.0574 1 o.o33l (s.n. ) for
rfaliotis. These were substituted into the relevant regression equations,

and a time, T-' was estimated for the autocorrelation to reach this level.' t'

This time was 338 days for Asteracmaea and 105 days ror HaJ_Íotis.

The study area was revisited after 607 days, and the remaining

tagged Pinna were surveyed. The previous surveys vüere only separated

by 65 days, and so r calculated the auto correlations.rl'k, which was the

auto-correlation between survey 1B and each of the previous seventeen.

Trru was thus always greater than 500 days. The resultant set of 17

auto{orrelations rvas tested against the nul1 hyporhesis HO : U = 0.0200,
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this being the value of r, for.Asteracmaea. There \¡/as no significant

difference between the mean of the rl'k's and 0.0200(t = 0.6275, df = 16,

p > 0.2). Thus, after more than 500 days, Lhe limpet numbers on

índividual Pinna had indeed changed so that Ehey bore no more resemblance

to the numbers at earlier time than to anoì" on a randomly selected

Pinna shell.

Analyses of variance for the tv¡o regressions are shown on Table

4.22. The regression slope was much greaEer for Haliotjs lhan for

Asteracmaea (Figure 4.5).

The above analysis suggests that .Asteracmaea moves about very

Little, æ9 that most she1ls bear limpets (Figure 4.6) . In conËrast,

few shells bear abalone at any one time. HaLiotis remain on one shell

for a much shorter period of time than /{sferacmaea, and $¡e can view the

individuaL Pinna shells as almost constantly having a few limpets, and

receiving occasional short visits by HaTiotis, and rare and very short

visits f.rom uniophora.

4. Fish

Monacanthids

, Tro species r.{ere comnon, the mosaic leatherjacket, Eubalichthgs

nrosaicus, and the pygmy leatherjacket, Brachal-uteres jacksonjanus.

Only juveniles of the former were recorded, and Coleman (1980) reports

that juveniles tend to inhabit shallow reefs and bays, while large males

are found near offshore reefs. At Edithburgh, I have never seen large

EubaTichthys in the study grid, although they are not uncommon near the

pier. The juveniles are usually no more than B0 rnm long. Brachaluteres

jacksonianus, on Ëhe oËher hand, is a very small species, reaching no more

than B0 mm in length (Coleman 1980). The Èwo species are frequently

orange-brovm, but can be distinguished by the distended bel1y of

BracåaJuteres -



EubaJ-ichtftgs showed marked seasonal

Individuals were never seen for most of the

September of each year in moderate numbers

December, few animals were seen.

BtachaLuteres also showed seasonal

4.L2), but these vrere not

\¡rere seen for more of the

Both species were

and over Pinna shells.

PatequuLa me Tbournens is

Coleman (1980) records

individuals of this species

disturbed. They !¡ere seen

obviously feeding, while the

fluctuaLions in abundance

year, and appeared in

(Figure 4.I2). By lare

changes in abundance \r rgure

formeras marked as for EubaTichthgs. The

sunrner mqnths.

often seen browsing both on settlement panels

this species as carnivorous,

I32.

and

sediment r,¡asalmost invariably appeared when

swimming around Pinna shells., but were not

y .could be seen taking particles from

stirred-up sediment.

They also showed seasonal changes in abundance, but could be seen

all year round, although less frequently during winter (nigure 4.L2).

Scott et a7. (1974) claim that the species is solitary, but this is not

the case. They are most frequently seen in pairs or small groups of up

to six fish.

IVeoodax sp

Again,

Individuals are

was most abundant during suÍtrner months (Figure 4.12),

rocks and Pinna shel1s.often seen browsing over

4.5 Effects of Predators on S

The critical w was used as a measure of the degree of fluctuati.ons,

and the two distributions of critical wis \^rere compared by the logit

analysis detailed previously. The previous sections give cause for
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believing Èhat fish are the important predators, and so all caged Pinna

were pooled, and curves of the number of. Pinna she11s whose critical w

was Less than or equal to a given \¡¡r¡/ere plotted (nigure 4.L4).

Logit curves were plotted, and the slopesdid not differ (uncaged

z f =L0.2745; caged: f = L0.344, t= 0.359, p > 0.05). The calculated

"50'" 
were 0.275 (t 0.0001) for uncaged Pinna and 0.313 (t 0.0001) for

caged Pìnna. These differed significantly (t = 537.4, p < 0.001). The

"95'" 
were 0.5315 (uncaged) and 0.6024 (caged).

Thus, I conclude that the fluctuations in S are in general

greater on Pinna from which fish are excluded, or more specifically,

for a given w, fewer caged Pinna are contained within the region S t 
"E

than uncaged. The most likely explanaËion for this is the increased

incidence of colonial tunicates, which were shown to have dramatic

effects on S.

The effect of fish is relatively minor, since even the uncaged

Pinna fluctuate widely in 'species number

4.6 Discussion

Dvnamics of the Eoifauna of Unca ged Pinna

Total percent covers \^rere consisËently below 407", and tunicates

and spbnges r^rere rare (see also Kay and Keough 19Sl). The contact

matrix (rigure 4.7) contains relaLively few interacËions, especially

when it is realised that it was compíled from observations on an original

130 tagged Pinna (105 Uy the end of the experiment) oùer t\^lo years.

Thus, r¿ith the excepËion of interactions betrnreen serpulids and other

species, interactions between adult organisms occurred relatively

infrequently. On the uncaged Pinna, most of these inEeractions were

between bryozoan colonies, and some of these resulted in'"tiestt.
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Even when an interaction resulted in a "win", the overgrown

species was often able to grow along a colony edge which was away from

the site of overgrowth, and so the colony was not completely eliminated.

In any event, there was frequently more than one colony of the eommon

bryozoan species on a given shell, and they hTere never all overgror\¡n.

The competitive equivalences mean that even on a given shel1, each species
I
is 1-ikely to win some encounters, and thus neither will be eliminated.

The species which are good competiÈors, the sponges and colonial

tunicates - especially the latter - could be shor¿n to have dramatic

effects. These species are rare but, if they colonize, oËher species

are excluded. The immigration or exÈinction of these species produces

fluctuations in S, and it is tempting to postulate that those Pinna

shel-ls which show wide fluctuations do so because of these species.

However, examination of the raw data for those Pinna shells which showed

high w values (i.e. S fluctuated widely) showed that only in some cases

were the fluctuations due to tunicates or sponges. The fluctuations

in S are not narrowly bounded, and this is not because of the behaviour

of sponges or tunicates.

üle can characterize the u-qga.g. ed Pinna as having low peqç,e-Bt-

cover, with almost all she1ls bearing SchizopoteLl.a and Parasmittina

colonies, as well as serpulíds, GeTeoTaria spp. and Spirorbis

Many shel-Ls also have other species of bryozoans and solitary

and occasional Pinna bear sponges or tunicates. Interaction

adult organisms are relatively rare, and the variation in rec

detailed in Chapter 3 is sufficient to explain the level of b

patch variaLion, evidenced by the large standard deviations for almost

alL measurements. It is only on occasional patches that infer:actions

beËween resident organisms are important.

ryeo"
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The wide fluctuations in S are thus due mainly to the highly

variable recruitment rat.es and extinctions

4,6.L The impact of Predators

Two taxa showed increased abundance in caged treaËmenLs,

CeTTepotaria fusca and colonial .tunicates, mostly didemnids. The

increase in C. fusca could noE be ascribed to predaËion, since there

ï¡/ere no data on recruitment inside and outside cages.

Evidence regarding tunicates is stronger, however. They were

settl"ing while the panels were in the cages, and so data could be

obtained on Èheir recruitment. AfLer two months, the number of recruits

did not differ between caged and uncaged panels. It is possible that

the cages had an effect, in Ëhis case physically screening larvae so

that settlement was lower inside, and some recruits were eaten outside

the cages. The important point is that, at tvlo months, both types of

panel had didernnid recruits.

Thus, the increase in tunicate presence after two months can be

ascribed to differential survival of recruits. The increase in tunicate

abundance was due

showed a similar

all three treatments \^ras

to the growth of these recruiËs.

]-ncrease in tunicate abundance,

the exctusion of fish.

All caged treatments

the factor common toand

It is most likely thaÈ

predation by fish accounts for the low frequency of occurrence of tunicaËes

oïì uncage d Pinna. Supporting evidence was gained during the experiments

which are detailed in Chapter 5. The experiment was monitored at

monthly intervals and, in September 1979, large numbers of didemnid

recruits were observed. Most of these did not survive, and indeed of

the 41 recruits observed, only 6 survived. Monacanthids are common

around the pier, and the chaetodont Chel-monops truncatus may also be

import.ant.
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Monacanthids were most abundant in the st.udy grid just when the

didernnid recruiEs reached "countable" size (Z-3 mm diameter), and the

observations of their feeding suggest that they, rather than ,lVeoodax or

Patequula are important.

Haliotis, Asteracmaea and IJniophora produced no marked effects on

the abundance or presence of any Laxon, and Ëheir impact appears small.

The bryozoans SchizoporeJ-La and ParasmiÈtjna showed a decrease

in abundance to\^rards the end of the experiment. This \^ras not directly

due to predat.ion, since they had increased in abundance for 18 months in

the presence of gasËropods and uniophora, and contínued to increase in

abundance on uncaged Pinna. The decrease in bryozoan abundance vras a

direct result of overgrowth by tunicates

The frequency of overgrovrLh interactions \,ras greater on caged

Pinna and adult-adult interactions vrere important on a greater number of

Pinna she11s. The tunicates \,rere capable of overgrowing all other

species, and their effects were dramatic when present.

S fluctuated even more widely on caged then uncaged Pinna, so

that on few shells \¡ras S "narrovtly bounded". The wider flucËuat.ions

were due to the increased presence of tunicates. These effects \üere riot

fully manifest, since on some shells the tunicates had not completely

overgro\,¡n all other species. If moniEoring had continued until this

occurred, then the values of w for these Pinna r¿ould have been increased,

and the difference between caged and uncaged Pìnna would have been even

greater.

Thus, Éhe fish are a cause of the scarcity of tunicates on

uncaged Pinna, and from the caging results, without the fish, the

comþosition of the epifauna on a given Pinna shell ¡¿ould be more likely

to be determined by adult-adu1t interactions, rather than larva1

interactions in the plankton or interactions between adults and larvae.

Similarly, they exert a damping effect on the fluctuations in S, or,
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prevent tunicates from causing S to fluctuate more

stressed that even with most larval tunicates

more accuratelY, theY

widely. It should be

being removed, S still Eoo widely for Ëhe concept

is mainly due to variat.ion

of

in recruil-ment,

fluctuates

equilibrium to be useful. This

and chance extinction.

The behaviour of individual taxa is thus important in explaining

the dynamics of this community and it is the interaction of two such

taxa which is crucial; the monacanthids are only Present. in great

numbers for a short time each year, and this coincides with the time of

recruitment of colonial tunicates.

The question arises of how strong an influence the interaction

between these species really is, on the abundance of, say, bryozoans.

The two main Ëunicates were Didemnum patufum and Didemnum sP. A. Of

these, D. patu-7.u¡r lives for a number of years. This study observed

coLonies for Ëwo years. They had covered the shells by this stage, and

so settled Èhe previous summer at. the latest. They are sti11 alive now,

so they can live at least 3 years. Didemnu¡n sp. A is an annual species

at EdiËhburgh (Kay 1980; Kay and Keough 1981), settling in early sumner,

and dying off the following spring.

Most of the tunicates which recruited were Didemnum sp. A, and

so they could be expected Ëo die off by spring of this year. Their

effecE would thus show seasonal variation. In addition, there $/ere no

nehT recruits at all during the summer of 1978-9, and so even without

fish, the effect of tunicates would show between-year variation. The

cause of this is difficult Èo determine, since recruitment of most species

¡'¡as heavier in 1978 than Late 1979. It is possible, of course, that in

1979 settlement was heavier buË fish were more abundant so that the

observed recruitment lüas 1ower. Thís must remain speculation, however,

in the absence of data on fish abundance or tunicate settlement, in 1978.

The abundance of sponges could not be investigated, because they
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Ì

did not recruit at all during the experíment. Their abundancê will be

considered in greater detail in Chapter 5 '

the Pjnna shells at lidithburgh have numbers of
summa

epif,aunal species which f luctuate wi$elv, so that they can noti'belt

": 
íL. 

" 
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number of causes, such as large variation in recruitment' extinctions of

rare species. Species which a.re good competitors have the capacity to

influence strongly Lhe composition of a given palch' and hence S' but

is ameliorated by the action of one or tvTo specie*-g{,Toli1e
,'-' 

*"t

Interactions between adult organisms "tu 
of(*i1or imlortancg¡

their effect

predator

except when good comPetltors become established' The important

interactions cóncern larvae, either in the plankton or at the surface of

tnePinnashells,ornewlymetamorphosedjuvenilesandtheirpredators.

Chanceeventsandthepropert'iesofafew(individual)species

are thus major causes of the large fluctuations in S' There is thus no

support for the concept of an equilibrium' and vre are left r^rith the

question of whether there are betrer approaches, which take into account

chance and the properties of individual species '

Chäpter 5 contains an attempt to develop such a model and to

test iE

.¡
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TABLE 4.1 Analysis of variance table for vertical light intensity in

cages at Edithburgh.

Source of Variation df Sum of Squares Mean Square F ratio

SubgrouPs

Cage fouling

Cage position

Interaction

Residual; error

1

2

2

340.04 340 .04

t0520.43

482.63

59.88

5.68 ''.

I /J . $$ :t'**

8.06 '**

2t040.87

965.26

24 1437.2

Total 29 23783.37

. Frnax = 68.82; 0.05 > p > 0.01

'å p < 0.05, ** p.0.01 , :k:k'k p < 0.001.

Means for various Lreaünents (microeinsteins m
-2 -l

)

Fou led Unfouled

F lush 2L.6 .t 30.2

Raised

No cage

14. 0 33. 6

B5 77



TABLE 4.2 Analysis of variance table for horizontal light intensiry

in cages at Edithburgh.

Source of Variation df Sum of Squares Mean Square F ratio

SubgrouPs

Cage fouling

Cage position

Interaction

Residual; error

1

2

2

s .46

LL29.21

5s4. 58

77.77

5.46 r.69

I74.27 ;<**

85.58 ***

564 .63

277 .29

24 3.24

Total 29 1767.OB

'F-rnax = 19.81, p > 0.05

* p < 0.05, :k:k p < 0.01 , :k{<:k p < 0.001 .

TreatmenË means (microeinsteins m
-2 -1

)S

FIush

Fou led

5 .10

5.44

27 .40

Unfouled

12.40

12.00

16.10

Rai sed

No cage



TABLE 4.3 Cage light intensities recast as percentages of"no cage"

or control value (means shown).

(a) Vertical light

Flush

Raised

Fouled

25 .4r

16 .47

Unfouled

39.22

43 .64

(b) Horizontai tignt

Fou 1ed Unfouled

F lush 18.61 77.02

Raised 19.85 74.53



TABLE 4.4 Cage details and durations of experiments for caging

experiments on subtidal hard subsLrata.

Source Site Mesh size Duration

Saurnarco (1980)

osman Q977)

Peterson (lglga)

Marshall et af. (1980)

Russ (1980)

Ayling (in press)

Kay (1980)

Sutherlan d (J974)

Discovery Bay

l,loods Hole

Barngate , N. J.

Sydney

Portsea

Leigh, N.Z.

Edirhburgh, Rapid BaY

Beaufort

Heron Island

Rapid Bay

2.54 cm 12 months

0.75 cm
2

T2

6 mm 13

I ¡nn

12.5 nrn

30 mm

20 m*2

6 nrn

<6tt

7tt

22

24 il

gtt

Day (1977)

Keough & Butler Q979)

12.5 mm 3

12.5 nrn 6



TABLE 4.5 Details of examination of fagged Pinna a¡ Edithburgh to assess

frequency of predator visits. A.M. denotes a survey done

between 9 a.m. and 11 a.m.; P.M. from 3 p.m. to 8 p.m.

Night surveys Í7ere commenced at about midnighË.

Date Time of Day Time since previous survey

4. Lí .79

6 .íi.79

7 . i.i.79

7.íí.79

B.ii.79

9 .íi.79

10. ii. 79

11 . ii.79

L2. íi .79

13.ii.79

r4 . íí .79

28 . íií .79

29 . iíí .79

30 . iii. 79

30. iii.79
10. iv . 79

20.iv.79

P.M.

P.M.

A.M.

early afternoon

, P.l'{.

A.M.

A.M.

P.M.

night survey

A.M.

P.M.

A.M.

P.M.

P.M.

night survey

A.M.

P.M.

48

L2

4

24

L2

24

30

30

B

30

42

30

T2

t2

11

10

h

h

h

h

h

h

h

h

h

h

days

h

h

h

days

days

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I

9

10

11

t2

13

L4

15

L6

t7



T¡ßLE 4.6 Analysis of variance table for effect

of recruiting species at Edithburgh.

of caging on numbers

Time period 9/79-II/79

Source of Variatron df Sum of Squares Mean Square F ratio

SubgrouPs

Caging

Panel size

Interaction

Residual; error

1

2

2

2.0L

4.35

4.L2

93.r4

2 .01

2.LB

2.06

0. 70

2.89

3.14 *

2.96

t34

Total 139 r03.62

F-max = 7,75, p > 0.05

<0.05, ** p <0.01, *** p <0.001.*p



TABLE 4.7 Analysis of variance table for effect of caging on.numbers of

recruiting species at Edithburgh. Tirne period 5/79-7/79.

Source of Variation df Sum of'squares Mean Square F ratio

SubgrouPs

Cag ing

Panel size

1

2

2

4.4r

10.12

0. 28

53.56

4.4r

5.06

0 .14

0.47

9.39 **

10.77 '**'

0 .30Interact ion

Residual; error 114

Total 119 68.37

Frnax=6.4I,p>0.05
* p < 0:05, ** p'0.01, "k:v'* P < 0.001.

TABLE 4.8 Analysis of variance table for effect of caging on numbers of

recruiting species at Edithburgh. Time period l/7g-g/79.

Source of Variatron df Sum of Squares Mean Square F ratio

Subgroups

Caging

Panel size

Interaction

Residual; error

I

2

2

0. 89

3.58

0.00

75.15

0

t_

B9 1.56

3.L4

0 .00

79

0 .00

132 0 .57

Total r37 79 .62

F'rnax=2.4Orp>0.05

* p < 0.05, J<:k p < 0.01 , :k*>k p < 0.001 .



TABLE 4.9 Analysis of variance table for effect of caging on

recruitment of SpÍrorbis pagenstecåeri at Edithburgh.

Time period 9 /79-LIl79.

Source of Variatron df Sum of Squares Mean Square F ratio

Subgroups

Caging

Panel size

1

2

2

5.2L

18.36

6.r7

593.74

5.2r

9.18

3 .09

4.43

I .18

2.07

Interaction 0. 70

Residual; error L34

TotaL 139 623.48

F-max=5.43rp>0.05

* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01,'å*'k p < 0.0001.



TABLE 4.10. Analysis of variance table for effect of caging on Spirorbis

pagenstecheri at Edithburgh. Time peri od 5 /7g-7 l7g .

Source of Variation df Sum of Squareq Mean Square F ratio

SubgrouPs

Caging

PaneL síze

Interaction

Residual; error

I 1.35

28.72

8. 91

189.36

I .35

1.4.36

4.46

1 .66

0. B1

2

2

8.65

2.68

TL4

Total 119 228 .34

Frnax = 17.30, P< 0.01.

p < 0J05, -kr'< p < 0.01, ** p < 0.001 .

TABLE 4. 1 1 Analysis of variance table

of Spirorbis Pagenstecheri

7 /79-9 /7e.

for effect of caging on recruitment

at Edithburgh. Time Period

Source of Variation df Sum of Squares Mean Square F ratio

Subgroups

Caging

Panel size

Interac tion

Residual; error

1

2

2

2.59

2L.58

7 .99

L434.66

2.59 0.24

10.79 0. 99

4.00 o.37

r32 10. B7

Total r37 1466.82

F-max=5.14,p>0.05

* p < 0.05, :k:k p < 0.01 , *:k:k P < 0.001 .



TABLE 4.L2 Analysis of variance table

recruitment at Edithburgh.

for effect of, caging. on Gal-eoLaria

Time period 9/79-II/79.

Source of Variation df Sum of Squares Mean Square F ratio

Subgroups

Caging

Panel size

Interact ion

Residual; error

1

2

2

7 .6r

35.L2

T7 .89

7.6r 0 .69

I .59

0.Bl

L7.56

B .95

134 1480.6r 11.05

Total 139 154r.23

'F-nax = 9.13, p > 0.05

'È p <0.05, *:'.- p <0.01, ?k** p < 0.001

TABLE 4.13 Analysis of variance table for effect of caging on Spirorttis

convexis at Edithburgh. Time period 5/79-7/79.

source of variation df sum of squares Mean square F ratio

Subgroups

C ag ing

Panel size

Interaction

Residual; error

I

2

2

0 .17

s4 .46

3.04

2r5.66

0.17

27 .23

I.52

1 .89

0.0 9

14. 41 ***

0. B0

TI4

Total 119

F--max = 8.48,

* p.0.05, 'å:k p <

272.33

p > 0.05

0 .01 , rkt'<J< p < 0. 001



TABLE 4.14 Analysis of variance table for effect of caging on total

recruiBnent at Edithburgh. Time period 9/79-ll/79.

Source of Variation df Sum of Squares Mean Square F ratio

SubgrouPs

C aging

Panel size

I

2

2

16.01

75.6L

25.32

16.01

37.81

L2.66

2r.32

0.75

L.77

0.59Interactron

Residual; error r34 2856.3I

Total L39 297 3.25

> 0.05

* p<

'Fmax = 8.61 , P

0.05, 'åt'c p<0.01¡ ;k:k:k p < 0.001 .

TABLE 4.15 Analysis of variance table for effect of caging on recruitment

of Didemnid ascidíans at Edithburgh. Time period 9/79-II/79'

Source of Variation df Sum of Squares Mean Square F ratro

Subgroups

Caging

Panel size

Interaction

Residual; error

1

2

2

2.05 2.05

r.73

1 .51

0.54

3. 83

3.23 ,\

2.82

3.45

3.02

r34 7L .77

Total 139 80.33

F-max=8.71,P>0.05

* p<0.05, *r'Jr p <0.01 , :k:k:k p <0.001 '



TABLE 4.16 Analysis of variance table for effect of caging on recruitment

' of GafeoTaria at' Edithburgh' Time period 5/79-7/79'

Source of Variation df Sum of Squares Mean Square F ratio

SubgrouPs

Caging

Panel síze

Interaction

Residual; error

I

2

2

3.r7

3.22

2.L3

67.85

3.L7

I .61

I .07

0.60

5 .31 'k

2.7r

1 .80

tL4

TotaL 119 76.37

'F-max=7.54,p>0.05

* p <0.05, ** P. 0.Ol , :kt'<rk P <0'001 '

TABLE 4.17 Analysis of variance table for effect of caging on recruitmenE

ofGaTeoTatiaaLEdithburgh.TimeperiodT/79-9/79.

Source of Variation df Sum of Squares Mean Sguare F ratio

Subgroups

Caging

Panel size

Interactron

Residual; error

1

2

2

14.2t

30.64

B .91

1562.r3

14.2I

L5.32

4.46

11 . 83

1 .20

1 .30

0 .38

t32

Total r37 1615 .89

F-rnax = 6.31, p > 0.05

* p <0.05, ** P' 0.01, 'å*'å P< 0'001'



TABLE 4.18 Analysis of variance tabl-e

. recruitment at Edithburgh'

for effect of caging on tolal

Time peri oð, 5 / 79-7 / 79 .

Source of Variation df Sum of Squares ltfean Square F ratio

SubgrouPs

C aging

Panel size

5

1

2

2

65.13

8.53

47.45

9.L6

13.26

B. 53

24.23

4. 5B

3 .05

2. B0

7 .94 rr'<x

1.5Interaction

Residual; error 114 347.2

Total 119 4L2.34

.F-rnax = 9.5, P > 0.05

:k p < 0.05, :k:k p < 0.01 , :k*x P < 0.001 .

TABLE 4.19 Analysis of variance table for effect of caging on total

recruitment ar Edithburgh. Time period 7/79-9/79,

source of Variation df sum of Squares Mean square F ratio

Subgroups

Caging

Panel size

Interaction

Residual; error

5

1

2

2

72.TT

L7 .62

47 .52

6.97

2Bt9 .89

L4.42

17.62

23.76

3.49

2j.36

0.68

0. 82

1.11

0 .17

L32

Total r37 2892.4r

F-rnax=2.89,p>0.05

,k p < 0.05, :k* p < 0.01 , J<:k* P < 0.001 .
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TABLE 4.20 Results of X2 for goodness-of-fit of observed distribution

of limpets on Pinna shells to a Poisson distribution.

Survey numbers correspond to those on Table 4.5

Survey number

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

B

9

10

tl

T2

13

T4

15

T6

t7

x2

3.11

T.B2

0.63

6. 89

4.62

0 .41

0. 54

2.59

1.041

2,BB

4.97

10 . 14'*

5.19

B. 84

6. 01

7. B9'+

0.3 9

d.f I

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

3

4

P

>0.50

>0. 50

>0 .90

>0.10

>0.10

>0.975

>0.90

>0. 50

>0.90

>0. 50

>0.10

0.05>P>0.01

>0. 10

>0.05

tb.to

0.05 > P > 0.01

>a .97 5

1 degrees of freedom varied according to how many classes required

pooling to get sufficiently high expected number for analysis.



TABLE 4.2r Results or x2 test for goodness-of-fit of observed

dístribution or. naJ-iotis cgcrobates to a poisson

distribution. All surveys had df = l.

Survey number x2 P

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

B

9

10

11

L2

13

T4

15

16

L7

0.98 >0.10

0 .26 >0. 50

insufficient degrees of freedom

0. 95 >0.10

3.40 >0.05

0.16 >0.90

I .I2 >0. 10

L.25 >0.10

0.35 >0.50

0.04 >0.50

O. BB

5 .23rt

2.28

0 .05

2.L0

r .57

5.54*

>0.10

0.025>P>0.01

>0.10

>0. 50

>0. 10

>0.10

0.025>P>0.01



TABLE 4.22 Analysis of variance for regressions of autocorrelation

on time. (a) Asteracmaea, (b) aa¿:otis.

Regression is of the form r = a + b T

(a) a 0.64200

b -0.00184

r

r

-.44288

56 .00032
2 0.19614

ANOVA

Source

Regre s s ion

Residual

df SS MS

0.293

0.009

F

I 0.293 32 ,696 r<'k*

L34 1.201

135

'(b ) A=

þ=

0.38147

0.00306

r = - .39457

,2 = 0.15568tb 0006 2

ANOVA

Source

Regre ssion

Residual

df SS ì4S

0. 811

0 .033

F

1 0.811 /\.JlJ **",t

r34 4.430



TABLE 4.23 Analysis of variance table for percent cover of Schizopotelfa

The Èable below shows means and standard deviations of

Percent cover.

ns, non significant, x, p<0.05; *:t, p<0'01; *'**' p<0'001'

Source of Variation df Sum of Squares Mean Square F ratio

Subgroups

Caging

Time

Interaction

Residual; error

15

3

3

9

282

4259.76

286.9r

3493.2

479 .65

24626.32

283.98

95 .64

1164 .4

53.29

B7 .33

3 .25r,t'

1.10 ns

13.33 'k'**

0.67 ns

Total 297

F-nax=10.84,p>0.05

Tirne

Caging treatment to/ls 2/79 L2/7e 6/80

Control x 4.9 7.85 L2.3

7 .9r

T7 .96

t3.62

13.32

8.64

16.35

13.82

12.9

9.54

LL.7

9.42

9 .05

6.83

9 .43

14.55

S.D 5 .42 7 .27

U x 6.L9 7 . 83

S.D. 7 .02 9.42

A x 5 .42 6.98

S.D 5,66 4.42

c x 8.2 8.7

S.D t2.3 7 .67



T^BLE 4.24 Analysis of variance table on Percent cover of Patasmittina'

The second table shows means and standard deviations of

Percent cover.

ns, non significanE; *, p <0'05; **' P <0'01; *r:k:k' p <0'001

source of variation df sum of squares Mean square F ratio

SubgrouPs

Caging

Time

15 3391.67

2t78.73

325.8

887.1 3

46908.06

226.tI

7 26 .24

108.6

98.57

1.6r.2

1.4 ns

3 d. Jl '.t:'<

3 0.61 ns

Interacfron 9 0.61 ns i

Residual; errpr 291

Total 306

F¡nax = '1 r35 p < 0.01 .

fr

Time

tol7} 2/79 12179 6lB0
Caging Treatment

I

I

Control x r0.62

13.94

7.28

L3.37

4. 1B

5.4r

7.77

L5.9

9.68

L3.92

7 .98

13.7,6

6.13

B. 63

11 .18

13 .48

13.86

L5.44

B .36

10.46

6 .85

t0 .9

7 .20

15.16

L2.66

14.11

8.12

15.51

1 .08

2.12

2.4r

6.87

S.D

U x

S.D

A x

s.D

C x

S.D.



ÍABLE 4,25 Results of G-analysis for abundance of. ceLJ-eporaria fusca

in the caging experiment. The G for heterogeneity

and its parËitions are shown. The lower table shows total

percent covers for each Èreatment and time.

Source of variation df G p

<0 .001

<0 .001

<0 .001

<0 .001

Cagíng x Time

Presence x Time

Presence x Caging

PxCxTinteraction

9

3

3

9

115. B

485.2

r43.36

135.63

PxCxTindependence 24 879.99 <0.001

Time

Treatment TO /78

2.g

0 .05

0.2

1.0

2/79

1.6

0.7

0.3

2.0

t2179 6/ B0

6.1

3.9

4.3

10.3

ConËrol 4.4

U

A

c

I

2

2

9

5

4



\

TABLE 4.26 G-analysis for the proportion of Pjnna shells bearing

C. fusca. The lower table shows the percentage of shells

in each treatment which bore C. fusca each time period.

Source of variatron df G P

Caging x Time

Caging x Presence

Presence x Time

PxCxTinteracËion

I

3

3

9

0.92

4.58

18.11

13.73

>0.05

>0.05

<0.001

>0.05

PxCxTindependence 24 37.33 <0.05

Time

Tr eatment ro/78 2/79 L2/79 6/80

Control- 45 33 33

3B

45

38

46

U

A

C

6 11 44

6 I7 35

t3 13 62



TAßLE 4.27 Frequency of occurrence of C. fusca. The table ín 4,26

was partitioned, and resulting G-statisLics are shown.

(a) Caged treatments on1Y.

Source df G P

Caging x Time

Caging x Presence

Presence x'Time

PxCxTinteraction

6

2

3

6

0.27

0.32

13.99

1.19

>0.05

>0.05

<0.005

>0. 05

PxCxTindependence 17 15.78 >0. 05

(b) All caged treatments pooled and compared r¡ith conËrols

Source df G P

Caging x Tirne

Caging x Presence

Presence x Time

PxCxTinteraction

3

1

3

3

0.3 7

3.94

18.11

11.34

>0.05

<0.05

<0:005

<0.01

PxCxTindependence 10 33.76 <0 .005



TABLE 4.28 Analysis of variance table on percent cover of all bryozoans.

The lower table shows means and standard deviations of percent

covers for each treatment and time period.

ns, non signifícant; *, p <0.05; *'*, p <0.01; '*:k'*, p<0.001.

Source of Variation df Sum of Squares Mean Square F ratio

Subgroups

Caging

Time

Interaction

Residual, error

15 18143.73

1 1830

5193.09

rt20.64

1209.58

3943.33

173 I .03

r24.52

50.79

23. B1 :k*'å

77.64 x**

34. 08 tr:k*

2.45 *,!

3

3

9

280 r422L.58

Total 295

Frnax = 15.5, p < 0.01

Time

Caging
Treatmen È

t0/78 2/79 12/ 79 6/80

Control x 25.6

LL.7

L2.59

13.88

B .14

5.9

13.61

16 .68

23.0

2t.4

L5.67

L7.99

10.3

7

19.84

15.2

33.1

18. B

23.25

16.55

19.51

15.44

23.6L

17 .95

36. B

23.6

19.T4

14. 35

15.46

11.11

17 .22

16.67

s.D

U x

s.D

A x

s.D

c x

s.D



TABLE 4.29 G-analysis on total abundance of sponges. The lower table

shows the total percent cover of sponges for each caging

treatment and tíme period.

' Source

Caging x Time

Caging x Presence

Presence x Time

PxCxTinteraction

df G

115.8

143 .5

155 .0

L35.7

P

9

3

3

9

<0.005

<0 .005

<0 .005

<0 .005

PxCxTindependence 24 775.2 <0.005

Time

Cag ing
TreatmenÈ

LO/78 2/7e 12/79 6/B0

Contr o1 6.9

2.3

2.7

0.5

7.9

5.5

4.0

0.6

3.6 3.9

U

A

C

2.4 r.7

7.0 5.6

0.9 o.7



]l.
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TABLE 4.30 Analysis of frequency of occurrence of sponges.

Source df G P

Caging x Time

Caging x Presence

Presence x Time

PxCxTinteraction

9

3

3

9

0.93

7 .L5

1.15

6. 03

>0 .05
i

$
I

i
<0 .05

>0.05

>0 .05

PxCxT independence 24 t5.25 >0 .05



I'
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TÆLE 4.31 Analysis of tunicate abundance. The lor¿er table shows the

total percent cover of colonial tunicates for each treatment

and time period.

li

Source df G P

Caging x Time 9

Caging x Presence 3

Presence x Time 3

PxCxTinEeraction 9

115 . 9B

610 .38

237 .62

629.34

<0.005

<0.005

<0.005

<0.005

I

j

PxCxTindependenee24 1593.32 <0.005

Time

L

1,

Caging
Treatment

LOITB 2/79 12/ 79 61 80

Control 2

3

0

I 2.3 0

3.7

4.5

4.6

0

U

A

c

7 4.0 9.5

0 7.0

6.7 5.4 14.7



tì

TABLE 4,32 Percentage of. Pinna she1ls bearing tunicates in four caging

treatments at four times. The G-analysis to compare caged

and uncaged Èreatments is also shown.

Time

Caging
Treatment

TO/78 2 /7e L2/ 79 6/Bo

Control 0 3.9 0

t4.3

L3.6

4.8

0

U

A

c

12.5 11.1 38 .9

0

6

0

6

23.5

7 7 30 .8

G-analysis

Source
Idf G P

Time x Caging

Presence x Time

Presence x Caging

PxCxTinteraction

3

3

1

3

r.657

Lr .7 42

22.30L

11 . 607

>0 .05

<0 .01

<0 .005

<0 .01

PxCxTindependence 10 46.307 <0 .005



TABLE 4.33 Twcrway ANOVA on total percent covers. The lower table

shows means and standard deviations of total percent cover

for each treatmenÈ combinaËion.

ns, non signif icant; *, p <0.05; f<:k, p <0.01 ' tr*?k, p <0.001

Source of Variation df Sum of Squares Mean Square F ratio

Sub groups

Caging

Time

Interaction

Residual; error

15 20669.73

5963.42

11 148 . 02

3558.29

60440. 98

1377 .98

1987.81

3716.01

395.37

208.42

6.61 ir*

9 .5 4 *-**

17 . 83 **-*

0.90 ns

3

3

9

290

Total 305

F-nax = 7.73, p > 0.05

Time

Caging
Treatments L0/78 2/79 12/79 6/80

Controls x 39 .47

19 .98

19.9

17.4

L2.O

L0 .67

22.5

27 .86

34.08 35.24

20. 05

31.9

16.66

27 .3

24.39

30.2

23.44

39 .7

25.54

33.8

23.96

30 .3

29.43

38.5

29.67

S.D. 15.8

U 25.7

S. D. 20.79

A x 12.5

S.D 12. 81

c x 29.0

S.D 22.r



TABLE 4.34 Frequencies of fusions and interfaces betv¡een colonies of

SchizoporelTa schizostoma, par,asmittina raigii,

CeTTeporaria fusca, or 87.

Species Fusions Interfaces

SchizoporeTTa

Parasmittina

CeIJeçnraria

B7

32 4

5

B

1

l-t+

0

3

G for independence = 26.46, df = 3, p < 0.005
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Figure 4.1' PIan of l{ortherrr half of study gridr showing loeation
of caging experiment and. pred.ator monitoring.
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Figure 4.2 Variaj.ion in mealr (t S.D.) numbe:: of limpets per
Pinna shell_ during predator monitoring.
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Figure d.{ '\IariatÍon in mean 11 s.l.)
Pinna shell during 'Lhe pred.ator monitorirrg.
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Figure 4.5 Decline of r.. wí
Ilaliotis. tror details 

"t "tr{åt-,

th time for As.telaqmae.a and.

see text, page 120ff.
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Figure 4.7 Contacb rnatrix for crrnpetitir.e i¡rteractions

on Pinra sLrells for tt¡cse species pairs v¡here tle nrrrber of

cbservati-ons exoeeded five. rn eacLr æ11, tlre nr¡rber on the left
is the nr¡nber of wi¡rs to the 'rcn¡/rr species, the nurùcer cn ttre right

is the nurber of wins to the "côIurrì" s¡:ecies, and, where p:esent,

the nr¡rber i¡r the lo,ver cerrtral ¡:osition is the nurber of ties.

Ärrs¿s j-ndicate the direction of dcrni¡ance, and an asterisk

denotes corpetitir,e equivalence.

Key to s¡:ecies slzmbols:

S Scùrizopor"ella scfiizostoma

Pa Paras¡nitti¡ra raigii
Cf Celleporaria fusca

87 bryozoan s¡=cies 87

SP35 sponge species SP35

Dp Didom-n:rn patu}-rn

T9 Didenn:rm sp.A

G Galeolaria str4).

Sp Spirorbis spp.
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Figure 4.8 Píer piling oontact matrix of competitive ÍnteractÍons
for specíes pairs nhere the number of observatíons ) 6. In each ceLl,
the l"eft-hand. number is the number of w'ins to the rrcolurnlrt species,
the right-hancl number is the trins to the ttrolürr species. Arrows poínt
ín tho d.irection of the dominan¡t of each specíes pairl a^nd. asterisks
ind.ioate oompetitive ecluivalences.

.';Fbi.:further explanation, see eppendix 2, Fíg.6.
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.. Figrure 4.9. Fluctuations in S with time on Pinna shells

¡nicates at some stage of the "*p"ti*ã- A closed':.; which bore tunicates at some stage of the ex,

. triangle denotes a point at which a tunicate recruited; an

'. open triangle a point at which a tunicate died.

I

,1,





Figure 4.10. Fluctuations in s wíth time on Pinna shells

which bore sponges at some stage of the experiment. closed

tríangles denote a point at whích a sponge recruíted; open

Èriangles points aÈ whích a sponge díed. Note that on one

shell, the death of a sponge ldas followed by the recruítment

of a Èunicate colony (denoted by "T" on the figure).
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Figure 4-'11 Ðesign of cages used. in caging experirnent. Al1
d.imensions are ín centinetresn
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Figure 4.L2 l{umber of fis} seen aLong a tranÊect through the
Ed.ithburgh stud.¡r grid. rluring IgTg-BO.

A - SqbaLio4th{s mosa,icus (c) and. Brachaluteres
jacksonianus (o)

3 - Sarequula melbournensis
C - l[eqod.ax sp.
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Figure 4.13
arê meanu t ".".,

Change in bryozoarr abund.a¡rce with time. Points
In aLl cases¡ Êt.clrs we]le app:roximateLy equaL to

meâng.

o - unOaged. Pir.r-::.a

o - Uniophora includ.ed

r - gastropod.s included.

¡- aL1 predatore excluded.
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Fígure 4.L4 Percentage of oaged. (r) and uncaged. (o) Pjn.na shelLs
on which the fLuotuations in S have a ariticaL w l-ess 'Lhan or erlual
to a given ?r, plotted. against w.
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Figure 4.1-5 Non-hÍerarchicaL overgrowth patterrrs.,Amows
ind.Ícate the d.írection of domÍnance, haLf-amows indicate competitive
equivalences. SPL is ApLysiLl.? rosea, SP20 l'lycaLe, Sp3o CleL,la, ancl

sP4B an unid.entified. sponge specÍ-es. t9 ís Di4eronum sp..a¡ TLB is a
d.idemnid species.
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Figure 4,16 sampres of fluctuations ín s for sÍx r:ncaged.
Pínnjlr spa.:rning.a raage of criticaL rv vaLues. Tbe value shotm
on each graph is the value of the oritícaL w.
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5, AN ALTERNATIVE MODEL FOR PATCH DYNAMICS AND A TEST OF IT

5 ]. INTRODUCTION

The epifaunal assemblages on Pinna shells can be relatively

easily understood. Pinna shells are not the only pieces of available

substratum at Edithburgh, however. Hard subst.rata range in size from

large rock walls and overhangs tens or even hundreds of square metres in

area down Ëo small rocks and mollusc shells a few square centimetres in

atea. Any theory which purPorts to explain the nature of species

assemblages in parchy environmenLs musr consider å range of patch sizes,

since most patchy environments have ranges of patch sizes of at least two

orders of rnagnítude (see Connor and McCoy 1979 for examples). The

numbers of species will differ between patches of different sizes

(chapter 1) and hence there will be differences in the frequency of

encounters with other species. There is the possibility rhat biologically

derived selective pressures may vary between patch sizes, so that changes

in the behaviour of individual species may occur in evolutionary time.

It is thus possible that larval behaviour, growth form, etc.' may vary

with patch size

In conducting experiments on ecological time scales, we are

only able to observe the end result of such evolutionary changes'

Nevertheless, the selective pressures may still be operating, and it is

possíble that the events on a series of patches of a given size can only

be understood ful1y by investigating the events on a wide range of

patch sizes.

There is evidence that in some marine epifaunal cornrnunities the

assemblage of species on a series of patches differs with patch size'

Jackson (Lg77b) suggested that 'in a cryptic coral reef community, conrnunity

structure varied with the size of coral hea<Is to which the epifauna \'/ere

attached. Kay and Keough (1981, see Appendix 2) reported marked

I
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differences in the abundance of broad groups of sessile fauna. On

pier pilings, sponges and tunicates are abundant, whereas Pinna shells

bear what is mainly a. bryozoan/serpulid assemblage (see Figure 5.1).

Jackson (og77b) suggesred that on sma1l substrata, the number

of species is reduced, and so for a poor interference competitor,.the

probability of deleterious competitive interactions is reduced. Poor

competitors could then monopolize a small substratum and prevent further

invasion. He also suggested thaË the number of panels colonized by a

given species increased with panel size, except for one species, the

ascidian DipTosoma macdonaldi. There hrere no counts of the number of

settling larvae, and it was thus impossible to know whether the

difference" r""Llted from aggregative setÈlement, low seËtlement rate,

different settlement behaviour, or differential mortality of juveniles.

Jacksonrs data, however, showed Ëhat sma1l isolated patches had

higher initial percent cover than 1arge, and this difference persisted,,

although to a lesser degree. If this is the case, a poor competitor

would survive better by settling on a large substratum, since more free

space is available. Data were only given for sponges and serpulids but.

sponges v¡ere most abundant on small to medium-sized patches. Sponges

are superior compeËitors to serpulids, and so again, panels which have

ahi rofs e like sponge

þJ$"tu 
*Õ'i.''cs be rather poor as (\

" {rt9 Ür;}L)

ii"iFü*" ,
re s c r iri on :rre" I!

's sible explanation
V+yJAt
for fltris P

abundance can be found by considering within-patch patlerns

se t t1 emen t I

\
On a sma11 patch, irrespective of where a larva of a colonial

\

species seÉtles, it \,¡i11 grow and occupy the patch quickly. 0n large

substrata, larvae may settle gregariously (Chapter 3) so that 'baret

patches are present on the substratum. These

some time, so tlrat percent cover will be lower.

.6.

will remain oPen for
\rJ

T
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Kay and Keough (1981) suggested that at Edithburgh the good

competitors do not récruit in large numbers (see also Chapter 3), so

that on Pinna, the probability of a shell being colonized by, for

example, a tunicate, is about 0.01 yr-l. !ühen a patch is colonized by

a good competiÈor, it will exclude most other species. Poor

compêtitors generally produce more larvae and so the probability of

their colonizing a Pinna shell is high. We would thus expect a series

of small substrata to be occupied mainly by bryozoans, with occasional

patches dominated by tunicates or sponges. Larger substrata have an

increased chance of being colonized by a good competitor, say ^'0.7-1.0
-1yr', so that most large patches will be dominated by good competitors.

The differences between the fauna of pier pilings and Pinna

r{rere consistenÈ with this model, buE differences in substratum type,

light intensiLy, etc. made this a non-critical test of the model. The

original model was not well defined, and only considered patches of the

"habitat island" type. Clearly, patches will have varying degrees of

isolation, and a model can be developed which incorporates patch isolation

as well as patch size. In the following account, t\47o tyPes of patch

will be considered; isolated patches, and ttrose which are cleared in the

sessile fauna. The model v¡ill be generalized to consider a continuum

of patch sizes and isolations

As mentioned in previous chapters, huge variations in species

composition of individual patches make models make predictions

abouË individual species difficulf to apply. I intend to consider the

abundance of higher taxa but it should be borne in mind that the identities

of the individual species within any patch remain highly variable

Consider the competitive and colonizing abilities of the major

groups (table 5.1). Consider also four types of patch:
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(1) snalL and isolated

Q) large and isolaËed

(3) smal1, non-isolated patches (i.e. interconnected)

(4) large, non-isolated patches (i.e. inEerconnected)

The informacion in Table 5.1 can be used to make predictions

about the evenÈs within individual patches of each of the above types.

predictions can similarly be made about the mean abundanee (i.e. percent

cover) of each of the major taxa over all patches of a given tyPe, and

qualitative statemenLs can be made about the expected variances of these

abundances.

Sma 11 , isolated patches

High probability of colonization by poor competitors (bryozoans

and serpulids). Low probability of colonization by good competitors

(sponges and tunicates).

Most patches of this type will be occupied by poor competitors,

r¿ith a few occupied by good competiËors, which have excluded the poor

competitors. Between-patch variance will be relatively low. A more

detailed treatment of beËween-patch variance is given in the methods

section of this "tltptu)

Lar e is olated tches

High probability of colonization by poor competitors' Also

high probability of colonizatíon by good competitors, since with larger

area, the probability of encounter by a larva increases on passive

sampling grounds (i.e. assuming no habitat selection) alone. All or

almost all patches will be colonized. by poor competitors, which will

persist for some time. Most patches will also be colonized by good

competitors, which will subsequently exclude the poor competitors. In

time, most patches will be dominat-cc1 by good competitors, and between-

patch variance will be relatively }ow. Disturbance may overlay this
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process, delaying the removal of poor competitors, and increasing

between-patch variabilitY.

Smal 1 non-is olated atches

High probability of colonizatíon by poor competitors.

Invasion by adjacent adults is now allowed, so that there is a high

probability of invasion by good competitors. In most patches, no

colonists survive, so that poor competitors are quickly excluded and

the patches are dominated by good competitors. Between-'patch variance

will be low.

Large, non-isolated atches

High probability of colonizarion by all groups. Invasion by

good competitors is largely from Ëhe edge of the patch, and so some time

is necessary for the patch to become completely occupied. Kay and

Keough (1981) have shown that smal1 non-isolated patches are occupied

more quickly than are large. Poor competitors will persist for longer

before being excluded. Again, with large patch size, u.r".rt" become

more predictable, and so beLween-patch variance will be relatively low.

The above model deals only with extremes of patch types, and

of course a continuum is more realistic. Patches will be isolated from

each other by backgrounds which vary greatly in the ease of crossing.

Similar arguments may be applied to any patch size. Using the above

reasoning, it is possible to make predictions about Ehe abundance of

different groups of epifauna as a function of patch size (figure 5.2).

Variances would be expected to be highest at intermediate

patch sizes. The abundances of poor competitors will be influenced

strongly by the abundance of good competitors, and so variances in

abundance of poor competitors will be maximal when the between-patch

variance of good competitors is highest. For isolated patches, this

will be when patch size is intermediate, i... as the probability of
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colonization by good competitors reaches 0.5. More details are given

in the methods section.

For non-isolated patches, variances should also be maximized aE

intermediate patch sizes. The rate of patch occupation varies with the

identities of adjacen! species (Kay and Keough f9B1); thus with

increasing patch size, more species can abut the patch and so we would

expect their grovrth rates to traverage out" so that Ëhe amount of a large

patch occupied in this way should become more predictable. Small patches

are occupied relatively quickly, no matter which species abuts. At

interrnediate patch sizes, pateh occupation rates should vary considerably,

as few species abut each patch, and the rat.es of occupation should depend

on the growth iate of these few species. Growth raLes vary considerably

between species (Kay 1980) and so we expect considerable between-patch

variation in the abundance of good competitors, and the abundance of poor

competiÈors should be negatively correlated in an individual patch.

Thus the between-patch variance can also be plotted as a function of patch

size (figure 5.2). This has some importance with respect to the design and

analysis of experimenEs.

An experiment to test these predictions was conducted using

jarrah blocks and cleared patches on the pilings of the pier at Edithburgh.

The predictions about events withín patches a1low us. to make

predictions about the distribution of abundances over a range of patch

types and sizes. This can be done separately for each major taxon.

Bryozoans

Should be more abundant on smal1 isolated patches than 1arge.

Should be more abundant on isolated patches than non-isolated.

l{il1 be more abundant on large non-isolated patches than small

I

2

3
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SDonges
L_

1 l,Jil1 be more abundant on non-isolated patches than isolated.

I^1i11 be more abundant on large isolated pat.ches than small.

There should be no strong trend with patch size for non-

patches.

2

3

isol ated

Tuni'cates

Same three predictions as for sponges

Serpu lids

Same as for Bryozoa; Live and dead individuals are difficult to

distinguish, and so they will not be considered further.

The iulf of St Vincent has been presenË for about 5000 yr

(Cook et aJ.. Ig77), and the family Pinnidae is an old family (Stanley,

Lg77). There have thus been small isolated substrata and large

substrata (rocky reefs) available for settlement and growth by sessile

organisms in this region for at least 5000 years, possibly longer.

This would appear Lo be sufficient time for species to evolve habitat

selecËing behaviour as larvae whieh al1ows them to settle preferentially

on substrata of different types. Jackson (t977U) mentioned the

possibility of such habitat selection, but presented no data. An

examination of settlement paLterns would seem v/arranted, since the

presence of habitat selection would suggest that small substrata are

importanË 'for the persistence over long periods of species which are

poor competitors.

Logistic problems prevented me from using large Pinna she11

patches, and so I decided to test the hypotheses in the introduction on

the pilings usittg jarrah blocks.
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5.2 EXPE RIMENTAL DESIGN

The patch size model makes predictions about the between-patch

variances of the 'percent covers of different kinds of species. I had

to a prio_rj knowledge of the patch síze at which variances could decrease

(see Figure 5.2), and so with trnto or three patch sizes, there was the

possibil.itythatanexperimentaldesignincorporatinganalysisof

variance on the data could not be significant since variances might be

l.arge relative to dif ferences in mean cover'

To illustrate the problem, consider Èhe following:

Let p = probability of colonization by a tunicate'

Consider n paÈches of each síze' Let n = 100'

If a tunicate colonizes, it wil1 monopolize the substratum

i.e.100%cover.Allotherpatcheshave0coveroftunicate.

The mean abundance of Èunicates on patches of a given size is

then;

(n.(o).0 + E (t).100)' / 1oo, wherext

isE(o)

n(t)

the expected number of patches not colonized by tunicates ' and

the number colonized by tunicates '

= ( n( 1-p) .0 + np. 100 ) / 100

=np

Similarly, variance is calculated by

vr = ;1r (s(o) .02 * r(t).1002) - (,'p2) '"

1 2 32
np. 100 n p

(p) (1-p)

This is simply using E(t) = np, and not considering VE, which

is of the form 100p(1-p). The latter is superimposed on the variance

of percent cover, and the following is applicable to both components'

99

r06
99-
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A function of Lhe form f(p) = cp(l-p) is increasing up til1

p = 0.5, then decreasing from p = 0.5 to p = 1, since df./ðp = c(1-2p).

Thus; the mean abundance of tunicates, for example, will

increase with patch size, since p should increase with patch size.

Variance will also increase wich- patch size until a patch becomes

sufficiently large to have p(T) greaËer than 0.5. p will not

necessarily be a linear function of patch síze, so that it is difficult

to predicÈ by extrapolation the patch size at which p reaches 0.5.

More imporEantly, Ëhe relation between patch size and abundance of

tunicates, üây be non-liûê.êr, so that a graph of the form shown in

Figure 5.2 may 
.be 

obtained. In such a situaËion, the predicted

increase in V- may produce a violation of an ANOVA assumptíon
I

(homoscedacity), or at least. make rejection of a null hypothesis of no

difference in tunicate abundance less 1ikely.

I decided Lo use a hybrid experimental design. There $rere

only Ëwo extreme patch types, namely completely isolated and completely

surrounded by other animals, and so analysis of variance v¡as appropriate

for testing for differences in abundance between isolated and non-

isolated patches. As has been shown, the variance of the abundance of

a particular taxon on a particular size of patch is not independenÈ of

patch size. The hypotheses mentioned earlier ,lead to predictions about

changes in mean abundances. I therefore used a range of patch sizes,

with the knowledge that between-patch, within-size variances would

probably preclude analysis of variance.

The hypotheses about differences between patch types were

tested by ANOVA, and I included patch sizes so that the analysis was a

two-factor ANOVA (patch type by patch síze). If significant effects

due to patch size were found, the analysis was terminated, since the

differences between patch sizes were then of sufficient magnitude to

overcome the bias in the data Eowards retention of a nu1l hypothesis of
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no difference between patch sizes. If the hypothesis involved differences

in mean abundance with patch síze, but, no significant treatment effect \,/as

found in the ANOVA, I reanalysed the data, because of this a priori bÍäs.

I Ëhen calculated a regression of mean abundance of the taxon in question

on patch size as the independent variable. This was done separately for

each paËch type, and the slope oì an" regressions tested against a nu1l

hypothesis of no difference between Èhe observed slope and ?,ero.

5.2.I Experimental Methods

On the 13th and 14th of l,l,ay, L979, eighty patches hlere created

on the pilings of the pier. Forty \^/ere rectangular blocks, constructed

of B cm wide by 2 crn thick jarrah (nucalgptus marginata) floorboard.

i,Ihere necessary, sections were joined using the tongue and groove of the

wood. The use of floorboards ensured a. close-fitting seam on large panels.

The panel dimensions are shornrn on Table 5'.2. Seven patch sizes were used;

t7
25 cm-, 45,90, Lzo, lB0, 625 and 2500 cm2. As detailed previously, a

range of panel sizes was needed, but the exact areas of these panels were

determined by previous v¡ork. The 45, 90, and 180 "*2 p"n.ls l¡lere chosen

Èo correspond to Ëhe recruitment panels used in Chapter 3. The other

sizes correspond to the areas of cleared patches in previous experiments

on the píling fauna (Kay 1980; Kay and Keough 1981). Replicate numbers

are shown on Table 5.1. The low replicate nrrnbers for Ëhe larger panel

sizes were due to logistic limitations; large panels require correspondingly

large time periods for censusing

All- patehes h/ere under the eastern quarter of the pier'

Only piling columns 3 and 4 were used, ând piling ror{s 3 to 11 (Figure

,.r]. This ensured that all píling surfaces \¡¡ere shaded equally by

the pier above. All patches were placed in a zane from 0.5 to 2.5

metres from the seafloor, and r¡/ere on faces of the pilings which faced

inwards from the centre of the pier. The pilings \^tere numbered, and

the two metre wide zone on each piling divided into four quadraÈs'
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Random number tables r¿ere used to allocate patches to piling areas.

Each patch on the piling Ëo be cleared was marked at the corners with

galvanised nails. A knife was used Lo cut an outline cjf the patch, and

Ëhe sessile organisms vrere removed with a paint scraper, after which the

area v/as scrubbed clean with a stiff brush. These were designated "non-

isolated Patches"

The isolated patches \^¡ere positioned close to the non*

isolated paËches. The isolated pafch was put 45 cm away from the non-

isolated paËch on one of four random directions; uP, down, 1eft, right.

The distance of 45 cm ensured that the isolaËed parch would not affect

the gro\^Ith of organisms surrounding the non-isolated patch. Isolated

patches v¡ere attached by 10 cm galvanised nails, with a 4 cm thick

wooden block on the back of the panel t.o prevent colonies attached to

the pilings from growing along the back of the panel and hence onto the

surface of rhe panel.

The experiment was visited at approximately monthly ir-rtervals.

For each visit unËil December lg7g, the number of colonists was recorded

for both isolated and non-isolated patches. Colonists could be

identified to specific level, with the exception of the two bryozoans

Schizoporef 7a shizostoma and I,Íembranipora perfragiTis, both of r'¡hich form

small, circular orange colonies. For non-isolated patches, the percent

cover for those species which had occupied the patch by vegetative

extension of colonies r¡as estimated by dividing the patch into smaller

guadrats and estimating the cover in each quadrat.

At four times after cortrnencement of the experiment, panels

were photographed from a distance of 0.5 metres using the photographic

technique detailed in Chapter 2. The camera quadrat.completely enclosed

all but t]ne 625 and 2500 cm2 patches. These were divided into smaller

areas, rvhich were photographed in the same \^¡ay. I^lhen the slides were

traced, a large composite tracing $/as made for the large patches. This
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had the advantage of keeping sampling efficiency constant.

Slides vrere traced onto white paper, and percent covers

determined by planimeter. The exception to this was the colonial

tunicate PodocfaveTTa cglind.rica, which has a bushy, upright growth

form with a sma1l area of attachmenL. Area of attachment has been

measured

1981 ) .

directly in the field to be 0.5 cm2 per colony (Kay and Keough

Percent cover of tunicates, sponges, bryozoans, as well as

species number, I¡rere analysed by analysis of variance. The

experimental desigrr \^/as a two-way factorial with unequal but proportional

subcl-ass sizes. Some isolated patches htere covered with a canopy of

PodocT.ave¿ta which obscured the fauna on the panels. Two isolated

panels \^/ere overgrovln by February 1980, so that up to six panels \^tere

rnissing. Maintenance of a balanced experimental design required

removal of the eorresponding non-isolated patch from the analysis. In

view of previously reportecl between-paËch variation on Ëhe pilings (fay

and Keough 19Bl ), I decided thar Ëo do this would have reduced replicaËe

numbers too much, and the resulting loss of power in the analyse.s would

have been greater than if I considered all isolated and non-isolated

patched as replicates, rather than paired patches . I then used a t\to-

way ANOVA with unequal subelass sizes (Nie et al. L975) to test for

differences in species number and the abundances of sponges, tunicates

and bryozoâns. This analysis was done for each occasion when the

patches \Á/ere censussed photographically, i.e. at 105, 165 , 2Bg and 394

days af ter the experiment \^Ias cormnenced.

Percent covers \^/ere transformed to angles (Sokal and Rohlf

1969, p.386 ), and homogeneity of variances deLermined by the F-max

test (Sokal and Rohlf 1969).
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In some cases, least squares regressions of mean Percent

cover against patch size were ôa1cu1ated, and the slopes of the

regressions tested againsÈ a variety of nu11 hypotheses. These are

detailed v¡here relevant in the text. St.andard notation is used

throughout: the regression equation is'

y = a * b.*t sO is the standard error of the regression

coefficient, and t is the value of the t-statistic for the test of the

1

nuL1 hypothesis ß = ßi, where ß is the true regression coefficient, of

which b is the estimate, and ßlis the hypothesized slope against which

the observed slope is ro be compared.

5.2.3 Accuracy of estimat.ion of percent covers

In October L979, paËches $/ere censussed both by eye, and also

photographically, in order to assess the accuracy of the field

estimations. Field-estimated Percent covers were treated as the

dependent variable, and least-squares regression used with planimeter-

determíned values as the independent variable. Model I regression

(Sot<aL and Rohlf 1969) was done, since planimeter values are the

standard againsL which other methods of esËimating percent cover are

usually compared. The fitted regression rnTas

y (field est) = 1.0015 x (planimeter) - 0.9636

(Figure 5.4), 12 = 0.94, n = 43.

The analysis of variance for the regression is shown on

Table 5.3. The field-estimated covers could thus be used as reliable

estimates for the true percent cover.

5.3 RESULTS

5.3.1 Species number (S)

Patch size significantly af.tected species number at all four

times (table 5.4). More species were present on large patches than

small at all limes (Figure 5.5). For isolated patches, there \{ere more
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large patches than sma1l (Figures 5.6-5.9). In non-
sPe c1e s

i s o1 ated

colonis ing

patches, the higher S r¡as also because the perimeter of a

patch increased r¿ith its area, and so more species were adjacent to

Large Patches.

Patch type accounÈed for a significant amount of variaLion

in species number at 105 and 165 days. Isolated patches had fewer

species than non-isolated patches at both of these times (Figures 5.6-

5.9). By 289 days, speðies number was not heterogeneous between

patch types. In isolated paËches, species number r¿as low initially,

remained low during wint.er, and rose as more colonists became avaí1ab1e

during spring. It remained steady in most patches after February 1980

(Figures 5.6-5.9). This was because total cover was high in most

patches. The occupants of each patch were able to resist further

invasion (see Kay 1980). This equilibration of species number was

thus due to a lowering of the immigration rate, rather than a balancing

of immigration and extinction rates. Extinction rate was zero in

many patches, since most occupanÈs were bryozoans, which are frequently

unable to overgroweach other (Chapter 4).

Species number had begun to fa1l off in all replicates of the

two largest sizes of patch. This v¡as the result of colonization by

good competitors (Cre||a, BotrgTToides, and Didemnum sp. A), which

proceeded to overgro\^r many other species. The daËa presented here

are sufficient to show only a decrease in S for large patches. Data

r¡ere collected for a further six months, and will be presented elsewhere

They show that species number declined further on the large isolated

patches. Species number also declined on two of the 180 cm2 patches,

and although it did not produce a significant result in the ANOVA after

394 days, the variance of species number is increased'

In non-isolaÈed patches, species number was high initially as

a variety of species invaded patches by vegetative extension of colonies
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(see Kay and Keough 1981). No colonisation occurred in the four

smallest patch sizes, but S was bolstered by colonization in the

Larger patches. As the patches became occupied, colonists hrere

overgrown, as r^7ere any poor competitors, and in many patches,

especially small ones, only a single species was left.

S thus rose steadily in isolated patches, and rose initially,

but fell subsequently in non-isolated patches. If the large non-

isolated .patches do allow bryozoans to survive for longer than in small

non-isolated paËches, it rvould be expected that the point at which S

for non-isolated paLches fe11 below S for isolated patches would occur

later with increasing patch size, since declines in S are mainly due to

the exclusion of colonising bryozoans.

The crossover point (days from commencement) was calculated,

for each patch size from curves of mean species number against time for

a given paËch síze, Linear interpolation was used to estimate the

crossover. ,l^lith the exception of the 2 5 .^2 panels, the time until

crossover increased with patch size (table 5.5).

5.3.2 Abundances of individual taxa

Hypothesis I Bryozoans should be more abundant on sma11 isolaÈed patches

than 1arge.

As mentioned earlier, an increased within-sub-group variance

is also expected, and this is likely to obscure any trend in bryozoan

abundance. I therefore calculated a regression of mean bryozoan

abundance (percent cover) on patch size. The regression statistics

are shown on Table 5.8. Regression coefficients hrere usually positive,

but after 394 days, the regression coefficient decrea.sed, although it

was still positive. The experiment commenced at a time when recruitment

rates for most species were very low. For an individual small patch;

the probability of a bryo zoarL recruiting is so low that most patches

L
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received no recruits. Large patches sample a greater volume of water,

so that even with fev¡ larvae available, the large panels receive a few

recruiÈs, and these grow quickly, so that the abundance of bryozoans is

inirially higher on large Panels

Percent cover was low for at least 165 days, (Figure 5.2Ð.

Sponges and tunicates do not settle until September or October at

Edithburgh (Chapter 3; Kay 1980), and they qrere not recorded on the

panels until 165 days after coÍmencement. I'Iany colonists did not

survive, and it was not until 289 days that colonies of sponges and

tunicates reached five percent cover. AË 390 days, there \^¡as a marked

decline in bryozoan abundance. The further census showed that bryozoan

cover declined rapidly in the large patches due to overgro\¡¡th by sponges

and tunicates (Figures5.13-5.16), although these latter dates will not

be analysed in any further detail.

Hypothesis 2 Bryozoans will be more abundant on isolated patches

than non-isolated.

Bryozoan cover did not differ significantly between

types, nor vary with patch size after 105 days (table 5.6).

occurred because patches l¡/ere created in winter, so that few

in the \^/ater, and most patches received no inrnigrants. At

the patch

This

larvae were

the three

between

is o 1 ated

sizes at

censuses after that, there I¡ras a highly significant dif ference

patch types (table S.6); bryozoans were much more abundant on

patches (Figures 5.10-5 .L2).

There \^ras a significant heterogeneity between patch

165 days, but Ehere was no obvious pattern Ëo these differences (Figure

5.r0).
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llvpothesis 3 Bryozoans will be more abundant on large non-isolated

patches than sma11.

Bryozoan covers \4/ere generally low in non-isolated paEches, and

so it was possible that any effect due to pàËch size could be swamped by

the differences between patch types. I therefore analysed only the

data from non-isolated patches, using one-\^Iay ANOVA with unequal

replication (Sokal and Rohlf 1969). Results are shown on Table 5.6.

There üras no heterogeneity between patch sizes after 105 days or 289 or

394 days. There was heterogeneity afËer 165 days, but the distribution

of percent covers showed no clear trend.

Percent, cover of bryozoans r^ras consistently low in the 180 cm

non-isolated patches. This was due to "position effects" (Kay and

2

Keough 198 1), since trso of these patches r¡/ere surrounded by BotrgTfoides

Teachii, which quickly occupied these paÈches, preventing other animals

from settling. The large patch also showed consistently low bryozoan

abundance, possibly due to lack of replícation.

Although at some times there are trends towards high abundance

of bryozoans in larger non-isolated patches, the variation within a

given patch size is such that the nu1l hypothesis of no difference

cannot be rejected.

Kay (1980) and Kay and Keough (1981) have suggested that

bryozoans survive for longer with increasing síze of patch in patches

cleared on the pilings at Edithburgh. Here, too, between-patch

variation was high, and no trend is evident (Kay and Keough 1981,

Appendix 2 ) .

Sponges

thesis 1 I^Iil1 be more abundant on non-isolated patches Ëhan

isolated

The results of the analysis of variance for each time period
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he Èerogeneity

no effect due

in non-isolated

abundance of

ltþ
are shown on Table 5.9. At all times, there \,üas strong

in sponge abundance belween patch types (p . 0.00f), but

to patch size. Sponges r^/ere consistently more abundant

paËches (Figures 5.L7, 5.18). In most treatments, mean

sponges rose steadily until it reached : B0 percent.

Hypothesis 2 Sponges will be more abundant on large isolated patches

than sma11.

Only two isolated patches were colonised by sponges, and so no

analysis could be performed. The two patches which v¡ere colonised were

t
625 cm- paLches, however

Hypothesis 3 There will be no strong trend with patch size for non-

isolaÈed patches.

The regression coefficients for the regressions of mean

abundance on patch size did not differ significantly from zero at any

time. Full regression sÈatistics are shown on Table 5.14. The

hypothesis is thus reÈained.

Tunicates

Hypothesis 1 hli11 be more abundant on non-isolared patches than

isolated.

Only four isolated patches bore encrusting colonial tunicates

after 394 days. There is thus 1ittle point in comparing between patch

types, since these tunicates v/ere cortrnon in non-isolated patches

(tr'igure 5.26). The hypothesis is therefore retained.
ti
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Hypotheses 2 and 3 Tunicat.es should be more abundant in large isol ated

trend inpatches than small, but there should be no strong

non-isolated patches.

Percent cover of tunicates had very high variances even after

arcsine transformation had been performed on the percent covers. The

Kruskal-i{a11is non-parametric analysis of variance was performed

separaLely for each paËch type. Tunicates \dere only abundant from

February 1980 onwards (see Chapters 3,4), and so these analyses were

only performed on the data after 289 and 390 days. Results are shown

on Table 5.10. The distribution of tunicate covers with patch size

after 390 days is shown on Figure 5.19. Least squares regression v¡as

performed using untransformed percent covers as before, and the

regression coefficients tested by a one-tailed t-test (Ho ß = O vs

Hf B > 0). The isolated patches showed a significant increase with

paËch size (b = 0.0099, t = 4.7082, p < 0.01), while the non-isolated

patches showed no Lrend (b = -0.0035,t-0.4069, p > 0.5).

After a further 101 days, the trend ü/as more marked in

isolated patches. On the smaller patches, the tunicates quickly grew

and occupied 100% of any patch in which they became established. The

total amount of space which they could occupy in, for example, the 90
,,

cm'patches, \^/as limited by the number of patches colonised. This was

generally fairly smal1, with the result that tunicate 
"o.r.. 

quickly

became asymptotic in sma11 patches. In later patches, cover continued

to increase, since more patches of a given size v¡ere colonisred. At

465 days, for example, the regression slope was 0,0215 ll'-7,23, p<0,0 01 ).

The hypotheses are thus retained.

Sorne hypotheses could not be tested due to the rarity of the

events concerned. An example is the pattern of sponge abundance on

isolated paÈches. However, the model makes predictions about Lhe

abundances of groups of species which are good competitors, but poor

lu

i
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recruiters ' and therefore a similar analysis was performed after pooling

the abundances of sponges and Ëunicates. The following species were

pooled: sponge s, l4gc.are sp. , creJJa sp . , ApJgsiJ-l-a rosea, A. sulphurea,

Tendania sp. A, SP 5, and SP 55, and CaTlgspongia sp.; Tuni.cates,

BotrgTToìdes Leachii, Ðìdemnum sp. A, and didemnid sp. B (T 1S).

Pooled good competitors

Three hypotheses are erected as for sponges and tunicaËes.

Hypothesis 1 !1i11 be more abundant on non-isolated than isolated paËches.

Two-way ANOVA on

differences between patch

sizes. This was true for

arcsine transformed data showed strong

no heterogeneity between patch

(ta¡1e 5.11). The abundance of

these species was always greater on non-isolated patches (Figures 5,20,

5,2I). Hypothesis retained.

Hypotheses 2 and 3 I,Iill be more abundanL on large isolated patches than

small but there will be no strong trend for non-isolated

patches

There \4ras no significant increase in the abundance of these

species with isolated pat.ch size after 105 days, since norehad colonised

There vras no significant trend after 165 days (b = 0.0011., t = 0.6L47,

p > 0.25), but after 289 days, there \.¡as a significant. ly increased

abundance of these species with increased patch size (b = 0.0028, t =

7.496, P < 0.001), and this trend became more pronounced after 390 days

(b = 0.0109, t = 3.3zrr p < 0.05).

For non-isolated patches, the abundance of these groups

decreased significantly with patch size at 289 days, but showed no trend

at all other times. This is explained as follows. The same net

amount of growth will produce a larger change in percent cover in

smaller patches than large. The smaller paÈches are quickly occupied,

types, but

all times
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but the t.ime taken for this is longer in large patches (Kay and Keough

l9B1). The cover in large patches thus increases with time, and so

v¡e expect the relation between mean cover and patch síze to have a slope

which is negaËive initially, but which approaches zero with time.

Growth of many of these organisms is highest is summer, and the slope

of the regressions v¡as low and negative early, and fell very.low in October

(Figures 5.22,5.23). It should be noted that if a one-tailed test of

the regression slope is used, the "topu" at 105 and 165 days alse differ

significantly from zero.

Hypotheses 2 and 3 are also retained.

5.3.3 ToËal occupancy of patches

Cleared patches were occupied more quickly than isolated

patches (table 5.11, Figure 5.24). Total cover was higher in non-

isolated patches up until 289 days, at which time there \,ras no

difference between the two patch types. There r¡¡as a difference between

patch types at 390 days, buE the reason for this is difficult Eo

determine, since on inspection of the data, there appears to be little

difference between the data at 289 days and that at 390 days, and there

appears to be no clear trend in the data.

Small non-isolated patches vlere occupied more quickly than

were large. Least squares regression of mean cover on patch size had

a significant negative slope at 105 and 165 days (b = -0.0136, t =

2.98, p <0.05; b=-0.015, Ë=5.0571, p < 0.01, respecËively). After

this time, there r^¡as no significant trend with patch size (ZB9 aays;

b = -0.0048, t = 0.758, p > 0.4; 390 days; b = -0.0040, t = 1.2574,
Ip > 0.10). Vegetative growth of adjacent colonies into these patches

is only possible from the edges, and a greater proportion of small

patches is abutted by other colonies, and the net grov¡th into a patch

is a greater proportion of a sma1l patch. A similar result has been

reporÈed for other ¡vork in Gulf St Vincent (I{ay 1980; Kay and Keough

li,
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1981 )

The isolated patches showed no paftern across patch sizes

until 289 days, at which Ëime mean cover increased with patch size

(b = 0.0148, t = 2.985, p < 0.05). A similar pattern was evident after

390 days (b = 0.0137, t = 3.487, p < 0.01). The reasons for rhis are

coveted in the sect.ion dealing wíth bryozoans.

A surnmary of the relative contributions to the total fauna of

each group can be seen on Figure 5.25.

As mentioned earlier, species cornposition üras extremely

variable, (Figure 5.26). This ü/as espeeially true for sponges.

5.3.4 Habitat Selection

Jackson (1977b) and Buss (fgZga)have mentioned the potential

imporLance of habitat selection in maximising the chances of survival

for a planktonic larva. In this case, where patterns of survival have

been shown Ëo differ with patch size and isolation, we might expect, for

example, that there would be a selective advantage for bryozoan larvae

which select sma11, isolated patches. Similarly, the better competitors

would do beËËer by selecting large substrata.

The major problem in demonstrating habitat selection with

respect. to size of patch lies in the generation of a null hypothesis

against which observed settlement patterns may be tested. If we consider

the curve of settlement rate (per unit time) againsË area, then a number

of curves is pcssible, assuming no active habitaË selection by the

larvae (Iigure 5.27).

Case 1

The probability of a larva encountering a patch is proportional

to the area of the patch, for example a. soup of larvae drifting along

in a current) perpendicular to which is a number of patches. The

result is a curve of the form I = a + bA, where I is the immigration

tr

l

¡
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ta|e, and A the area of the patch.

Case 2

The flow of water against a patch crea.tes an eddy, so'that

larvae remain in the proximity of Èhe paÈch for longer. This "water

backup" might only become effective at lierger patch sizes, leading Ëo

a curve of the form r = 
""bA 

or r = r Ab.

Case 3

Similar Lo case 2, except that the "water backup" asymot.oËically

approaches a constant value as patch size increases, producing a sigmoid

curve.

These possibilities are not exhaustive, but serve as examples

of possible null hypoEheses. It is thus difficult to test the settlement

pâtterns of any one group. The different patterns of species abundance

on patches of different types allow us Ëo make some. tests, however.

Bryozoans survive for longer in small patches, and so ü/e might expect

them to select substrata which are small. The good competitors, on the

other hand, are limited by the síze of the patch if they settle in sma1l

patches (Kay and Keough 1981; Appendix 2). Their reproduct,ive ourpur

is thus Lower than a larva which established itself on a large substratum.

There are thus two different settlement patterns predicted, and

the presence of habitat selection can be investigated by comparing the

recruitment densities of groups of species which are expected to show

different settl-ement patterns, while recalling the relation between

settlement and recruitment (Chapter 3). Tunicates and sponges recruited

in low numbers, and recruitment !üas only sufficiently dense during one

time period (September-October L979) to be able to test the patterns of

recruitment against those f.or bryozoans. Rare events are involved and

so, for the reasons detailed previously, large and heterogeneous variances

are expected. I therefore used the mean number of recruits per patch

for each of the seven patch sizes, and divided each value by patch size

'I

i

.l

I

I

I
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to give a density of recruitment for each patch size. The difficulty

ín generating nu11 hypotheses meâns that we have a priori no preferred

regressíon model, and so non-parametric methods were used. I used the

settlement data for the period 22.íx.79 to 17.x.79, a period of. 25 days,

and recorded the number of established b.yo"o"r colonies and Didemnum

sp. A coLonies. Didemnum sp. A settled only at this Lime. Mean

number of colonists per 180 cm2 was plotted against 1og of patch size

(Figure 5.28). These curves r^¡ere compared by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov

two-sample test (Siegel 1956). They were significantly differenÈ
,(*î= 6.77, p < 0.05).

Habitat selection is occurring, but the difficulties with null

hypotheses do not a1low us to say which one(s) are actively selecting

patches of particular sizes. It seems most likely that bryozoans at

least are selecting actively, for the following reasons. Firstly and

trivially, it is difficult to generate a nul1 hypothesis which results

in a curve of tl ' df bx: b < O anå sn rhp r'le o€re form ã;. = u a bxi b < 0, and so the rule of parsimony

suggests that bryozoans are most likely to be deviating from a nul1

hypothesis curve or region (see Figures 5.27, 5.2s). secondry, the

literature records many examples of sophisticated habitat selection by

bryozoans (".g. I^Iisely 1958; Ryland 1959; Gordon rg7z, and see furrher

examples in Meadows and Carnpbell L972; Scheltema 1974). Few examples

of such behaviour are known for tunicates, and these are mostly examples

of photonegative behaviour at settlement (Goodbody 1963; hroodbridge

L926; see also Buss 1979a).

If the competitive abilities of the two groups are considered,

there would aPpear to be a greater selective advantage for bryozoans

which select habitats than for tunicates. A bryozoan r^rhich settles on

a large patch will be eliminated quickly, whereas a tunicate which

selects a less than optimal patch size will survive, but produce fewer

I arvae.

'I

i
l
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5.4 DISCUSSION

It is now possible to review the results of testing the series

of hypotheses proposed in Ëhe introduction, and frorn this make some

decision about the usefulness of the mode1. As predicted, bryozoans

are more abundant on isolated patches than non-isolated. The prediction

of decreased abundance with increased patch size could not be confirmed

in the duration of this experiment, but there r¡/as a hint of decreased

bryozoan cover in larger patches after 464 days.

Predictions abouË the abundance of bryozoans on non-isolated

patches In/ere not borne out. The growth rates of sessile organisms vâry

widely, so thaË patch occupation rates also varied. This obscured any

trend. An example can be seen in the 45 cm2 patches. By chance, t\^/o

of these patches were cleared within a colony of the stony coral , CuJicia

sp. This species grows relatively slowly at Edirhburgh, (Kay 1980) so

that these patches \^/ere closed slowly. Bryozoans r^/ere able to persist

for some time in these patches. Another patch of the same size was

cleared in what appeared to be an area which had been recently cleared

by natural disturbance, and so it too \^ras surrounded by bryozoans.

sponges settled on three patches only during the experiment,

and so all that could be said of their abundance is that they were more

abundant on non-isolated patches, and showed no trend in abundance with

patch size in non-isolated patches.

Tunicates settled more frequently. They showed greater

abundance on non-isolaEed patches Ëhan isolated, and their abundance

increased with increasing size of isolated patches, but showed no trend

for non-isolated patches

lrlhen sponges and tunicates were pooled, the total abundance of '

good competitors was in accordance with the predictions made.

l

l
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No attempt \^7as made to investigate betr¿een-patch variation,

since this experiment was conducted concurrently with others, and I

was unabl-e to use any more replicates than were used. The numbers

\^rere too smal1 to give estimates of variances within patch sizes which

ÌÂrere precise enough to make comparisons between patch sizes.

. The model was thus successful in predicting broad patterns of

abundance in this community. Several problems need discussion, however.

firstly, replicate numbers hrere low for largerpatch sizes.

The reason for this was rnainly logistic. IÈ should be pointed out in

defence Ëhat the total area of larger palches vras greater than thaË for

sma11 patches. The flaw -was that the area available as large patches

Ì¡tas restricted to a few locations in space. This would be serious in

the case of large scale (greater than 10 metres, say) patchiness in the

distribution of larvae. The events on a large patch could be determined

by an encounÈer with a plankton patch containing, for example, many

bryozoan larvae, and consequentLy bryozoans v¡ould be more abundant than

expecËed on this parÈicular patch. I^lith smal1 replicate numbers, the

results of the experiment could be more strongly influenced by this

than by biological interactions between adult organisms within the patch.

Other work (Kay 1980; Kay and Keough fg8l) showed, however, that events

within large patches cleared on the pilings are sirnilar, at least on the

level of broad Ëaxonomic groups. After two years, all patches of a

given size had high abundances of sponges and tunicates, and bryozoans

qrere not very conmon.

I also had the problem in designing the experiment, of not

knowing exactly what a "large" pat,ch was. The graph of abundance of

good competitors against patch size is sigmoid (figure 5.2), but the

actual point of inflection can only be determined empirically. I was

thus forced to use small numbers of replicates of a range of panel sizes.

This was also a design forced by the distribution of variances as
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menËioned earlier: the desirable qualities for an analysis of variance

design and a regression design differ, and this experiment v/as a

compromise.

The duration of the experiment was only 394 days. This was

suggested as Èhe reason why some predictions \^rere not supported. The

model was only derived ín 1979 and the experiment commenced almost

irnrnediately. r have continued to monitoç this experiment, and a more

comprehensive set of data will be presented at a later date.

Thirdly, only one series of experiments was conducted. The

results were for patches created in one season of one year. Kay and

Keough (1981) investigated the importance of time of creation of a patch

on iEs subsequent reoccupation. These patches \¡rere non-isolated.

AfÈer twelve months, the total percent cover did not differ between

patches which were cleared in February, May, August and December. The

shape of the curves of percent cover versus time varied, since.most

growth and recruitmenË occurs in late spring to late suÍrner (October to

February). Patches cleared in December were thus occupied most quickly,

although the end result was the same as for patches cleared at other

times

Vle might hypothesize that bryozoans would be excluded more

quickly from non-isolated patches created in late spring than early

autumn. Similarly, large isolated patches would become dominated by

good competitors more quickly than in laEe spring. rn this experiment,

the effect of clearing paËches in winter was only manifested as a period

of little growth in isolated patches. rn ecological Èime, the season

of 
.creation 

is noË likely to be very important. on an evolutionary

time scale, t.he time of creation of patches is imporËant. The likelihood

of habitat selection by bryozoans will be influenced by the selective.

advantage for a larva which settles in a small patch. If a patch is

created in autumn, a bryozoan will have an expected life span of, say,
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t, days on a small isolated patch, (t, : 1000) but may only survive for

t2 : 300 days on a large isolated patch. If a patch were

created in summer, these times would be reduced to, sa¡z, tj = 900 days,

anð t) = 100 days, so that the selective differential may be much

greater in sunrner. The advantage of habitat selection behaviour would

be much greater if most patches arose in sunnner than if they were

creaEed in winter. In the field, our subjective ímpression is that

most patches are cleared in winter-early spring, when storms are most

frequent, although patches are being created. constantly by the

senescence of old colonies

There is considerable between-year variation in recruitment
,

patterns (Chapter 3; Kay 1980). However, the hypotheses tested here

operaËe at a level of higher taxa, so that Ëhe variations in the recruit-

ment of indívidual species will be darnped by lurnping them together in to

Larger groups. There is no evidence that there are generally good or

bad years for the recruitment of all species in general (Chapter 3);

rather, for whole phyla, the relative abundances do not. change greatly

beEween years. The rates of these processes may change between years

depending on which species recruited heavily in a given year, but the.

end point should be relatively unchanged. Again, the selective

advanËage of habitat selection would noË be constant; if tunicates

htere settling in large numbers in a given year, the selective advantage

for a bryozoan larva which settled on a small substratum would be

increased considerably.

5.4.1 Permanency of refugia

Life expectancy of colonies of various species have been

estimated at EdiÈhburgh (Kay 1980), and it is of interest to know

whether in time all sma1l patches will be monopolised by good

competitors, since after becoming established they may recolonise the

j

I
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same patch as the original colony dies off. Alternatively, the

colonisation rate may be so low relative to. the colony life spans that

there is a constant supply of small patches- which are not occupied by

good competitors. The distinction is important in considering whether

small paÈches act as refuges in ecological or evolutionary time. If

poor comPeEiËors are to persist in moderate to hígh abundances, the first

of these alternatives requires a much higher rate of patch formation than

the latter. The low recruitment rate of Pinna makes this distinction

important, since this is likely to be Ëhe major source of new small

isolated patches. The piling experiment was too short to allow any

assessment of the probability of all small isolated patches being

monopolised eventually, but since the most abundant small isolated

substrata are Pinna, I will consider the combination of recruitment rate

and longevity for their epifauna. As mentioned earlier, the tunicate

Didemnum patulum may live for 5-7 years. This is the only good

competitor for which good data exist on Pjnna, but this is similar to

Ehe figures for piling species derived by Kay (1980). If we then

consider colonisation rates for panels in the study grid and on uncaged

Pinna, a probability of 0.01 year-I for the establishment of a tunicate

colony seems reasonable. The actual settlement rate is of course much

higher, but it is recruitment. which is important. Then, in a given

year, v/e expect about I% of. Pinna shells to gain tunicate colonies.

This is about the observed figure. Further, the dying off of various

tunicates during the experiment, together with the observation that even

in a good year, the probability of establishment is probably less than

0.03, suggest that the proportion of shells occupied by tunicates never

becomes very large. Thus, Pinna probably provides a; Permanent supply

of spatial refuges at Edithburgh.

In order to extrapolate from the results of the piling experiment

to Pinna, we need to compare recruitment rates onto piling patcl-res of
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various sizes with recruitment rates into panels of the same size in the

study grid. These experiments allow comparisons to be made between the

45r 90 and 180 cm2 panels for identical periods of time. I was only

able to count recruitment onto Ëhe isolated jarrph patches for trvo months

afËer commencement. After t.hat, recruitment rates were higher, and I

was unable to distinguish ne\^r recruits from old. As space became

occupied, the area for settlement decreased, and the space occupied

varied between patches, so lhat the actual amoúnt of space available

for larvae to settle varied between patches, and r^ras certainly less than

the area of the patch.

I compared recruiÈmenÈ between piling and grid patches by

first transforming counts of recruiEs (x) to x + 0.5), which Sokal and

Rohlf (1969) suggest is appropriate to standardise the variances of

counts. Two-way ANOVA was then performed using unequal subclass sizes,

since again I could not afford to exclude replicates from the analysis.

The two treatments r^7ere panel type: pilings or grid, and panel síze:

180, 90 or 45 cm2. Recruitment, was much greater onto piling panels

than onto those in the study grid (Tables 5.12, 5.13). Tunicates did

not recruit sufficiently frequently to be analysed separately. ParE of

this was because I measured recruitment and many of the tunicate larvae

were eaten before censussing. Nevertheless, recruiLment h/as greater

onto the piling panels. Serpulids did not differ between panel types.

The probability of colonisation U, t ,ooJ competitor would

thus appear to be much lower for Pinna in the study grid than for

isolated patches on the pilings. The reason for this is unclear. It

may be a true distance effect, since some tunicates, for example., have

short planktonic stages (u.g. BotrgJToídes Teachii, (Brunetti I976)).

Alternatively, the pilings may be encountered by more larvae because of'

their síze. These larvae may then search over a substratum seeking bare

space. The increased recruitment could thus be an artifact of the
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patches'being attached to the pilings. I \¡ras unable in the time

available to investigate the reasons for these differences.

It is notable that'Pjnna beneath the pier also seem to have a

higher incidence of tunicates and sponges^Èhan do Pjnna in the study

grid.

It.is sufficient to say that the persistence of bryozoans and

serpulids is like1y to be even greater Òn Pinna than on the piling

patches. The abundance of bryozoans on Pirna she1ls is, thus more

readily understood by vièwing Pinna shells as one of a range of substrata

at Edithburgh. The patch model which was developed makes reasonably

correct predictions about the assemblages in various patches. It has the

advantage of being stochastic, and acknowledging that predictions at

the level of individual species cannot be made accurately. It is a model

on one trophic level only (sessile filter feeders ), and is thus limited.

I{e can modify the modef to take account of changes in the overall

rates of recruitment in a habitat, as follows.

The level of recruitment is likety to be of some importance. Consider a

habitat in which the probability of a patch of a given size being colonised

by the larva of a good competitor is much hígher than at Edithburgh.

Then, all patch,,sizes would have a higher frequency of occurrence of good

competitors. On the large patches, we would expect ã-arge to moderate numbers

of col-onies, and the size that a given colony attains will probably be

linited by the colonies that surround it. On a slightty smaller patch,

a colony of the same species wilt be limited by the physical size of the

patch, since with a smaller patch, the probability of colonisation by a

good cornpetitor is lower, and as patch size becomes smal], patches are

likely to have only one.colony of a good competitor. This colony will be

able to overgïo\,v the poor competitors, and so will- be the only colony left

on the patch. We can then compare two colonies of the same size, one of

which is surroundedby other species, the other occupies the whole patch.
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The two colonies would have access to approximately the same âmount of food,

although it is possible that tJne colonies on the large patch would compete

for food, as shown by Buss (I979b) for bryozoans. The comparison then

is between two colonies, both with approximately the same energy intake,

but one of the colonies must expend energy in combatting other species.

1'he energy available for the production of larvae is thus likely to be

greater for the colony on the smaller patch. Therefore' with increased

recruitment rate, the optimal pàtch size for good competitors would

be decreased, resulting in a curve as shown on Figure 5.2. The optimal

patch size for poor competitors is determined primarily by the patterns of

abundance of good competitors. In the above example, the fitness of

pooï competitors will be decreased across all patch sizes. as good

competitors become more abundant. The shape of the curve of fitness

agaj-nst patch size is likeIy to be changed, also, because of the change

in the shape of the curve for good competitors (see Figure 5.2).

In the following chapter, this model wil-l be discussed in more

general terms, and its potential applicability to other patchy

systems considered.



TABLE 5.1 RecruitmenÈ and competitive abilities of the major

higher taxa.

Taxon Recruitment leveL Cornpetitive ability

lbnicates

Sponges

Bryozoans

Serpu lids

Moderate-poor

Poor

Good

Very Good

Very Good

Good

Poor

Very Poor



TABLE 5.2 Panel sizes and replicate numbers.

PaneI D imens ions (cm) Area No. Replicates

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

5x5

7,5x6

25

45

92

r20

180

625

2500

10

11.5 x 8.0

9

6

6

6

2

1

12x10

15x12

25x25

50x50



TABLE 5.3 ANOVA table for regression of eye-estimated Z cover on

planimeËer determined covers.

Source df SS MS F P

Explained

Unocplained

I 66L65.56

957.6

66165.6

22.8

2902

42

Total 43 .67r23.t6

2 = 0,94 I

l,r

l¡

I



TABLE 5.4 Analysis of variance table for species number.

Data are the number of species on.isolated/non-isolated patches

of seven sizes. ns, non-significanti .*, p < 0.05; **, p < 0.01;

**'k, p < 0. 001 .

(r) ;uty tszl

Source of variation df SS MS F

Subgroups

Patch type

Patch size

InLeraction

Residual; eirror

7

I

6

6

143 .30

6O.BB

82 .11

35.73

42.26

20.47

60. B8

1'3 . 69

5.96

0. 69

lg. JJ '*:'<*

B7 . 87 ?k-^LJr

lp./J :k:k*

g.Jp :w<:k

61

F-¡nax = 11.50, ns

(z) octouer 1979

Source of variation df SS MS F

Subgroups

Patch type

Patch size

InËeraction

Resiâual; error

7

1

6

6

223.80

12.22

2L0.36

2L.97

r49.56

3L.97 12 . 61 **?k

4.82 r,

lJ.$l *'å:t

1.45 ns

12.22

35 .06

3.66

59

Frnax = 5.97: îs

2.54



TABLE 5.4 continued.

(3) February 1980

Source of variation df SS MS F

Subgroups

Patch type

PaÈch size

Interact.ion

Residual; error

7

1

6

6

L78.65

5.56

L72.48

26.55

167 . 81

25.52

5.56

28.75

4.43

2.89

8.82 ***

I .92 ns

p . gJ :k*:k

1.53 ns

5B

F-rnax = 4.37, DS

(4) May 1980

Source of variaËron df SS MS F

Subgroups

Patch type

Patch size

Interaction

Residual; error

7

1

6

6

209.43

0. 93

207.52

33.74

141. 89

29.92

0. 93

34.59

5.62

2.63

11 .39 *'&*

0.35 ns

ll.l$ :'<'**

2.14 ns

54

F-max = 10.73, ns



TABLE 5.5 Time for species number on isolated panels to exceed that

on cleared patches for different size patcties.

Patch Size time (days)

25 170

90

100

130

180

390+

390+

45

96

L20

,t 
to

625

2500



TABLE 5.6 Analysis of variances tables for bryozoan abundance.

Data were percent covers of bryozoans on isolated/non-isolated patches

of seven sizes. Percent covers \¡/ere transformed by arcsine/p.

ns, nofl-significant; * p < 0.05; ** P . 0.'01; :k'*:k p < 0.001.

(1) July 1979

Source of Variation df Sum of Squares Mean Square F ratio

Subgroups

Patch type 
,

Patch size

Interaction

Residual; error

7

1

6

6

L02.42

44.02

58.10

54.7r

1105.55

14.63

44.02

9 .68

9.L2

18.12

0. 81 ns

2.43 ns

0.53 ns

0.50 ns

61

E-rnax = L46.232r

(z) octouer 1979

Source of Variation df Sum of Squares Mean Sguare F ratio

Subgroups

Patch type

Patch size

Interaction

Residual; error

7

I

6

6

23Lr.72

758.74

1566. 86

1068.69

637 B.B9

330 . 25 3 . 106 *'k

7.I47**

2.46 '!'

1.68 ns

758.74

26L.L4

r7B . t2

60

F-max = 154.55 *-*

LO6.32



TABLE 5.6 continued.

Source of Variatron

(3) nebr,tary 1980

df Sum of Squeres

7 L9698.95

1 16710.01

6 .2810.76

6 L004.18

57 15184.31

Mean Square F ratio

Subgroups

PaÈch type

Patch size

InteracËion

Residual; error

2BT4.L4

16710.01

468.46

L67.36

266.39

lQ. JS( *:tx

62 .7 3 rrx*

1.76 ns.

0.63 ns

F--rnax = 115 .51 i*

(4) May 1980

Source of Variation df Sum of Squares Mean Square F ratio

Sub groups

Patch type

Patch size

Int.eraction

Residual; error

7

1

6

6

I 905 6 .41

17287 .88

L5L6.26

1056. 59

448L2.60

2722.34

T7287 .BB

252.7t

176 . 10

668. 84

S . $J, :k:k*

62.43 ***

0.91 ns

0. 64 ns

54

F-max = 154.55**

Results of one-way ANOVAs (unequal replícation) on bryozoan
abundance in non-isolated patches at four different Èimes.
On1-y the value of F = MS (between patch sizes) /MS (error) ,
the associated degrees of freedom, and the probabllfty level
are shown.

Time F df P

L.73 6,24

6,23

6,22

6,2A' ,.. j

ns

J&

ns

4.32

o.79



TABLE 5.7 Regression of bryozoan cover on patch size for non-

ísolated Patches '

Non-isolated

H ß = o; H1ßt0o

2 b "n

.0012

.0010

.0026

t P
Time r a

4.r076

4.538

7 .716

-.0015

.0002

-.0010

-L.279r

.2266

-.4057

>0. 9
n /7e

2lB0

5/80

.2465

.0102

.03

>0.4

>0.5

TABLE 5. B

patches.

Regressions of bryozoan cover on patch size for isolated

Ho:ß=0;Htß<0

2 b "g

.0034

.0043

.0040

t P
Time t a

r0l7e

2lao

s/80

.0524

.5r72

.39

8.0071 .001 B

.0099

.0070

.5257

2.3L42

r.7750

>0 .8

>0 .99

>0.80
53.09

55 .68



TABLE 5.9 Analysis of variance tables for percent cover of sponges.

Data were percent cover of sponges on isolatedlnon-isolated patches of

seven sizes. Data !,/ere transformed to arcsine/p.

nsrnonsignificant; *rP<0.05, -*'å p<0.01 ; :k'^L:'cp<0.001 .

I

(1) July 1979

Source of Variation df Sum of Squares Mean Square F ratio

Subgroups

Patch fyPe

síze

7

1

6

6

14053 .37

12809.48

1274.52

r274.52

23555.72

2007.62

1 2809 .48

2t2.42

2L2 .42

386.16

5 .209 **-å

33.171 ***

0.55 ns

0.55 ns

Patch

Interaction

Residual; error 6T

F-'rnax = 74.97 *

(z) octouer 1979

Source of Variation df Sum of Squares Mean Square F ratio

Subgroups

Patch Eype

Patch size

InËeraction

Residual; error

7

1

6

6

r2t75.93

10328.33

1878.51

1878.51

23555 .7 2

1739.42

1 0328 . 33

313.09

313.09

386.16

{ . J Q{:t*:t

/$ .'l J *rt*

0. Bl ns

0. Bl ns

61

Frnax = 163.25 ns



TABLE 5.9 continued.

(3) February 1980

Source of Variation df Sum of Squares Mean Square F ratio

Subgroups

Patch type

Patch size

InteracËion

Residual; error

7

I

6

6

37559.36

33854.96

329r .78

3693.25

26095.00

5365.62

33854.96

548. 63

6t5.54

449.9L

ll. PJ :'<**

JJ./J r;xls

L.22 ns

I .37 ns

58

F-nax = 2BB. 86 't

(4) May 1980

Source of Variation df Sum of Squares Mean Square F ratio

Subgroups

Patch type

Patch size

Interaction

Residual; error

7

I

6

6

3371 1 . 59

3223r.84

'1567 .84

2185.02

2843 6. 00

4815.92

3223r.84

26r.3r

364.t7

1303 .13

! . PS '*a"*

66.88 ***

0.54 ns

0.76 ns

59

F-rnax = 2529.63 **



TABLE 5.10 Kruskal-I^lallis analysis of variance on untransformed

tunicate cover after 289 and 394 days

Time H Prob.Patch tYPe

Isol ated 2lBo (289 daYs)

s/80

4.824 >0.05

13.3617 <0.05

Non-is ola ted 2/80

5/80

4.45 >0.05

<0.05L4.37



TABLE 5.11 Analysis of variance for abundance of good competitors

Data \^/ere percent covers of sponges and tunicates on isolated/non-

isolated patches of seven sides. Numbers \.tere transformed to

arc s ine /p

(1) July 1980

Source of Variation df Sum of Squares Mean Square F ratio

Patch type

Patch size

Type and Size

Error

Total

I

6

6

16935.3

1710.896

1534. 135

2222r.5

59227 .2

16935.3

285.15

255.689

370.358

l¡J .J lJ x*r.<

0. 770 ns

0.690 ns

60

73

F-max = 27.28 p > 0.05

(z) o.ctober 1980

Source of Variation df Sum of Squares Mean Square F ratio

Patch type

Patch size

Type and Size

Error

Total

1

6

6

20614.5

rr9r.42B

2842.6

24717.4

74500.7

206L4.52

198.57

473.768

426.L6

48.372 x*¿<

0.466 ns

1.112 ns

58

7L

F-rnax = 2L7.9 **



i

TABLE 5.11 continued
i

l

lSource of Variation

(3) ¡'ebruary 1980

df Sum of Squares

, L TL54.7

6 953.0

6 4662.7

56 18551.8

6s 294477.9

Frnax = 235.61 *'k

Ifean Square F ratio

Patch type

Patch size

Type and Size

Error

TotaL

Lt54.7

158. B

710.5

331 .3

3.486 ns

0.479 ns

2.I45 ns

(4) May 1980

Source of VariaÈion df Sum of Squares Mean Squape F ratio

Patch type

Patch size

Type and Size

Error

Total

L

6

6

IBL4.77

5L6.7

2811.3

13115.5

22963.6

1B14. B

86 .1

468.5

247 .5

7 .334 "r*

0.348 ns

1. B93 ns

53

66

F-rnax = 243 x¿<



TABLE 5.12 Comparison of bryozoan and serpulid recruitment to

grid panels and piling panels of different sizes.

Bryozoans

Source df MS F

Main effects

PaEch position

Patch size

3

I

2

27.325

79.160

6.278

91 .75 -å**

l$J.J)J x+<x

/] . Q$ '.hk:k

Interaction 2 6.587 22.L6 ***

Res idual 101 0.298

Serpulids

Source df MS F

Main effects

Patch position

Patch size

3

I

2

r0.425 7 .679 **1'r

2.039 ns

9 .349 *>k*

2.7 67

L2.693

Interaction 2 r.373 1.011 ns

Res idual 101 1"358



TABLE 5.13 Recruitment of bryozoans, s,erpulids and tunicates to

piling and grid panels at Edithburgh from 22.víi.79 to 22,ix.79.

Mean recruits per panel ! S.D.
'l
i

Patch

síze

Patch

Pos ition Bryozoans Serpulids Tunicates

180 cm
2 grid

pil ings

.031.ü

19!I4.2

8.4t9 .0

3 .40!2.88

.46!.78

B0r1 .30

90
2 grid ,

pilings

0 .27 lO .87 11.618.0 0.31r0 . 62

0.17t0.41

cm

9.67!5 .54 6.67t3.78

4s
2 grid 0. 1210.43 I .88r2 . 6 0.11t0.33cm

pilings
4.Ir!4.9r 2!I.66 0.11t0.33



TABLE 5.14 Regressions of mean sPonge cover on patch size for

non-isolated Patches.

2 b s f PTime t 4
B

7179

r0/79

2/Bo

5/ 80

0.5143 37.89 -.0088

-.0088

-.0037

-.0007

.0038

.0055

.0057

.0069

2.30

1.59

-0.6511

0.r017

>0.05

>0. 1

>0. 5

>0. 9

0.335r 52.7r

0 .078 2

0.0023

57.65

59.26
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Figure !.2 }lypothetícal fítness vs patch size reLatÍonshíps for
Larvae of species whioh are good. or poor competítors, and. at two

d.ifferent abund.ances of Larvae of sood. competitors. F= üêârt fitness
for aLL larvae of given speoies setti.ing on given patch-.sizes; c =
colonization rate (a measure of tlre probability of a patch of given
eize being colonízed bv a good. competitor ).

LRGC - Low recnritment,
HRGC - High rr

LAPC - Low reeruitment,
HEPC - IÏieh tt

good. competitors
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Figure 5.3 l'{ap of the end of Ed.ithburgh pier, shov,ring
the Location of patches used. in patcb size experiment.
closed circles indícate pi1ingsr and open trÍangres denote
pairs of ísolated atrd non-isolated. panels.
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Figure ).2| Relation between field. estÍmates of pe:rcent cover
(ttEleball,t¡ and. planimeter d.etermined. vaLues. Note that v ind.icates
that there vrere eLeven poínts at this vaLue.
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Figure 5.5 Distribution of species nu¡nber against patoh sizes
at four cLifferent times on (a) non-isolated and (b) ieolated patches.

o May 3.t80

r tr'ebrlary Lt8O

o Octo.ber t9?9

^ July 1g?g
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Figure þ.6 Ghange ín species number wíth time on 2500 cm

pa*ches.

^ 
non-isoLated.

A isoLated.
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Figure !.J Charrge ín speoies nur0ber with tÍme on (a) 625 an

an¿ (¡) 180 cmz patches. Points are mean t S.D. g¡ non-isoLated.

and. s isoLated patches.

2









Fígr:re j.! change ín species number wÍth 'bime on (a) 4j c^2
arra (t) 2J cnz patches. points are means t s.D. tr non-isolatecln
r isolated..
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3igure5.].0Variatíonínbryozoalcove?withpatchsizeín
ootober Lglg. points are fneayrs Í s.D. tr non-isoLated', ¡ isoLateð'
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Figure 5.11 variation in brxrozoan cover with patch size in
Febnrary 1980. points are mearrs I S.Ð.

tr non-isoLated. patches
r isoLated patches
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Figure 5.L2 Variation in brlyozoan cover hrith patch síze in ÌIay
1980. Points are mea,ns t S.Ð.

o non-isoLated. patches
r isolated. patches
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Figure 5.13 Change in bryoøoan cover with time on 2500 cm

o non-isoLated.
I lsoLated
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Figqre 5.L4.Change in bryozoan cover with tíme on (a) 6Zi cn
4

ana (t) LBO cm'patches" Points are means

tr non-isoLated.

I isoLated
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Figure 5.L5 Change in bryozoan oover wÍth tíme on
and (t) )O curz patches. points are meâ,Ils

n noir-isolated.
I isolated.
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Figure 5.fO Cirarrge in bryozoan cover wÍth time on (u,) 45 c*2

an¿ (t) 25 cn? patches. Points are means

E¡ non-isoLated.
¡ ieolated.





ih

Figure 5.1? Change ín sponge cover with time for (a) 2JAQ cn22

(u) 625 anz, (") LBo cm2 an¿ (¿) 120 om2 pa'bches. points are means

t s.Ð.

^ 
non-isolated.

A ísolated.
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Figure 5.18 Change in Ëponge cover Írith tÍme for (a) 9O cr2,
(t) 45 om2, and. (o) 25 cnz patches. Points are means I s.b.
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FÍgure ).L! Variatåon in percent oover of colonÍaL tunioates
r^rith patch size in lrÍay 1p80. Points a.re means t S.D.

^ 
non-isolated

  isoLated.
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I'ígure 1.20 Cb.ange in percent cover of, alL good. competitors
w:ith time on (a) zJeo cn21(t) 625 "^2, 

(o) t8o cm2, an¿ (¿) t2o
cm

Dz patches. Poínts are means 3 s.Ð.

^ 
non-ísoLated.

a ísoLated.
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Fíeure 5

with tírne on

.2J. Change in peroent cover of aLl go<jd competitors

(r) go clz, $\ q5 t^2, ar¡d (c) 29 cn? patches. PoÍnts
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are means å S.Ð.
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FÍgure J.22 Yaríai:ion in totaL percent cover of good competitors
r,rith patch size (a) ¡ufy L979t (t) Octoter L979. points *" rn**" t
f!.Ð.
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Figure 5.23 Variation in totaL peroent cover of good. competitors

lrith patch síze; (a) ne¡ruary L9BO, (¡) $Iay L980. Poínts "t" *uuo" !
S.D.

A non-isoLated.
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Figure 5.24 ïayia.tion in total percent oover (a11 species pooled)

with patch size at four times (a) JuLy L979¡ (b) Ocr:oter L979r (")

l,ebnrary L9BO, a¡id.(d.) tlay L9BO, Points are means t S.D.

A non-isolated. patches

a isolated. patches
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Figure J.ZJ Contribution to the total fauna of each patch size
by each major taxon after 394 days.

'4 Bryozoa,ns

\ ttraicates

n Sponges

S O-Lhers

nI - non-isolated. patches
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' Figure 5,26 Speoies composi*ion of índ.Ívidual patches. Ttre rors
êxis shov¡s patch sizes and. replíoate numbersi the coLumn axis sho!üs

species. A circle in- a given ceLl ind.icates that the species in
question waË present in the patch conoerr:ed.

(.) present in isolated. patch
(o) present in non-isolated. patch
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Figure 5.2? Hypothetical- curves of recruítment versus patch sizes.
11 2 and I refer to examples given in the text on page 160 ff.

ii
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Figure 5.28 Recnritment patterr.s of bryozoans (r) and. coloniaL

tr:nlcates (o). üre graphs show the rnean number of necnrits per paneL

per JO days, for Ê'even paneL sízes. {he left-ha¡rd" soale is for
brXrozoans, the right-hand- for tr:nicates.
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6. DrscussroN

It is now possible to reviernr the resulËs of testing the five

hypotheses det,ailed in chapter 1, and to draw conclusions about the

usefulness of the equilibrium model in describing the dynamics of rhe

epif,auna of. Pinna shells; from this, some comments can be made about the

general usefulness of the t'IacArthur-Wilson model. Finally, the

applicability of alternative models will be considered.

6.1 Hypotheses 1 to 5

The tests of these hypotheses have been covered in Chapter 4,

is probably useful.

Hypothesis 1 Most patches have fluctuations in S which are narrowly

i.e. S values fall with 951Z probabiliry wirhin rhebounded,

region S + wS¡ where w = 0.20.

This hyppthesis can be rejected unequivocally. Less than 50%

of paEches are narrowly bounded. Indeed, if the envelope about 5 is Lo

contain the fluctuations on 951^ of the paËches, \^/e must relax the

criterion of narrow boundedness so that w is approximately 0.5, i.e. the

region is F t 0.5 5. This is clearly unacceptable.

Hypothesis 2 The recruitrnent rates of individual species differ, b1Ë

this variation in recruitmenË is smoothed out by considering

all species together, and the numbers and abundances of species

colonizing do not differ greatly beËween similar patches.

RecruitmenË rates of individual species were indeed highly

variable, differing by as much as three orders of magnitude. Moreover,

the recruitment rates of many individual species varied greatly with

time. This variation occurred on both short (monthly) and longer

(between years) time scales. The variation in recruitment was



.I7L.

accentuaËed by the behaviour of individual species, which ranged from

spatially random recruitment to strongly aggregative settlement, and also

by patchiness in Èhe distribut.ion of planktonic larvae.

The recruitmenÈ at the two sites differed consistently. I.r7est

Lakes panels received consistently higher recruitment than Edithburgh.

The number of species colonizing per unit time showed clear sufi¡rner peaks

in l,lest Lakes, and relatively smooth declines as winter approached. In

contrast) seasonal trends were much more difficulË to identify at

Edithburgh, because the number of recruits was usually less than ten per
)

180 cm- per 60 days, and these recruits \,¡ere spread over a pool of

approximately 2,0 species. There was thus great variation in the number

of species colonizing individual panels

These factors combined to make the variances high for most

variables, such as the numbers of recruiÈs of a given species per panel

per 60 days, total recruits per panel, or species number. Indeed,

sËandard deviations \^7ere often as large as the means. Thus, the

colonization events r^rere highly dissimilar, even when the distance

between the panels vas very smal1 (0.1 m).

HypoÈhesis 2 must also be rejected.

Hypothesís 3 Chance fluctuat,ions in recruitment are large, but the S

values are influenced more by inËeractions betr¿een adult.

organ].sms so

unimportant.

that the variation in recruitment becomes

Interactions between adult organisms on pÍnna

relatively uncoûmon, with the exception of interact,ions

forms and serpulid polychaetes, especiaLLy Spiror.bis spp

most common interactions are between bryozoan colonies.

frequently more than one colony of a given species on a

shell, and so t\^/o species may interact more Èhan once on

she1ls are

betvreen colonial

. The next

There is

single Pinna

a given shell.
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These interactions involve overgrolrth of one species by another, and, for
many pair" oi "pecies, neither one can overgrolr trre other consistently.
rnteractions on a given Pinna shell will then not result in the excrusion
qf one species by another.

The interactions between colonial tunicates or sponges and other
forms have predictable outcomes; the tunícate or sponge wirl overgrow
and exclude the other form. These interactions occur infrequently
hor¿ever, and cannot be said to infruence the species composition of many
patches.

Thus, interactions between adult organisms, arthough they occur,
apPear not to be major influences on the species composition of individual
patches, and the composition more strongly reflecËs those species r¿hich
recruited successfully into the patches.

Hypothesis 3 is also rejecËed.

Hypothesis 4 The action of predators modifies Ëhe variation in s, and
also the existence of a species equilibrium. This hypothesis shourd be
considered together with Hypothesis 5.

Hypoth esis 5 Species have differing competitive abilities, and the
variation between patches is modified by the presence or absence of
particular species.

As menÈioned previously, colonial tunicates will overgrovr
bryozoans and serpulids, and data from pier pilings at EdiËhburgh (Kay
and Keough 1981) suggest that they frequently overgror¡/ sponges. sponges,
again by extrapolation from the pilings as ruell as by data from pinna
she1ls, generally overg row bryozoans an. always overgror¡r serpurids.
Bryo.zoans always overgror^/ serpulids.

There are thus great differences in the competitive ability of
individual species. serpulids and bryozoans can crearly have little
effect on the dynamics within a paËch. This is hardly the case for
spongesr ând certainly not for colonial Ëunicates. colonial tunicates,
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when present, have drastic effects on the composition of a patch.

similarly, their rernoval (by death of a colony) allows s to increase
quickly. Ttre same effect is sometimes seen for sponges, but their
growth rate is lower, and they frequently did not cover a shell completely,
so that there was only a slight decline in s, spread over a long period
of time. Their removal resulted in rapidly increased s, however.

Despite this competitive superiority, sponges and colonial
tunicates are not very abundanE on Pinna she1ls, especially when compared

to their abundance on the pilings. The reason for this can be seen by

examining Hypothesis 4.

Colonial tunicates are eaten by small monacanthid fish when the

colonies are srirall . Thus, although reasonable numbers \¡rere recorded on

settLement panels, no uncaged pínna was colonized by a tunicate which

survived to a size at which it could be detected photographicarly.

hlhen predators or, more particularly, monacanthid fish were excruded,

there r¡/as no change in tunicate numbers for 16 rnonths, presumably

because 1978 was not a good year for settlemenË of these tunicates.
There hras a dramatic effect in the sumner or 1979, when up to 27lZ of.

Pínna shells in a given caged treatment v/ere coronized by colonial
tunicates. Most of these ne\¡r recruits were Didemnum sp. A, an annual

species which settles in late spring-early sunrner and dies off aË about

the same Ëime the following year (Kay and Keough l9B1). In this case,

a drarnatic fall in s is likely, followed by a rise after the colony

dies. The second main tunicate, Didemnum patuJam. also settles in late
spring-early summer, buË is longer-rived, with a colony life span of at
leasÈ 3 years. Thus, when this tunicate becomes established, s declines

to 1 and remains low for a number of years. rt should be remembered

thaÈ the longevity of many species is of the order of months, so that a

period of 3+ years represents a number of generations for most of the

organisms studied. rn order to discuss patchiness in a variety of
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short Period each year. This is sufficient to keep the abundance of

tunicates 1or,¡. The most important interactions on pinna shells thus

involve only a few species, and the slmchrony of various aspects of their
life histories for a few weeks of each year.

Although predators are irnportänt, and diminish the fluctuations

in S, it should be emphasized that the fluctuations in S are still far

from being narrowly bounded

The conclusion then is that the equilibrium model of

MacArthur and l^Iilson is not very useful in explaining the dynamics of

the epifauna of Pinna bicoLor at EdiÈhburgh. There are sevêral reasons

for this' and while it rnay be possible Ëo classify some causes as more

important, it, would be pointless to erect one of these artificially as

the cause.

r¿hen colonization occurs

in low numbers (i.e., with low probabilities on a particular shell) for
most species, we would expecË chance to be importanË, and to result in

widely disparate colonization events on similar patches. Recruitment can

be shown to be more similar when patches are closer together.

Plankton patchiness and Èhe behaviour of larvae may have

predictable effects, but the existence of patches,.and their position,

ís difficult to predict a priorÍ, and may in practice need to be regarded

as random variables. Similarly, the distribution of recruits of a given

species r¿hose larvae are gregarious may be predictable when the distribution

of adulËs is known, but the latÈer may be impossible to predict accurately,

and may need to be regarded as a random variable. The variation in
colonization events is furt,her enhanced by the behaviour of individual

species, which varies widely.

After colonization, ínteractions between adult organisms are

not common. Nevertheless, their competiËive abilities vary, and range

from species which are unable to influence patch composition to those
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which can exert, a profound influence..

The assumption that differences in the behaviour of individual

species are insignificant is thus unjustified, and contributes to the

failure of the equilibrium mode1, in this case mainly by variation in
recruitment. This finding may seem trivial, but it was nevertheless

possible that the dífferences in behaviour of individual species could

"average out", and S, with its flaws, still prove to be a useful

descriptor. This does not appear to be the case

6.2 The Generality of these Results.

Some mention has been made in earlier chapters of the difficulty

in obtaining srifticient replicates to measure the levels of chance

variation. Similarly, the method of testing for equilibrium or narror^/

boundedness requires a number of censuses of the biota of a patch, and

such sanple sizes appear rare in the literature. Thus, the question of

whether the concept of a species equilibrium is useful can not be

answered for most patchy habitats.

It is, however, possible to consider the reasons for

of the model for Ëhe epifauna oÍ. pinna, and hypothesize about

Ëhe failure

the ir

generality.

Variation in recruitment is likely to be highest when

probabilit'ies of colonization for individual species are low, and species

pools are high. The question of wheËher inrnigrations onto islands are

rare or comrnon is unresolved (see Abbott 1979 for a review), but there

is at least a body of evidence and opinion to suggest that for birds in

sqne kinds of patchy habitats, immigrations are rare. In most other

cases the species pools are much larger than that at Edithburgh, and

since t.he variaËion in recruitment is a statistical phenomenon rather

than a biological property of the component organisms, we would expect

that a high leve1 of between-patch variation in recruitment events would
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be rather corrìmon in other patchy habitats

In a similar way, individual species are acknowledged to differ

greatly ín their biology, and there are many examples in which one or a

few species may exert a najor influence on patch composition. It is

difficult to r€move or introduee such species in many habitats,

and so their effect are difficult to document. It again

seems 1ikeLy that such species will be no! uncommon. trle should expect

that the variables influencing patch composition in this study r^rill not

have the same relative degrees of importance in other habitats. For

example, species which are good competitors may be more important than

chance when probabilities of inrnigration are higher. Therefore, in

some habitats, the actions of one or a few species may be enough to make

the equilibrium model not useful.

The above of course does not remove the need to test the model

in other habitats, but does suggest thaL the equilibrium model is noÈ

generally useful. This is reinforced when the conrnunities in which

disturbances are frequent (i,e. "non-equilibrium" situations) are taken

into account.

llith the knowledge that the equilibriwn model does not help our

understanding of the epifauna of Pinna, and that S is not a useful variable

to describe the conrnunity due to differences in the behaviour of

individual species, it is no\,r appropriate to review the dynamics of

Pinna epifauna, and to consider alternative approaches.

6.3 Pinna epifauna at Edithburgh

i.

Recruitment is extremely variable, and

As a result of this total percent covers are low,

for most shells.

occurs at verY low leve1s.

501land are less than

The epifauna of most shells is dominated by bryozoans, and
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serpuLids are numerous, even though they only occupy I-27. of space on

shells. ïhe actual set of species which occur on each shel1 varies,

buÊ spiror.bis spp. occur on more than 9BZ of shells, and bryozoans on

977" of shells . Schizoporella and Parasmittina are usually present,

with Ce-Zl.eporaria fusca, 87, and TtiphgTTozoon monoTifera the most common

of the rest.

Solitary forms occur not

the vermetid gastropod M4B and the

uncommonly, and the most common are

solitary tunicate PoTgcarpa

peduncuTata.

Occasional shells bear colonial tunicates or sponges, and these

of excluding mosEspecies do very well when

other species. Tunícates

present, and are capable

in parÈicular are limited only by the síze ot

the patch in which Ëhey occur.

[,Ie can thus cate goríze the composition of most patches as being

determined primarily by recruitment events, with adulË-adult interactions

being unimportant.. In a minority of patches, inleractions beËr^¡een

mobile predators and juvenile ascidians are importanÈ, and competition

betr¡een coLonies is only importanË in those patches on which (a) there

has been settlement of tunicates and sponges, and (b) these have not been

eacen while smal1

All of these processes are variable, and high sEandard deviations

relative to means are general, and indicative.of a high 1evel of between-

patch variaËion

Physical disturbances appear rare. Apart from the time ¡¿hen

the caging experiment !üas destroyed, I have no records of strong \^tave

action, and certainly wave action was never sufficiently strong to over-

turn rocks or tear colonies off shells. Sand scour presumably can occur,

but it is likely to be a continual stress, rather than the kind of

disturbance which prevents "equilibria" being reached.

A number of interesEing questions can be raised about the
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abundance of various taxa such as tunicates and sponges, \,ühich are

surprisingly rare considering their competitive ability.

As has been shown, tunicates are limited to a large degree by

predation upon newly-settled juveniles.. No such explanation could be

postulated for sponges, however They did not recruit heavily during

the study, and Kay and Keough (1981) showed that they recruited less

frequently than any other major taxon. Indeed their abtrrrdance on the

pilings was due to the vegetative growth of established colonies, rather

than Èhe frequent settlement of dispersive larvae. on pinna, the

colonies can noË grow beyond the edge of the shell, and major increases

in the abundance of a given taxon must be made by the recruitment of

larvae. sponges are clearly unable to do this, and so r suggest that

sPonges have Jow abundance due simply to their 1ow recruitment rates.

The low total percent covers are also puzz|íng. Total covers

are low relative both to pilings on the pier, and to pinna shells

elsewhere. This study did not permit any investigation of Èhe reasons

for this, but a number of possible alternatives exists. one of the

models for t,he circulation of \,rater in Gulf St Vincent (Bye 1976)

postulates that the main source of water for Edithburgh is that which

comes up through Investigator strait from the southern ocean. It is

possible that the source area contains 1ow densities of the species

which live on Pinna, and only those with extremely long-lived planktonic

larvae will be transported. Other larvae may be recently released in

the area, but since Èotal cover is low, we might expect that the number

of such larvae is low. Total cover is high on the pilings (Kay 1980;

Kay and Keough 1981), but the total area of the pilings is not large,

and the number of larvae produced by species on the pilings may be Iow

¡*rhen dispersed over a moderately large area.

It is possible that the density of larvae is not low initially,

but that food levels are low for the planktonic larvae or predators may
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Iímit their numbers, s,r that few survive. Alternatively, the adult
organisms may not receive much food, and their reproductive output and
growth may be lowered

Feeding by pinna may reduce the number of settri,ng larvae, but
this does not explain the difference between pinna at Edithburgh and

elsewhere.

This question is

additional thesis.

clearly one that would \nrarrant at least one

6.4 Alternative Approaches

The degree of chance variation makes it unlikely that any model
can be used to'make accurate quantitative predictions about individual
species' The model developed and tesËed in chapter 5 assumes that the
actual identities of species are unpredictable, but that patches of a

particular size and type will tend Ëo.be occupied by species which have
a Particular set of life-history characteristics. The model generated a

series of preclictions about the abundance of tunicates, sponges and

bryozoans in patches of various sizes and degrees of isolation from each
other. These predictions v¡ere for the most part furfilled, and in no
case v¡as a hypothesis rejected.

Disturbances are rare at Edithburgh, and so the model did not
include this ' Although interactions beEween adult organisms are rare on
Pinna, the model predicted that patch composition should become more

heavily ínfluenced by adult-adult interactions with increased patch size
and with decreasing isolation of patches. rt is thus intermediate
between a neutral model which assumes no biologicar interactions, and

hypotheses such as those of Diamonð, (Lg75), which postulate interspecific
competition as the important factor.

Most other approaches assume either explicitly or
that Ëhe occupanLs of a patch will be a more of less random

implicitly,

subset of the
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available species pool. This model differs in this respect arso, since

alttroujrr colonization is viewed as a random process the species which

are most likely to occupy patches of a given type have a number of life-
history attributes in common. The occupants of a patch are thus not a

random subset of the available species pool.

As mentioned in Chapter 5, the model is simplified, involving

a single guild, and excluding predators and physical disturbances.

Before attempting to develop it further, \^re can get an initial idea of

whether the model has any chance of proving to be of general use. Non-

randqn subsets of species pools have been reported by Jackson (1977b)

for sessile invertebrates beneath coral heads, although he did not

demonstrate that the importance of biological interacticns varied with

patch size.

SimiLarly, Diamond Cgl4, !g75) found thar cerrain bird species

in New Guinea occur predominanÈly on sma11 islands, while others are

found only on larger islands. He labelled the small island specialists
rrsupertraüps", and alleged that they are excluded by other species on

larger islands. They are notable for being good colonizers and poor

competiEors. These attributes seem rather similar to those of bryozoans

or serpulids at Edithburgh, but the coining of "supertraüps", together

with t'A-, B-, c-, and D- trampd', and "high-s species" to describe birds

found mainly on various other patch types, seems a needless proliferation
of jargon, since these are essentiallyarbitrary categories.

rt is clearly premature to claim any generality for rhis

approach, if indeed such generaliËy is possible, but it seems hopeful

that this approach may prove useful in other habitats.

we can expand the model somewhat, as follows. consíder the

basic curves of abundance vs patch size for tv¡o types of species; good

competitors, poor colonizers; poor competitors, good colonizers (Figure

6.f). These are merely examples which correspond to the major taxa at
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Edithburgh, and other combinations of life-history attribut.es are possible,
and to be expected. rt is tempting to view the tv/o examples as ,,K-,,and

"r-" species, but it should be remembered that the colonial tunicates are

generally very short-lived, and thus do not fit this classification.

There is a number of factors which may affect these curves of

abundance versus patch size, and I propose to explore them individually,

considering their effect on the two basic curves. Factors may be

combined to produce curves which apply to situations where a number of

these factors operate. Again, relatively extreme cases will be used as

examples, but interpolation is possible to generate expectations for

intermediate siËuations .

Recruitment rate

This has already been covered in Chapter 5 (see Figure 5.2) but,

briefly, increase in the recruitment rate causes a shift in location for

the poor competitor good colonizer (pccn) species, while the good

competitor poor colonizer (CCpn) species show a change in location and

shape of the curve. At high recruitment rates, GCPR species should be

present on a wide range of patch sizes, and their optimal patch size

should be reduced. They would do less well on large patches than when

recruitment is low. PCGR species, on the other hand, would have their

chances of survival lowered on all patch sizes, and their optirnal patch

size may be altered (see Figure 5.Ð.

Di s turbanc e

Physical disturbances are 1ikely to affect all patches, although

the largest patches may not be as heavily damaged. Examples of this are

fire, which would burn out a small patch of bushland completely, but

rvould be stopped before a lar:ge patch was destroyed totally, or a piece

of wave borne debris which might only damage part of a large patch, while

obliterating a sma1l one. Nevertheless, GCPR species would be .destroyed

in some patches and would be forced to reinvade by dispersive propagules.
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This v¡ould be a s10w process, and would result in a general l0wering in
abundance. This would be expected to occur across all patcrr sizes.
PCGR species would then be able to invade a wid,3r range of patch sizes,
and could be expected to increase in abundance in larger patches. Their
abundance should stay at a similar level in smalr patches. The

resultant curves are shown on Figure 6.2.

Pred ators

The effect of predators will vary depending on their feeding
behaviour' rf a predator is generalized, and reduces the abundance of
all species equally, the principal effect would be a rowering of the
abundance of most species across all patch sizes. pcGR species, however,

may become relatively more abundant in large patches, as space becomes

available for colonization (Figure 6.3).

rf Èhe predator preys preferentially on GCpR species, vre expect

a downward shift in the GCPR curve, and again, since competitive exclusions
are decreased in large patches, a change in'the shape of the pcGR curve

is expected (Figure 6.Ð,

Biologi cal Interactions withi nDa tches
il

I
t

t

I

I
I

I

I^le can also generate some expected

importance of adult-adult interactions as a

each of the above situations.

High recruitment

distributions for

function of patch

the

size for

These

remain important

Dis turbance

interacrions become more important in sma1l patches, and

in larger parches (Figure 6.5).

rnteractions remain unimportant on small patches, and become

less important in larger patches.

Pr.ed.atiog

(a) non-"pecific: Biological interactions become less.

important in all patch sizes.
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(b) specific: rnteracÈions remain unimportant in small patches,
and decrease in irpo.t"rr"e in large patches

The model can thus be expanded to generate patterns of abundance

vùen disturbance or predation occur. These are relative patterns,

however, and some knorvledge of the habitat under study is necessary before

the model can be used. It also requires considerably more detailed

knowledge about the biology of the componenÈ species, and makes no

specific quantitative predictions. I^Ihile these are obstacles to quick

and easy use, the results obtained by using this model are helpful for
understanding the epifaunal communities at Edithburgh.

There is clearry a large number of predictions made by the

above expansion, and considerable scope for testing them in the future.
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Figure 6.J. ReLation between abund.ance ancl patoh size for

species whích are gooð competítorsr poor recruíters (GCPR) r Ðd

poor competitors, b3* good. recruiters (rccn). Graphs are for

Low l"'evel"s of reoruitrnent.
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Figure 6.2 Relation between abwrda^nce and. patch size for
specíes which are good. competÍtorsr poor recnriters (CCfR), a¡d

poor competitors, poor recruiters (fCCn) 1 with either high(I{D), or
fow (¡.,U) d.ísturbance Levels.

Figure 6.J Relation between abr:nd.ance and. patch size for
species whích are good. competitorsr poor recruiters (ccfn), or
poor competÍtors, poor recruiters (pcGn) ¡ with a generaList
pred.ator either present (P), or absent (trp).





Fígure 6,4 helation between abundanoe and patch size fon.

species ¡¡hich are good. competitors, poor recruÍterns (CCfn)¡ and

poor competitors, good recruiters (fCCn)e when a pred-ator which
preys upon GCPR species is present (P), or absent (nP)





Figure 6,! Change in the importance of interactions
between adult occupants of a patch in infuencÍng the cornposÍtion

of a patch, as a function of patch size. f}trf - normal¡ i.e 1ow

reorrritment, 1ow d.isturbance, no importa^nt pred.ators. rIIRt - high
recnritment Levels for GCPR species. tSPt - predator specifio to
OCPR species present. tPr - generalist pred-ator present. rHDr

high levels of disturbance.
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APPENDIX 1.1 -Species recorded from In/est Lakes.

PORTFERA

AplgsÍ7J.a rosea Schu lze

ApTgsi 71a sulphurea Schu lze

sP5

SP7

sPl 2

SP2B

CNTÐARTA

Anthothoe aJ.bocÍncta (Hutton)

Cnidopus ver.ate;.

TubularÍa Largnx Eltis and Solander

AIINELTÐA - SERPT]LTDAE

GaleoJaría hgstrÍx Morèh .

HgdtoÍdes norvegica (Gunnerus)

Pomatoceras terrae- novae

Spirorbis convexis Ï,lisely

Spírorbis pagenstecheri (Quoy and Gaimard)

CRUSTACEA

Baianus anphitrÍte Darwin

Cateinus maenas Linnaeus

EJ-minìus modestus D arwin

Halicarcínus ovatus (Stímpson)

Portunus peTagìcus (linnaeub)
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þIOLLUSCA

AgTaja taronga Allan

Austre alis ornata (Angas)

Bedeva hanlegi Angas

Chlamgs bífrons (i,arn. )

ComìneLla eburnea (Reeve)

Dendrodoris nigra (Stimpson)

Ðorid sp.

ETectroma georgìana Quoy and Gaimard

ETgsìa sp. (?)

LepsieTTa vinosa Lamarck

LimatuTa strangei Sowerby

Mod.ioTus puTex Lamarck

lkonia ìone Gr ay

MgtiTus planuTatus Lamarck

lVassarius pgtrhus Menke

Ostrea angasí Sowerby

PhasianeTTa austta-Zis Grnelin

Thais orbita Grnelin

M31

M32

BRYOZOA

BuguTa stolanifera Ryland

BuguJa neritina (linné)

CrgptosuJ-a paTTasiana (t"toll )

Schi zopore-2.-Z.a schj zo s toma

ScrupoceTJaria sp.

Aglaj idae

Eo lidae

Muri.cidae

Pectinidae

Buccinidae

Doridae

Doridae

PteriLdae

Elys i id ae

Muricidae

Límidae

Mytilidae

Anomiidae

Myt ilidae

Nassariidae

Ostreidae

1\¡rbinidae

Muricidae
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ECHTNODERMATA

AmbTgpneustes pachjstus H.L. Clark

Anphípholis squamara (D. Chi.aje)

Coscinasterías cal-amaria (Gray)

HeLíocidati s ergthtogtamma (Valenciennes )

PatirìeL7a brevispjna H.L. Clark

tlniophora gtanifera Lamarck

ASCTDEACEA

Ascidia aspersa

Atapazoa fantasiana (Xott)

BotrgTToides l-eachií ( Savigny)

BotrgTTus scåJ,osseri (Pallas )

CÍona íntestina-ljs (Linnaeus)

Halocgnthia hispida (Herdman)

Polgcarpa papilTata (Stuiter)

Polgcarpa peduncuTata Heller

Dídernnidae sp. T1B

TELEOSTTT

Acanthopagrus butcherj Munro

Ammotretis rostratus Guenther (?)

Arrípis georgíanus (Cuvier and Valenciennes)

Australuzza novaehoTlandiae (Guenther )

GobÍus bífrenatus Kner (?)

Ggmnapistes ma¡rnoratus (Cuvier and Valenciennes)

Sparidae

Pleuronectidae

Arripidae

Sphyraenidae

Gobiidae

S'corpaenidae
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APPENDTX 1.2 : List of species recorded from Edithburgh study grid.

PORIFERA

ApIgsiTTa rosea Schulze

A. sulphurea Schulze

CalLgspongia sp.

Dgsídea fragiTis Montagu

SP 35

SP 36

CNIDARIA

Cargbdea tastonii Haacke

Cerianthus sp.

CuJicia sp.

P-Zesiastrea urviLlei Milne-Edwards and Haime

ScoTgmi a australis (¡litne-nawards )

ANNELIDA - SERPULTDAE

FíTograna impTexa Berkeley

Galeolaria caepitosa Savigny

G. hgstrÍx Morch

Hgdroides notvegica (Gunnerus)

Spirorbìs convexis irlisel-y

S. pagenstecheri Quoy and Gaimard

Spírorbis sp. C

Spirorbis sp. D
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CRUSTACEA

Ctg ptodromia octod entata

EpopeJla. simplex (Oarwin)

Leandet sp.

IÊptomithtax austr al í ensi s

IVaxia sp.

Nectocat cinus integt i f tons

ScaLpeTTum peronii /

(Haswel 1 )

¡
(uiers )

(Laetrille)

MOLLUSCA

Astetacma"^ 
" ""bristriata Verco

Attina tasmanica Tennison tr{oods

Cardiun sp.

Cetatosoma brevi caud atum Abraham

Chlangs asperrimus (Lamarck)

C. bifrons (Lamarck)

Chromodorïs epicurea Burn

Cgpraea friendii tåersjtes Gaskoin

C. comptoní Gray

Dendrodoris nigra ( stirnpson)

Eupgtmna stenodactgJa Grant

Fusjnus austrafis Quoy and Gaimard

HaLíotis cgcTobates Peron

H. TaevÍgata Doravan

IlapaTochlaena maculosa Hoyle

Lgria mìtraeformis Lamarck

NotovoLa alba Tate

Oliva austraJ.is Duclos

PhasianeJ- l-a austtal.is Gme lin

FamiLy

Acmaeidae

Pinnidae

Cardi,idae

Doridae

Pectinidae

Pectinidae

Doridae

Cypraeidae

Cyprae idae

Doridae

Sepiolidae

Fasc iolariidae

Hal iotidae

Ha 1 iotidae

Oc topodidae

Vo lut idae

Pectinidae

olividae

Tt¡rbinidae
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Pinna bicoLor Gmelin

Pleurobranchus hil7i Hedley

PleuropToca austraJ.asja perry

PoJiníces conicum (Lamarck)

Pterynotis triformis Reeve

Octopus australis Hoyle

ScuËus antípodes Montfort

Sepia mestus Gray

SepioToidea J-ineoJ-ata Quoy and Gaimard

SepÍateutåis australis Quoy and Gaimard

BRYOZOA

Biflustra (tntembranipora) perfragiJjs MacGil livray

Bugula sp.

CeTTeporaria fusca (Susk)

C. pÍgmentaria (t^laters)

CeTTepotarua sp. 
.

CrgptosuJa paTTasiana (Uol1)

SchízoporeTLa :sëhìzostona /

Scrupocellaria sp.

Parasmittina raigij (Audouin)

TriphgTTozoon monoTifera (MacGil livray)

87

ASCIDIACEA

Atapazoa fantasiana (fott)

BotrgTToides J.eachiì (Savigny)

BotrgTTus sch-Iosserj (pa11as)

Cnemidocarpa etheridgii (Herdnan)

Family

Pinnidae

Pleurobranchidae

Fas c io larii dae

Naticidae

Muricidae

OcÈopodidae

Fissure llidae

Sepiidae

Sepio loideidae

Lo log inidae
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I

t

Cgstodgtes deJ-l-echiajei (nella Valle)

Did emnum patulum (tterdman)

Didemnum sp. A (T9)

HalocAnthia hispida (Herdman)

Phallusia depressiuscul.a (He1 ler)

PodoclaveTTa cgJindrica (Quoy and Gaimard)

PoJgcarpa pend.unculata (He1ler)

PgcnocJaveLl-a diminuta (Kott)

Pgura irregularjs (Herdman)

Sgcozoa tenuicauLjs (tterdman)

Didemnidae sp. TlB

TELEOSTII and ELASMOBRANCHII

Aracana ornata (Cray)

Aspasmogastet tasmanjensjs (Guenther)

Australuzza novaehofLandiae (Guenther)

Brachaluteres jacksonianus (Qnoy and Gaimard)

Chelmonops truncatus (Kner)

Chei l-odactg Lus nigripes Richardson

Dactglophora nigricans (Richardson)

Diodon nichtemerus (Cuvier)

Echinophrgne crassispina McCul loch and tr^Iaite

EnopTosus armatus (l{hite)

EubaLichthgs mosaicus (Ramsay and Ogilby)

GÍreLLa zebra (Richardson)

GJgptauclrcn panduratus deruptus i^Ihitley

Ggmnapistes marmoratus (Cuvier and Valenciennes)

Gobius LateraLis Macleay

Hippocampus breviceps Peters

Family

Os traciot idae

Gobiesoci Cae

Sphyraenidae

Monacanth idae

Chaetodontidae

Che i lodac ty lidae

Cheilodactylidae

Tetraodontidae

Antenariidae

Enoplos idae

Monacanthidae

Kyphos idae

Syngnathidae

Sc orpaenidae

Gobiidae

Syngna th idae

ì
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Histophrgne scortea McCulloch and l^lait.e

Hgpnus monopterggium (Shaw and Nodder

Hgporhanpus meLanocåjr (Cuvier and Valenciennes)

IVeoodax sp.

Kathetostoma l-aeve (B1ocn and Schneider)

Parapercis haeckeJ- ( Steindachner)

Parequula mel-bournensis (Cas te lnau)

Pempheris klunzingeri McCu lloch

Phgcodurus eques egues (Guenther)

PlatgcephaJ-us bassensjs Cuvier and Valenciennes

P. fuscus Cuvier and Valenciennes

Scorpis aequippinjs Richardson

SiTTaginoides punctatus (Cuvier and Valenciennes)

Sphaeroides armil-l-a (McCulloch and I,Iaite)

Sphgraena novaehoLlandiae (Gunther )

Stipecampus crjstatus (McCulloch and l^taite)

Torquigener pJeuroglamma (negan)

Trachichthgs austral.js Shaw and Nodder

upeneichthgs porosus (Cuvier and Valenciennes)

lJroTopus testaceus (Mueller and Henle)

Vincentiana conspersus (Klunzinger)

Labridae sp.

Family

Anterariidae

Torpedinidae

Hemiramphidae

Od acid ae

Uranoscopidae

Mugiloididae

Gerridae

Pempheridae

Syngnathidae

P latycephalidae

P la tycepha 1 idae

Scorpididae

Sillaginidae

Tetraodontidae

Sphyraenidae

SyngnaËhidae

Tetraodontidae

Trachich thyidae

Mu 1lidae

Uro lophidae

Apogonidae

Labridae

I

i

\
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AppencLíx L.3

THE MARTNE BEI¡THIC FÀT]NÀ OF EDITTTEURGH.

I ,]THE ECHINODERMS.

l{tchael iI. Keough

Department of Eoology,
llhe UnLverslty of Adelalde,

c.P.O. Box 498,
ADELATDE, S.A. 5000.

lfra¡s. R. Soo. S. Jlust. (SuUmtttea)
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sg!o{Al{r

Forty-¡56 ecblnode¡cn apocl,or ar6 reported from a varlaty of

t¡abLtats around the Cooborie Marl.ne Rc¡earch Statlø near Eðlt]rburgh.

Hotca on tÌ¡e abunda¡rec and nfcrohabLt¡t of. each r¡ncJ.eg arc Brovidød,

togcttrer wLth a swmary ol ttre øpeclec aseoclationa found, Ln sach 'naln

habltat, type.
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There Ls a lack Ln South Àustrall.a of detal,led faunLstíc etudiee

of a sLngls narÍne êr€8. No øurvey comparable to those of port, phllfp

and Wêsternport, Baya Ln VictorLa or to that, of Cockburn sound Ln

ltogtern AustralLa er(1sÈ6. The result, of thls Ls that ths marine

collectlons 1n musarrms contaLn no account of the assocLctLong of

anlmale that are to be found wLthi.n a small geographlc area. In

addLtlon, nuch of the collectLon of tbo South Àt¡stralfan Museu¡¡ dates

fro¡a the flrst half of thle centuryr ônd spoctmens bear locallty

details whfch ar6 not very useful.

The area around the Coobowl.e l¿arÍne Roeearch Station of the

UniversJ.ty of Adelaide (Flgurr: l). lncludlng the pfer at nearby

Edlthburgh, has fecently become the focus of a nu¡nbsr of ecological

studles (Butler 1979¡ Butler & Brêwster 1979¡ Kay & Keough l'980a, b;

K€ough 1979; I'{eKJ.Ilup & Butler f979). other works have made use of

naterl"al collocted fro¡n thfs area (e,9. Ey e ,lenkLn Ín prees¡

Keough g! al. Ln prees; Schluter gt, g!. 1n press). Thore ls clearly

a need for a detalled, knowledge of the fauna of the area, and also the

dlstrlbutLons and lrabltate of the varloug e¡reoLes. '.lhl.s paper Ls the

flrst of a søries each deali.ng wlth a Fartlcular faunal group.

l.lcst of thc colloctlons belng diecussod here corne from the area

del1¡¡lted by ltaríon Roefr Sultana Polnt, CoobowLer and Troubridge

Islå,nd (Ftgure 1). îhe shorellne ls generally of low t"rave energy, and

both ll¡nestone reef,g arrd eandy ehores may be found. Íhe shores vary

ln slope from tLclal flats 100 - 1000 ¡ret¡es ín extent to pJ.atforu reefs.

subtfdally, large beds of seegrasa, lestdo,n¿g rugtraËg. vsr. glgggla l{ook,

aro found close to shore Ln shallow water (0 to 5 metree ln ilepth).

offshorer the seafloor varles from broken Ij"¡neetone rubble to broken

limestone reefs to eandy bottome. Aggregatfons of the blvatve lþgg.

I

I

t

l

I

I

I

t
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Þlcolor Gbelln occupy a large proportion of offshore localftfee. Beds

of Posl"donl"a australls Hoo!:, al.ong wLth lesser coneentratL<¡ns of ùhe

other se¿ìgrasses Halophlla- orrqllg. llook and slrl¡ofåg entarctJ.ca (Labilt. )

alnllarly octupy large a.reas of the sand,y hottom, r¡hlle many scattered

rocks arc covered rçLth the alga Fcabe.rþ .agþIglå. The offshoro p-æg

bt.cgloI habftat fs more ful1y described by Butler and Brev¡st,er (1979).
1

ltcK.{Ilup (L979) - and l{cKlllup and Butler (1979r see thefr rlg, t)

sJ.nllarj-y cover eome of tho Lntertidal localitiec r ancl Kay an<l Koough

(ln prese) , Butler (19?9) ancl Kay (I9s0) 2 doecribe the envÍronment arouncl

Sdlthburgh plcr.

All speclnens uêre tal:en by dlvers uslng SCUBA, wl,th tha exceptÍon

of lntertJ.dal spoclnens. The study areiù was ¡c|! ga¡n¡rleit wlth uniforsr

lntencr{ty. Fígure I gJ.vee somo ådea of the frequency of sarnplfng.

ClassLflcatlon of speclmens follot¿s tlre scherûes of $hepherd (1968),

asteroLdear Eaker (19BIa), Ophluroldoa¡ Bâker (198fb), schl.noldea¡

8o¡:e (I9SI), Holothurlolclea, and Clark (1966) , Crl-noldea. Koys to the

relevant, group nray be found fn eacl¡ of these publlcatlons. SpecLes are

llsted ln taxonomfc order folloning each of the above sources. It

should be noted that the rnethod of collectLon ¡mgt u¡xlerestl$ate the

abundance andr/or Br€sence of echl.noLdE of the ordera Cllpacstoroide

(sand dollars) r Cassidulolda, and Spatangoida (hoart, urctrlne). Burrorvlng

or very srurll holothurLans will Ì,e slnllarly underreBrescrnted ln thls

account.

l**tu up. S.C. (f979) Behavloural dlfferences bet*-oen populatlone of

$ggg:lgg F,tirpe,ratrlg (l¡ollusca¡ProsobranchLa) . Ph.D. thesls,

Department of Zoology, UnLvorelty of l\d€Iålde.
'l-Kay, Ä.!1. (19s0) The organlzatlon of seEsLle guj.lds on pler pilíngs"

Ph.D. Thesls, Departnent of Zoologry, Unlversfty of l{delalda.

!

I

I
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PHYT.U}.I ECHXNODER}íÀTÀ

SubcJ"ass Aaterol.dea

Order Platyasterlda

austra-l1ag nii¿erleín. the sole récorcl of thlø epecLes Ln the

general area ie a single epecjmen Ln the South Austral{ar¡ }luser¡¡n

takon 'betwoen lroubrlclge Island and Kangaroo feLand',, bearlngt

no date or collectorrs name" Clark (19281 citerl the eol"lector

aE Dr Verco, biut gave no further <letalLs. ThJ.a large bLue and

yollow apecS.es ls con¡non on sandy bottons ln other part,s of

6t, Vfncent Gulf, eo Lts presence would not bo eurprlsing. For

the present, Ít must resnl"n <loubtful.

I

I

I

Order Ph¿nerouonla

@ tcüUer & Troschel. ThLe specles burrows In sand, arid

f.s not often aeen ëq)osed. It has been recorcled from tlre area

nld-way betwoon Edlthlnrrgh and Troul:rfdgo lel"and,I

t
Pentaltonaster qggb."f_ Gray. Thfs brlghü, orange or yell.or+ sea star

! occurs whersver roc!<y reefs are found wLthln the area, for

axautple the rockg abuttfng tho pler aÈ Edlthburgh and the reefs

between Troubrfdge feland and l,larLon Reof. lt, does not, occutr on

the sancty bottoms of the area.

ggglg +ust{.altq Gray. Àl¡rost all habltats contaLn somo of thls epecÍes,

anrd 1t ls tho most comrßon asteroid beneath the Bler at Edltt¡burgh,

Àlso occurs on lntertidal ll¡neetone reefs to the tiorth of

Edfthburqh, an<l f.s wåclespread among 9l3ry} bede" Further detaLlE

of thls cpecfes are glven l-.y Keough and But,ler (L979) . Shephcrd

(1968) also recordecl the specåea as being cûrnrûon at lidåtlùurgh.

l\nth¡r¡¡ter valvul-atucr (l,rüller e froËõt¡e1) ls uncor,mon, ancl ås occaaLorrally

x

I

I

I

I reconled fraur eandy l:ottours ln the bay at, depths of 5 to B metrea.
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Petrf"cLa. .r¡ern*gfnå (ta¡oarck). A large populatlon of çrLe apecies occure

under tha pler at Ed{thburgh, feectlng on the fauna of the ptllngs

and also clel¡rie on the seafloor rt'hlch bea¡s er¡erusÈatlons si¡ililar
tto thone on the plllngs (t<eough 1976)".

æglg!{.omþ polypoqå (¡1.r.. CLark) appears to be restricted ro the only

area of reoCerate surge, tho rocky reofs between Troul:rJ.clge Island

and l,larfon P.eof.
t

Order Spínulosa

I AsterLna atyphoida It.L. Clark. .Thl.s UttLo eeastar ll.vea under rocke,

I

It fg wLdeepread, tr¡t never present ln great nr¿rbere. llho coLour

of llvlng apecl.mens taken frotr depths bstrsoen e 
"nA 

10 metres

dlffers frorn the colotrr of øpocinene from deeper than 13 metres

takon by Shepherd (1968). $pecimer¡s from ths Erllthburgh area

aro pLnk-red aborally, r*J-th green tips to the arme. OraL

surfacog gre crs¡rm.

I

t

t
PatLrlolla brevisplna 11.L. Cl¿rrk l"s the most abundanL epecfes of the

I arca. ft nay bo found fn large nunbers tr &gådop,åg beda close

Lnslrore, fron¡ one to fLve metres J.n depth, and fe conìmon u¡rder

the pler. frequent olghtlngu of thle apec!.es are unade on the

FJ.nn{ beda offshoro. Keough and Butler (1979) record the dfet

of thle epectes ae belng colonJ-al aect-dl.ans and many norLhund

Ltenre,

t

ir

I

l!

I

2
"Keough, l'l.J. 1976 The role of asberold predators Ln deternlnlng the

etructure of jetty plle corununltles. B.Sc. (Hons.) thesls,

Depertment of Zoology, üníverelÈy of .êdelafdo.

I
t

Þ
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I Patfrfella gfljrua. (l,a¡narck) ls the only seaetar whlch ls rostricted to the

I

1

Lntertidal zone, anf 1t ls extr€mely ebundant, on the tidal flats

beÈween Sultana Þoi,nt, and Coobowlo. ft, fs uaually lese thån 2ûffi¡

Ln dLanreter, anrd is green aborally, and blue-green erally, The

sqasters nây 1lve e:çosed on the canrl or under snålI lÍmestone

rocks.

Pallrlellq ro!!- (Gray). ThJ.e varlably coloured, crypt,lc epecLeo fs

oecaslonally foun<l under rocks at a varfety of depths, but is

coûünon only on the reefg between Troulrridge fsland and Marion

Reef.

Ne-panth{a 9rowþton} (Lfvingetone). Shepherd (1968) cLtee thís apecJ.es

Âs belng J.nclLcative of relatJ.vely exposed envl.ronments, and lL

ls confj.ned to the area South of Troubrfclge foland, where lt ls

coîunon. It reachos R ¡ l00nm, arxl ls ptnktsh tghlte !n colour.

I

I
I

I
I

I

Echl-naster arcys{:atus H"Ì,. Clark. Àn uncommon specioe whlch app€ars

p confÍned to the same area as Ngpqlthte. lTgughtont-.

order ForcS.pulatida

goscLna.s-t-erieg c"glang$å (cray). This na¡¡y-ra.yed epecÍes Le the largest

seastar ln South Ãustralfa, and fndlvlduale up to 60cnr Ln

dLanèter have been recor<lerl in the bay. Snaller speclmens are

comnon ln shallov¡er r¡ater (lntertldal to 3m depth) r anrl larger

specimans are found in progreaeively deeper water. Juvenlles

are found llvlng under rocks, whl.lo the adults move about ln

)

t

I

ir
the open. Large indlvirlualE (R > 15cqr) feed on Pfnna bicolor

I

andl J.te epJ-fauna, arxl also on a varloty of speclee on and êround

pfer pilfngs such as crabs, molluscs and ascldLans, ae well ag

ecavengf.ng. (Keough & Butler 1979) .

I

I
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UnLopho.rå Eranifera Lamarck, ]\lcunda¡¡t around tho pf.er, and, common

subtidally frcn Coobor.lle to Sultana Point. Commonly eeen feedLng

on the eplblota of 3l¡¡na bicolgË. JuvenLles (R< 2crn) are found

1n ttre sa¡oe Eeneral area ae adultg, but are crlptic. Haxi¡m¡n

sl,ze of the adults ls R - 70rm.

Allggltchpqter pglypl_ax (uütter û Troschel). A s!ûall (R up to 3crn) r

cry¡ptic seastar whLch le widespread throughout the area. It,

occurs undor rocke and other debrls fron the {ntertLdal down to

at least l0 metres, whero lt, ls reported to foed on molluscs and

ononrstLng organisnos (Shepherd 1968) .

SnllasterLas i.rregular,le tt.L. C1ark l.s an uncormonr crlç¡tfc seåatar,

only a couplo of specimena of whlctr have been taken, botå near tt¡e

pler. The specLes autotonl,zes readlly when ren¡oved fro¡n the water.

I
I

;

F

ST'BCI,¡ISS OPHIT]ROIDEA

Order PhqmophlurLrla

ophf.oelyEg austTaLls LütJ<en. À large, varíabty coloured apecies, lt fs

found under rocks and debrie at all depths vithln the area. Very

co4r¡oon, and moves about ton tha pond at nf.ght. Ite armg are not

very flexlble, and tÌ¡ese oph.l-urofds are relatJ.vely sluggtøh.

Aslroboa ernae pðderlein. Only a sLngle opeclnnen of thls epecies has

been taken. It ¡cas found on â pfnna shell at the pJ.er in only

four mettreg. Tha branched arns *"* colour nake thLa a very

easíly recoc¡nleable specLoa.

Order 0phluri.da

I

I

I

¡

I
Huphlura constrlcta L1man. This specJ.es rarely grons larger than a dlsc

I

t

dLameter of Tsun (saker I98Ia), aLthough most, epeclnens are only a few

mn ln dlsc díameter. It, Ls abunclar¡t, amongst tlre eossllo fauna on pler

pJ.llnger rocks end Pinna shells. IÈ occurs throughout tÌ¡e arelr.
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I

O¡¡hl.oc+truå PlloPus (tyaan). A moderately coÍû¡on specLes whlch lLves Ln

the sand between PLnna- shclLa. The trholo alimal Ls not often seen,

but Lta preÉrenc€ ls denotod by the dietsl thirsl, of each arl'o

protrudlng vertlcally above the Eand. the whole aní¡nal cen then

!:e ecooped up from Just bolow tha eurface of the sand. The arms

are most often seen r¡'here tlrere Ls a notLceable current.

ånpht-oplqs- oghro_l.eucg (Brock). fh{e is another spacfee vhich ie found

l¡urled 1n the Bd,nd. rt ls not very cotunonr wltlr only three

epecfunene having been takon, both at the basee of Pt¡]nå shells.

The spec{ôs wês not Buffíclently co&ìmon to Lre lncluded Ln the key

of Baker (198fa), and a sl¡ort noto J.s warrantecl. Dlsc dl.aneter

Ls about ?'wr, ¡ut the armc êre very f,ragLler so that estlnation

of thelr length Ls dlfflcult. Àm length appears to be 15 to 20mm.

!,torphologl-ca11yr the specLes Ls sl.nilar to ¡\rophiphoüs ta

D

havlng tuo central oral papillae, f,lanked by tr+o dlstal oral

paplLlao. It cen be clfst,lngulehed fro¡n å'.. .çg¿r¡tìqgå by the wldthg

of these tr+o dlatal paplllae. +. sgqütata has the outermost two

to throo tLnes the qrldtlr of the lnner (Bal',er t98tra), while

Ànphloplus ochroleuca l¡ears tvro papiLlae of sfudlar sizes.

I

t g¡u¡¡l{"plroüs gg1¡lgtg Deli.e ChiaJe. A ena1l epecfee whlc}¡ J.s co¡nmon ail¡ong

the sponges and tunlcates on the pilíngs of, the pJ.er.

gg!&g¡fq. f3s¡11enÊ. tlmân. Ànother specles not lieted by naj.-ar (1981a),

thLs emåll speciee Ls occaeionally taken und,er rocks ån the Lntertidal

botweon EdJ.thburgh and CoobowLe. It Ls not as cosuron he¡e ae Lt

appeara to be ln the lntertldal of ttlore ex¡>osed shores. I have

obs@rved lt subtidally ln other Fårta of southern Àustïall"a, although

no apeclmens have been taken frorn tåls area subtldally. It xnay be

dLatlngulshcd fron the congener 9. -t:lg# x.L. Clark by the

I

!

I

II
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ntlrber of dlstal oral paplllae; O. trlcolgq has one Large

fanshaped papilla, v¡hfre o. reg[lens has two squarJ.sh papillae

(elarl-. 1966) .

Ophtothrlx ca.esp3.tosa Lyman. This small specios ls very conmon v¡herever

spongeÊ, tunlcates, and bryozoans occur. ft lives 1n the crevices

botv¡een t¡ese species.

OphtothËLx (plagophiotlrrix) EælrJfcola Stlnpson. This large specÍes is

not uncorunon, and. occurrl under rocks and debrls subtldally

throuqhout tlie area. It is very active when dfsturbed,.

4>hlonerej.g sclayeËL ¡iüI1er e. TroccheL. Thls ls one of the cornmonest

large brlttLe-stars, reaching an arn lengttr of at least L50n¡n

(Baker 19lr1a). It is found under rocks throughout, the area frcm

tl¡e lntertidal down to l-0 ¡netres.

Clarkcoma canaliculata (Lutken). Together wlth OphLonereLs s*gg!,

thfs 1s the commonest large ophLuroid. It, is particul-arly

abunclant uncler rocks and debris beneath tlre pLer, but occurs a1l

over the ä¡.rea, again fron the lntortLdal dov¡n. It anpears to be

more actlve at nlght.

Ophlonereís senonL (Doderlein). Thls is posslbly the most attract,ive

of the optrluroi<ls seen conmonly ln South ltustraLia. Bakcr (I9BIa)

does not clescribe this species, and agaJ.n some description ls

warrantod. The d.isc diameter reaches 9rnm, a¡rc1 the dl-sc ls

covered r¿ith skin whlch obscures the scales. Colour of the disc

Is blaer., wlth r¡'hite patterning The arms are up to

70rnn long, and sl-ender. Litt1e l"s known of thLs species, and ferv

speclnens cxl-st in the South Àustraliån ¡Íuseum. It appears that

this l-s due to laclc of collecting, rather than to rarÍty. It has

bee¡r taken out in the bay at, the base of pþ3a ehells and ís

coftrnon around the pier among debrls on the seafloor. The arms
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are bra,ck-grey and crean, and ca¡r ofton be sêan protruding tlrrough

the debris. r have found tt to be common at a number of eftes

further to the north (f{ool Day and Port GLles piers), and lt 1s

probably cormon over a larger area than thLs eurvey coverÉr.

gnltocgmtng -aqg!¡g$g. H.L. Clark le only known fron culf St, Vlncenr,,

whence lt, was deecribed by H.t. C1ark (1928). It can be found

at. the base of Pfnna shells, burled ln ths sand. It Ls not,

unconmon out 1n tho bay.

s!lu{.odo¡1- æcqry- H.L. Cla¡k. Thls u¡rcorruron little specles has only been

recorded oBC€r burfed ln eand at the base of, a Plnna shell betv¡een

Sultana Polnt ancl Troubrldgo Island. ft le readlly dfstlnguishable

from other specfes by the presence of hyalLne erlges to tire teeth,

which are w:lde and blunÈ (À.H. Clark L966)

9PEgg 3-fenssa (r,:'uran). This speclos ls conaon around the pier, It,

ll,ves under rocks and othe¡ debrls, but, often ¡noves about on the

sand at, nlght,.

Oph{o¡reza asslmLlLs BetI. Larger than the previoue species, lt is also

founcl unrler the pier, although lt ls less abundant, than

O. aronosa.

OphiarachnelLa Ia*_sgyl (ne1J.). rh{e le another fafrly large epecies.

The sâne connent, aa for the precee<llng two specLeø apply.

Qg!¿gclosggqg. r¡¡[ÉEþg (LJungman). only a efngle racord exigts for thls

epecles, from sandy botton l>etween Sult¿na ÞoJ.nt and Troubrldgs

Xslalrd.

CIÂSS ECHIBTOIDEA

Order CidaroLda

CoJrLo.clgÍr_i.s, _qgb.a$å Koehlor, Íirie suìall (test dlamet,er up to 75nm) urchln

Ls easlly recognlsable by lts thLck, thorny spl.nes. It ls wLde.epread

Ë
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over Pllnå bedo, although lt, 1s mor€ conmo¡r Ln the northern

sectlons of both Gr¡Us Ln South Austra1l,a.

phyllagqqllrls i:s@fE tfortensen. the "slate*pencL1,, urchLn le rare

wlthin the area. The only place u'heqe nr¡mbers occur 1s the rock¡¡

reefs l¡etweon Troubridge Islanci and ltarlon F,eef , whore indivlduals

occur uncler leclgea.

Order ContrechLnolda

A¡ublypneustos pachfstus II.L. Clark. Thls llttle urchl.n 1g very co¡uûnon in

lgglgg4:lg beds throughout the area, where it grarea on the

_ ePtpht¡tes of the se&çrrasg.

He1Locj.darfe crytllrogranma (Valencl.ennes). Thle Ls the most abundant

echlnold of the area. It Ls se€n occä.elonally around the pier, and

:!.s eomnon on roefs ln ahallo?r water. Juventles are founrl under

rocks from the lntertldal dor.rn to a few !ilstres.

Ufcrggglg!. Sgnaqgpqg. Ll"ves throughout, the &rea, frotr the LntertLdaL araa

dovmwards. ft also ap¡reare to gråEê on eplphytes, aLthough lt ls not

seen ae frequentLy eE þþI)ãæ p3sþktug_.

CIJ\SS HOI,OTTIURTOIDEÀ

Order ÀspldochirotJ.da

åe.åS]tpp"" _fggt¿g! arrrc. A largo specJ.ea, lt ls qu5.te conrnon ônong tårlna

shelle on all sandy bott^ome ndthln the area.

S.ttshqpgs M¡låg (Hutton). Thl,s le the moet abundant holothurlan in the

ôrea. It ls corrurton over the ç¡hole aaea. It ls unlforml"y brovrn.

ggl.olh'"lIåa þq1$gyefi En-re. rhl¡ l.s another large speci.es, v¡hich occu¡:g

on oancly bottone wtth s!åglgpq.s_ Tqgl¿¿g. end g. lggf$!. It, is

moderately ccn$non. It, fs eomotlmes dlfflsult to clistlngulsh

betr¿eon Ê.. þgg¡gå and t{. Þ"r!g"y-*IL in tha fleld, sJ.¡rco they rnay
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be of sinrllar sLze a¡rd coLouratlon. g" !ågqntrgå often tras

pfecês of øeagrass or other debris adherJ-ng to Lt.

Order A¡¡odtda

Leptoslmapta dolabrl"fera (Stlmpeon). Thls saall, v¡hlte speciea ls falrly

conmon. It, ls oceasLonally taken under rocks from the intertidaL

ôown to ten netree, and ls an actl,ve burrower ln gend.

Trochodota shepherdi Rowa. thle snall black species le comrnon Ln a r¿Jxed

I
I

bed of kgfdcllq. and Pånn+ off the end of the Dditltl:urgh pier. It,

lg most coneplcuous when entr¡Ined ln tho meshes of experfinental

cages ln tho area, but l-s very actlve ancl often eeen moving on

the sand. ft a¡rpears to be moro abundant in r¡lnter and early

sprlng.

Order Dendrochirotlda

I,tpgt{apgzlg _ye,g!|eng. (Joshua}. Only a slngle spoclnen has been recorded

frour under rocks tn the lntertidal reglon. It frequently has

rubbLe and plant, matorial adherJ.ng to Lt (fifcnran L962¡ pers.obs.).

lbfgg. nf.Ulg Joabua & Creed. Thi.s opecJ.es rarely exceedg Scm, and lfves

wedged bøtr+een rocks ln sand, r¡lth only the tentaclee expoaod.

lhe tentaslee are frequenLly aeen exposed durlng day or nlght.

It ls connon tlrrough moet of the area.

I
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CLÃSS GINOTDEA

Order Artlculata

! Comanthus Elgloglg{g (¡¡ü11er). Thle large orsnge or bro¡m opeclee 1s

I
com$pn through most rocky reefs ln the aroa. It ls found under

rocks and ln crevl"ces.

A$e.Ion spp. These srall, brownJ.sh feather stars åEe occasl"onally found

rrnrler rocke. They appear to be dietrlJ¡¡teit throughout the st'udy

area' whorever roclcs are found.
r
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The fauna ie thus composed of a small nurnber of comnon specLes,

wLth a }arge nr¡¡ober of rar6 or unc@on epectee. Exa¡nlnation of the

faunas for dlffersnt hab{tat types (fable 1) shohts that they bear

aseenbtages of, epec!.es whLch overlap broaclly. Intertldal eand and

shalloor-¡¡ater seagrass beds support, tl¡e feweEt speclesr whlle roclry

reefe Ln doeper water contal.n the largegt number of comon specJ.es.

OtÌ¡er habitats have lnte¡medlate nuabors of specl,oc.

The total echinoderm fauna Ls surprf"sÍngly large. ft fe at

least forty nlne s¡mcies, but Le composod of nany rare speclos whfch

have been recorded once otr tr+lce per 150-200 hours underwatert a brtef

aurvey of tha area would produce no ftcre than thLrtl, specLer¡ êven after

sa.üpllnqr a broad 8üea, a¡rd would tln¡a undereetlnate the echinodem

f,auna of the area by about one thLrd.
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AC¡OIO¡TLEDæHANTS

¡låny p€oBle h¿ve åssLstecl vLth solloatton and observatfon of,

eohlnodern matorlalr especLally 4..t. Butler, 'f.l{. FgrtrlE, À.M. Kayr

a,nél D.R. Keough.
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tlable 1. DLstrlbutlon by habttat tlÞe of conîKtn ochfnoderme.
Blanf. denotee absenee, X occaeLonal prørenc6, C comtron
and VC vary co[uþn.
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ST'MMARY

The reoccupation of artificially cleared patches in a subtidal

epifaunal community was investigated in two field experiments on the

pilings of Edithburgh pier, south Australia. rn most cases, the

greatest proportion of the patch $¡as reoccupied by the vegetative

extension of established sponge and tunicate colonies adjacent to it.
r.arvar recruítment by sponges, bryozoans, tunÍcates and serpulids

contributed to the reoccupation but resulted in only a small proportion

of the mean peïcentage cover. The relative abundances of individual

species established.in any patch were shown to be a function of the

(1) position in space, (2) age, (3) time of creation, (4') initial size' ,'
of the patch.

There was a rarge amount of between patch variation in arl

cases. Overgrowth inLeractions occurred frequently within patches,

and for many pairs of species, neither species consistently overgre$/

the other. Overgrowth interactj-ons were tested statistically, an¿ a

large number of pairs of specÍes kTere found to be competítively

equivalent. This represents a possible situation additional to the

alternatives recogïrized in the literature, namely competitive

hj-erarchies or networks. rnteractions between species shourd be

regard.ed as stochasticr with a wide range of ¡rossible outcotrês¡ The

situation at Edithburgh is likery to prod.uce greater between-patch

varíability than either a network or a hierarchy.

Despite this large variation, super-specific taxa differ fairly

consistently in capacity for overgrowth. Tunicates overgror{ sponges,

which overgrow bryozoans, which overgrow serpulids. The occupation of

most patches was dírectional in the sense that bryozoans and serpulids

Ínvaded first, but. tunicates and sponges excruded them and. came to

dominate the patch. These relationships are used to predict patterns

t
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of abundance for substrata which are small and isolated, and these

predictions are compared wj-th the epifauna of the bivalve pinna

bicolor, which provides such substrata adjacent to the pier.
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INTRODUCTION

rn recent years severar research workers (e.g. Grant 1977¡

Karlson 197A¡ Levin and Paine 1974¡ Osman 1977¡ Sutherland, 1974¡)

have proposed that it is appropriate to view communities of sessile

bj.ota in marine environments as being composed of a mosaic of smarl

patches with differing species compositions and developmental histories.

In some communities these patches first occur as holes or breaks

in the sessile flora and fauna covering a two-dimensional surface

(Dayton 1971, 1975¡ 
_ 

Grant 1977¡ Karlson 1978¡ paine 1977).

Alternatively, the patches may occur as isol-ated pieces of substratuur

surrounded. by areas unsuitable for occupation (Jackson 197'7a¡ Osman
,,

1977' 1978¡), The l-atter are also known as habitat islands (Schoener

1974). In both cases investigations designed to determj-ne the factors

affectíng the formation of patches and the initiat Ídentities and.

abundances of species which invade and. occupy these patches have been

used to formurate explanations for overall community structure.

Much of the work in rocky intertidal systems has focussed. on the

processes responsÍbre for creation of paÈches and thus provision of

free space. PhysÍca1 disturbances by wave-borne objects and wave

actÍon itself, or biological disturbances such as foraging by predators

create holes in the sessile communities coverj-ng the substratum (Dayton

1971t 1975¡ Grant 1977¡ Paine 1966, 1971r. Knowledge of events

t¡ithin patches is also ngcessary in ord.er to understand patterns of

species abund.ances via patch theory. rn rocky intertidal systems,

reoccupation of patches usually ends when one or more species exclude

the early occupants of a patch through various methods of interference

competition (Paine 1977).

Events within patches are less well understood for communities 
-

on hard substrata in subtidal habitats. Patches are reoccupied both

t
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by colonisation by planktonic larvae and by the vegetative extension of
adjacent colonies. These tv¡o sources have been shown to differ in
ilportance between various subt,idal communities (Jackson 1977b¡ Kay

1980¡ Sutherland and l(arlson 1977). IrrespectÍve of the source of

lnhabitants, interactions between the occupants are an important part

of the reoccupat'j-on process. These interactions mostly take the form

of overgrowth, where one occupant grows over the surface of the

other. "Contact matrices" have been constructed which show the result

of pairwise interactions between species. rt has been suggested in
some cases that the patterns of overgrowth shown ín such matrices are

linear, i.e. for a three species case, À beats B, B beats c, and thus A

beats C (ConneiL 1978¡ Osman 1977). In others they have been

suggested to form a network - .A, beats ts, B beats c, but c beats A (Buss

and Jackson 'l 979; .fackson 1979a). Much discussion has centred on

these patterns, since they have different effects on the dynamics of

the community. (Review: Buss and Jackson 1979.')

Àt EdÍthburgh pier in South Australia, we have observed that the

outcome of Ínteractions between a given pair of species is not

constant, and each species wins some encounters. The same result, has

been reporÈed. from other areas (,Jackson 1979a¡ Osman 1977¡ Russ

f9B0). other studies of patterns of overgrowth have been from

censuses at a single point in time (Buss and Jackson 1979i Jackson

1979a). At Edithburgh, we have records of interactions over extend.ed

tÍme periods, in v¡hich one colony initialry overgrows the other, but

then the process is halted, and. the initiarly overgrown species

eventually wins. Censuses taken at a single point in time would thus

lnclude some misleading classifícations of overgrowEh interactions.

Jackson (1979a) has shown that the outcome of ínteractions between some

bryozoan species is infruenced by the angle at which the colonies

I
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encounter each other. Russ (personal communication) and Day (1977)

have suggested that the outcome of the interaction changes with the

relative sizes of the two colonies. Most authors have acknowledged.

this varíability, but few have taken acount of it in their treatment of

contact matrices. Contact matrices have been interpreted essentially

det'erministically. The informatj-on in each cell has been treated. in

terms of its most co¡runon outcome, not the frequency distribution of the

several possible outcomes, and for each ceIl it has been assumecL that

there are only two possible ".average" condítions; A wins or B wins.

rn realityr of couïse, it is conmon that neither species wins

consistently, and we believe that a third possibility shourd be
t

considered in the abstract interpretation of contact, matrices; pairs

of species in which neither species wins significantly more often than

the other. These species shourd be desigrrated. "competitively

eguivarent". 
. 
Eurther, the Ínteractions between each pair of species

shourd be tested. statisticarly before being crassified. lte suggest

using the Binomial test (sieger 1956), and. details are given in the

methods section. The third possibirity may be of some importance. A

hierarchÍcal pattern overgrowths results in lower variety of outcomes

than either a net¡vork or a situation where equivalences are present.

consider a series of patches where three species are present. rf

their overgrowth pattern is hierarchical, all patches of this

composition are likely to finish up with the same specíes composition

rf the. arrangement Ís a netr.¡orkr each species wirl win in some

patches. The outcome ís influenced. by growth rates and juxtaposit.ions

of species (Buss and ,Jackson 1979). Once growth rates and positions

of species v¡ithin a patch are knownr the outcome becomes predictable.

The abundance of the three specíes and. the amount of betv¡een-patch

variatíon is then influenced by the variations Ín growth rates ancl by

(
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the freguency d.istrj-bution of species juxtapositions. If equivalences

are conmon, therr even if the growth rates of species and the spatial

arrangement of species within a patch are known, neither the d¡mamics

within the patch nor the final outcome are pred,íctable. The

between-patch variatÍon is thus high and independent of juxtapositions

of species.

If this method is applied to published contact matrices, many of

the cells do not have sufficient observations to categorise the

lnteraction at all;. in other cells the outcomes must, be classified as

conpetitive equivalence. Thus, the data are often inad.eguate to

distÍnguísh between the hierarchy and network ideas. Many of the
,l

outcomes fall into a category not Íncluded in many discussions of

competitive Ínteractions. Thus, we conclude that. the occurrence of

networks and.,/ot hierarchies has not been werl demonstrated in the

Iíterature. Jackson (1977, 1g7gb) and. Buss (1g7g), however, provid.e

convincing circumstantial evid.ence for the existence of networks among

the inhabitants of cryptic coral reef environments. They suggest that

there exists a great diversÍty of growth forms and directions,

allelochemicars and growth rates, making it unlikery for any one

species to consistently win against all other species.

The patterns of overgrowth are thus likely to be of importance

Ín the reoccupation of patches. A number of other influences can be

identified; the size of a patch of substratum should be important in

determining the pattern of its reoccupation, as should its position in

space (whether Ít is isolated., or what species border it), In

addition, for example, Jackson (1977a) has suggested that dirferent

species may settle preferentially on substrata of different sizes.

Íhus' within-patch events on a large piece of substratum may not be

welr simurated on substrata that are smarl and isolated, such as
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foulíng plates. 
. 
*l*" paper detairs two fierd experiments on the

reoccupation of cleared patches in the epifaunal community on pier
'piLings of Edithburgh pier in South Australia.

The first series of e>çeriments was desigmed to test the

hypothesis that the reoccupation of a patch ís infl-uenced. strongry by

the t'Íme at which the patch was created, since larval abundances vary

seasonally. Alternativery, Later composition of a patch may be more

strongly influenced by the growth of organisms surrounding a patch.

Rate of reoccupation may be affected in a sinr-ilar way by size of patch

and by lts position (i.e. the identity of the species surround.ing it,).
À smalL patch surrounded by fast growing species will obviously be

overgrov¡n more rapÍd1y than one which is J-arger or suruounded by slov¡er

growing species. In the second. experiment, patches were cleared which

$rere surrounded. by one of two species whose growth rate varied by a

factor of tv¡o. Patch size was varied. sÍmultaneousì-y.

The results of the trvo experiments are used to identify some of

the factors which are important in the organization of the epifaunal

community of Edithburgh pier and. to predict differences in the

structure of communities on substrata of different sizes. Datd from

small and. large substrata at Edithburgh are included as a preliminary

test of these predictions.
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!{ATERIALS AND METHODS

Study area

The wooden pier at, EdÍthburgh (137o4?rE 35o5'Si Fi.g. t) extends

f?3 metres in an easterly direction from a row rocky criff. Field

¡'¡ork on the pier was (and is) conducted. under the outer half of the

pier. Piling d,iameter is between 30 and 40 cm, and most of the

pilings are at reast 68 years old (some are B0). Depth around the

pS.er varies from 4.5 to 5.5 n below Mean Lower Low Water.

To the south of the pier J-ies a d.ense bed of the seagrass

Posídonia australis var. ansusta Hook. Und.erneath the pier and to the

north and east the seagrass is less abundant and the most conspicuous,

benthic species is Pinna bj-color Gmelin , a fan-shelL which has the

anterior harf of the sherl embedded in the sand (see Butler and

Brewster 1979't. The shetl provides a substratr:m for various sessile

specíes. The alga scaberia argardhii Grevirle and the seagïass

HaloohLla ovalis (R.Br. ) are also common.

The area is sheltered by land from the prevaíring south-west,

winds and is not, subject to oceanic swells. lrlater temperature varies

between 22oc ín late ,fanuary and 11-12oc in ,rury and. August, although

these extremes vary by one or two degrees in individual years.

Species ín the communitv

This study focussed on those species that are capable of

adhering to hard substrata withj.n the study area, and includes only

sessile species. BoLh the pier pilings and pinna shells bear an

assemblage of species from a number of phyra. The most conmon are

tunicates, sponges, bryozoans and serpulid po]-ychaetes, but attached

moll-uscs and. coelenterates also occur. Most specíes are colonial.

Table 1 lists the commoner species. l{e excluded species which occupied

a
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less than 0.059 of space on the pilings. The epifauna of Pinna shells

is composed of essentially the same species pool. Two specíes, the

coral- Scol1'mia Homophvllia australis (l"1i1ne-Edward.s and HaÍme) and a

stalked barnacle Scalpellum peronii, were occasionally found on pinna

shells, but do not, occur on pier pilings.

Taxonomic problems exist for many invertebrate groups in South

Àustralia, necessitating the use of code numbers for some species.

The code numbers correspond. to catalognres of colour transparencies and

specímens held in the Zoology Department, University of Adelaj-de.

Further details of this procedure appear in Keough and. But,ler (1979').

Natural patches are formed on the pilings, and vary ín size from

1 
"m2 

to 1 m2. Personal observations suggest that all large

patches are formed through senescence òf old colonies or by wave

danrage. Small patches are formed by the foraging activities of

predators, mainly the asteroids Tosi-a australis Gray and. Petricia

vernicína (Lamarck).

General- method.s

All field work was conducted using either SCITBA or SSBA, and.

coll-ection of data was made with Nikonos cameras and el-ectronic flash,

using Ektachrome 64 ASA film. Photographs were taken from distances

between 1 and 0.15 metres. Patches $/ere thus censused. repeatedly and

non-destructively. Work on the pilings was d.one using only piling

surfaces which do not face outwards, and in the zone from 0.5 to 2.5

metres above the bottom. This was to minimize physical heterogeneity

within the working area.
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Experiment I

Five patches of size 20 cm x 30 cm v¡ere created at randomly

selected positÍons on those pilings within. the study êrêêo sessire

organisms lrere removed with a knife and. chisel, and the wood scrubbed.

wj.th a stiff brush to remove arl fragnents of rivÍng tissue. Each

patch was outLined rvith orange nylon ropêo The proced.ure was repeated

at 3 rater ti¡¡es as follows: "February, group 26.rr..76¡ ,'May' group

fg.v.76; "Augtrstr' group 26.Yr.rr..76¡ "December" group 6.xrr.76. Each

patch was then photographed at monthly intervals for one year from the

time of creation. 
-'

ExoerimentII

À two-factor experimental design was used to investigate the

effects of surroundíng species (2 levers) and initia1 patch size

(3 levels). lrhe sponges Mycare sp. and cretta sp. v¡ere used as the

levers for the first factor, and together with three sizes of patch:

10 cm x 10 cm; 25 cm x 25 cm; and 50 cm x 50 cm. patches were

chosen so that at least 20 cm of sponge tissue bounded each side.

Sponge coLonies were selected at random and the corners of the patches

within them marked with nails. Replicate numbers lvere ten for each of

the smaller size and. four and three for the largest patches for Mycale

and Crella respectively. The small replicate numbers for the largest

size were d.ue to the small number of very large sponge colonies on the

pilings.

The two sponge species were selected because they are two of the

three most common species in the community and Mycale sp. has a growth

rate approximately twice that of Crella sp. Growth rate is d.efined. as

the distance travelled by the growing edge of an isorated corony per

unit ti-me.

,
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Data processinq and. airal-ysis

Space is frequently postulated as the potentially limiting

resource in marine benthic communities, and. we therefore measured

species abund.ances as the percentage of two-dimensional space

occupied. only those parts of colonies or individuals actually

adherent to the piling surface were considered. In most cases this

was simply the two dimensional projection of the organism onto a film

Êurface. llhree species could not be treated in this way, and their

areas of attachment, were determined by direct examination of colonies

Ln the field. The tunicate Podoclavella cylindrica has an upri ght

",bushy growth form with basal attachment area of 0.5 cm-; the bivalve
,,

Ctrlamys asperrimus is attached by a byssus of the same size, while the

sponge Callyspongia spr (SP 13) has a runner-like growth form (sensu

¡fackson 1979b) whích necessitated examination of each colony

individually.

Colour slides were projected onto white paper and. the outlines

of colonies traced. Percent areas were then measured. by planimetry.

The number of new recruits was determined by counting those colonies

which were present at time t which were not present at time t-L month.

Overgrowth was measured as the amount, of live tissue in a patch which

sras covered at time q+1. À11 measurements were standard.ized to a

period of 30 days.

À contact'matrix based on the overgrowbh records from

e:çeriment I was also constructed. For all pairwise interactions

where overgrowth occurrecl the winner ¡vas recorded. If the number of

observations for a given species paír was equal to or exceeded 6, the

competitive relationship between the two species was assessed in the

following trlãrnr]êro

t.
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Consider a species pair in which species A has a probability p

of winning ln an encounter with species B¡ B wins with probability q =

t-p.
Set: HO p = q = 0.5 A and B are conpetitively equivalent

p y' 0.5, since there is a priori no good reason for

. suggesting that one species'wilI win.

Tt¡e exact probability of the observed result given HO may then be

calculated (Síegel 1956) r ârrd if HO is rejected, the species winning

more of the encounters is desígnated competitively dominant to the

other. Otherwise, they are designated 'competÍtively equivalent".

Russ (pg,rs. conm. ) and Harrís (1978) have reported that colonies

nay stop growing at their interface. They have recoriled this

frequentLy at Portsea, VÍctoria. .tacicson (1979a) also reports thisr

but ín his case such "ties' were unconmon. If an encounter has three

possible outcomes (i.e. if there are ties), some modification of the

above test is necessary. ConsÍder the interactíon between species A

which has a probabÍlity r of winning an encounter, and B which wins

with probability s . t of the encounters result Ín tíes . Í t s * t = 1.

Set p = max (rrs)

g = min (rrs)

HO p = 0.5

HI p>0.5 ft¡is becomes a one-tailed test,, since the

lower tail (p < 0.5) means that neither

species is dominant, since p is thue

proportíon of wÍns of the more successful

of the two.

As before, if HO is rejected, the species wínning the greater

number of encounters is designated doninant. Otherwíse' they are

designated "competitively egualn.

..'li

H1VS.

t

+t

VS.
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RESULTS

Þ(per tI

Patches were reoccupied by vegetatíve growth of adjacent

colonies and by colonÍzation from the pLankton (Fig. 2'). The total

percent cover ín patches showed no heterogeneity between groups

(Kruskal-Wa1lis non-parametric anal-ysis of varÍancer H = 5.31r P > 0.05) .

Sinilarly, the anount of growth due to vegetatÍve extension and to

growth of colonísts.did not show heterogeneity between groups (H = 3.J-2

and 5.6 respectivel-y.r P > 0.05). Vegetative extension accounted for

a significantly greater part of the total occupation of patches than

coloníst growth (Wil-coxon matched-pairs signed-ranks test on pooJ.ed

data from four groups, T = -16r p < 0.005). After twelve months

vegetative growth made up more than 758 of totaL growth in most patches.

If the species occupying patches are grouped Ínto phyla, sponges

are seen to occupy the greatest proportion of space (Fig. 3). ThÍs

occurs almost exclusívely by vegetative extensíon. Tunicates and

bryozoans were far less abundantr and bryozoans invaded patches almost

entÍrely by larval colonÍsation. Tunicates Ínvaded patches by both

methods (Í.ig. 4'). The common tunícates in the communÍty (Table I) are

annual coloníal specÍes' with peaks of abundance in iluly-Septenber of

each year (Kay 1980). They die off in late spríng-early sununer, and

settlement of larvae occurs in sumner.

Species belonging to other phyla were alrnost always below lt

cover, with the exception of the February group, where the stony coral

Culicia sp. reached 3.68.

During the year following the creation of the patches no one

species occupied a high percentage of space in one group and not in

another (Fig. 5). In vÍew of the minor role of colonisation events
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this was not surprising:. After twelve months the two spongesr crerra
6po and Eycale sp. vrere clearly the most abundant species in all groups

(Fig' 5). crerla sp. and Mycale sp. both.fo¡:n encrusting sheets up to
1 n2 in sÍze. Both specÍes have high growth rates: the growÍng

edge of I'rycare sp. may travel 15 cms in thirty'days, and thaÈ of crella
sp. 5-7 cms in thirty d.ays.

llithin arr groups there was considerable variation in the

species composition of patches. This was partry due to the

heterogeneous nature of the pÍling community, since patches varied.

widely in the species which surround.ed. them.

The number of recruits varied widely between patches within
;t

grroups. Both the numbers and species composition of the recruits were

variable' otrr experiments were not designed to ínvestigate the causeé

of this varíation.

Both totar and partial overgrowth of colonies was observed

freguently in all groups. chance juxt,apositions of species of

differing overgrowth capacities and variation in species composition of
patches accounted for much of thís variation

Patterns of over crroqrth

Àmongst the common species on the pilings, there were 324

possible pairwise interactions, but only 98 of these were observed., and.

only 40 occurred sufficiently frequentry to be analysed. Analysis of
the contact matrix (Fig. 6) showed. that many species were equivalent to
each other. Deterministic reversals in the sense of Buss and ,fackson

11979') v¡ere not observed., but some species were equivalent to species

which would have been expected to beat them. Two examples are shown

in Figure 7. The sponge sp 49 is overgrown by the sponge Aprysilra

rosea (sP 1) which is ín turn overgroh¡n by crerra sp. sp 4g, however,
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1s equivalent to CreIjLa sp. Didemnid sp.b (T lg) overgrows both

Mycal-e sp. and crella sp., and is equivarent to Didemnum sp.a (T 9).

Didemnum spoêo, howêver, is equivalent to both Mycale sp. and. Crella sp.

rf the patterns between phyla ate e*amined, it ban be seen that

tunicates were able to overgrow (,dominant tor!) bryozoans and. serpulids

in alL cõrsêso they were d.ominant, to sponges (5 cases) or equivarent

(2 cases). sponges were dominant, (8 cases) to or equivalent (3 cases)

to bryozoans. serpulids were overgrorûr by alr coronial species.

Overgrowth of bryozoans and serpulids occurred in all patches, but the

duratÍon of the experiment was such that comprete exclusion only

occurred in one patch.

Experiment fI

smal-l patches h¡ere reoccupied by the vegetative growth of the

surrounding sponge more rapidly than were large patches. patches of

the- sa¡re size were reoccupied. more rapidly by Mycale sp. than by crerla

sp. (Fig. 8).

No recruitment was observed in the l0 x 10 cm and 25 x 25 cm

patches surrotrnded. by Mycale sp. Bryozoans and serpulicls did colonise

the 50 x 50 cm pat,ches surrounded by Mycare sp.¡ but they were

overgrovãr completely by the end of the experimentar perÍod. The

bryozoans which colonised the 10 x 10 cm patches which $¡ere surrounded

by crella sp. were simil-arry excluded. Mean percent cover for

coLonising bryozoans, sponges and tunÍcates increased with time for

crerla sp. patches of medium and large sizes even though some

colonisers were overgroh¡n.

lfe were thus able to identify a number of attributes of a patch

whích affect íts occupation.
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1. Position determines which species are adjacent to the patch

and thus the rate at which it is reoccupied, and has a major influence

on later species coinposition.

2- ågg. species composition and percent covel both change

wit'h tine, although not in a deter¡ninístic Rênnêro The usual fate of

a patch is monopolisation by sponges and tunicates. lhe identÍties of

the final species vary consid.erably.

3. Time of clearance. Seasonal and. between-year variatÍon in

larvaL abund.ance will affect species composition, although this effect

l-s ninor.

4. Size of patch. Small patches are generally occupied. more
t

rapidly than are large,

species.

although this may vary according to surrounding

DISCUSSION

fn many benthic communities most of the substratum which is

cleared by physical and,/or biological disturbances is reoccupied by

Iarval recruits (Sutherland 1976). Established. sessile organisms have

Iitt,Ie direct. ínfluence on the fate of newly available free space in

such co¡nmunÍties. This was ctearly not the case for the sessile fauna

at Edithburgh, where the established fauna had considerable influence

over the fate of newly creared substratum because of the rapid

vegetative growth of colonies next to bare patches. Most of the bare

substratum in the epifaunal conmunity occurred. in patches that were

snaller than the largest patches in Experiment II (i<ay f9B0).

Àccordingly the results of Experiment I and Experiment II demonstrate

that most of the free space available in the sessile guild at

Edithburgh during this period would have been reoccupied by the
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vegetative growth of established sponge coloníes. Larval recruitment

would have played a relatively minor role in the reoccupat.ion of bare

substratum

I{hen patches are completely clos.ed, the resultant combination of

specíes may persist for some time. rn the case of rong-lived sponges

such as crella spe or l"lyca1e sp., persistance times of up to five years

are conmon (Kay 1980). Patches occupied by colonial tunicates such as

Botrylloides leachii persist for shorter period.s such as five or six

months. Events within patches are piedictable only in the sense that

colonisíng bryozoans. and serpulids will in most cases be overgrown by

sponges or tunicates.

There is a large amount of between patch variatÍon, as qras

mentioned earlier. Part of this can be accounted. for by the different

combinations of species which surround patches. lhe observed patterns

of overgrowth are also of some importance. Most of the "equivalences"

occur between species rrr"n are good overgrowth competitors¡ i.e.

Êponges and. tunicates. -Thus, even if two patches have the same

species composition, the events wíthín the two patches may differ

greatly¿ depending on the result of various pairwi,se interactions

between occupants. .As the number of species within a patch increases,

go does the possible number of final compositions of the patch. A

large amount of between patch variation can be generated by this

alone. It may also be an underlying cause for the varÍation in the

composition of the species surrounding a patch; we know nothing of the

past history of the particular sections of pilíngs in which the patches

were created.

l4ost of the equivalences occur between species which can be

regarded as good competitors (sponges, tunicates),. few occur between .

sponges or tunícates and bryozoans or serpulid.s (poor competitors)
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(Fig. 6). The survival of bryozoans and serpulids thus increases with

size of patch on the pítíngs, since rarge patches remain open for
longer (Fig. 8). The time for a superior competitor to reach a

colonísing bryozoan is thus longer.

rf patches were isorated (habitat isrands), occupation by

vegetative growth would be prevented., and the abundance of bryozoans

and serpulÍds shourd increase. However, the rerationsÈip between

patch size and survival time of poor competitors may be reversed, for
the fol-lowing reasons,

rn small patches, fewer species settle (Jackson 1977a¡ Keough¡

unpubl. obs:).,, Thus, on smarr substrata (isolated patches), the

probability of deleterious competítive interactions is decreased.. At

Edithburgh, few species were observed to settle on live tissue, so that

on small isol-ated substratar poor competitors may be able to monopolize

the substratum and prevent further colonisation.

on larger substrata, the probability of colonÍsation by a good

competitor is higher, and overgrowth interactions become more

important. Eryozoans and serpulids would thus be expected to decrease

in abundance as the síze of substrata increased. Such small isolated

substrata have been desiginated "spatj-al refugesr! (Jackson 1977a).

The bivalve Pinna bicolor occurs at densiti es of around 1 m
-2

beneath and arounct Ed.ithburgh pier. The broad, posterior end. of each

valve protrudes above the sand., providÍng smalr substrata of the

habitat island t1pe. Mean area of valves above the sand at Edj.thburgh
tis 170 cm-. rndividuar shells may be regarded as patches where

vegetative extension from outsicle d.oes not occur, and. comparisons

between events on pilÍng patches and on pinna may prove useful.

Patterns of overgrowth on Pinna do not differ from those among species

on the pilings (Keough, unpubl. obs.). There are potential problems
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wíth this -comparison: PÍnna occur on the bottom where sand scour nay

nodify species abundances or growth for¡ns (see Wilkinson and VaceLet

L979 for exanple with sponges); Pinna are not shaded and algae nay

form an important part of the epibiota. However, it happens that

colonisatÍon events on PÍnna and pilíngs are simitar, and algae occupy

less. than 0.18 of space on Pinna sheLls at Ddithburgh. This situation

is not true for Pínna in other parts of GuLf St Vincent,.

ïn order a" *"a whether sand scour strongly infJ.uences the

abundance of the various taxa, a series of randorn photographs were

taken of the lower 0..3 ¡n of the pll-ings. Percent cover was calculated

for sponges, bryozoans and t,unicates and compared wÍth unrnanipulated
t

areas of the piJ-ings whÍch were sampled by Kay (1980) at the same times

of the year (June). TotaL cover was rower, due to a major storm

immediately preceding the sampling. ThÍs storm eroded sand from the

base of pÍrings, J-eaving a 2-4 cm band of clear space. we were thus

not able to compare totar abundance of the najor groups, and our

comparÍson was nade to examÍne relative abundances. Variances were

heterogenous (F-max test, p << 0.00L) and the data were pooled for

all quadrats to give totar abundances for each phyretic aroup. The

data were combined into a two-way tabl-e wíth times and phyLa as

varÍabres. A x2 test for homgeneity was performed, and was not

sígnificant (xl = 3.48, P > 0.3). Accordingry, we concrude that

sand scour appears not to be a strong ínfluence on relatíve abundances.

comparisons of phyretÍc abundances between pilings and pinna

(FÍ9. 9) show that bryozoans and serpulids are much more abundant on

Pinna shelrs and sponges and tunicates are correspondingry less

abundant.

The good competitors are Limited by substratum sÍze and by theír

relativery Low densítÍes of larvar settrement, as can be seen by
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TABI,E 1 .Species in the epifaunal community of Edithburgh pier.
See text for criteria of inclusion.

Porifera
sPl

sP2

sP3

sP46

SP2O

sP47

sP30

sP48

sP49

sPl1

sP50

sPs1

sP13

Àplysilla rosea Schulze

Aplysi1la sulphurea Schulze

Dvsídea fra qilis ( Monta.gnr )

Royal blue spiky sponge

Mycale sp.

YeIIow encrusting sponge

Crella sp.

Red encrusting sponge

Off-white /Srey encrusting sponge

Grey volcano sponge

Tendania sp.A

Tendania sp.B

Callyspongia sp.

T

Bryozoa

.81
82

B3

B4

B5
'86

87

Celleporaría fusca (Busk)

Celleporaria valli gera Harmer

Celleporaria pigmentaria (Waters )

Smittina raiqii (Audouin)

Cryptosula pallasiana (Moll)
Biflustra spr

Mustard encrusting bryozoan

TunÍcata

T5

T11

T9

T18

Podoclavella cylindrica (Quoy and Gaimard)

Botrylloides leachii ( Savigny)

Didemnum sp.À

Grey encrusting tunicate (Didemnidae)

Cnidaria

.T5 Culicia sp.

MoLlusca

Mî8 Chlamys asperrimus (Laurarck)

Annelidl"3*4 Galeolaria spp.



TABLE 2. comparison of total percentage cover on all p. bícolor

shelrs with mean percentage cover when only sherls bearing a

particular phyletic aroup are consid.eréd. Bryozoan and.

serpuLid total percentage covers were d.etermined from 42

shetls; frequency of occurrence for alr phyreti.c groups and

percentage covers for tunicates and. sponges had a sample

size of 22A. Samples were taken in October 19?g.

Phyletic group Total t
cover

Percentage of shells
with group present

Mean t cover
when present

Serpulíds

Bryozoans

Sponges

Colonia1 tunicates

1.2 >98 1.2

22.9 97 22.9

9.9 10 44

0.1 6 7A

lll¡
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CAPTTONS FOR FIGURES

Figure la.

1b.

Figiure 2.

Figure 3.

Figure 4.

Figure 5.

Gulf region of South Australia showing the Location of

Edithburgh.

Edithburgh pier seen from above.

Change ín percentage cover after init,ial- patch clearance.

Graphs show mean and. standard deviation of total

percentage cover (X), percentage cover due to vegetative

extensl-on ( ), and. percentage cover due to grovrth of

colonization ( ) for all four groups in Experiment I.

,t

Vegetative and col-onizer growth for sponges after Ínitial.

patch clearance. Bar diagrams show mean (bar) anil

.standard, deviation (Iine) of percentage cover aue to

vegetative extension (solid bars) and. due to growth of

coLonizers (open bars) for alL four groups in Experiment I.

Month of patqh clearance indicated by , last sample taken

inclicateil by .

Vegetative and colonizer growth for bryozoans (top 4

diagrams) and tunicates (lower 4 diagrams) after ínitial

patch clearance for all four groups in Experiment, I. For

meaning of slanbols see caption to Fígure 3.

Bar diagrams showing the mean (bar) and standard. deviation

(Iine) of percentage cover for individual species on

sample dates correspondíng as nearly as possible to 3, 6,

9 and 12 months after initíaL patch clearance in aLL four

groups in Experiment I.

t,



Figure 6. contact, matrix of competitive interactions for specÍes

pairs where the number of observations > 6. In each

cell, the left hand nunber is the number of wins to the
.corumn" specÍes, the rÍght hand number is the wins to the
I'rovr" speci.es. Arrows poÍnt in the direction of the

dominant of each 2-specíes pair, and asterisks indicate

competitive equivalences. Further expranation appears in

text.

Figure 7. Non-hierarchicar overgrovrth patterns. Arroïrs indicate

the direction of dominance, half-arrows ind.icate

competitive equj-valences. Spl is Àplysilla rosea,

sP20 Myc3le, sP30 crella, and sp48 an unidentífj-eil sponge

species. T9 is Pidemnum sp.Ar T18 is a didemnid specÍes.

Figure 8. Mean and stand.ard. devíation of percentage cover for the

vegetatÍve extension of surround.Íng sponge tissue after

lnitiar patch crearance in arl six groups in Experinent rr.
SP30 is Crel,la sp.

Fignrre 9. comparison of pier pirings (a) and pinna bícolor shel-Ls

(b). Bar diagrams show the mean percentage cover of the

four major faunal groups. Sponges, solid bar;

bryozoans, spotted. bar; tunicates, open bar; serpul-id.s,

stríped bar. Pier piling data was calculated from 20

rand.omly al-located 20 cm x 30 cm quad.rats. p. bicolor

data were calculated from 42 shells.
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236.

APPEI'IDIX 3

This contains the complete ANOVA tables frorn the analysis of

recruitment patterns in Chapter 3.

In all cases, ns d.enotes non-significant statistic; *r p<0,05;

I*r p(0.01; ***, p(O.0O1.

llhere an F-statistic was significant, a Stud.ent ltrewman-KeuLs

procedure ÌÍas performed.. The resultd to this appear beneath the

relevant Aì{OVA tab1e. Treatments are d,isplayed. in d.ecreasing order of

means. Homogeneous subsets of means are underlined.

3.1 Analyses of Recruitment and. Ðensities

The following tabl-es are one-way AI'IOVAT s to test for differences

in the number of recruits per 180cm2 per 60 d.ays between the three

paneL sizes. In the following sectíon, the ?'groupsrr are panel sizes.

Each ANOVA table will be head"ed. with a deoend-ent variable, as follows:

(")

(r)

total recruits - all species pool"ed.

serpulids - all serpulid. species pooleð

or (c) an individual species, r,,'hich will be named where rel-evant.

The head-ing also contains the tíme period. to which the data apply.

Ðat,a are presented. for two sites. 3,1.1 contains Ed.ithburgh d"ata;

3.1.2 those for ifest takes.



3 .I.L Edithburgh 237,

one-way A.I¡OVA on total recruits. Time period /lA - LIf78.

Source of variation d.f ss

57r.6L

14845.88

L542L.48

MS

28?.BO

329.9L

F

O. B'/2 nsSetween groups ' 2.

45

47

F-mar = 5.76t n*

llithin groups;
error

Total

One-way .AxoVA on total recruits. Time period 1'L/18 - thg.

Source of variation d"f SS

504.93

9454.4

9959.33

lrlÐ

252.47

].65.87

r'

-" 1. 122 nsBetween groups' 2

57

59

F-max = 1.1)e ns

l{ithin groups i
error

Total

One-way Ai'{oVA on total recruits. Time period. t/tg - 3/79.

Source of variation

Setween groups

l.lithin groups;

df SS

62.52

1 508. 93

Lr?r.45

I,1s

3l-.26

53.04

F

2 0.){ ns

error
26

28

F-max = 3.8!1, ns

Total

One-way tlfOVA on iotal recruits. Time period l/lg - 5h9.

Source of variation

Betv,reen groups

llithin groups i

d_f SS

25.77

?83.06

Bo8.B4

MS

l-2.E9

rr.06

F

0.86 ns2

error
,2

54

F-maz = 4.]66¡ x
TotaL



238.
One-way ANOVA on total recruits. Time period >/lg -l/lg.

Source of va¡iation

Between groups

lùithin g:'oups i
error

Total

d.f SS IilS

9.66

i5.43

F

0,63 ns2

50

L9.32

77L.52

?90,8352

F-max = 4.332s *

One-way AIJOVA on total recruits. Time period. l/lg - ghg.

Source of variation d.f SS

82.16

933.77

LOL5.92

IglS

41,O8

L9.45

F

Setween groups 2

48

50

F-max = L.964¡ ns

2.112 ns

Within groupsi
error

TotaI

One-way ÀII0VA on total recruits. Time period. g/lg - LI/79.

Sou.rce of variation

Setween groups

Hithin groups;

df SS

2433.76

6832.tz

9265.89

MS

1216. 88

L66.64

F

?.303 xx2

4L
error

TotaL 43

F-max = 7.23, **

One-way 1ù[0VA on total recruits. Time period tt/lg - L/SO.

Source of variation

Betv¡een groups

'rlithin groups;

df SS

t72.36

12331 . 86

l-2504.22

lis

86. 18

224.22

F

0.13{ ns2

error
55

57

F-max=2.J'1 ,ns

Total



239.
gne-way ÆÏOV... on total recruits. Time period I/SO - 3/BO.

Source of variation

Be'bv¡een groÌrps

llithin groups;
error

TotaI

df ùÐ

r5L.g3

LL95.14

L347.52

1'1S

7 5.gg

2L.7 4

F

2 3. 50 '^

55

57

tr'-max 3.43t

One-rvay AI{OVA on total recruits. Time period l/SO - ,/BO.

$ourse of variation d.f ss

59.25

1412.23

r1LL.47

[IS

29.62

4L.49

F'

Setween grou-ps 2 0.'/ 1 ns

Within groupsi
error

Total

35

37

F-rnax L.96 t NS



24O.

One-nay AN0VA on serpulids. Time períaù )f78 - LLf|B.

Source of variation df

2

45

47

SS

284.38

I3O29.54

I 331 3. 92

trlS

t42.rg

289.55

F

Between groups 0.{! ns

I{ithin groups i' erro3
Total

F-ma.x = 5.783, **

One*rray ÀìíOVA on serpuli.ds. Time perLoù 1If73 - L/79.

Source of variation

Betv¡een groups

Ìlithin groups;

d"f D¡

400. 83

B?r3.?5

9rt4,58

MS

2OO,42

]-52.87

F

2 1.31 ns

error
Total

57

59

ri'-max = 2,73¡ ns

One-way A}üOVA on serpulids. Time perioð, Lf79 - lhg.

Source of variation

Betr+een groups

i{ithin groups;

df SS

6r.zB

1492.86

rr54.l4

IlIS

39.64

57.42

F

0.!l{ ns2

error
26

28

tr'-max = 3.395, ns

Total

I

I

One-way 41,10V,4, on serpulicls. Time períod- 3/79 - 5h9.

Source of variation d.f SS

27.I2

776.r9

803. ?l

I'1S

l-3.56

L4.93

F

Betr'¡een groups

i.Iithin groups i
error

To'bal

2

52

54

F-max * 4.606t u*

t'l
t,l

0.p1 ns



241".
l

I

one-way ANOVA on serpulids. Time period 5/79 -7/lg.

Source of variation

Setv¡een groups

Withín groupsi

df SS

20.41

765.52

785.93

i[s

10.21

1 5.31

F

o.6J ns2

error
Total

50

52

tr'-max = 4.578t r'Í

One-r.ray ANOVA on serpulids. Time perioa 7f79 - ghg.

Source of variation d.f

Between groups 2

!'lithin groups i 48
error

Total 50

tr'-max = 1.96 ns

Þù

7 r.48

934.88

1010,35

lls

37,74

T9.48

r,

1.94 ns

0ne-way ANOV¡. on serpulid.s. Time per:.oa )/79 - LL/79.

Source of variation df SS

2326.43

6319.46

8685.89

MS

Lr63,22

I 55. 11

F

7. 50 x-x-Setv¡een groups

l.lithín groups i
error

Total

2

4t

43

F-max = L.94Ot ns

4' 18090

0ne-r.ray ANOV.A. on serpulid"s. Time perioð. Itf79 - tf\O.
'".ì r.;l

i

Source of varíation df ùõ

L32.96

L2ag7.06

l'1S

66.48

2r9.95

F

Between groups 2

Uithin groups;
error

fotal

55

57 I223O.O2

F-max = 2.596s ns

0.lC ns



242.
gne-nay ÄNOVÄ on serpulids. Time period. 1/8O - 3f3O.

Source of vari¿rtion

Between groups

!'lithin groups i

d.f ùi)

r49.92

r2o7.46

135? :38

Ìds

7 4.96

21,95

F

2 3.41 x

error
Íotal

,5

57

F-max = 1,65t ns

One-way .4.NOVÁ. on serpulids. Time period. 3/80 -, 5/8O"

Souroe of varia'bi.on d.f SS

42.23

LO93.25

11 3 5.48

lt'IS

2L.I2

31.30

31.

F

o.68nsSetween groupË 2

35

3?¡

F-max = ].'fl, ns

Within groupsi
error

Total



243.
one-nay A¡TOVA on þ!gg!?lia, spp, Time period. 9/78 - LJ f78.

Source of variation d.f SS

233.09

It237,9

rr476,O

I'fs

119. 04

249.7 3

F

0.{l'l nsSetween groups 2

45

I'-max - 6.477t tt

Within groups;
error

Total

One-way ÁÌ{0VÄ on Galeolaria spp. Time period. LL\S - thg,

Source of variation d.f ÞÞ

396.23

7344.35

77 40,58

MS

Lg9.I2

128.B5

F

1, $lB nsBetween groups 2

57

59

F-max = 2.82, ns

I'líthÍn groups i
error

TotaL

One-way /"NOVd, on lgþola{.ig spp. Time period. t/lg - lhg,

Source of variation d.f Ês

46,LO

7L5.L4

76l.,24

MS

23.05

27.rt

F

o.B{ nsBetlveen groups

'^/
¿o

2B

F-max = 1.916r ns

I'fithin ¡groups;
erro¡

Total

One-way ¡l{0VA on Galeolaria spp, Time period. l/lg - 5/lg.

Source of variation

Between groups

I^fithin groups;
error

Total

df SS

10.68

670.95

69r.64

MS

.5,34
L2,90

F

2

52

54

F-max = J.666, x

O.{1 ns



244.
One-way Aì'IOVA on Gal_eotagla,spp. Tine perLod jf|g - 7/lg.

Source of variation d.f SS

7.637

665.526

673.2C8

ITTS

3.841

18.311

F

Setween €inoups

50

52

F-max = 5,625t **-

0.281 ns

Within €itroups i
error

TotaL

0ne-way Ä¡TOVA on GaleoLaria spp. Time períod g/lg - J,L/79.

Source of variation

Betv¡een groups

'¿{ithin groups i

df SS

241,BB

?35.10

1027 .00

FIS

)"2C.94

T9.I5

F

6.32 *",,2

error
Sotal

4r

43

F-max = !.63, xx-

One-way AIIOVA on Galegtarla spp. Time period lt/lg - I/BO.

Source of variation

Between groups

Within groupsi

df ì)ù

92.32

7 5t6.rE

7608. go

l,IS

46,L6

t36.67

F

O.ll8 ns

error
Total

2

55

57

trr-max = 1. 56 r ns

One-way Álf0VÄ on Ggl.eolar:þ spp. Time period. f/SO - 3/BO.

Source of variation df

Between groups 2

r,{ithin groups t 5,
error

Total 57

F-max = 2.262 ns

SS

30.34

37 3.54

4O3.38

l{s

]-5,17

6.79

F

2.2j ns



gne-way },IIOVA on þls9lg,q;þ spp. Time period- Z/AO * ,/8o.
245.

Source of varia.ti-on

Betv¡een SrouPS

I.Jithin groups i

d.f (!c!
JJ

0.63

52.4.2

53.05

Ì'1S

0.31

1. 50

F

2 0.21 ns

error
35

37

F-max =

To'cal

1.90, ns



246.
one-way !,NOVA on SpirorbiF- convexis. Time period 9/15 - LLf73"

i

Source of variation

Between groups

I'fithin groups;

df SS

2.365

106.6 35

1O9.0

IjiS

L.L62

2,37

F

2 0¡499 ns

error
TotaL

45

47

I,-max = 2.353t ns

I

0ne-r,ray Al,lOVA on Spirog},is ggrygxis,. Time period lLhS - t/t19.

Source of variation df ùÞ

0.300

3BO.g5

381.2 5

I'{S

0.,150

6;68_3

r
Between groups 2

57

59

F-max = 2.994t *

0.022 ns

lrlíthin groups i
error

Total-

One-way ,qJ{OVÁ. on Spilo¡bís convex'is. Time period. l/lg - l/79.

Source of variation df $s

6-894

322.O7

328,97

t{s

3.45

L2.39

F

0.2J3 nsSetlveen groups 2

26

2B

F-max = !.0p, ns

I'lithin grollps i
error

TotaI

One-way ÁÌ{OVA on Spirorbis 9ggv.qåæ. Time period. Z/lg - 5/79.

fi

;

I

ll

lSource of variation d.f SS

4.65

69.06

73.7L

_tvlù

2.32

1.33

¡-,

Setlveen groups 2

52

54

l¡,-max = L3.684¡ *t-x

llithin groups i
error

Total

l.?5 ns



247.
One-way ANOVA on Soirorbis converis. Time period l/lg _ g/lg.

Source of variation

Setween groups

llithin groups;

d.f

.2

48

ss

8.26t

L52.56

160.82

I{S

4. 13

3.18

F

L.30 ns

error
Total 5o

F-max = ?.18, **

One-way ÁNOVA on Þpirorbis convexis. Time period. ll/lg - IfBO.

Souroe of variation df SS

14.50

L735.73

L7 rO,22

I{S

7.25

3t.56

F

0.21 nsBetrr'een grotlps

llithin g?onps;

2

55

57

F-rnax = 5.89, **

error
Total

One-way ANOVA on Spirorbis coryey,is. Time period t/BO - 3/8O.

Source of variation df SS

r4g.g2

I2O7.46

1357.3,3

t{s

74.96

2t.95

F

Between groups 2

55

57

l-max = 3,558¡ ns

3.41 *

ÏIithin groups;
error

TotaL

One-way .A-ìIOVA on S¡irorbis converis. Time period 3/8O-j/3O.

Sou-rce of variation df ùJ

16.50

324.86

341.37

IlS

B.z,

9,28

F

0.8! nsBetr..'een g?oups 2

35

37

F-max = 7

l.lithin gpoups;
error

Total

99, ns



one-r,ray AlI0vA on spirorb-is paeepstecheq-i.. Time period. 9/ls - tt/|3:ou'

Source of variation

Betr,¡een groups

tr'lithin groups;

d.f ùù

4.go

224.or

22g,OO

l,1S

2.45

4.98

F

O.{! ns2

error
TotaL

4.5

47

F-max = 2.63, ns

One-wa¡' ANOVA on gpgoqbis noj?.genstecheri. Time period t/ly - l/lg

Source of variation d.f

Between groups 2

!'lithin Sroups i 26
elror

Total 28

F-max = L.ZBs ns

SS

23.44

r82.36

2C5.79

TIÍS

I1.72

7.01

F

1.6J ns

One'r.ray ANOVA on åpirol}igæÊelgjggþgg. .--Time periocl g/lg - Lrhg.

Source of variatíon

3etr.¡een groups

l,Íithin groups i

d.f ÞÞ

LOB6.67

4597.BB

5684.5'

t'lS

543.33

t]-2.L4

F

4.85 *'2

error
Total

4t

43

F-max = L.BT5r ns

180 4590



249.
gne-way ANOVI\ on Þ-:Ur.Io¡:b_is pagenstechel'!, Time period 3/BO - 5/3O.

Source of variation df :SS

14, LB

266.L6

280.34

l¡lS

7.O9

7.6Q

F

Between groups 2

35

37

I"-max = 1, !'f , ns

0.pl ns

r¡lithin groups i' error
TotaL

one-r^ra¡' Ai'trOvA on ni{eqnu¡n sp A. Time períCId 9/75 - ILîB.

Sourco of varia.tion

3eti,¡een {troups

Within groupsi '

d.f SS

63.45

563.3?

626.8I

MS

3r.72

12.52

F

2 2.JJ\ ns

error
TotaI

45

47

F-max = 6.86, xx
i

I

:ì,t

i

-1

i

,t;

I

One-way ÂNOVA on li.dqqrngg sp A. Time perioa 9/lg - lIhg.

Source of varia.tion (if ÞÞ

o..779

14..330

rr.l59

IlS

0.389

0.351

F

Between groups 2

4t

43

F-max = I.?6s ns

1.110 ns

'r'Iithin groups i
error

Total

One-way ÂI'IOVÀ on bryozoans. Time períoù 3f3O - 5/BO.

Source of variation d.f SS

3.24

132.34

13 5. 5B

i,1S

r.62

3.78

F

Betr.¡een groups

klithin groups;
error

Total

2

35

37

tr'-max = 6.25, ns

0.43 ns



25O.
3.I.2 l'lesl Lakes

One-way AÌüOVA on total recruits. Tj.me period 6/lA - BhA.

Source of variation d"f SS

5O2.296

62063.9

62566.2

[rs

25L.15

ro38. 84

F

Betv¡een gioups 2

57

59

F-max = 1,2J, ns

0.2J1 ns

Within groupsi
error

Total

One-way ANOVA on total recruits. Tíme period BhA - rch}.

Source of variation

Setween groups

I'Iithin groups i

df ss

76,9.7

42801, I

43570.3

t'Ís

384. B5

873.49

F

o.6 ! ns2

error
Total

49

5t

F-max = 5,13r *

One-war.y rtNOVA on total recruits. Tirne period. If/78 - Ih9.

Source of variation d.f

2

5L

53

SS

2280.8

53580.1

55860. B

¡ls

tI4O.4

io56.6

F

Between groups 1.0! ns

i{ithin groups;
error

Total

F-max -- 3.499, ns

One-way AtfOVA on total recruits. Time period" t/lg - Z/tlg.

Source of variation d.f SS

L37094. o

MS

6Bjql .a

44349.8

F

1. !{6 nsBetr.¡een groups

i'Iithin groups i
error

Total

2

45 Lgg5743.o

47 2:-32337.t

F-max = 2.I'l'1 , ns



25L.
0ne-wa.y ANOVÂ on total recruits, Time period 3/lg - jh9.

Source of variation

Betr'¡een grou.Ps

I,lithin groups;

d.f SS

9r.76

7O22.L

7113. B3

i{s

45. Bg

163. 30

F

0.281 ns2

error
TotaI

43

45

tr'-max = 6.A,28, +,'*

One-rvay AliOVA on total recruits. Time period. >/lg - 7hg.

Source of variation d-f SS

L542.2

L5442.6

T'{S

77L.7

468.0

F

1.648 nsBetween groups 2

tlithin groups i
error

TotaL

33

35 L6984,8

F-max = 4.828r ns

0ne-way AN0T,L on total recrui'bs. Tj.me period. g/lg - ILh9.

Source of variation d-f SS

Betr,Ieen groups 2 7988.2

lrlithin €iror:.ps i 42 1022866.2
error

Total 44 1039854,3

Il-max = J.2O'1, *

l'1S

3994,L

24354.4

F

0.164 ns

One-wa.y J.i,IOVlr on total recrurits, Time period tt/lg - LfïO.

Source of variation d.f SS

3etv.'een groups 2 167 4.3

I'lithin Éîrorlps; 32 99703,8
error

Total 34 1013?3.2

Ii'-max = ).)\'1 , r,++

lís

B3tl .2

3rr5.7

F

O.26) ns



252.
One-vray ANOV/r on total recruits. Time period. L/8O - 3/BO.

Source of variation df SS

1187.0

4L85.7

,372.8

l,lS

593.5

161. O

F

3.68? xBetween groups .2

26
,28

F-max = 6.0!Ï¡ ns

llíthin groups;
error

llotal

one-way AI{OVA on total- recruits. Timä period 3/3O - 5/EO.

Source of variation ctf SS

2r4rtg.5

229OOO3.2

2544L22.7

Ils

I27O59.7

636tL.2

F

Betvreen groups

Within groups;

2 1.997 *

error
TotaI

36

38

F-max = 14,805, **



253.
One-way AÌ'I0VÂ on serpulids. Time per:.oð" 6f7\ - Bhg.

Source of variation d.f SS

699.36

,9L54.3

59853.65

l'1s

349.7

IO3? . B

r
Betr¡een gtoups 2

57

59

F-max = 2.31, ns

O.llJ ns

Within gloups;
error

TotaL

One-way AN0V¡, on serpuliiLs. Time perioù E/lg - rcf78.

Source of variation d-f ss lds

297.8

408.9

F

O.J28 nsBeti'¡een groups 2 595.7

49 20035.0

51 20630.7

F-max = 6.049, {-*

;'Jithin €çroups;
0rror

Total-

One-way ANOVA on serpulids. Time period- II\B - Lf79.

Source of variation d-f ss

413.8

8L43.6

9557.3

MS

206.9

u9,3

F

Setween groups

llithin glroups;
error

llotal-

2

51

53

F-max=f..{1 ,ns

1.Ll ns

one-way AIIoV¡. on serpuLids. Time period t/lg - 3/79.

Source of variation df

2

45

47

ùù

13gg8. o

35356L.4

367559.5

Ìls

6999.o

7856.9

r,

0.8p1 nsSetv¡een groups

Within gtroupsi
error

TotaI

F-max = I.974t ns



254.

one-way AN0VÄ on serpulids. Time period 3h9 - 5/79.

Source of variation d.f ùÐ

94.E7

700L. 5

7096.37

lilÞ

47.43

162. B3

F

Botween groups

þlithin groups;
error

Total

C.2!1 ns

one-way AlIoVn on serpulids. Time period 5/79 - 7/79.

Source of variatíon df SS tls

7?1.03

467.96

F

I.6l nsBetween groups 2 L542.L5

33 Lr442.6

35 t6gg4.7 5

tr-max = Q.326, ns

tlithin groups;
error

Total

one-r',ay AN0VA on serpulid.s. Time perioð. g/79 ' LIf79.

Source of va::iation d.f ùù rdñIìtù

3627.37

24426.L6

ïr

Between groups 2 7254..7 4

42 LO25398.5

44 1033153,2

F-max = 5"2L9t -'t

O.1{! ns

I'Iithin groups i
error

IotaI

One-i+ay Ai'TOVlt on seryulid.s. Time períod LIf79 ' 1-fBO,

Source of variation df

2

32

34

(:C
JJ

L695.97

9582L.53

975t7.54

I,!S

847.93

299'4,.42

F

0.233 nsBetv¡een groups

I,lithin groups i
error

Total

F-max = 9.L85, -:çtÊ



255.

one-way ,{NOVÂ on serpr.rlids. Time period 1/BO - 3/80.

Source of variation d.f ÞÞ

408. 3

2045.r

2413.4

ttù

2O4.16

73.66

F

2.J)6 nsBetween Lqroups 2

26

28

F-max = 8.755t hs

Hithin Cçroups i
error

Iota]-

0ne-r+ay AI{OVÀ on serpulid-s. Time period 3/E0 - 5/3O.

Source of variation d.f ss

2 251465.6

36 2287 4]-2.3

38 2542877.9

I'IS

L277 32,8

63539,2

r
Betv¡een groups 2.01 ns

I¡Iithin groups i
error

fotaL

tr'-max = L5.I6s *x-



256"

0ne-waY l\l{OV.A on Hyd,roides. Time period 6/lS - thA.

Source of variation d-f SS

39o.6,

33292.'15

38683,4

I'ts

195.3

67L.8

F

O.211 nsSetween groups 2

57

59

F-max = 5.o4t **

t{ithin groups;
error

TotaL

One-way
I

ANoVA on Hydroides. Time period BhA - l}f78.

Source of variatíon

Setween groups

Itithin groups; ,

error
TotaL

df SS

L8,o05

331,0?2

349.O77

MS

9.O03

6.757

F

2 L.332 ns

49

51

F-ma:tr = 5.87, *-Ë

one-way AIf0vA on Hydroides, Time period. l/lg - 3f79.

Source of variation df SS MS

,262.O

6958.9

F

O.'þ6 nsBetween groups

llithin groups i
error

Total

. 2 LO524.O

45 3L3r49.9

41 323674.0

I'-max = 2.Ol5t ns

One-way Al'iOVJ\ on Hydroides. Time period l/lg - 5h9.

Source of yariation d.f SS

90.522

6897.2

6987.7

Ì,[s

45.26

]-60.4

F

O.2B nsSetr¡een groups

ilithin groupsi
error

Total

2

43

4'
F-max = 6.28, ì+*



257.

one-way ANOVA on l¿drgrdgs. Time period. g/lg - LIf|g.

Source of variation df

2

42

44

ÐÞ

L2260.6

862974.7

875235,2

rdð
Iì1ù

61"3o.3

20147.O

F

0.2!8 nsBetween groups
I
,I

j

I

,1

I"lithin groups i
error

Total

F-max = 5.422, x

one-way ANOVA on &Iggigeq. Time period" LJ'/79 - Lf}O.

Source of variation d.f

2

32

34

SS

t ?83.29

42673.85

4/1457.14

I'1S

89L.65

1333.56

¡,

0.669 nsBetween groups

Within groupsi
error

TotaL

F-max = J.Jj6, *

0ne-way Aï0V,1, on Hydroides. Time period. t/Bo - 3fBo.

. Sourco of variation df SS

355.77

LgE4.gB

2340.76

ItiS

t77.Bg

76.35

F

Between groups

llithin groups;
error

TotaL

2

26

28.

F-max = 8.71, -,'.

2.33 ns

One-way ANOV¡, on Hydroid.es. Time period 3/so - ,/Bo.

Source of variation d.f SS

Setr¡een groups 2 247279.L

tlithin groups; 36 22>4355.7
error

Totat 38 25OL634.8

F-max = L5.49s lr"*

l'1S

L23639.5

6262L.O

F

L.9?4 ns



258. I

I

0ne-waY ÄNOV^{, on Spirorbis convexis. Time period 6/lA - 3/79.

Source of variation d.f

2

57

59

Þì)

493.88

L25O5.L

r2gg3.9B

T,TS

246.94

2t9.39

F

1,13 ns

ri
i

.t

I

I

;l,ij

Between groups

itithin groups i
error

fotal
l{

tr'-max = 16.84r *x

0ne-way ANOVA on SPirorbis convexis. Time period BhS - tof|B.

Source of variation d.f SS I'1S

222.66

352.2O

F

0.612 nsBetr,¡een groups 2 445.3t

49 17257.77

51 1??03.08

F-max = 6.029, xl{'

t'lithin groups i
error

Total i

ir

One-way ANOVA on L]¡irolbls g-o.nvexis. Time period' LLIB - th9.

Source of variation df Þì)

237.L

7972.5

Ezo9.6

l4s

118.6

156. 3

F

Setween groups 2

51

53

tr'-max = 1.11J, ns

0.Jlp ns

llithin groupsi
error

Iotal

One-way ANOV¡. on Spirorbis convexis. Time period y/lg - 3f79.

Source of variation d.f SS

273.5

3629.75

3903.2'

I'fS

L36.75

8o.66

Irt

L,6)J nsBetr¡een groups 2

45

47

F-rnax = 'l .26, x:',

Within groups;
error

Total



259.

One-way AIIO[ir on $¡irorbís_ c_o¡nygårs_. Tinne period S/lg - 7h9.

Source of variation ¿Lf SS

Between groups 2 1760.24

T{ithin groupst 33 ]-r3rg.4O
error

Total 35 I7L19.64

F-max = 1,0C6, ns

l'1S

830.12

465.4-4

F

1.3!1 ns

0ne-r"ray AN0VI on g.Lr.rqrb,ig -ggn\¡g+tå, Time period 9/19 - fL/79.

Source of variation df

2

42

44

ra .iùù

18599.94

1BoBol, g8

L994OL.9r

I,ts

9299,97

4304.8I

F

Between groups 0.216 ns

ldithin groups i
error

Total

F-ma:r = ].01, ns

One-way AN0V^4, on Sp_iTorþi-q sonvqxlå. Tíme period lt/lg - lfïO,

Source of variation d.f SS

19 5. 10

25679.3A

2587 4.40

¡lIs

97.55

Boz.48

F
lr

Between groups

llithin Sroups i
error

Total

.2
32

34

F-max = 8,19r t$J$

0.122 ns

One-way AHOV¡. on å&ir.oqþ.!t cgnv_e-åiå. Time period 3/BO - 5/8O.

Source of varíatÍon

Betr^¡een ßroups

l.Iithin groups;
error

Tot¿rl

d.f ùÐ

80. 23

2r9o.69

2260.92

tÍS

40.12

6o.5E

F

2

36

38

F-max = 3.19, ns

o.662 ns



260.

0ne-way AhIOVA on Ciona. Time period" 1/80 - 3faO,

Source of variation df

2

26

28

Þì)

47.44

283.7 4.

331. 1?

l.1s

23.72

10.91

F

Between groups 2.1J ns

I.IithÍn groups;
error

Total

F-max = I.j)[, ns

0ne-way AI{0VA on Ascid.ia. Time period. I/8O - 3fAo.

Source of variation df

2

26

28

SS

63.24

284,63

347.86

t,Is

3L.62

LO "g'

F

2.893 nsBetv¡een groups

I,Iithin groupsi
error

Total

F-max = l.{!1, ns

0ne-way AI{OVA on bryozoan 3X1. Time period. B/lg - LOf78,

Siource of vari-e.tion d.f ss

5.23

424.8

430. 1

I'fS

2,62

8.67

F

Setv¡een groups 2

49

5t

tr'-max = 3.41r ns

O.J0 ns

I,Iithin groups i
error

Total

One-way ÂtlOVA on Elminius modeÞ_tus. Time period. S/lg - LOf|B,

Source of variation d.f ss

LOg.6

5581.3

569r.4

Þ1S

54.8

1 13.9

F

O. {.3 nsBetv.'een groups 2

49

5L

F-max = 29.24¡ *i.¿

'l'Jithin groups;
error

Totai



26L.

0ne-waY LIIOVÀ on Scrupocellaria. Time period- 11 /ts - rf79.

Source of variation d.f SS

5.59

964.94

97A '54

l,1S

2.80 ,-

LB.g2

F

0.14E nsBetween groups 2

5r

53

F-max = 2.885; ns

Within groupsi
error

Total

One-vray AllOVA on glgc€g&. Time period nhg - LfTg,

Source of variation df

2

51

53

SS

8to. 32

L9? 11.78

20522,59

r'1S

405.4r

336. 51

p

Between Aroups 1.0) ns

tJithin groups;
error

Total

I'-max = 20.96¡ *++

0ne-rvay AllOVA on Þg¿1g sp. .[. Time period LL/75 - Lf79.

Source of variati.on df SS

5.48

1050. Bg

1056. 37

lls

2.7 4

20.6!

F'

Between groups

tr'lithin groups i
error

Total

2

5r

Ê:
)J

F-max = 4.373t *

0.133 ns

One-way ANOVÀ on $fl¿þ sp. A. 'fime period tt/lg - If}O.

Source of variation d-f Ð)

6.4L

4.?.13

53.5+

Ì,1S

3.2L

L.47

F

2.13 nsBetr.¡een groups 2

32

34

F-max = 1.|21, ns

tfithin groups i
error

Total



262.

One-way ANOVA on Bugula sp. A. Time period 3/8O - 5/BO.

Source of variation d.f SS

1.34

38.26

39.59

I\fS

0.67

1. 06

F

0.63 nsBetr.¡een groups

I{ithin groups;

2

36

38

F-max = 13.37r tí*

error
TotaI

One-way ÀNOV,I on Galeolaria. Time pertoa 6f7B - thg.

Source of variation df SS

L5.24

308.49

323.73

ì1S

7.62

5.41

F

3etl"'een groups 2

57

59

F-max = 32.6L, ìl*

1.{1 ns

Within grollps i
error

TotaL

a

a



263.

3.2 Similari -¿lnalys es

Fifty random pairs of panels r"¡ere selected. and. a similarity between

each paír calculated.. This was d.one for each of three panel sizes.'Ihese

Bimilarities ("between-panel sirnilarities") are the d.epend.ent vari:rble

in the following tables.One-way AN0VÂ was used. to test r.¡hether the

level of similarity varíed with panel si.z"e. The results are discussed

in Chapter l, and the fuLi- Àt'l0VA tables ere presented below. Each ANOVA

tables is headed. by sÍte (l'lest Lafes/itd-ithburgh) ¿rncl time period.

Ðata are presented for Ed.ithburgh Ín 3.2.L, and for I'lest Lakes

in 3.2.2.

l

Ì

1

l

I

l



264.

3 .2.1 Edithbursh

One-rvay ANOVA on Ed.ithburgh d.ata. Time perioð- thï - Il f|B.

Source of variation d.f SS

0. o?7

2.252

2.329

¡rs

0.039

0.016

F

O.OpJ nsBetween groups 2

138

140

S-nax = 1.139r ns

i¡fithin groups i
error

fotal

0ne-way AI{OVA on Ed.ithburgh data. Time períoð, lJflS - t/'19.

Source of variation df

2

138

140

Jù

0.lu
2.772

2. BBg

I.,1S

a.o59

o.020

Ít

Setween groups 0.0!J ns

i¡Iithin groups i
error

IotaI

tr'-max = 2.I35t ns

One-r*ay Al'fOVA on itd.itbburgh d¿.ta. Time peri.od 1,f7g - lh9.

Source of variation

Between groups

l'lithin groups i
error

df ùÞ

o.629

4.).O2

4.7 32

I{S

0. 315

o.o72

F

2 4.37 3 x

57

Total 59

F-max = j..lz"l, x

180 99 45



265.

One-way "ANOVA on Eilithburgh d.ata. Time perioù 3/79 - 1hg.

Source of variation df ss

o.939

?,483

8.423

Ì1S

o.470

o.o52

F

P.O38 xx-.*Between groups

i'iithin groups i

2

r44

t46

F-max = I.472r trs'

error
TotaL

lBO 4'

one-way ÂN0VA on Edithburgh data. Time perioa 5/79 - 7/19.

Source of variation df SS

o.096

8.582

8.678

I,is

o.o4B

o.062

F

Setv¡een groups 2

138

140

F-max = 2.I6s ns

o.773 ns

l{ithin groups i
¡ êIfOf

TotaI

One-way AliOV¡, on Ed.ithburgh d.ata. Time perloð" lf7) - g/lg.

Source of variation d.f ÐÐ

1.438

9.276

10.7 16

rtc
.lil !)

o,72

o.06?

F

Between groups
?

138

140

l'lithin €Foups;
error

Total

F-".* = B.O4r *

L8o 90 4,

10.707 x-'*^*



l

266. I

gne-rray Â1¡OVA o' Sdithburgh data. Time períoa 9/79 - ll/lg.

Source of variation d'f ÞÞ

0.311

6.5.tE

6.829

IriÞ

o.t56

o.o45

F

Betr.¡een €iroups 2

t44

r46

F-irax = 3.693t ãqti

3.44 *

l¡lithin groups;
error

Total

180 90 45

One-nay rìIIOVA ori eaitnblrgh d-ata. Time períoð' IlfTg - f/3C'

Source of variation d-f SS

o.o42

4.494

4.136

i.is

o. 021

o.031

r,

0.6J1 nsBetueen groups

'ilithin groups;
error

Total

2

t44

r46

F-max = 5,25, 'k

One-vray /rllOVi¡. on Ed.ithbuï'gh d-ata. Time perioa 1/80 ' 3/8O.

Source of variation d-f (. õ
JJ

0.047

4.830

4.377

IdS

0.024

0. o34.

F

Betr¡een groups

lf ithin g?.ollps;
error

Total

2

140

t42

l-max = 2.)2, ns

0. l0'l ns
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One-way AN0VA on Edithburgh data. Time period 3/80 - >/gO.

Source of variation d.f SS

o,rI9

2. 333

2.947

¡IS

o.259

o.o35

F

7.494 xxBetr¡een groups

l{ithin g¡or:.psi

2

69

7r

F-max -- \.2L2, ns

error
Total

130 90 45



268.

3 .2.2 llest Lakes

One-h,ay .{NOVir on ì'Jest L¿rkes.data. Time períod 6h3 - S/lS.

Source of variation d"f SS

o.223

4.502

4.72l1

[1S

0.111

0.031

rt

3.J65 '^Beti"¡een groups 2

L44

L46

I'-max = 3.428, xr'

130 90

llithin groups;
erfor

Total

45

One-r,ray ir¡¡OVÀ on i'fest Lalces d.ata. Time perioA 3/78 - IOf78.

Source of variation d.f SS

0.213

,.2?-B

5,44L

I{S

0.107

0.036

F

Between groups 2

1,44

r'46

F-max = 2.6Lt x

2.94 ns

I{ithin groups;
error

Total

One-way ÄNOVA on I,trest Lakes d.ata, Ti-me period f1/?3 * 1f79.

Source of variation d.f SS

o.110

2.488

2.598

rds

0.055

0.017

F

Setrveen groups 2

r44

L46

tr'-max = I.259t ns

3.19o r.

Within groups;
error

Total

go 130 45
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0ne-way.â.1ù0VA on Ïlest takes d.ata. Time period t/lg - lhg.

Source of variation

Between groups

lfithin groups¡

d.f SS

0.o02

4.to6

4.108

ì1S

o.o0I

o.o2g

r
2 O.Oll ns

error
]-44

L46

F-max = L.249s ns"

Total

One-way ANOVA on !Íest Lakes data. Time periocl l/lg - 5/lg.

Source of variation df SS

o.403

B.'3oo

9.204

¡rs

o.202

o. 061

F

3.298 xBetween g¡.oups

Within groups;
error

lIotal-

2

t44

r46

F-max = 1.71or ns

90 180 45

One-way ANOVA on Hest Lakes data. Ti¡ne period l/lg - g/lg.

Soirrce of variation d-f

Between Eroups 2

i{ithin gr'oups; 87
error

Total 89

F-max = l.B49rns

SS [1Ð

o,o77

o.07o

F

1.0!J nso-L54

6,ogt

6.244
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One-way ANOVA on l{est Lakes data. Time period. g/lg - LLh9.

Sou¡ce of variation. df SS

o.551

3.586

4.L37

I'fS

o.275

o.o25

F

11.O54 x.*xBetv¡een groups 2

IM
L46

F-max = 2.56, nÉ

90 45

þIithin groups;
error

TotaI '¡

l_Bo

One-way AIIOVA on llest takes data. Time period- tt/lg - )-fBO-

Source of variation d-f SS

o.11,2

3.294

3.406

tís

o.056

o.023

F

Between groups

Within groupsi
error

TotaL

2

r44

r46

F-max = 2.O43t lf

2.444 ns

I

One-way ÂÌJOVA on l{est Lakes ð.-^1.a. Time peri od l/BO - 3/BO.

Source of variation d-f Ðù

o.243

t.563

1.811

tís

o.r24

o. 02?

F

4.52 xSetr'¡een groups

l{ithin groups;
error

Total

2

57

59

F-max = 2.60, ns

.90 4qr.80



one-way ÀNOVA on Hest Lakes d.ata. Time period l/Bo - 5/Bo. 27L.

Source of variation

Setween groups

Within groups;

d.f SS

o.o94

2.497

2.59L

trïS

o.04?

o. oL?

F

2 2.?1O ns

error
144

L+6

F-max = 2.II4,

TotaI

It
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SUMI{ARY

BIITLER, À.J. & KEOUGH, M.it. (1991)

Gmelin (t'tòI1usca : Bivalvia)

observations on recruitment.

Distribution of pinna bicolor

in South Àustralia with

Trans. R. Soc. S. Àust.

ii

À diving survey was conducted in ilanuary 1980 at 43 sites from port

Broughton in Spencer GuIf to Ceduna in the Great Australian Bight to

observe the distribution of the bivarve Pinna bicolor Gmerin, íts

density, habitat-types and associated species. Earlier records from

rnvestigator strait, the Gulf of st vincent and spencer GuIf are also

reported. At 1 1 sites samples were taken to determine distributions of

shel-I length, counts of growth checks and. gionad states

Àlthough P. bicolor is widespread in suitable habitats

throughout South Australia, its distribution is "patchy" on large and

sma1l scales. Recruitment is shown to vary in space and time and the

significance of this in the ecoloqf of the species is díscussed.

:
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INTRODUCTION

The ecolory of Pinna bicolor is of intrinsic and practical

interest (Butler and Brewster 1979) and we have been studying both the

population ecology of the bivalve itself (Butler ana g..roster 1979) and

the epibiota on its shetls (t(ay and Keough 1981, Keough 19801) at a

few sites in the Gulf of St Vincent. However, there is no

systematically collected information' about the distribution and

habitat-types of this species throughout the rest of the State.

It is well known that the "recruitment'r of many marine

organisms, especially those with pelagic larvae, is variable in both

space and time. (By ¡'recruitmentrr we mean entry to the population at a

síze such that they can be detected. or captured - in this case, seen by

a diver. This is not the same as I'settlementtt from the plankton,

because newly-settled larvae may die before they are detectable. )

Variability in recruitment may be extremely important in the ecology of

such species (e.g. Bowman & Lewis 1977, Keough 1980, Sutherlanð. 1974,

Sutherland & Karlson 1977'). Although variability in recruitment is

reasonably well-documented. for certain commercially important species

(eg. Ioosanoff 1966, Andrews 1979, there is a paucity of published data

about its occurrence in a wide variety of organisms, and a paucity of

detail about the spatiaL and temporal scales of "patchiness" in

recruitment. Such data are needed for the d.evelopment of methods for

investigating patchy recruitment, and for the development of models,

and management policies, for species which have large random variation

in certain components of their environments.

lKeough, M..7. (1980) [znamics of the epifauna of the bivalve Pin4e
bicolor Gmelin. Ph.D. thesis, University of Àdelaide (in preparation)

,i

l
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Pinna bicolor is such a species, and Ín South Àustral-ia it ís at the

southern edge of its tropical and subtropicar range (Rosewater 1961),

so it is especially interesting to know how its recruitment varies

between places and times in South Àustralia.

Finallyr the spatial distributions of sessile, benthic animals

may. be "patchy" in the sense that their density appears to be

non-uniform and to vary non-randomly over areas that appear to an

observer to be unifornly suitabre (e.g. various papers in coull ]:g77).

It is of course possibl-e that the area is not in fact uniformly

suitabre, but arso possible that the animals are índeed absent from

sone habitable, sítes, perhaps as a result of "patchy" recruitment.

AgaÍn, this phenomenon reguires documentation as a first step in its

studyI it ís ímportant to produce distríbution maps showing confirmed

absences as weII as records of a species. 
_1

This paper reports a survey desígned to provide general

observations on the distribution of P. bicolor in South Australia , the

habitat-types in which it occurs (or does not), the organisrns

assocíated with it and the regularity of its recruÍtment. certaín

conclusions can be drawn from these general observations made at one

tine I detailed explanations must depend upon long-term observations

and experimental tests of hypotheses.

METHODS

Pinna has been recorded fron depths as great as 30m on the floor

of Gulf St Vincent (Shepherd and Sprigg 1976) but this survey vras

confined to areas withÍn 2kn of the shore and depths no more than t8m.

Our object was to visit as many as possible of those sites where Pinna

had been reported or where it might have been expected to occur from the

T

I

i
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type of bottom and. degree of exposure. (Our assumption here was simply

that Pinna requires a soft bottom and no more than mod.erate

r^¡ave-exposure.) Cotton (1961) records P. bicolor from Beachport but we

know of no other record of the species in south Àustraria east of

Backstairs Passage' nor is it likely to occur inshore on that exposed.

coaét. That part of the State is not discussed here. Before this

survey we had many records from Gulf St Vincent and some from Spencer

Gulf and Investigator Strait; those records are suruna.rised here, and

in particular v¡e discuss data from eight sites scored within two months

of the main survey and. using the same procedures (sites 1 - I in Table 2).

fl¡e survey itself covered. 43 sites from Port Broughton in Spencer Gutf

to Ceduna in the Great Àustral-ian Bight in January, 1980.

Subtidal sites were surveyed using SCUBA from an inflatable

dinghy, intertidal sites on foot. The observations in list A, Table 1,

were made at all sites. At certain sites, rand.om samp l-es of P. bicolor

were collected by clearing a 1m-wide transect in a randomly-chosen

direction and the observations in list B, TabLe 1, were made on the

collected animals in the dinghy or on shore. Table 2 shows the sites

and the types of observations made at each. Note that in addition to

visiting widely spaced locations, \âre conmonly sampled several sites

separated. by short d.istances within one area or eribayment. Since one

object of the survey was to investigate the small-scale rpatchinessr of

P. bicolor and since one object of this paper is to allow future

workers to investigate changes over time, the locations of our sites

are given in some detail in Table 2. table 1 gives sufficient detail

on methods excepting the following.

The density of P. bicolor in each of two size-classes was

estimated by the diver in number per square metre with the aid of an

aluninir¡m rod 1m long. The observer had extensive príor experience

,tl

t,
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2of measuring density using a 1 m quad.rat and. so the estimates can be

taken as sufficíently reriable for use as an index of densíty. The

smaller size-class is likely to have seÈtled within the 1ast year

(Butler & Brewster 19791¡ it was scored separately so as to give an

index of recruitment at sites where samples were not taken.

The densities of the animals under item 4.12 were scored on the

foJ-Iowing gualitative scalei none seen, rare, cornmon, abundant. These

categories vrere based on previoo= .*p.tience of "typical" densities for

these species and have d.ifferent meanings for each group. The reasons

for scoring them also differ, as follows. The three species of

bivalves M. meridianus C. asperrimus and. C. bifrons are ecologically

similar to Pinha. Certain asteroids prey on P. bicolor. The

gastropo ds Polinices spp. and. probably some muricids are thougllt to do

so. Some fish and cephalopods may do so, especially on small Pinna.

Holothurians and echinoids may influence the survival of

recently-settled postlarvae. I{e were interested in any hint of

associations (positive or negative) between the presence of P. bicolor,

particularly of recent recruits, and the abundance of any of these

species. Under each of.the headings Muricids, Ûrchins and Asteroids,

and commonly under the other headings, it was possible to identify the

particular species recorded.

The length and height of the shell v¡ere measured in cm as

described by Butler and Brewster (1979). Scars left by the posterior

adductor muscle in the nacreous layer of the shell can be counted,

although with error. The nunber of "major" scars appears to be an

index of age (Butler and. Brewster 1979) and it is likely that they

represent winter growth-checks although this awaits confirmation from

tagged animals (work is in progress). They were always counted try the

same observer in this study. A crude index of age is also available
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from the epibiota of the sherr, given a knowredge of the biorogr.y of the

epibiotíc species (Keough 19g0) which v¡ere.recorded in this study on

the qualitative scale used by Butler and Brewster (1g7g) with notes on

species-composition. The reproductive tissue in pinna spreads

diffusely under the mantle anterior to the posterior adductor muscre

and is not always detectable macroscopicarry. rts deveropment is as

yet poorly understood. rn this study it was scored qualitativery on

the following scaleì O, none visiblei p, poorÌy developed, a thin
layer of what appears to be gonad visible; M, moderately developed.,

undoubtedÌy gonad tissue present obscuring underlying organsi r{, welr
developed, massive gonad. concealing large area of underrying organs.

DISTRTBUTION OF P. BTCOLOR IN SOUTH AUSTR.ALTA

Pinna bicolor has been recorded by us at the 1ocations listed in
Table 3 and from Fishery Beach (Fleurieu peninsula), .American River

rnLet near Muston (Kangaroo rsrand), Rapid Bay (Gulf st vincent),

À]-dinga Reef (Gul-f st vincent), price (Gulf st vincent), Goose and.

Wardang Islands (Spencer Gulf). Shepherd. and. Sprigg (1976) recorded it
at many spots on the floor of Gulf st Vincent (their rig. 3) and cotton
(1961) recorded it from 'Beachport to Fremantrer. Ttrus, the species is
widespread on sheltered shores or in deeper water throughout the

State' However' note that not all the locations in Table 2 are listed
in Table 3 and that sites close to one another often díffer (e.g.

Chinaman Creek, sites 10 - 14; Franklin Harbour, sites 17 - 21¡ Tumby

Bay, sites 22 - 25¡ port Lincoln, si-tes 26 - 30). Note also that in

some emba¡rments which appeared suitable for pinna, we found none

(Kellidie Bay, si-tes 31 - 39¡ Venus Bay, sites 40 _ 47; Elliston,
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site 39) or very few (Franklin Harbour, sites 17 _ 21¡ port Lincoln,

sites 26 - 30). Thus, the distribution of p. ¡:gglor. appears ,,patchy,'.

MORPHOLOGY

A few she1ls found at various sites were similar to the form

which Cotton (1961) called Subitopinna virgata but almost all v¿ere

typical of his Pinna dolabrata. Both of these were referred. by

Rosewater (1961) to the variable species Pinna bicolor Gme1in. T,he

relationship between shell I-ength and. shell height will be discussed

ersewhere, but on preliminary analysis it appears not to differ

significantly amongst all the locations sampled.. At any location some

shells bore more subtubular spines than others; these were more

prominent in young individuars; the typical form at arl rocations is

fairly smooth-shelled (Cotton 1961 Figs 68 & 69r Rosewater 1961 plates

147, 151 & 1521.

DENSITY IN DIFFERENT HABITATS

This survey did not provide data suited for powerful tests of

nu1l hypotheses about the relationship between P. bicolor density and

such variabLes as bottom type, depth, current and the presence of other

organisns. Nevertheless, some extreme possibilities can be eliminated

from the available data. Table 3 shows estimated densities at those

sites where P. bicolor was found and implies zero d.ensity at at1 other

sites. P. bicolor occurred. in bottom sedi¡rents ranging from very fine

sand. to very coarse sandi we could detect no rel_ationship between our

quaritative notes on sediment type and the presence, or densityt of

P. bicolor. The "prevailing" or "averaget' conditions of temperature and

ril
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crrIrent could onl-y be estimateal roughly from our measurements and notes

on a single dive, but again we could not see a possible explanation for

the presence, density, or estinated age-distribution (see below) of

P. bicolor in either of these variables.

There is no siginificant correlation between P. bicolor density

and.depth (data in Table 3 for positive P. bicolor densitiesi zero

densitíes included for al-l other sites in Table 2; r = -0.17¡ n = 51,

P>0.05), nor between P. bicolor density and the percentage cover of

seagrasses (the latter transformed to angles, Rohlf & Sokal 1969,

p. 129¡ r = 0.02, n = 51, P)0.05). Since we already had reason

(unpublished data) to suspect a negative correlation between P. bicolor

and seagrasses, this was rechecked by excluding data pertaining to

enba¡zments where P. bicolor lr¡as rare or absent and. where one mi sht

argue larvae have, for some reason, failed to arrive (namely pt,

Lincoln, Kellidie Bay, Venus Bay and Elliston). The correlation

between P. bicolor density and seagrass cover remained" non-significant

(¡ = -0.17, n = 29, P >0.05).

The densities of other species which might conceivably influence

P. bicolor, or have simil-ar requirements, were scored on qualitative

scales. fnspection of a table of these scores showed no obvious

relatíonships with P. bicolor density. Most of the data do not warrant

statistical analysis, but the association between the bivalves

P.bicolor, Malleus meridianus Chl-amys asperrimus and. C. bifrons was

examined further. Scores for each were girouped into two categories -
¡Iowr (= 0 + rare) and thighr (= common + abundant) - and the scores

for P. bicolor v¡ere tested for independence of each of the other

species in three 2x2 conl-j-ngency tables; none was significant at the

5t tevel (Table 4). This is not a powerful test; it merely indicates

that the other species are not strongly associated with P" bicolor.

ir
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GONÀD CONDITION AT DIFFERENT SITES

The scoring of gonad development as None, Poorly, l"loderately or

Vlell Developed is a very crude index not only because it is somewhat,

subjective but also because the histotogy of gonad development in

P. bicol-or has not yet been worked out and related to these scores

(this work is in progress). Nevertheless, if the populations at,

different sites were predominantly in different stages of the

reproduct,íve cycle, this might be expected to be reflected in the

scores' whatever their detailed histological meanings. To test this,

we first determined for each of the 12 sites at which gonads were

exa¡ruined within the time-period December 1979-January 1980 the minimum

nr¡nber of adductor muscle scars at which any aninal was scored

ttmoderatelyt' or "welI developedn (M or !{). -Next, we considered only

anjmals with that number of scars or more, and calculated the

proportion of them scored lr11 or Iù. This was done because at some sites

the proportion of the whole sample with developed gonads would. be

depressed by the presence of a large number of very small,

prereproductive animals. (Scar counts are used here as an index of age

- see bel-ow - but very similar results are obtained. if shell- length,

instead of scars¡ is used to determine which animals are potential

breeders.

The results are shown in Table 5. The proportions scored I"1 and

Il show highly significant heterogeneity between sites when the whole

set is tested as a 2x12 contigency table. However, this may possibly

be due to the length of time - over a month - between sarnpling the

first and last sites. Therefore, consider only the seven sites sampled

over 10 days between 5.i.80 and 15.i.80 and sampled sequentially fron

trtanklin Harbour to ceduna so that latitude rose and then fell during

the 10 days. This set is also highly sigrrificantly heterogeneous.

l',i,

,i
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. There are three pairs of sites sampled close together in both

tjme and spacei sites 13 & 16 in upper Spencer Gu1f, sites 23 & 25 in

fr:rrby Bay and. sites 48 & 50 in Streaky Bay. lested by a 2x2 contingency

table, each of these pairs is hornogeneous for the proportion Þi or w.

rn summary, despite orlr crude method. of scoring gonad. condition, it is

clear that sites spatially far apart, even if sampled. at about the same

timer differ in the proportion of animals in breeding condition. Sites

close together in space and time receive similar scores.

COI'NTS OF ADDUCTOR MUSCLE SCARS

Adductoú rnuscle scars are counted with error, but Butler and

Brewster (19791 argued, for site 6, Table 2, that major scars probably

represent winter growth checks. In Ínterpreting the scar counts from

this survey we must remenber that variables n¡hich cause a slowing of

growth, such as temperature, food supply, breeding or various kÍnds of

stress (Clark 1974) r mây be distributed differently at different

sites. At one site, Êcar counts are probably an index of age, but they

do not necessarily estimate chronologi-ca1 age in the same way at all

sites. !{e know that the relationship between shell lengrth and. scar

count differs between sites. For example, the average length of

animals with five scars from site 3 is 31.5cmi that from site 5 (which

is intertidal) is 20.0cm. We have at present no way to test whether

indertidal animals produce more scars per unit time, or simply grow

rnore slowly. However, from the data available to Butler and Brewster

(1979) and various observations obtained. subsequently (Butler,

unpublishecl) it seens Iikely that scars do provide an estimate of'age

in years, in Several different habitats (sites 3,5'6'7 in Table 2). !{e

shatL therefore base our interpretation of scar counts on this assr:mption.

,i
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If the number of major adductor scars is an estimate of age in

years, then even though scars are counted with error a comparison of the

distributions of scar counts from two sites should test whether the age

distribution is the same at the two sites. The distributions of scar

counts at 13 sites are sho\.rn in Table 6. They are highly significantly

heterogeneous when the whole set is testedr or when only the set

sampJ-ed in January 1980 is tested (see G-values in raU1e 6') . Cornparing

pairs of sites close together ir, =pt.. and sampling date, we find that

one is homogeneous (sites 48 & 50), the other two heterogeneous (sites

23 e 25, sites 13 & 16).

The scar distributions were examined further to make inferences

about recruitmènt. First, we considered the density of recent

recruítment. Because of the difficulty in scoring the first, faint

scar the categories 0 and one scar were pooled, and assumed to

represent "1978-9 recruits". Tt¡e size of this class relative to the

rest of the sample was scored for each site into one of three

categories: 0, no animals with zero or one scari minor' 0 ( p -< 20

where p = percentage of the sample having zero or one scar; major,
..

2O < p < 100. The results are shown in Table 7. As for most animals

with planktonic larvae, the density of recruitrnent is not expected to

be constant from year to year, even if some recruitment always occurs,

and this appears to be borne out by Table 6. ruither, the fluctuations

in densÍty of recruitment do not seem to be in phase at all sites. If

fluctuations in recruitment were in phase, and if subsequent

age-specific mortality rates were also the same, the conspicuous modes

should be in the same scar-classes at all sites. They are not. This

can be seen by inspection of Tabte 6. 1l> test thÍs, we considered only

the first six scar-classes (0 - 5) because for older animals we have

less confidence in the assurnption of a constant schedule of

,if'
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age-specific mortarities. The results of tests for homogeneity are

shov¡n in Table 6. The whole set is highly significantly

heterogeneousi so is the set of nine sites sampled in .fanuary 1980.

More importantly, two of the pairs of nearby sites sampled close

together in tj¡re are highly sigmificantly heterogeneous (sites 13 6, 16

and sítes 23 & 25).

Next, we asked whether recruitment appears to be "regularrr at

each siter that is, whether some recruits appear each year, albeit at

varying densities. To do this, high scar-classes were ignored, because

mortality may have reduced their numbers so much that samplÍng error

becomes i-nportant. The first six scar-classes (0 - 5) were examinedi

recruitment at a site v/as call-ed "irregulart' if there $¡ere any zero

freguencies in the first six classes, otherwise it was "regulart'.

Table 7 shows the result.

Table 7 also shows a ranking of the diverrs estímate of density

of small Pinna. Note that this is an t'absoluterr index based on the

nu¡nber of small animals p.r o,2 of bottom, whereas the above urethod is

based on the proportion of the sample which \¡rras young. Also, an animal

7cm in shell height may, at some sites, be several years old. The

index based on density of small animals is thus of limited va1ue, but

is included. because it is available where samples were not collected.

The magnitude of the ¡'197e'9 recruitmentr', on either index,

appears to have differed between sites. Many have "irregulart'

recruitment. In one case a pair of sites which differed in

scar-frequency distri-butions above (sites 23 e 25) also differ in their

1978-9 recruitment and in their "regularity" of recruitment.

The data collected concurrenty with the samples give no

suggestion of explanations for these variations. Neither d.epth nor

percentage cover of seagrass was significantly associated with

,i1i
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"regularity, of recruitment using either the FÍsher exact test
(assigning seagrass or depth values to two categories) or a two-sarnpre

runs test (ordering the depth or seagrass varues and then counting
t'rìlr¡s'r of 'regularity" scores)i in both cases, p >0.05. Simi1arly if
the scores for 1979-9 recruitment grere grouped. into tv¡o categories
(0+m, M) then they were not significantly associated at the 58 level
with either depth or seagrass cover using either test.

The magnitude of 1g7g'9 recruitment (grouped. into two

categories) was not signifÍcantry associated with "regularity' of
recruitment (Fisher exact probability test: p = 0.0g5).

when the notes on associated species were grouped into two

categories (0 +.rarei coEìmon + abundant) and. tabulated against the

scores for 1978-9 recruitment or for rrregrrlarityt', no posítive or
negatÍve associations v¡ere apparent on inspection, and certainly none

were statistically significant at the 58 level using Fisher exact tests.
The density of smarl animals (H ( 7cm) is positively correlated

wíth that of ]-arger ones (both estimated in situ by the diver). r.or

sites where any P. bicolor were found, pearsonrs r = 0.49*, p(0.05;

spearman's 0 = 0.7G**'*, p < 0.001.) This test was repeated, excruding

sites 517 ,13 r21t23 '2sr4gr49 because their length-scars rerationship
showed. that animars of H = 7c¡n may have more. than two scars, and thus

the density of "small" anímal-s may not be an estimate of the density of
recent recruitment. The conclusion remained the same (pearsonrs r =

O.54*, P<0.05; Spearman's 0 = 0.75**, p<0.005).

However, t'regurarity'i of recruitment was not siginificantry

associated with total density either by a 2x2 contingency table with
densily classified as '5 2 ;2 or ) 2 m'2 (Fisher exact test:

P = 0'085) or by a runs test as used above for depths (p>0.05).

lt
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DISCUSSION

This survey has provided a rdistribution mapr for pinna bicolor

Ín south Australia. rt is based on visits to many, but not arr, sites

apparently suitable - thaÈ is, sites of low wave-action with soft

bottoms. There is a temptation to assume that when a species has been

recorded at two points, it may be expected to occur in suitable

habítats in between (thus, distribution maps are often shaded. in), but

that seems not to be so in this câsêo The distribution is 'patchyr;

P. bicolor is absent from some apparently suitable sites. The

rpatchinesst occurs on a loca1 scalei P. bicolor may be found on some

but not other dives on apparently similar bottoms within a kilometre or

so - e.g., sites 10 - 14, 17 - 21, 22 - 25,26 - 30. But it is also

evident on a larger scalei the species seems to be absent from certain

large and apparently habitable emba¡zments (Kel-lidie Bay, Venus Bay,

Elliston), though present in others north and south of them. Note that

these are well-enclosed embalments; perhaps the current patterns are

such that the arrival of planktonic larvae there from outside is a rare

event. If so, then by chance a recruitment nr-ight occur from time to

time and establish a temporary "population". This seems to have

happened at Port Lincoln (site 26). The reason for givirrg the details

in Table 2 j-s to document this patchinessi later workers might want to

check the same locations.

Organisms are rarely if ever distributed evenly. Some of the

unevenness in their distributions can be explained by an understand.ing

of their ecologiy - \de can say why the unoccupied sites are unsuitable

or have not been colonised - but there may remain a component which

cannot be explained, even tentatively, with existing knowledge. fhe

possíbility remains that the vacant sites are unsuitable or

lll'
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inaccessíble, but the reasons are not at present knov¡n. t{e shall call

this "unexplained patchiness"i P. bicolor provides an example.

There is no detectable relationship between density of P. bicol-or

and sedj¡rent type, current regime, vrater depth (Table 3), cover of

seágrass' or associated animal species, especially other ecologicalì-y

similar bivalves (Table 4). One rnight not have expected. . "o*p.titi.r"
interaction of any importance between these bivalves (Stanley 1977r,

but perhaps their ecological similarity - or even the fact that Malleus
iir,

,rll'

and. C. asperrÍmus use P. bicolor for attachment - might have led to a

positive association. None is evident. Ì{e note in passing that the

other three species of bivalves, like P. bicolor , were more often

scored "Iow" túan "high" in density even though many sites appeared

suitable, and any d.iver knows they can be very abundant. These

species, too, appear "patchy".

Species which are either predators or "malentities" (Andrewartha

1970) night be expected a priori to have most of their influence on

younger stages of P. bicolor stilJ-, we note that they showed no

association u¡i.th the density of P. bicolor large enough to be seen by a

diver.

The above is based. on imprecise data - mostly subjective

rankings - and. so there is a possibility that real associations exist

but were not detected. However, one might have expected such

associations to be at least noticeable in the kind of data we collected.

even if they were not statistically sigrnificanti no trends, however

slight, were apparent. Thus we conclud.e for the present that with

respect to the presence and density of P. bicolor we are observin I

unexplained patchiD€ss o

The proportion of the population with developed gonads appears

Iess "patchyrr.' It differs between sites even considering only those
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sampled cLose together in time, but spatially-close sites - pairs of

sites in the same embalment - do not differ significantly (Table 5).

I{e cannot infer that, these populations are in the same phase (because

we do not know, for exampre, wtrether a gonad scored rpr is developing

or spent) but it seems likely.

Counts of adductor-muscle scars were heterogeneous between

sites, incJ-uding some nearby pairs. These scars surely represent

checks ín the growth of the anj:na1 ¡ot tfr" reasons for the checks, and

their period.s, are not known vith certainty. Nevertheless there is

reason to assr:¡re that they represent winter growth checks and our

interpretation of the counts was based on that assumption. On that

assumption, thè age-distributions of the standing poputations of

P. bicolor at different sites - incÌ uding some nearby pairs - differ.

!{e examined those distributions in more detail and found that the

proportion of the population with low scar counts - recent recruits -

differs between sites including nearby ones (Table 6). In other words,

the density of recruits relative to that of adults varies. Further,

the presence or absence of whole classes - ínterpreted as t'regularity"

of recruitment - differs between sites. Note that the absence of an

entire class is a,stringent criterion of "irregularity", given the

error in counting rings. It seems clear that recruítment fluctuates

from year to year, and the fluctuations are not in phase at all sites,

nor necessarily even at nearby sites. This contrasts with the

proportions with developed gonads, which were similar at nearby sites.

Recent recruitment and. the regularity of recruitment were not

correlated with depth, cover of seagrrassr nor with each other'

I'Regularity" was not significantly associated with total density of

P. bicolor as estimated ir, ,ro.*-2.

ilt,

,hil
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No relationships could be detected between recruitment and the

densities of associated species. This is not to say that the associates

have no effects. Firstly¡ it, is possible that their abund.ance is

correlated with the recruitment of P. bicolor but our data are too

imprecise to detect it. Se

abundance at a particu)-ar p

their effects on P. bicolor

condly, they may move about, so that their

lace and time bears little relationship to

there at some earlier time. Thirdly, their

effects rnay be masked by other variables, especially the densíty of

settlement of P. bicolor. The lack of correlations in our data does

eriminate the grossest hypotheses, e.g. that dense holothurians wilr,

by killing newly-settled larvae, lead to sporad.ic recruitment.

The above discussion concerns recruits as a proportio¡r of the

population. Actual densities of recruits would be of interest. The

only relevant data we have are the diver's in situ estimates of the

densities of two size-classes. The density of small animals is

positively correlated with that of large ones, considering all sites

where P. bícolor rdere found. Howevel:, this may be an artefacb, because

although an ani¡ral of H ( 7cm at site 3 would very like1y be under two

years old and probably under one (Butler and. Brewster 19791, this wi1l

not necessarily be

sites where animals

true at all sites (above). However, if we eliminate

have a large scar count for a given length, we

still fi-nd the same conclusÍon¡

positíve1y correlated with that

in contrast to the conclusions

density of small P. bicolor is

of large orr€so This seems to be rather

drawn above from the scar counts.

However, it ís consistent with them if the events leading to

recruitment are viewed as follows.

L¿.rvae of Pinnidae can travel long distances in the plankton

that animals

- stj-Il less,

(R.S. and A. Scheltema, ¡)ers. comm.). Thus, the fact

breed at all- sites does not guarantee that settlement

,,i 
'
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recruítment - wilL occur at all sitesr ând. those 1arvae which settle at
a site may not have been spawned there. Larvae move about with the

currents and. uray well- be distributed patchily within the water (see

reviews in steere 197g). Thus, their probabirity of successful

recruitment at a given benthic site depends firstJ-y on their being

carried there on a current of suitable strength, etc. for settlement,

and secondly on subtre properties of the bottom (which may vary from

tjme to time), the presence or absence of mobile or ephemeral

predat'ors, the availability of food for newly settled postlarvae (which

itself may depend upon pl-anktonic patchiness and on the vagaries of the

curents), and so ono füe stress the tersr probabili ty. The mere fact

that recruitmerit is partly dependent on currents, on the shapes of

land-masses and. channels and on the topography of the bottom, will mean

that sites differ consistentry in the probabirity that rarvae will

settre. This can .""oorra for some very well-enclosed enrbayurents

apparently containing few or no p. bicolor and for a correlation

between the densities of adults and yotmg, but it leaves recruitment as

a random variable with a large variance which, on the present state of

our knowledger we cannot explain. Most sites-receÍve variable, and

stome even irregular, recruitment and. we cannot e>rpLain or predict this

using depth, associated species, sediment type or latitude.

. Recruitment is a major 'rmystery stage" (spight 1g7s) in the

ecology of many species with pel-agic rarvae (e.g. Andrews 1979,

llileikovsky 1971, sastry 1g7g, underwood 1g7gl. rt is important

it varies so widely. we can hope to understand the ecorogy of

the.species after successful recruitment, but recruitment itself is the

main event that d.etermines the density of such a species at a given

site. Whilst it may be possible in some cases to predict recruÍtment

from ind.ependent variables which influence larval survíval, our data -

i'
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especially the very small-scale I'patchiness" - give no encouragement

that it will- be possible in this câsêr For purposes of a general

understanding of the ecology of the system (or for ' long-term plannirg,

if the species u¡ere a conmercially inportant one) we may make use of a

probabil-ity distribution for recruitment. For purposes of short-term

prediction, the only course is to monitor recruitment directlyr. as done

for cornmercial species (e.g. Lewis, in prep.).

The above should not be taken ." .r, assertÍon that nothing can

be known about the recruitment of Pinna. Knowledge of a probability

distribution can be powerful. Those species which interact with Pinna

- feed on its young, live on its shells, etc, - must be adapted to that

probability distribution. It is a challenge to ecology to produce

useful models for systems in which many of the important events have

probability distributions with large variances.

,'tll'
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Table 1. À. Observations recorded at each site surveyed.
B. Additional observations made on random samples of pinna
bicolor at sites marked * in Table 2.

A. 1.
2.
3.

Position by landmarks and bearings. Record map reference.
Depth (n, by shot line).
Surface and bottom water temperatures ("C by mercury

thermometer).
State of tide and current.
Estimated prevailing \,rave and. current condÍtions.
Distance covered by diver.
Notes on bottom type and macrobiota.
Estimated percentage cover of each of the seagrass genera

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Zostera Posidonía, Amphibolis, Hal ila.
9. Density (¡n-2) of

height ç 7cm.
Pinna bicolor of dorso-ventral shell

10. Density (m-2) of Pinna bicolor of dorso-ventral shell
height > 7cm.

11. Diver¡s in situ notes on size distribution, spatiat
di.sbribution, morphology and epibiota of pinna.

12- Qualitative scores of the abundance of the rollã*ing animal
species or groups : MalLeus meridianus Chlamys asperÏamus,
Chlamys bifrons, P€þices spp., muricid. gastropods,
holothuri-ans, echinoids, asteroids, fish and cephalopod.s.

B. For each anj¡nal in a random sample:

1. Àntero-posterior she1l lengbh (cm¡.
2. Dorso-ventral shell height (cm).
3. Nu¡rber of adductor muscle scars, left shel1 valve.
4. Appearance of gonad.
5. Shell damage due to breakage or sponge boring.
6. Presence of shell spines.
7. Epibiota.

rri



Table 2. Sites ínspe cted for Pinna bicolor. Observations i n list À
(Table 1) were recorded at all sites. Those in list B were
also recorded at sites marked with an asterisk.

Site
number

I-ocation Depth
(n)

( I=intertidal )

Latitude oSl
Longitude oE

1

2*
3*
4
5*
6*

1-2kn I{ of Semaphore jetty
3kn NW ,of St Kilda
2km E of Ard¡ossan
Ardrossan: beacon N of bulk loading jetty
Stansbury: on intertidal sand-spit
Edithburgh: site used by Butler c

Brewster (1979)
Troubridge Island: intertidally on SW side
Wallaroo: out to 150n W from site of old

jetty
Port, Broughton: over 4km travelled in

channel and around mangrove island
Chinaman Creek: 2km WSI{ of shacks
Chinaman Creek
1.5-2kn VJSW of Chinaman Creek
400m WSW of Chinaman Creek
Chinaman Creek
Port Augnrsta: Playford Power Station

jetty
Port Augusta: first normal channel

marker S from Power Station
Franklin Harbour: about 400m S of

Cowell jetty
Franklin Harbour
Franklin Harbour: 500-600m E of jetty
Franklin Harbour: Cowell jetty
Franklin Harbour: may be locally called

Dr Thompsonrs Reef
Tumby Bay: 600m ESE of jetty
tumby Bay: jetty
fumby Bay: 200m off end of jetty
Tumby Bay: 100m off entrance to caravan

park
Port Lincoln: 300nn E of caravan park

j etty
Port Lincoln: Kerton Point jetty
Port Lincoln: 150m off caravan park
Port Lincoln: 300m WSW of 1st port

channel marker
Port Lincoln
Coffin Bay: between jetty and point to Nlil
Coffi.n Bay: in channel leaving Coffin Bay
Coffin Bay

7
3

15
7-8
I

o-7

0-3
10.5

4
4.5
3-4
2-3

7-10

7.5

3
3-4

4
4-5

0.5
5.5

4
5

13.5
9

3-5

15- 1B

13

34 "A3/ 138.45
34.73/138.48
34.43/137.95
34"43/137.93
34.92/ 1 37. 83

35.11/137.78
35.13/137.82

34"93/137.61

33.56/ 137 .92
32.23/137.80
32.65/ 1 37. B0
32.65/137,78
32.68/137.83
32.65/137.e2

32.54/137.78

32.5s/13?.7e

33 .7 0/ 136.94
33.7 0/ 136.94
33.68/ 1 36. 95
33.68/ 136.94

33.7 1/ 136 .9 4
34.39/136.12
34.39/ 136.1 1

34.39/136.12

34.38/136.1 1

34.73/1 35.89
34.72/ 135.88
34.7 3/ 1 35. 89

34.7 0/ 1 35. 8B
34.7 2/ 135.87
34.63/ 13s.47
34.62/13s.46
34 .62/ 135.46

7
r7

I

9

10
11

12
13*
14
15

18
19
20
21*

16*

17

22
23*
24
25r,

26*
I

27
2A
29

30
31
32
33

2.5
4
1



34 Coffin Bay: betv¡een Goat Is and. other
side of bay

Coffin Bay: point at entrance to Coffin
Bay

Kellidie Bay
Kellidie Bay
Coffin Bay jetty
Elliston: near jetty
Venus Bay! near jetty
Venus Bay
Venus Bay: downstream from 2nd upstream

channel marker
Venus Bay: side channel on way back to

jetry
Venus Bay: 1st upstream channel marker

fron jetty
Venus Bay: channel Sl{ of Germein Island
Venus Bay
Venus Bay: lst downstream channel marker

from jetty
Streaky Bay
Streaky Bay: 100m inshore from 49
Streaky Bay: 200m S of lst outgoing

channel marker, near Crawford. Landing
Ceduna jetty

5 34.62/135.4735

2.5 34.62/135.46
34.61/135.48
34.61/135.47
34.62/135.47
33.64/ß4.e9
33.23/'t34.68
33.23/134.72

36
37
38
39
40
41
42

1-2
1

4
5

3-4
I

43
3

4

33.22/ 134.68

44
33.23/ 134..6A

45
46
47

0.5-4
0. 5-3
5-6

33.22/ 134.67
33 .22/ 13 4 . 66
33 "23/ 134.64

4g*
49
50*

3
I
I

33.23/ 134.66
32.A0/ 134.21
32.e0/134,21

51
6.5

3
32.7A/ 134 .23
32.13/133.67



Tabre 3. !{ater-depth and estimated density of p. bicol-or at, those si tes
where Ít was found in su¡rmer, 1g7g-Bo. site nunbers correspond to
those ín Table 2. *Densities at these sites v¡ere measured using a
1m2 quad.rat.

Site Depth (n) P. bicolor of H -( 7cu

--- "ãã-2
P. bicolor of H >7cr¡

no.m-2

1

2
3*
4
5*

7
3

15
7.5

Intertidal
7

Intertidal
o-7

3
7-10
7.'5
4

0.4-0 .5
4

Intertidal
13.5
I

13
Intertidal
Intertídal

6.5
3

1.9
0
1 .97
0
1.71
0.20
0.30
2

10
< 0.01

0.01

2.5
<<0.1

o.g7
0.2
1.41
1.54

>1
5
5

4 --.. 
-

0.8
<0,01

0.95
0. 15
7
0.7
0
0.00 1

3.5
1

1.5
1

6*
7
I

13
15
16
19
21
23
25
26
27
30
4A
49
50
51

0
0

0

2
0
0

0

14
3
I
1

.01

.05

.001

c

.5



Table 4. Association
P. bicolor and

between qualitative scores for the densities of
three species of epibenthic bivalves. Each figure
the number of sÍtes at r,¡hich that conbination ofin the Table is

scoreg occurred.

Density of
P. bicolor

MalLeus rneridianus Chlamys a sper rimus Chlamys bÍfrons
low high low hish Iow high

low -< 1m-2

high >Ln-2

xl ror zxz

34 5

3

39 0

I

37 2

25 7 6

contingency table
P

1.38
>0.05

0.79
>0.05

1.30
>0.05



Table 5. C,onad development in pinna bicolor sampled at 12,sites. Sitenumbers correspond to Table 2. Gonads wr,0¡ - nor apparenri ,p, - poorly u"".roilå."t:;?t1"*i::::"ï;
deveroped and 'vù, - well deveroped and these have been pooredinto two categories here. onry animars in rt," ,Àplààr.irrr"oager-crass' as determined by adductor muscru 

""Ài=l-;;;included (see text).

Site Date
Sampled

Number
o+P

Number
M+w

3
5
6

13
I6
2L
23
25
26
4B
50
5T

L8.xii.79
2O.xií.79
13. xii. 79

24. i. 80
23. i. 80
s. i. B0
7. i. 80
6. i. 80
9. Í. 80

13. i. B0
13.i.80
Is. i.80

0
27
20
16
19

0
1l_

23
24

49
131
130

39
57
74
19
42
25
43
22
43

11
6

5

2 tests for homogeneity:X

!{hole 2xI2 table:
Sites 21 r23, 25.26 r48, 50, 5l :
Sites 13¡16:

Sites 23,25:

Sites 48,50:

2
Xr t.- 84.92**r:

= 54.13***

= 0.10

= 0.01

= 0.01

(P<
(P<
(P>
(P>
(P>

0.00r)

0. 00r)

0.05)

0.0s)

0.0s)

2
Xo

2
Xr

2
Xr

2
Xr



Tab1e 6. Freguencies of counts of adductor-muscle scars in samples of
, Pinna bicolor from 13 sites in South ÀustralÍa.

Site Number of Scars
4s678

No. of animals
in

sample
0123 9 r0 11 >.r2

2
3
5
6

I3
16
2L
23
25
26
48
50
5I

3 24
3

22
28

L733
411

29 2L 16
ts2t9
3 2L2

II 2L 16
41520

I025
71522

11
13

L4 2L
L77
10 13

2
t-

9
I
7
3
3
3
2
I
2
I
3

2

3
4
I
6
2
I
I
I
4

4
2

56
Ls4
164
r50

62
83
75
31
B4
49
75
50
70

105 2
10
1I

3
3

2

1
1

L3

27
6 6

33
7
3
I

3

4
3
I

I4

10
14

3
9

7
L2
I
9

5
I
2

t
I
2
2

3

1

2
22

30
L2

9

9

9, I
t3 I
137

8 6 812 I
34336
7I2343 3

I
I

Ioq-likelihood rates tests for heteroqeneitv:

Whole 13x13 table:
Sites 13-51:
Sites 13&16:
Sites 23&25.
Sites 48450:

Ç = 1156***
G = 499.9***
Ç = 24.15**
Ç = 28.57***
Ç = 14.87

d.f. =
d.f. =
d.f. =
d.f. =
d.f. =

r44
96
7
6

B

P< 0
P<0
P<0
P<0
P> 0

.001

.001

.00s

.001

.05

Scar classes 0-5 (0 & t pooled)
Àl-l sites except 26 G = 463.8***
Sltes 13-5I (e:rcept G = 153.5***

261
Sites13&16 Q= 18.42**
sites 23 e 25 Ç = 16.73**
Sites48a50 Ç= 7.45

d
d

f
f

=44
=28

P<0
P<0

.001

.00r

d.f. = 4
d.f.=Q
d.f.=Q'

0.001
0.00r
P> 0.

<P<
<P<
0s

0.
0.

005
005



Table 7. Inferences about density of recent recruitment and regularity
of recruiLment over the previous 5-6 years, based. on counts of
adductor muscle scars (Table 7) on the assumptions that the scars
represent winter growth checks, and. that post-recruitment mortality
rates and. their year-to-year varíations are the same at all sites.
See texl for methods. O, no recruitment; m, minor recruitment;
l{, najor recruitmenti I, irregularî R, reguLar. The table also
shows inferences about density of recent recruitment based only on
the diverrs esti¡nate of density of Pinna of H < 7cm at sites where
Pinna density wâs ) 0. (Table 4). 0, density = g; S, sparse,
0 < density { 0.1 m-2¡ D, dense, density t õ.1 ^-2.

Site 1978-9
Recruitment
from scar
counts

Recent
rec¡:uitment
from density

of small animals

Regmlarity of Recruitment
from Scar Counts

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I

13
15
16
19
21
23
25
26
27
30
4A
49
50
51

m

¡'I

m

M

D

0
Þ
o
D

D
D
D

D

s
S

o
s
s
D

o
s
0
D
D
D

D

I
I

R
I

m

m

m

o
m

o

M

M

M

I

I

I
I
R
I

R

R
R
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